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for tomorrow were assigned so-we won't have to take time with that

phase. Now we were discussing at our last meeting the fall of man and

we had looked, at the matters of the critical theories, the alleged. Babylonian

derivation; we looked at the fall itself, we were looking at the curse, and.

we noticed the curse upon the serpent and. saw that there is involved. in the

purse upon the serpent a curse upon Satan. Some exegetes do not hold this,

hold that it entirely relates to the serpent, which I do not think makes sense.

Others hold that it entirely relates to Satan, which I also do not think makes

sense. Others try to interpret every part of it as refrring to both, which

I do not think makes sense, but I think that as you take it that he is speak--'

Ing to one part of the time and to the other part of the time as anyone can

do with simply a turn of the head, that it works out reasonably well. I

havá no doubt that the first third is addressed to the serpent and. that the

last third. is addressed. to Satan. Now as to the, middle third there may be

some difference of opinion, but I think we will agree that the middle third

is not nearly -,as important as "the last third in. any place, and the last third

surely is speaking about Satan. Now this was the curse upon the serpent-r-a.

Now we take up small b.--the curse upon the woman, and. you notice that when

the woman blamed the serpent God turned to the serpent and. dealt with the

serpent, but then having dealt with the serpent, He then proceeded to deal

" .*ith the woman. Her excuses were followed out and it looked. as if she had.

succeeded. in evading responsibility, but that was not the case at all. God

dealt first with the one who had been the primary instrument in it but then

He came back to the one who had shifted the responsibility to the serpent.

We can. never escape God's judgment by shifting responsibility to someone else

and I think in the whole course of our training and experience there is a very

important point. You will find that in your contacts here as students and

in. your contacts later in various. field.s of service you will be associated

with various people and. in any type of Christian work your associatioz will
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change from time to time through your life. It is very unlikely that any

of you will be associated with the same people the rest of your life, but oh,

how easy it will be when there is some criticism ofit, whenethere is some

point at which you fall short, when there is some difficulty into which you

come, to try to put the blame on to people around you, and to try to turn,

attention to them instead of teking that which belongs to you. As a matter

of fact, if you succeed in shifting responsibility t0 someone else even if

he is more responsible than you are in the end it is of no particular benefit

to you, but if you will think of the matter as to how does it affect you and

how can you improve in your system even if some one else is ten times as
if

responsible as you are/you, yourself, can learn hoi to improve through the

experience, there is something which can be vital, in your work and in your

training for the Lord. I think that it is one of the easiest ways that Satan

misleads us, is by putting us into that deesive attitude that is constantly

trying to blame others for things. Before God it doesn't matter whether

the other person is responsible or not. That is between him and the Lord.

As far as you are concerned, the question is, "Are you doing what is right or

are you doing what is wrong?" You stand a. fall on your own merits before

God. and you cannot shift responsibility to anyone else no matter what they

have done. God will judge him. Mr. Sit? (Student) Yes. Mr. Sit has

stated a number of things which seem to be necessary and unavoidable conclu
number

sions, and he has stated á/o other things-which are purely assumptions ad

ded. to the text which are not here. The first half of what he said. 1 would..

think was certainly an unavoidable conclusion, that Satan has fallen before
though

this time. It is pretty hard, :j. the Bible nowhere describes to us tn any

explicit way the fall of Satan, it is pretty hard to imagine Satan's fall

as having occurred after this time, and that he had. fallen, that he fell at

some time, is very clear from the Scripture, and that he. is to be punished.

and that he is the force back of the evil of this world is undoubted. It .........................................
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must h.ve come before Adam. .1 see no way out of that. Now whether it came

just before Adam, whether it came a few years before or whether it came

thousands of years before we are not told in Scripture. We just don't know,

but that it came before Adam seems absolutely unavoidable, so thus far, what

Mr. Sit says seems to me to be, although not stated in the Scripture, an in

ference from the Scripture which is unavoidable. But then he went on to

say, "And do you say that he has been all this.tirne without any curse upon him?0

and that now he is cursed for the first time? I would never say anything

of that sort. This does not say this is the first time Satan has been cursed.;

it does not; evan say that it is the first time that this curse is placed upon

Satan. We simply do not know, but the interest of this is primarily to the

man and. the woman and. to us hence, and it does give us now a knowledge of the

ultimate state of the one who has been. an active agent in the fall of man.
had.

Now, whether Satan knew this before, whether God/declared this before, or

whether God had merely determined it n. the cou&s.ls of eternity but not

even revealed it to Satan as yet, is something we don't know about, but at

this point here it is reveè.led to man and whether it is the first time it is

revealed to Satan or not we just don't know. Yes? (Student) I would say

that the-I do not think there is enmity between Satan and the woman any more

than between Satan and the man. I think the statement of putting enmity be

tween "thee and the woman" refers eusive].y to the serpent. I don't think

it h anything to do with Satan. I think Satan relates to the third part
prophecy

of the / , and. I think the first and second relate purely to the serpent.

I don't see how the first can have any relevance to Satan whatever. I've never

seen any evidence of enmity between Satan and. womankind except an womankind.

has first been redeemed through the blood of Christ, and the same refers to

mankind. Man. and woman are on the best of terms with S&an except when they

have been redeemed by the blood of Christ, but I think it is a fact about area-an

tion that there ienmity between the human race and the serpent, as yet. low
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as to whether the exact meaning of this phrase of it, the blessing, I would

like to leave that to No. .5' , and simply here to

deal up to this present thing with the matter of the curse. So then, if

there is no further question right here we will go on to b, the curse-upon

the woman. As we noticed, the woman did. not avoid her punishment by

throwing the blame on Satan and no one will succeed in evading his punish

ment by throwing the blame on somebody else; certainly not in the sight of

God, and ndt usually in the sight of others either. I was much impressed.

one day in the war, in talking with a lieutenant who told me that he had.

been due at a camp in Santiago at a certain hour and that he had. reached

there five hours late. The train had been late. He should. have been there

an hour ahead. of time and. I said, "Well, of course they excused you for that,

didntt they?" "Well," I said, "I never even mentioned it to them." He said,

"What's the use of mak ng excuses. I was late and. that's all there was to it."

He said, "It's true the train was late, but I should have taken an earlier

train that would have avoided that possibility," and. it impressed me that
who

the person-we all make mistakes--but the person/does the best he can and

avoids trying to excuse one or other particular thing in the end. would be bet-.

tertbought of by the lord and. by people, also than the one who is always trying

to shift the blame to someone else for the results which are achieved. It's

the results that count and. not the excuses that we make. So, the woman has

made the excuse and God. has followed the excuse out but He comes back to the.

" woman and. He says, "I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and. thy conception; in

sorrow thou shalt bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to thy hus

band, and he shall rule over thee," and here we have stated certain things

which are to express the sorrow of the woman in life and they are thing s

which we observe, always have observed, as a matter of experience, that one

" who took the foremost place here, in stepping into the .temptation, is placed

in a secondary position and she is in that position and. there is no way in

which it can be avoided or changed, and.maxY attempts have been made to change
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it but they have never succeeded because the whole attitude is as much in-

grained. in woman's nature as it is in any desire of mankind. It i a situa-

tion which is implanted in world. In the sight of God the redeemed person

is an inclivid,ual and all individuals who are redeemed through Chrilat are

equal in God's sight and there is no superiority or inferiority in God's

signt of redeemád. individuals because f race, of birth, or sex, or for

any other reason. All redeemed individuals are equal; that is, all are

equal in standing in God's sight, but among the unregenerate creation there

is a definite situation in which woman has found herself all through the ages

and does find herself. It is±hct of observation and it is a fact which is

here explained as due to God's curse upon her. Then we go on to the curse

upon. the man. The man tries to shift it to the woman and. the man tries to

say that the woman has given it to him and he even blamed it on the Lord.
to be with

He said, "the woman whom thou gayest/me," as if to say if only God hadn't

given him this woman he wouldn't be in that situation and I think there is

a mighty good for every man to think of. If you want to ruin

your opportunity of serving the Lord. effectively you marry a woman who is

not interested in serving the Lord, and there are too many men who go into

the Lord's service who think that in the selection of a wife they do not need

to take any consideration of anything ot1a that that which the man of the world

would take into consideration, and such an attitude can ruin your ministry and

than anything else you can do. If you are called to

go into the Lord's service you not only have no right to consider marrying

a woman who is not a Christian; you have no right to consider marrying a woman.

who is not a consecrated Christian, who will not be a real helpmeet to you

in your service to the Lord, but if you do, if you allow yourself to be

" carried away by your feelings or by your instincts or by some fascination

and to marry some woman who--you have not carefully thought out the question

of whether she is a real helpmeet to you in the things of the Lord,and you
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find your life is ruined, you cannot turn to the Lord and say, Pthe woman

thou gayest me, she gave me of the fruit and. I did, eat." Adam couldn't

help himself* God gave him Eve, but any maxi today can help himself and.

has a very definite responsibility toward it and cannot evade it by saying,

the woman thou gayest me." He can say, "The woman that I was foolish enough

to marry because I put my own desires first instead of putting the Lord's

will first." But Adam said, "the woman thou gayest me gave me of the tree,

and I did. eats' and God. said to Adam, "because thou hast hearkened to the

voice of thy wife." She might speak but Adam didn't have to obey her.

"Because thou hast hearkened. to the voice of thy wife and hast eaten of the

tree which I commanded. thee saying, 'thou shalt not eat of jttttbeoau.se of

this God. placed very serious difficulty in the path of the man. He said.,

"cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the

days of thy life; thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee;

and. thou shalt eat the herb of the field; in the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread., till thou return unto the ground.; for out of it wast thou tn;

for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return,tt Here is a curse placed

upon the vegetable and animal creation, a curse placed upon the creation for

the sake of man, a curse placed upon the creation in order that man may suffer

as a result of man's sin and man is not allowed to make any excuses on the

ground that the woman had led. him into it The woman is put in. the position

where she is not supposed to lead. the man astray, but the does

T 2

but the man has the misery in life all through from the situation

of the vegetable creation and from, the situation of his body. "In. the sweat

of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the ground." His

body is now made corruptible; it is made subject to decay. It is made subject
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to disease.; it is made subject to decay. Somebody asked the noted skeptic

Ingersoll, "If you were making the world, how would you do a better job of it

than God. did?" And Ingersoll said., "I would make health contageous instead

of making disease contageous' which is a very good answer. If anybody wants

to say that there is a proof that this is.,Ood.ta world becse everything in

t is perfect, he is just shutting his eyes to facts. Things are not per

fect in this world. This is a world of misery and. a world of suffering

and. there is something wrong in this world. There is something out of

mesh in this world in the character. of man and also in the animal creation

and. also in the vegetable creation, and. it is a fact that it is disease that

is cont;ageous. Health is too, so some extent, but it is primarily disease

a
that is contageous and. it is/fact that you have to work out to make good

plants grow but that the weeds will just sprout up the ininuth you turn your

back to them. It is a fact of observation and you cannot make an argwnent

for theism from the perfection of the universe. There is a perfection of

the universe, but there is also an imperfection and the imperfection is in

many ways muc more obvious than the perfection and you cannot explain it

apart from the fall--,-..and the curse which God has placed upon the universe.

I've been mach impressed several times at the Grand Canyon hearing the

naturalists give their talks about the nature of the canyon to hear a note

which one of them brings in every now and then, and. that is the balance of

nature. He says, "Here in the 1ve heard them tell this story

several times--he says, "Here in the canyon there are a great many mountain

lions and the government decided a few years ago we want to get rid of these

mountain lions; there are too many of them, "and so they called in a good

hunter who hunter down the mountain lions and. killed quite a lot of the moun

tain lions and he said, "What was the result?" He said the result was that

the deer began to multiply so fast that we had. sickly deer falling dead

all over the roads to the park1 and. th thin got out of balance. He said
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that under normal conditions the mountain lions killed off all the sickly

deer and the backward deer and. they keep the number of deer down and now

the number of deer multiplied, so much that they became a menace to the

rest of the nature and a menace to humanity there and there was even talk

of importing a few mountain lions to make up for the ones that had been

killed.. He said. none time somebody pointed, a little animal there that

seemed to be an utterly destructive animal; they could find no good in this

animal, and they said, "Let's root it out of the park. Let's kill it. Let's

hunt it downs' and. he said, knowing of the balance of nature as he did and.

how it is only injured rather than helped by any way man interferes with it,

he said, "Now before you do that, go slow," he said, investigate care

fully and see what the result is if you kill this animal which seems to have

no good about it," and he said. that upon investigation they came to the con

clusion that if they killed this animal there would no longer be any century

plants in the park. Well, you know those beautiful century plants that

stand there with sharp prongs on the side. They are not particularly con

spicuous there--just these sharp points about so high above the groundlhere

and they stand. there for a number of years and. then out of the middle there

shoots up a little soft spot that comes up quite high and then the beautiful

flowers, and he said, 11 If you kill this animal there will be no century

plants, and the reason is there is another animal which is well able, has an

instinct, that when this century plant has shot up a little distance and it

has the little--soft buds on it and. no seeds as yet produced, this little

animal jumps up over the short stocks on the side and gets a hold of this

bud. and eats it and. the result is that it would never seed and in a short time

there would no longer be any century plants there, but the other animal they

wanted, to kill kills off this animal and keeps this',--dawn,: to the proper balance

of nature and thus you could have some of both animals fi&.LalsO some of the
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century plants. As Tennyson said.---he spoke of nature red. in tooth and. claw.

I don't know whether I have mentioned-to you the experience I had. when I was

at Princeton Seminary. We went out for a walk in the park one time and we

had some friends down from New York who had. been in the same college I had.

been in in the west and I remember one of them was a girl studying at some

school of social work in New York and we went out there to the estate

and there we saw a little pond with beautiful swans on it that looked. so pretty,

and peaceful, and then as we watched way over at the other side of it, perhaps

twice as big a pond, two or three times as far as across this room, a goose
big

jump into the pond, and. immediately one of these/beautifi]. swans swam across

it just as fast as it could and began fighting the neck of that other less

attractive animal and fighting it and threw it out of the pond and. here was

this big pond big enough to get a hundred. swans in and there were about ten

of them in it, but they wout allow the geese in the pond. I remember how
a

when the girl saw it--she was studying social work in/New York school. of

social work, and. she said., "Why, that's unsocial," and. she was quite shocked.

to think that a wa.nthould. be unsocial and would want to keep this whole pobi

to themselves and. not allow the geese to share it. Now that is a fact of nature,

that the curse is upon the animal creation and. nature is red in tooth and claw

and. so is humanity unregenerate. The curse is here. We have to face it.

.And. where did. it come from? This is not a perfect world.. It is a world. of

sin and misery; a world that is out of joint. If this world is the way the

Creator made it He did -a pretty poor job of it but it is not the way the

Creator made it. It is the way the creator made it altered. to the way the

Creator cursed. it toward the soin of man and. so the world is today, under the
will

curse and remain under the curse until the Lord removes theicurse from it

as we are promised in the book of Romans, in Romans 8. And so here is the

curse laid on nature for man's sake and man is the one who suffers for the

curse upon nature. Woman suffers for the curse upon social relations and
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the purse upon the body of the woman. Man also has a curse upon his body

but is less aware of it; it is less inconvenient to him because he finds his

principal misery from the curse upon nature, which God has placed there on

account of his sin. And so this curse on nature is the fact of experience,

a fact that no one can deny who observes the life of the animal or vegetable

creation or the life of the races of mankind and it is a fact which 8:22

dells us exists, and all nature groans together with our bodies waiting for

the redemption of our bodies, the time when God will remove this curse from

nature and. from the body of mart. Yes? (Student) Well, the ground would

to some exent include the animal but very definitely the vegetable, because

it goes on--"thorns and. thistles shall it bring forth unto thee" and then

the animal creation is more brought in by the idea of the "dust thou art", that

unto dust he ±::tO , and.,. of course, man's relation to nature has here prim

cipally mentioned the aspect of the ground and. of the vegetable. The animal

is not especially brought in the promise here but is doubtless included,

and is stressed in other places in the Scripture, and of course over in Isaiah 11

and in Isaiah 65 and. in Romans 8 you have the promises of the removal of this

curse so that the lions and the ox will lie down together, and. the enmity will

be removed. from the animal creation. Yes? (Student) That's right. (,,Student)

This book I referred. to last time of describes the condition in

which the animal creation does not have the enmity or hatred. It is a purely

an imaginary picture but of course the picture as we have it in the world.

today is a situation in which there is misery and. killing and destruction in

a way that forms our balance and. these people., these naturalists often spear

of it in a very beautiful term, this wonderful balance o±' nature, but when

you get down underneath and. see what the balance is, it is a balance of kill

ing and. of destruction and misery, and. a balance which is a result of the curse

and it certainly was not the situation as God made the earth or intended it-to be.

Yes, Mr.---? (Student) A spiritual curse on the " There is,

of course, the breaking of the fellowship with God.when man went and hid. h±melf
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and. God. called for him, and then, of course, there is this prediction that

man is to go into death. (Student) Yes, physical death, but our concept

which we learn from the New Testament that the man living in sin is dead

while he lives, the concept of spiritual death as the breaking of fellowship

with God is something that is not exclusively mentioned here but which would

seem to be very reasonably derived from it, but not certainly specifically

stated. Mr.---? (Student) It's on account of Adam.,!. "For thy sake" means

1on account of It is done in order to affect Adam and it affects him

in two ways. It affects him because it is a punishment, it is a misery,

it is a.suffering, and also affects him bocaus fallen man is far. better

off having to work and. one good minister that I know up in Philadelphia

who has built up a large church told me that this statement "in the sweat

of thy face shalt thou eat bread" was a statement of the constitution of

the natural person and that it is necessary for his health and vital. Writ

ing sermons and. visiting doesn't provide the proper exercise for him so he

got an electric pad. that he gets into and. has his wife mop his face off with

cold water while he is in it for half an hour and. the perspiration pours off

him and he feels that that is a necessary thing for his health. Well,

whether that has any definite relation to this I don't know but it is a fact

the man who has the normal exercise is far healthier than one who doesn't

and that the one who is idle, in our age the-one who is idle is far

than the one who is and " These are the three elements then

of the truth which is here given. There is, of course, a further act of

God in driving man out of the garden. Perhaps--I think we'll leave that until

the aftermath of the fall. In a way it is part of the fall, you

might say, but let's leave it. Let's look at the evangelia now,

and this, of course, is the germ of the gospel and it is a very interesting

thing that in the Scripture---now, nothing in the Scripture is untrue, it is

all God' Word to us and dependable. Very frequently we find that an idea

is suggested several times before it is clearly explained, as if it is neces-
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sary to get us used to an idea and to gradually slip the context into our

consciousness before the attempt is made to exp1aiit with any fullness,

and so very often we have ideas which in the later part of the Scripture

are fully explained which are just suggested in.a certain way, suggested

in a way that you. couldn't but that you wonder just why it is

stated that way and. then later on you find the explanation. Some have sug

gested that that is the case with Genesis 1:26. God says Let us make man

in our image." Is that Pus" : editorial "well, is it the "we" of majesty,

is there, as à}-Jew suggested to me once that God is giving honor to the

rest of the creation of asscoiatingihem with Him in His language, "Let us

make man? Or is there there a suggestion of the plurality of persons in

the godhead, "Let us make man"? Now that, I think, is a very reasonable

con4ecte, not a proof, but conjecture. Here we have a suggestion, in

this terminology by the Lord, of the fact that there is this plurality

of persons in the godhead even though it is not explained for us in the book

of Genesis. Now, in this case we have a very brief thing which at sight

is a curse.

T




bruise his heel. It is at first sight a curse; it is a statement of

trouble to come for the, for Satan and trouble to.-come for the seed the woman

but it is stated in such a way that it would suggest that the trouble which

was coming to Satan is a much greater trouble than the trouble that comes

to the seed of the woman. This word "bruise" Is a hard word. to translate.

It doesn't occur very often. There are roots from which it may possibly

be derived. One is " " and the dher is

means Isnap at" or "lie in wait for" and. if you were to take it from

as (I forget whether it is Revised Version text oi' margin, I think it is the

margin suggests that interpretation) that would fit very well for the serpent.
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"Thou shalt lie in wait for his heel". The serpent lies in wait and.

watches for his heel and then jumps at it, but "he shall lie in wait for

thy head" doesn't fit so particularly well and. the does not occur in

the writing. " " seems perhaps to be the more reasonable inter

pretation but the word " " occurs very rarely in the Bible. It is

translated "cover" in Psalm ].39,:l which does not fit here at all. The

idea of, in Greek and. in Aramaic, in the translation, it ±s rendered "beat"

or "strike", bites arid stings, and it would seeat any rate to indicate

I think "bruise" is probably as good a rendering as any in English--it indi

cates a crushing or an injury. "It will bruise thy head. and. thou shalt

bruise his heel.". You might say if a rattlesnake bites you in the heel

it can kill you just as well as in the head., but that's not quite true.

Itve often thought if a rattlesnake bites me in the heel I'd. have a tourniquet

to put on down below the knee and. keep the poison away and. if I lose my leg
/

I8ve lost my leg, but I've often thought upon climbing up a cliff and it

gets me in the head. it would be rather hard. to put the tourniquet around the

neck so I think that the bruise in the head from any viewpoint is a much more

serious thing than the bruise to the heel, and so we have the suggestion

here that in the end there is to be a painful injury to the seed. of the woman;

that there is to be a mortal injury not to the seed o± the -erpent, but to

Satan himself. He shall bruise thh head and thou shalt bruise his heel.

Now why does it speak of the one whom Satan will thus injure and who will

destroy Satan as he. It is the masculine. It is not the femin. It is

not the virgin Mary who does it. Why speak of him as the masculine

and. related t0 the previous phrase, her seed, the seed of the woman, using

it in the singular, very clearly not the seed in a sense of posterity but

in the sense, because of the singular pronoun used, of some indi'dd.ual who

is to be the true seed of the woman, the promised onet Why does it.say

the seed of the woman, is there any descendant thereater who was any more
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the seed of the woman than the seed. of man? In fact, far less, you might, say,

the expression, "the seed. of" is a term which is over and. over used. of

the man's part and. ordinarily you speak of the seed of the Iding, the seed

of the man; you do not ordinarily use the phrase, "of woman". It is very

rare indeed, but here we have the phrase, "the seed. of the woman" and. it

may be in a case where we have a doctrine suggested with a peculiar phrase,

a phrase that is a little hard. to understand., just why should this particular

phrase be used., why is it the seed of--it's not the seed. of Eve any more than

the seed of Adam certainly. I should,say in fact it is more the seed. of Adam

than the seed of Eve but here "the seed of the woman", one. who is in.

some way to be described by this very unusual phrase, "the seed of the woman"

id it would seem to me that as you singly read Genesis 3 you don't quite

know how i can be fulfilled or what but you do feel qi.ite sure that it is

something quite. out of the ordinary, something rather unusual, someone who

can, very properly, be called. "the seed. of the woman", is the one who is

going to bruise the head. of Satan. Yes? (Student) It can be either col

lective or singi1ar but when you take the "he' it doesn't say "they".(Student)

That's right. Itts taking eed."in one case as referring to all the descendants

of the woman, all the continuing posterity, and then you are singling out. the

one individual from this who is the "he", the one individual who can be spoken

of especially as "the seed. of the woman". Well, now there is good reason

to think that Eve took it in this way, that Eve took this as meaning that

from her body there would. come one either soon, as she hoped., o. eventua1r,

but definitely some time who would. be the seed. of the woman, because we

read in Chapter 14 at the first verse a very peculiar sentence. "And Adam

knew Eve, his wife, and she conceived. and. bare Cain. ", a name

derived from the noun. " ' which is "to acquire" or "to secure

possession of" and. the translation in. Old English "I have gotten" comes rather
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close to the meaning of it. "I have acquired", "I have received". "I have

gotten a man" and. then we have a translation "from the Lord." and where do

we get that "from"? Do you find any "from", Mr. Tow in your Hebrew Bible

at that place, or haven't you looked at it? Who has? Who can tell us?

Mr. Sit? (Student) Well, what is this? Yes. What does " " mean?

(Student) Yes. There are. two different words, those which in the independ

ent form assume the form ". One of them is really u and. if

it is used with a suffix it becomes " ". The other one is used

with a suffix as " 0, " and both of them in the in

dependent form have the form " 9 so

Now if it is the preposition, which would be " " that means "with".

"I have gotten a man with, in association with the Lord." What does that

mean? That doesn't seem to make my particular sense, Now it is trans

lated, I believe, sometimes, '14th the help of", inserting the words, "the

help of" which are not here at .ll.. With the help of the Lord. There's

no "help of expressed here. "With the Lord" doesn't make partic'tlar sense

here, and yet the other interprdatii is a very strange one, i± you take the

other 11 " i1iich is the sign of the accustive. I have secured. a maxi

U "'which is. a sign of the accusative, "from the Lord" which is the

object of the verb and. hence in opposition with the object which we already

have, and I have secured the Lord. This man whom I have acquired is the

Lord. , the Redeemer. What a strange thing for Eve to say.

I have secured a man; I have secured the Lord. Can it be that ve thought,

..t1Here is the promised seed.:: Here is the one who is to be indeed the Redeemer

who will braise the serpent's head. Here it is--this redeeming one,

can she even have had a conception of the idea that. this redAemer is actually

to be a manifestation of the Lord. Mr. Sit? (Student) Of the verb,

undoubtedly, and then you have " " which would be sign of the accusative,

used. before the other " ". Mr. St. Clair, what was your question?
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(Student) Its a question of having two objects, yes, one of which is

in apposition with the other. Oh, you mean " " I don't

know of any case where (Student) With the " "? You take it from the

idea that it is with the , but there is no expressed. That's

where they get this idea. Now, this alone would perhaps not be enough to

prove a great deal but we notice that Eve had. another son, and. then we find.

in v. 25 that Adam knew his wife again and. she bare a son and called his

name "Seth" which means "He has appointed", for, she said., God has appointed

me another seed instead of Abel, whom Cain slew. Cain is a murderer; Cain

cannot be the seed of the woman. Cain killed. Abel; Abel can't be the seed

of the woman. God has given another one; perhaps this is the seed. that God

has appointed, the one who is to be the promised seed. Well, Eve may have

died before she knew whether Seth. would. be the seed of the woman who would.

bruise the serpent's head or not. Perhaps all her life she hoped that he

would be and. died without knowing for certain, but it may be that the pro

phecy was passed on to Seth and handed. on to others and that they kept wish

ing and. hoping, each one, that his child would be the promised seed, and then

we get over to Chapter 5, Verse 29, and. we read. in v. 28 that Lame ch lived

an hundred eighty-two year.s and begat a son and called his name Noah, which

means "Comfort", and he said., "This one will comfort us concerning our work

and toil of our hands, because of the ground. which the Lord. hath cursed."

Was this again a hope on Lamechts part, the hope that this is indeed, the

promised seed of the woman, the one. who will bring the deliverance from the
in

situation/which the ground .is cursed, and therefore he called him "Comfort"

in the hope that-'.through him the comfort would come, the deliverance would

come. NOW these, as you notice, are all. simply suggestions, but you notice

how they fit together and. form a pattern, and no one of them alone is

enough to hang this interpretation upon but all three of them together

fit in with the idea that Eve understood that there was a definite seed.
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btt'it remained for future ages to discover that this one was indeed, the

seed. of the woman in a very real and. remarkable sense, different from any

other man who was ever born of the descendants of Adam, on account of His

virgin birth.

Well, we go on now. That was No. 5, the . I

notice that last year I think I called. this C, the woman in subsequent

periods. That, is, it could be part of the title,

the discussion of the meaning of the seed. of the woman, or you could make it

a definite head. It doesn't matter which in the outline so we will call

it part of the same one, and. call No. 6'the aftermath of-the fall. The

aftermath of the fall, which we are given here at the end. of Chapter 3,'

in v. 20 Adam called his wife's name "Eve". She was th mother of all living.

And. unto Adam and his wife did the Lord. mace coats of skins, and clothed them.

Man before had. made his fig leaves, sewed his fig leaves together and, made

the aprons. Now God css not restored them to a condition of innocence.

That is impossible now that the fall has come and the thoughts and Impulses'

of man are corrupted, but God has provided a different sort of clothing for

them, not a vegetable clothing, but an animal clothing. Now, of course, we

today use mostly vegetable clothing. No, I guess silk would be animal,

wouldn1t it. Nylon would. be mineral, but cotton--or wool, even, is animal;

that's right, but cotton, of course, is vegetable. But He provided for

them coats of skins and clothed them and we are given here no explanation

o±' why the coats of skins would be preferable to the fig leaves sewed together

and neither are we in the next chapter given an explanation of why it is that

the animal sacrifice is acceptable and the sacrifice of mere vegetation is not'.
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but later on that God. requires for. His sacrifice the shedding of blood.

Mr.----? (Student) Well, I think its the fact of observation that the

animal kingdom is closer. Yes. (Student) I wouldn't think so, no.

I wouldn1t think that7-I doJt know when else it could. have started ex-

cept at that time. A f t e r m a t i,, aftermath of the fall. Yes, Mr.-4
would.

(Student) Its anybodys guess. We don't have any evidence, but I/think

it unlikely there would. be a sharp change in the weather. I would think
have

it likely that the present warm weather would/continued. (Student) I

doubt it. That is, it might eventually, but I don't think immediately.

I doubt if it would. immediately. We don1t know; that's purely a matter

of guess. But we do have this change from the vegetable ciothiigto the

animal clothing and then we have the insistence on the animal sacrifice

and you can't get the animal clothing or the animal sacrifice without the

shedding of blood, which would. be an introduction of a symbol, of the sacri

fice of Christ. Now that is purely conjecture. It is not so stated, but

it is as reasonable conjecture as anything that ou1d be made, I think.

Now then, coats of skins, then, the Lord. made for them and clothed them

and. then we have this statement in v. 22 showing us hat a primitive account

this is and how very aboriginal indeed are the ideas of the man. who wrote

this book, because the Lord. God. said, "Behold, the man is become as one of

us,. to know good. and evil, and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take

also of the tree of life, and eat, and. live for ever; therefore the Lord.

sent him forth from the garden of Eden." Pits right in, doesn't it, with

what Satan said. Satan said, "God. knows in the day you eat thereof your

eyes will be open and you will be as gods, knowing good and. evil. God

is just wanting to hold, you back and keep you from getting ahead," and now

here we find that God knows the manhas taken a hold of this and He says,

"All right now, man has be.come like one of us to know good and evil; there

fore, let's drive him out of the garden, lest he put forth his hand. and

take of the tree of life and live forever." Those who have interpreted.it
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that wa the words will carry that construction,but it certainly does not

fit in with the thought of the passage as a whole or of the picture of God.

which is given before and after, and we have to conjecture, then, just what
true

is the,./ meaning of this, and that which is the most obvious, natural inter

pretation perhaps is one which is not in line with the picture of God, given

elsewhere in Genesis, and so it would seem to me that one thing to note would

be that, as we observed, the knowing 0±' good. and. evil does not mean. of knowS

ing what is morally, good and evil bnt is a tremendous step forward in personal

efficiency. It is 'a step forward where man is able to, produce and to destroy,

where he is able t0 accomplish more and God wants him to accomplish more, but

not yet, not until he is morally ready for it, and therefore man has become

as one of us, that man has become where his power is greater than it was.

It is, of-course, silly to compare it with the power of God but many a man

...n this age thinks he is getting to where men are the true gods and they

are going to step out and be able to control the universe. That is the gen

eral attitude of our civilization today, and I think there is a suggestion of

that same attitude here. This is the attitude that has come into the heart

of man, the attitude of stepping forward with his own power regardless o'

Godts will and. now the next thing he will logically do is to take of the tree

of life which God has placed there in order that in God's own time man shall

partake of it and. shall receive the eternal life or the lasting life which

might be secured by the effect of this particular thing;' this is to be with

held from man now for a season, for the course of the time when the curse is

upon the earth, man is to be removed from the proximity of the tree of life,

possibly a tree of which he was eating before, and. which gave him the particular

type of vitamins which were necessary, for the continuous life, without corrup-

tion, and now he is ,removed. from the presence of this tree of life, and driven
out and from the garden o± den to till the ground from which he was taken.

We'll continue next time.
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loss of the paradise which they had had just before, losses which

we today don't-appreciate so much because we have had no experience of them.

We cannot compare it with anything in. our own experience. We notice that

very strange verse, No. 22. It doesn't say, ,"And the Lord. said, Behold. the

man has become* a sinner and therefore we must drive him out of paradise;"

it doesn't say, "Behold. now the man. has acquired. a taste for wickedness and.

therefore we mast drive him out of ". He says, "Behold, man has be

come as one of us, to know good and evil; and now, lest he put forth his hand,

and. take also of the tree of life, and. eat, and live for ever: Therefore the

Lord-sent him forth." Therefore it is quite eviôent from this verse that

man had. in some way become more like God. In. some way he had taken a step

forward, and. this step forward was a cause of his being deprived of the

advantages which he had in Paradise. Now the explanation which I offer for

that is that since this word here translated "evil", good. and evil throughout

the Old Testament means good and evil in a physical sense instead of a moral

sense, good and evil in the sense of that which is helpful or harmful, that

which builds up or tears down and of course, if applied to God's plans it

becomes morally evil, but the meaning is physical evil; if you put that mean

ing in. here, that the Lord is saying, "The man has a step forward in

knowledge and effiiency, a step forward which he would normally have received

when he had. passed the test of obedience and. had acquired the moral stamina

which would enable him to make the proper use of this step forward. in efficiency

and understanding, and. having this it would now be dangerous for him to be un a

situation where he might step forward to try to use this newly acquired ability

in the further defiance of God, so he is driven out. Now there may be some

other interpretation that some one can think of of this verse which would seem

to make better sense; if you think of one, why hold. to it. but I think for

the purposes of the class we will, I will simply give you mine of the verse,
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which is the only one I have a8. yet heard. which has impressed my mind, as

at all satisfactory in relation to it, and of course it, -does apply the two

Hebrew uses of these two words that are here translated. "good and evil".

It is not a major point to our interpretation of the fall. The major point,

of course, is; man. has disobeyed God. God has given him a simple test; he

has disobeyed him. Having disobeyed Him, he, therefore, has fallen and.

therefore naturally has . Mr.---? (Student) Yes. There are

various words in Hebrew that mean "wicked. man", words that mean U blasphemous

man" words that mean "sinners", words that mean umen who are doing that

which is contrary to God's will'1, but this word. u " is a different word.

It is word which means "bad" simply in th4 sense of that which is unsatis

factory or which is destructive, like when you feel " ", that is

good.; when you feel It 1, that is b, when you feel "

that is bad.. That is bad in a physical sense rather than in a moral sense.

Now if you make a plan to go out and rob a man and. just as you are on your

way to rob him unexpectedly a policemen comes along , that is bad. That

interferes with your plans, but morally it is good.. If you are going on

your way to do a good work and something comes along and. interferes with it,

that is bad., and morally it is bad. also. You see what I mean--that it is a

badness which is not moral in ;there are other. words for moral badness.

It is that which is unsatisfactory to the person or thing involved, and of

course, as applied to God it naturally is from all value, but as

plied to other things it all depends on the particular purpose or the

particular thing whether it is morally good or morally bad. It is exactly

as if, if a man goes into a safe at a bank and takes out a thousand dollars

and. walks off with it, that act in itself is neither morally goad. nor bad..

If the is doing that to pay a check for the bank it is a good act; if he is

doing it as a burglary it is a bad. act. The act itself is neither good. nor'

bad. but has a moral quality attached to it depending on its purpose. There
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are words that describe moral qualities, but these particular two words do

not. These particular words are physical words, rather than moral words,

and so when we say "the tree of the knowledge of good and evil", if it were

the tree of the knowledge of that which is good or bad in the eyes of God,
evil,

that, of course, would be moraL good. and. / but just the tree of the knowledge

of good and bad would seem to bet which produces increased efficiency

rather than that which produces increased spiritual perception. However,

that is a side point and. I do not want to lose our attention from the main

point of the passáge..by it at all " The main point is that regardless of

what the tree was or why the tree was there or what results could. come from

it, the test is a simple one of obedience to God. God has given a command.

Man may see no sense to the command but that doesn't make any difference.

The question is, "Does Man love his God enough to obey God1s commands even

if man doesn't understand the reason for them? Does man trust God's good

ness enough to know that what God's command is must be for the best, even

though to the man it appears the other way.?
" It is the test of man's willing

ness tobe dependent upon God. and trust God and to love God, altogether apart

from thd actually is or isn't. I really don't think that the matter of the

interpretation of the words given either affects the story much one way or

the other except in relation to this one verse, this 22d. verse. In relation

to this verse.--to my mind, this verse makes good. sense if good. and evil are

correctly understood and. otherwise I do not know af any very sensible inter

pretation of this iuticular verse. It is, of course, a 'atier incidental

verse in the chapter as a whole and is not the main thing with which we are

now concerned. Did you have something, Mr.---? (Student) Well, that is

a question. God, when He created Adam knew that Adam would sin.

He knew that death would come so that all this

We will have to say this, that" God created man in such a situation that he

could have lived " We'll say that, and whether God intended. to use
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particular means for that,I don't think God. put Adam in such a situation

that Adam could have shut himself up in a room with no access to food and

water and. lived eternally. Yes. Well, now this tree of life, it would

seem, then, would very possibly be an instrument which God. intended. to use

in the making this eternal life which man had. the opportunity of having

and. which consequently it was perfectly all right for man to eat from as

long as man had not sinnek.and. there is no command. here not to eat of the

tree of life. It's in the garden there; every man could eat of it as mach

as he wanted to but now that he has sinned, God. drives him out from the gar

den lest he put forth his hand and take of the tree of life and. eat and live

forever. He deprived. him of this means' of eternal life, a means which was

perfectly all right before. (Student) Yes. It is entirely possible. I

mean, I wouldn't speak dogmatically on it but it is entirely possible.

(Student) That might very well be, yes, but it is God's order that he is

now to die and. he carried out the order by removing from it the particular

vitamins which he needed for the continungz of permanent life. Mr. Sit?

(Student) Very likely, yes. Very likely that is unrelated to the particular

thing they ate but simply a fact that is to be--I would think most likely.

Now, our next part is C. Genesis 14,.5iand.::in Genesis L-5, the thing

you will naturally notice first would be the seed of the woman, No. 1;

we've already spoken of that so we need not, perhaps, say more about it now.

So we can go on to No. 2; sin brings forth death. Sin leads to death,inevltably.

We have that in Chaptr 4-, v. 8. The first death did not come about as a

result of simply of the dissolution of the body by any natural means. It came

about as a direct result of sin through the mu±'; through Cain's murdering

Abel. Adam and. Eve sinned, and they saw what appeared like greater sin, in

their children. Add how often that is the case, that one turns aside from

God) law and. from the teaching of the Bible and, nevertheless outwardly

in his life carriesca the fine ethical. principles which are due to the
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background and training and his life outwardly is very respectable and.

very fine. In God's sight it is not, for he has turned away from God's

teaching, but in the next generation the teachings that he is following

bear fruit, in the next generation, and in the next generation you see the

results in clear, outspoken sin on the part of the next generation which

is without the influences which had affected the external characteristics

of the previous generation. That is a thing which we see over and. over,

and so here Main and Eve probably all through their lives ere not 'subject

to quite the extent of sin or the depth of sin, that is so far as its out

ward manisfestation is concerned, into which Cain fell. We find. Cain here

falling into this sin, we find, him jealous of his brother. It seems likely

"that he disobeyed. the command of God in bringing a vegetable offering instead.

of an offering which would typify God's means of redemption. I think that

is a very probable inference from what is stated here though certainly one

ought not to be dogmatic about it. It is a fact that Abel brought a vegeta

ble offering and Cain brought an animal offering--or vice versa--and that

God had respect to Abel and. his offering and not to Cain and. his offering.

That much is a fact. Why, we can infer. If you do not want to infer that

it is the fact that it is against God's command then it would be Cain1s atti

tude and if the command had been given Cain's attitude would certainly would

affect his rlation to the command. At any rate we find then that death

came into the world. Yes? We

can't be dogmatic about it. Abel1 faith and Cain didn't. D085 that mean

simply the way they got the offering or does it mean that Abel followed out

the type of offering the Lord commanded and Cain not. I think the latter is

true. It is not so clear and. we must not be dogmatic about it. And. then

Cain has slain his brother; death'has come in, and in v. 14 we have the fear

of death. The lord drives Cain away; he is to be a fugitive and vagabond in

the earth and Cain said, "My punishment is'. greater than I can possible bear".

He said, "I'll be a fugitive and a vagabond. and. anyone who finds me will
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slay me. I think our .English translation there is not very good.. It

says that every' that findeth me shall slay me. Only one could find him,

of course. The Hebrew word. --anyone could say, the Hebrew word. "

is a word which may be translater 11y or "every", depending on the context.

Our English word "every" is a word. which is sometimes a very ambiguous word

Our Hebrew word covers both our English words, "any" and

"every". It would. be a better English translation to say, "Anyone finding

me will kill me", and that is the way it is translated in v. 15. The Lord. set

a mark on Cain lest any finding him should kill him. That is quite different

from the idea that a murderer is to be ki1led.by man. In this case, God. said,

"this murderer is to b punished. by God. but is not to be killed. by man. That

would that murder is a civil " It is not something which is

by the Lord Himself. God will punish Cain, but God puts a mark

on Cain that man should not kill him. Yes? (Student)

T 6

I mean, is to be interpreted. Is there a command given to man there

to shed the blood or is it a prediction given, that by and large that will be.

the fate which will come to those who shed other ment a 1od, that they them

selves shall suffer from the same type of thing which they bring upon others.

It is to some extent a penalty which God places on the murderous nature of

man, that the ones who partake in it are very apt to be themselves

some time. And that is,a thing. You will see it worked out in life today.

When you get. gangsters who are brutalizing the population and who are ki1ln g

people, you can be pretty sure that some of them themselves aigoing to be

shot by other gangsters even if the law does nothing to them. Murder begets

murder. It is a law of nature as God has established the universe, so I am

not at all sure that that particular statement would have to be taken as a

command. Now we get over into the laws of Israel and God lays it down as
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civil law for Israel, the death penalty for murder and for blasphemy and for

certain other very serious crimes, but that is the civil law of Israel. Then

you have fear of death, which has come in, and toward the end of this chapter

we have a very interesting development. We have the development of the family

from Cain on and. we find, that they are learning to do all sorts 0±' excellent

things. They are getting the knowledge of construction and. destruction develop

ed. very greatly, and we find, that Lamech here had. two wives, ah and. Zillah,

and. Mbore Jabal, the father of such as dwell in tents, and had. cattle, and.

Jubal was the father of all such as handle the harp and the organ and Zillah

bore Tubal-cain, an Instructer of every artificer in brass and iron, and now

here is Lamech, and. he says to his wives, Adah and. Zillah, "Here my voice;

ye wives of Lamach, hearken unto my speech; for I have slain a man to my

wounding, and a young man to my hurt If Cain shall be avenged. sevenfold.,

truly Lamech seventy and. sevenfold. And what does that mean? I have en

titled it, "Culture without godliness." God had given the command.. Cain is

not to be touched. God. says, "Whoever slays Cain, vengeance shall be taken

upon him sevenfold. Now descendent Lamech says, "If Cain shall be

avenged. sevenfold., truly Lame oh seventy and sevenfold.." Cain had. a big

with his brother. He got very angry at him and killed. him, but

Lamech says, "Here is a man who injured, me slightly and. I killed him." There

was a young mafl. who stepped. on my toe and. I have slain him." Cain had provo

cation, or at least thought he had,. Lamech had far less provocation. Cairn

committed one murder. Lamech committed. two murders. God. said that Cain was

not to be killed by man; he said. whoever would. kill Cain, vengeance would be

taken on him sevenfold. Lamech said, "Whoever tries to injure me; I shall be

avenged. seventy and sevenfold." It is a marvelous picture of the spirit of

our day, which is the same as the spirit of the day of Lamech. Knowled.ge

had. increased.. They learned now; they had. plenty "of food; they had plenty co±'

cattle. They had good. shelter, their fine tents. They had. music, the harp
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and the organ. They had. copper and. iron instruments. They could make fine

weapons ' far better than anything that anybody else had. anywhere else in the

world, and. with all this fine technical advance Iaxaech felt secure that he

didn't need to look to any kind of an old. supestition of divine protection

for himself. There was Cain and it took God. to avrnge him. Well Lamech says,

"Im not worried about his God, u he says, "If Cain would be avenged sevenfold,

with all this fne equipment, all this splendid. armour, this fine machinery

that I've got, truly Lamech will be avenged seventy and sevenfold." He says,

"You just irritate me a little and I'll run my bayonet through you, "and the

picture is a picture of culture with godliness and what it leads to. Adam

defied God. by disobeying God's commands. Lamech is defying God. by thinking

himself to be greater than God. He doesn't need any god. He, with his fine

machinery that he has and this splendid equipment is able to take care of him

self. He finds whatever God for his own counsel

That is his attitude, and it is no wonder that very soon after God sent the

flood and wiped out the whole race. Well, this is the picture then of the

development of sin and. title no. 2, Sin brings forth death, and we see here

how the development of increased efficiency and increased knowledge without

dependence on God and. development of increased moral strength leads to death,

to haughtiness, to misery. Mr.---? (Student) I think that that is one

particular note on which Dr. Scofield made a rather poor selection of material.

If the sane words wereused by some one of the godly line, iioh an interpreta

tion might be worthy of consideration; in;the context it certainly is not that

Yes? It is altogether possible that there is simply a there, a paral

lelism. I have slain a man to my wounding, and a young man to my hurt; that

he had only killed one man. Yes? (Student) You don't have to interpret it

as two men. It may be only one, but it seems to me the wounding and. the hurt

is a minor point. not that he is claiming to have had. extremely serious

provocation for the course that he took. He was so strong idb all these
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fine things that his sons had invented, that if anybody interferes with him,

he'll show them where to get off. Mr. Christopherson? (Student) Yes. He

means-(Student). No, I don't think so. I think the "to" there is undoubtedly

the reason why he is hurt. "To my hurt", "to my wounding" A man injured me

and. I have slain him. This is a modern idiom--"to my hurt"but I don't

think that would be a rendering " That is a good modern idiom but I

don't think it . Yes? (Student) He didn't? Well, when

God chose Abe.l instead of Gain-(Student) Well most people think it is.

That's the very time whenrnost people get angry, is when somebody else is

preferred. before them becautse they always know, they always know that they

have , they themselves are the ones who deserve the particular place.

People are always having excuses. It is the very nature of sin. Some one-

who was it--told of going to the penitentiary and talking to the people there,

and. he said after he talked to the inmates he made the discovery that there

wasn't a single person there who deserved to be there. He said ever one

of them had. been framed. very person there. They all had excuses.. It

5s human. nature, since the fall, that when anyone else is preferred before

us we all immediately become angry. found. this. If a person deserves

an 85 and. you give him a 95, he never comes around and makes a fuss about it.

Itve never had. one yet, but I've had many a time when I wasn't sure whether

someone deserved. a 70 or a 6 and. I have thought it over and. come to the con

elusion finally to give him the 70 and. then they've come around. to see me

and insisted they should. have had. at least an 8.5 and probably a 90. Itve

had probably fifteen or wenty cases of that. I remember when I first began

teaching Hebrew and Dr. Robert Dick Wilson was teaching the advanced Hebrew

and he was taken ill so I taught it the last month, and then L gave the

exams and. I marked the papers and. there were two fellows I did that with.

I gave 70's, and. i really thought they should. have 65's but I gave in to

a momentary weakness and. gave them 70's, and. in both cases they came around
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and they said. there is no in that kind, of work, in getting

For all the work they had done they should have had., probably

a 90 but at least an 85, and I mentioned it to Dr. Wilson and. Dr. Wilson

said, "Oh, you are just beginning to teach; you should have brought the

papers and let me mark them, and then I would have borne the brunt of it

," Well, I took the papers to him and he

looked them over and. he decided I had been wrong. I should have given them

65 instead of 70. But it is human nature. We all fee]. that we deserve

more than we get in everything. Once in a while we get more than we deserve

and then we keep quiet, but when Abel was respected. and. Cain wasn't, Cain

knew that was pretty mean favoritism., That was pretty low down, and he

did. the thing that people usually will do. Instead, of blaming the one who

was giving Abel the better position here, he blamed Abel and he his

against Abel and they had a quarrel, and. it is very easy for such a

quarrel to reach the point where there " Now further details of

Lamech we do not know. All we know is what is stated here and we have to

try to interpret what is stated. here. It is not a tremendously vital sec

tion here at all. It doesn1t affect the main teaching. To me, it falls

right under this head., "Sin brings forth death" and that in Cain which was

was Godts to protect Cain and say that no one

would be allowed to kill Cain, he should be avenged. sevenfold, had now reached.

the point where you find. Làmech without ever calling on God to help, declar

ing his situation. To me it is the result of culture without godliness. It

is thinking that we can get along perfectly all right. We may use the Lord.

We'll call for a day of prayer if it will help the morale of the, forces and,
if

when it comes to forming a United. Nations/there are some who don't believe

in God we'll just have a minute of silence;insteaci of having any invocation

to the Lord. at all we'll jut go through some sort of a form but actually

we'll God out of His universe. That is what Imech has done here.
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This is, of course, not Lamech, the father of Noah; This is a different

o±' Lamech. It is Lainech, the descendant of Cain. Yes? (Student) It doesn't

suggest there were many more. We are not given any chronology at this point.

We know how it is " We don't know how many years have gone

by. We don't know " We dontt know how large their families

were. We don't know how widespread people were, but at least there were

enough people scattered through the earth by that time that Cain felt that

in driven away from his place where he was known he would be put in a situa-

tion where he would be in grave danger. He thought that, and he said, "I '11
- punishment

be. a fugitive and vagabond in the earth;" he said., "this is more/than I can

bear."; Mr. St. C].air? (Student) Yes. V. 17--now just a minute. Where is

that is v. 17? (Student) I don't see it in 17. No. (Student) Oh, I see.

I thought you said. in v. 17 between and I didn't see the word

at all. (Student) Yes. My own opinion is it was . what's

my understanding. I remember who was it, was it John Brown? Was that his

name Or was it ? He answered.

questions and one question was, "Where did. Cain get his wife?" and his answer

to this was to show how Adam begot sons and daughters, to show the size of

the family and then t0 show how the objection to marriage within the family

is that . pare multiplied and that in form and that how.

when you have

how this was not possible . with

pointing out that Cain had been so many years old when he had. married. his

sister and. he said. that how Cain got his wife and why didn't

the old fool marry sooner?
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Well, now it is not a reasonable objection to the Scripture that Cain

would have had to marry his sister because there was no reason under those

circumstances why there should have been any harm in that, and. Adam did. beget

sons and daughters, but I do believe that Brown was wrong in his statement

that Cain had waited so very many years. I don't think we have anything in

the Bible to tell how long he waited. This statement here that Cain knew

his wife and she conceived. and. bare noch and he builded a city and called

the name of the city after his son Znoch, I don't think necessarily comes

after Cain went out from the presence of the Lord. It is entirely possible

that it is telling now how Cain went out and built a city and it mentions

the fact that Cain had a son after whom he named the city. It is entirely

possible that his son had. been born before this. I am not certain by any

means but it is cntirely possible; we don't know, and it is entirely possible

that there were other people in the world by this time or at least there would

be rather soon. Mr. Sit? (Student) Well, we are told. here that the cherubim

were placed at the east of the garden and a flaming sword. that turned every

way, to keep the way of the tree of life, and so when Adam left the garden

he couldn't get back to it, and he went on; how far he went we don't know,

or whether he tried to get back and was driven away by the angel, the flaming

sword, we don't know. All we know is that he was shut out and after this,

of course, we have many events which occurred and then we have the flood

which changed the whole face of the world and whether God. removed the garden

at the time of the flood or at some previous time, we just know. I

mean speculations would. be inter-sting on it but they wouldn't

We simply don't know. The difficult question is, v. 22 of chapter . What

happened to the brass and the iron? Archaeology shows this man using copper,

which is here called brass, the Hebrew word means copper just as well, using

copper for many years before he began using iron and it shows him using stone
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for many years before he began using copper. We have abundant evidences of

of the stone man, who used. instruments of stone, and then they began using

copper and then eventually using iron. We have all this comparatively late

in our archaeological remains and it is pretty hard to find the place after

for the flood. The iron age begins at about a thousand B. C. The copper

age begins at 3000 B. C. It is pretty hard. to get any flood. in after that.

What became of the copper and the iron here is, I think, a more difficult

question. Now God may have simply taken the grden of den and carried it

away but I hardly think he carried away th'se iron and copper implements

that Pnbal-cain and these others made, but that question we will look at

a little later under the flood. Now the next thing, No. 3, here is the

antediluvian patriara. And that is what we find in chapters 4 and 5. We

have lists of patriahs, lists of individuals. Now in 4 there is just a

list of individuals and when you et to chapter 5 you have not only a list

of individuals but a, some statements about them. We find that Adam lived.

a hundred and thirty years before Seth was born and Seth lived a hundere and

five years before Xnos was born and nos lived ninety years before Cainan

was born, and then you have how long they lived after these children, how
first

long they lived before the / child was born. Well, now these figures are

given in chapter .5 and then chapter 5 ends with Lamech, not the Lamech who

said., "If Cain be avenged sevenfold., truly. Lamech seventy and sevenfold,"

but the Larnech who called his son Noah, saying, 'This one will comfort us

concerning our work and toil of our hands because of the ground which the

Lard has cursed," one who was interested in God and in God's curse and in

God's prediction, a very different type of man from the ungodly Lamech,

this godly Lanech here, but Lamech's son Noah is the one who is there at the

time of the flood.. So we have this list here, this genealogical list and

numbers of years for it and some have tried. to add. the years together and

to find. out how long it was from the flood. back to the time of the creation.
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Is it possible to do this? Does this rive us a solid basis for chronology?

That is a question that has been much speculated upon. It is interesting

that the Sutnerians of Mesopotamia have left us a list of the kings who

reigned before the flood and they are named and

and then and. then and. and it tells

us how many years each of them reigned. Now in his book on archaeology and

the Bible, Dr. Barton tries to see if these names can equal the Hebrew names

and some of them he makes little changes in and some of them he translates

and then translates something somewhat similar into Hebrew and thus with con

siderable juggling and twisting he manages to get some of them somewhat like

the names of the Hebrew patriarchs. It reminds you of what Dr. Albright of

that it is very easy to get

some out of Moses. All you have to do is drop Moses and add.

He was ridiculing the idea of taking two things which have

very slight similarity and trying to equate them. Now I think that is what

is done in this case. I see no reason to t'ink the Swnerian list of kings

before the flood has any relation whatever to the Biblical list of' the patriarchs

who lived before the flood. The names are utterly, different, but these patriarchs

are given and. it gives something of the years of each one and the real interest

to us is perhaps not so much in how many years the total was before the fl ood

as how many years the total is in the next list of patriarchs that we get,

the list that comes over in Chapter 11 where we have the descendants of Sham.

Some have figured up inthapter 11 if Shem lived after he begat Arphaxad. five

h'mdred years and. begat sons and. daughters and then Arphaxad lived thirty-five

years and begat Salah ana. Salah lived thirty years and begat ber and. ber lived.

thirty-four years and. begat Peleg, figured it up that perhaps Shem was a guest

at Abraham's wedding, according to the adding up of the figures of how old

a man was when his son was born that you would have Shem still living at the

time when Abraham was married. Now that seems extremely unlikely. It seems
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extremely unlikely that in the time of Abraham, Shem was actually alive.

It is hard. to think how men could have put God completely out of their
as they did

consciousness/b3 the time of Abraham, that he was one individual coming

out from a wicked city and. à wicked civilization, and coming out at a time

at which we have archaeological evidence of centuries before of people who

had. no knowledge of God whatever, and. yet it would be such a short time after

the flood that the men who had actually been in the ark would still be left

And so it makes us question very seriously if it is the Lord's intention that

these men who are given her" give us a continuous chronology so that we can

tell exactly when the particular events mentioned. occurred, and it would seem

very unlikely that that was the case. The figures are given us to give us

certain ideas; they teach us certain truths, but the particular thing of an
early

exact chronology back in those/days , there is no reason to think that God

intended to give us. Certainly God did. not give us an exact chronology any

where in the Bible of the later yeors, of the time from zra to Christ we

can only rest on the speculations of Greek historians to make our guess

to how far before the time of Christ zra was. They took the nither of genera

tio'is that lived according to certain records and. they just multiplied so many

years to a generation and made a guess, and there is a big period there between

1200 and 100 B. C. that are dependent upon extremelyalight information for

knowing the life of the period and we have no Biblical information whatever.

Nowhere in the Bible does it tell us how long before Christ those things hap

pened. As a matter of fact the Bible doesn't tell us when Paul was converted.

We tell from any statement in the book of Acts whether Paul was converted

the year after the crufixion or five years or ten years after or twenty years

after, and we have to take certain data which we get from pagan sources and.

get certain dates toward the end of Paul's life and then figure back and try

to figure about when this was that he was converted. God has evidently not

desired in the Bible to give us an exact chronology . That is not a part of
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His purpose. That doesi't mean there is anything wrong in our trying to get

as many facts of chrono1or as we can, but it does mean that we needzlt, whei

God. hasn't even given to us in the New Testament these things that are the

very center of our religion, we need. not expect that God will give them to

us regarding the flood or the creation, a means of knowing exactly how many

years ago that was. It would have no purpose except to satisfy our curiosity,

and it is very good to satisfy it if we can but we needn't expect that God. will

it. We have no ritht to go to the Bible and say, "What does the Bible

teach on this? Does it teach this date or that date?" let's go to the

Bible and say, the Bible give us an answer to this question? Do we have
particular

the data for answer to this/question or not?" And in this case it seems

hardly reasonable to think that we have it. Now that partly rests upon the

fact that if we take all these years exactly assuming that their purpose is

to give us an exact chronology it does not fit in with our recent discoveIes

and. also rests upon the fact that later geneo,lor in the Scripture does not

attempt to give us complete statements. Now you find, for instance, that in

I Chronoclea 9:12 you have a statement there that you can compare with

Neheiniáh 11:12 and in. 1 Chronocles 9:12 you have certain individuals named.

and if you look at Nehemiah 11:12 it is quite evident that we have the. same

individuals. Let's look at ITehemiah first, Nehemiah 11:12--of the priests.

The brethren that did. the work of the house were eight hundred twenty-two

and Ad.aiah, the son of Jeroham, the son of Pelaliah, the son of .Anzi, the son

of Zechariah, the son of Pashur, the son of Malchiah. That is Nehemlah 11:12

and. in 1 Chronocles 9:12 we read about .Aiaiah the son of Jeroham, the son of

Pashur, the son of Malchijah, and. in each one of those it was Aaaiah, the son

of Jeroham, the son of Pelalish, the son of .AmzI, the son of Zechariah, the

son of Pashur, and then both of them, the son of Malchiah. So it seems quite

definite, then, from the fact that your beginng and end are the same, and.

one of them has three othrs in between, it would. seem quite definite that
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you have in one case simply a genealogy. When he says the

sone of he means the descendant of. Of course we have that right in the

beginning of Matthew, where we read. of Joseph the son of David, the son

of Abraham. He means the descendant. The word. ttsorjfl is translated

that way in Scripture, and. in Matthew 1:8 we have the list of the ancestors

of Christ and we have three kings omitted., who are given in 'Kings 11:15.

There is no question in. that case, and. there is no question in this case

because anyone in the time of Christ that didntt know the names of the

ij1gs of Jud.ah-certainly any Jewish child. would know that, and. supposing

that somebody were to tell you that George Washington was the first presi

dent of the United States and. that John Adams was, the second and. that

drew Jackson was the third. and. Martin Van Buren was the fourth, I think

everybody here would. immediately recognize that Jefferson and a number of

others had. been omitted.

T8

kings in the geneology. It was apparent to everybody, it was no

mistake, it was no accident, it was simply not the purpose to give the entire

complete list . They knew how it ran, they knew the geneology down to this point.

They were just skipping forward. in the geneology. It says there that he begat-

and then. lists his great grandson as the one--his great, great grandson, I believe

it is, as the one whom he begat, with these three names omitted. Well, now the

result is that it is my opinion and that of most scientific students of the Bible

that there are gaps in the chronology, that in Genesis we are given certain key

figures, given an idea of the progress and given an idea of the comparative length

of life by telling us the ages of these particular individu1s who are mentioned

when their first child. was born, but then it may have the name of one who was a

great grandson. There may be a jump of a few years or many years in between certain
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of these steps in the geneolo, and. so while we know a good. deal about the indivi
not

duals, we do/know anythiiig3.alThut the overall picture, the complete list. Now,

Dr. Davis, in his Bible dictionary, suggests the possibility that some of these

men were not men at all but tribes. I don't think that is a reasonable interpreta

tion at all, but Dr. Davis suggests it. He -thinks that there may have been tribes

which had. the leadership for a period of a few hund.red. years. I feel that the

years are to be taken literally as the length of life of that time, but that

there may be gaps in between; tht when man came out of Paradise much of. the

strength of Paradise remained with him and. death was slow in getting a foot-hold.

in work. It already had. a hold. but it was slow in working itself out, and. then

as the effect of sin increased, longevity diminished., and. the length of time was
abou.t

cut down until in the time of Noah it came to be/one hundred. and. twenty years

and. then later on it works down to about seventy years, which it has been for

the last couple of thousand.years. So I think there is probably much of real

value for us in these lists of the patriache, the statements about them, but that

we can add our years together and. get the total length Ido not think likely.

Now when we say this, the result of that is that if someone wants to say there

is proof man has been on the earth nine hundred. thousand years, not going

to say, "You are absolutely wrong. The Bible says he was created. in LlOOL B. C."

We do not know. Someone asked me this. He said, believe we have trof that

man has been on the earth for nine hundred thousand. years." He said, "Now could.

it be that there were human beings on the earth for all that time but that four

or five thousand years ago one of these became Adam?" I said, "I don't think

so at all. I am quite sure that whenever the first man was, that was Adam, but

when Adam was, I don't think we know. Adam may have been a long time ago. He

may have been less long ago, but any evidence you want to bring to put Adam back

quite a ways, I don't think poses any serious difficulty for the believer in the

statements of the Scripture." Now on the other hand., here is an interesting

thing. ridicule the date /4OOl4 B. C.? Is that perfectly absurd.? We

. ............- .,. -. . .. -
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have Egyptian records going back to 5700 and. 6000 . C. We have Chinese records

of kings back to 5000 and 6000 3. C. Well, all such statements are absolutely

false. There is not written record of anyone anywhere on this earth lfore 3000

B. C,, and so as far as any written records are concerned, the date )40OL. B. -C.

could stand. The difficulty is not with written record.. It is with

(Second part)

And we mentioned the fact that the list o patriachs, it was, rather absurd

to try to-connect that with the Sumerian antediluvian kings. We noticed that

as far as the chronology is concerned we seen tO have gaps in chronology in -":

other places in the Scripture which show that it does rnt seem to be the inten

tion of the Scripture writers necessarily to give every individual in the line..

They speak in Matthew of one king's begetting another, who was his great grand

father, and. so it seems to-be at least occasionally done in theScripture that

they name a man and.. begat means not his son-but some descendant of his. Now,

of course in the table of the patriachs, we run into acertain difficulty in
with them,

that there are years giveh, Now in that case the, it becomes a little rre =

coniplicatd. If lyou apply the same principle,tit would seem to require that you

say that "A" lived so many years and begat a.son and then he lived so many years

and. begat sons and daughters, and that the name given for this son be either

that this is the man who begat at this age or that, he-begat the ancestor of this

man at that age; that is, that the important thing which is told there is how

old the man was when his son was born, not necessarily how old this particular

man's father was when he was born, so that it would be, "A" lived two hundred

and twenty-five years and begot either 11311
'

an ancestor of _"B" ,and after he

begat either 11311 or an ancestor of 113U he lived so many years and begat sons

- - and daughters, and., then that 11317 lived so many years and begat either or,

an ancestor of "C" and that after he begat eier 0t1 or an ancestor of ,
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he lived, so many years and begat sons and. daughters. You see it is not by

any mans a certain thing that this is the correct interpretation but it is a view

which has commended. itself to a great many interpretatàrs of the Scripture, as

a possible view, and. in view of the gaps elsewhere and. the fact that at c'ertain.

vital points in the Scripture we are rbt given exact information for constructing

a complete chronology, it seems to many interpretors today unlikely that it Is

the Lord's intention to tell us just how far back forxt Noah graham lived. or just

how far back from now Noah lived., or Adam. Now any light we can get on these

facts is, of course, of interest and of value, but it does not seem to be the

Lord's intention to give us this complete enumeration in the Scripture. Those

who have taken these and., intending to give us a complete enumeration, and added.

them-together have come to many different results. There are probably twenty or.

thirty different -figures that have been given for the creation. That which

came to be most generally accepted was that of Archbishop Ussher. The reason

that his guesses were accepted at places where other people's guesses were not

accepted was doubtless due to two things-one that, he was a man of outstanding

prominence in the church and. a very fine man in every way, a man of great in

fluence, and. secondly, that he managed. to figure the dates together in such a

way as to have the creation of Adam exactly .J4.0Oreara before the birth of Christ,
in

and. of course that works out very interestingly/accord.anc:e:.with the statement

in the New Testament that a day. is as a thousand. years 'to the Lord. and. a thous

and. years as a day, so you have exactly 4000 years exactly from the birth of

Christ in 1+ B. C. and then two thousand years after, making 6,000 and then the

millennium, the Sabbath, making 1000, and. so Ussher's idea seems to fit in to

a very nice scheme sand that doubtless helped in this but &f course

that is no proof that it is true at all and. there are--the general attitude

of the scholars of the Bible today is to think that it does not attempt to tell

us when Man, 'was created, that it is not the.Lord.ts intention in the Biblee to

give us information on that, and. the information we can get elsewhere is certainly
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worth while. I someone says, "I believe that man was created. 900,000 B. C."

I would say to him, "It seems to me that you are making it rather early," but

I would. not say, "That it contrary to the Scripture." I do not think that it

is necessary .t0:t the Soripture as making the creation somewhere between

5000 an&'3000 3. 0. as it would. be if you figure 'it up. It is intended, to give

us these dates without any gapstbetween, There are certain gaps. We.cantt

get away from t, There are places we have to guess, and Useher ,guessed., and'

many others have guessed. and. their aess is different. The Drops College of
Hebrew learning

in Philadelphia has at. the bottom of it that this was dedicated

in such and. such a year, the corner stone laid, and. on the one side it. ives

it according to our numbers and. on the other side it sags that it was on the

23d of , in the year--I forget whether i# was 7254 or

what it is, but it does not figure from Ussher's chronology. It is one' of the

many other systems. Mr.---? (Student)

If you can have it to two thousand years you can just as well have

it two hundred thousand., it seems to me, (Student) I would have said,

I would have said. six months ago. .1 would have said.

my guess is that the flood was about 4000 B. C, and. the creation of man perhaps

10,000. I believe Dr. Harris, if I recall correctly, would have said at that

time that his guess was that the flood was about'l0.000 and. the creation of man

maybe 15,000 or 20,000. I am not sure whether I remember exactly what he would

have said. at that' time, Since that time we have both of us heard material pre

sented. by a very fine Christian man who is a very thorough student of geology

in which he claims that he is absolutely convinced that the evidence shows that

man was created 900,000 B. 0. Now I am not at all sure. that the evidence he

presents is conclusive. He may be entirely wrong. It may be that the creation

was only 100,000 3. 0, or 200,000 or-even as late as 100,000. It is possible

though the e-idence he presents makes any figure later than 200,00 very diffi
thoroughly

cult, but I will say this, that if the 900,000 date should. be -a?t'i'y. definitely
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proven scientifically I do not believe that it would. contradict Scripture.

I certainly do not accept it until it is scientifically proven. I mean,

here is one very find geologist and. very fine Christian who is quite convinced.

of it. Well, that doesn't prove it. He may be wrong. A dozen may be wrong,

but :1 heard him discuss it for five h urs and present' evidence and. pictures

and. so on and there are a number of points in it which look very, very convinc

ing, andI also was able to pick out aféw points on which it is clear that fur

ther evidence is needed and. they are now seeking further evidence, but I don't

think:it is contradictory to the Bible, I would. say just on a superficial

reading of the Bible, I would.not think it was that; I would.. think that the

creation was somewhere between 5000 and. I would. think that it was fairly-3000.1

easy ndview ofthese other to say that this may have been as early as

10,000 or 15,000. On just looking at the Bible alone it doesn't strike our

minds' as quite , but if it can be adapt èd, a thousand. years

I d.o'not think we have anything to become terrifically-excited-about over what

is the. age. of man. This I would insist-upon.-that wherever man began, that

man was Adam.; . . was Adam. Mr.---? (Student)

any accurate information:apart from divine inspiration, so itseems to
as most, likely

me that in that connection--it would strike me/that those fiures would come'

either from the old part or thentdd2Lejart. That is to say, it shouldn't be

r$ifficult for people in the days before they had writing to recall the figures'.

of the years
' '

and. that might have 'been passed.

down by word of nouth and--how's that? --(Student)- I don't know. It's a question-

Mr.--? (Student)

T 2

It is Matthew 1:8. In Matthew 1:8 you have the statement that 'Solomon

begat Rehoboani and Rehoboam begat Abij. and. Abijdibegat Asa and Asa'begat 3èhosaphat

and Jehosaphat begat Jehoram and. Jehoram begat 0ia n& 0t j0tham,
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and everybody who had. Old Testament,history last semester knows that Jehoram

was not the father of tziah, but the father of who in turn was the

father of Joas, who in turn was the father of .Amaziah, the father of Uzziah.

So that you have here these three Israelite kings and. Matthew simply says that

Jehoram began, and. then gives, the name of his great grandson. Well, now if

Matthew could do that here--and. it is no -mistake because all the Israelites

knew the names of these kings even better than those who had Old' Testament

history last semester.know them. They had: them clearly in mind and if .Mat

thew had come out with something that simply kings by mistake, people

would have said., "Why-, what a crazy book.' How can we believe anything in the

book of Matthew when it gets the kings all mixed up so it is very evidently

that he-did,-it intentionally and. that he simply gave the kings along in. line

and said"begat"and. then named. one who three, or four individuals down the line.

Now if that is all right for Matthew todo it ertainly is all right' for Moses.

Now I dontt say that Moses did do it. I certainly don't say there are gaps

as. long as this, but I say that there may be, bit we don't know, and I.think

certainly that there are gaps-after the flood.. I feel quite convinced of that,

because wehave archaeological eidence;in"aback to perhaps 14.000 3. 0. which"

leaves no space for a flood, and it is pretty hard to see how you can have

the tremendous flood and no change made in the world , . . It would. seem

to me that the flood occurs earlier than any other.-archaeological event. That

is, we ha è evidence of floods. You go up here to the - -youlll

find -a place where the flood waters have built up soil three or four feet high

in one of those. You take the Johnstown.flood--you'll find evidence, of floods:

In. Mesopotami. you have evidence of.,' floods in' different parts, of the country,
from

but the floods come /t different times, maybe a thousand. years apart, but an

evidence of a-flood. such as 'Noah's we 'do not have. Mr.---? (Student) There

are flood areas in widely areas in Mesopotamia which, come from periods

as much as five hundred. years apart. You will findthe same civilization' under

neath one that you.'find. above the others nd,atill another civilization ,between
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it and the flood area, so thy]re pretty. hard to synchroñtzç,and being right next

to the river, it would be very easy for the river in one big flood to deposit
periodically.

a great deal of soiland all rivers have floods/Yes? (Student) In other words, the

eighth in the genealogical' , He counts it the way they " That

doesn't mean that there are no gaps.

Mr. Sit? Student) device for remembering the list. There are so many
them

in the list. (Student) Yes. He divides / into three groups, the main

into three groups of fourteen each, but if he said if he meant there are actually

fourteen men with no gap, then he told. a lie, because there are other three, as

everybody knows, as the Old Testament clearly proves, as all his readers would

know, except the Gentiles, and Matthew is the gospel to the Jews, so that very

evidently he meant there are fourteen--he meant, 'I am arranging these in

three approximate groups and I am getting fourteen in this list." I admit it is

not what you would gather from it. It is superficial interpretation, but as a

superficial interpretation of it Matthew has here said something which is definite

ly wrong. You havetotsay either Matthew was wrong or that Matthew didn't intend

to name them that way. One or the other. Of.Tóou±s, there is a third possibility

that some critic might say that there was a mistake, Matthew wrotE it right but

he didn't say there were fourteen generations and then somebody copying made a

mmstalce and left out three and then somebody put in that verse. All such ideas

would. be pure conjecture-and our belief is that it is as Matthew wrote it. Yes?

(Student) In the third of Luke? Yes. Well, I don't think we would benefit by

taking a lot of time counting those up, but when Peter says these were seven and

when Luke gives ten names , it just shows that God didn't intend us to take these

figures and construct an absolute complete table of years. There are many

pur-posesof the Bible, there are many other things which it might have done which it

didn't do. It might, for instance, have given us the exact figure of five. We

find in Kings that, it describes a bath there, and it says that this bath was cir

cular and it says that the bath was ten cubits across and that it was thirty

cubits around and. people say that that isa' mistake in the description of the
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temple, because they say if you make a circle which is ten across it will not

be thirty around. As a matter of fact, they say, it will be thirty-one around,

but of course if he had said. it was ten and thirty-one they could. have said., To,

that is wrong because. it is not thirty-one around., it is thirty-one and four-tenths

around',' while if he said it is 31.1+ they could, have said, "That 's wrong, because

it is .31,1+0," and. then if you had said, "All right, it is 31.1+16," they could say,

"That's wrong, because as every mathematician knows, it would. be 31.1+157,11 and.

you could go on. and.on and. I think it has been figured. two hundred places. Well,

the Bible could have given it the whole 290 places to have given us an accurate

statement. That was not, God's intention, Godgives it approximately. He only

gives the first figures isithe three, instead of giving the whole list. We

cannot figure exactly what p1 is from theSctib.rnç,because that was not God's

intention, to give us p1. He just refers to the approximate figures. He didn1t

even give us the first five figures of it, which

And He certainly didn't give the two hundred.. Well, now the came thing applies

to these other questions as to the length of time mankind has been here, some of

these matters of chronology. The Lord could. have given us something five times

the size of the Encyclopedia Brittanica and. answered a great many questions about

ancient history that we are interested in and. after we read. that we could. think

of still more questions to ask that wouldn't be answered. in it. That was not His

intention. He gives us the great facts of the universe, He tells us about Himself

and His relati'on to man and how man can be saved. and in so doing He touches on

many points and that which He touches upon is true as far as the information goes

that is given to us, but He does not attempt to give it in full, and whatever

can be literally and definitely inferred from the Scripture we can stand. upon

without fear that it will ever be proven tobe erroneous but we want to be very

careful that we stand. upon a statement of Scripture and. not upon a gap in.
simply

Scripture, not upon something that is/not whole. When we read'that Sennacherib

rturhed..to his own land and. when he was warshiping in the temple of his god
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his eons killed. him and he died., we can stand on that, that he returned to

his land. and we stand. on that, that as he was worshiping in his temple his

sons smote him, but as to the-gap. between when he got back and when they killed.

him--was it two minutes, was it two hours, was it two days, was it two years,

or was it twenty years? We cannot stand on the gap because the Bible d.oesntt

say how long it was. We have archaeological evidence which suggests very

strongly that it was twenty years but on a superficial reading of the statement

you think it certain that it was within the same week. It doesn't say it was,

but there is a gap there which the Lord. simply didn't choose to " Well,

I think that is as much time as we'd better take on this matter of chronology.

I would not have said that man was created. 900,000 B, C, I certainly don't

know anything about it. It is altogether possible that there are some serious

errors in these methods of calculation. .t the same time, there has been some

very convincing evidence. I do not say it was even 100 .000, but it does impress

me as extremely unlikely that it was any where near as late as 4000, I would.

guess it was at least as early as 8,000 or 10,000, and possibly 9,000.. I think

they show us the change in the world. at the flood, as we see how before they

lived. such-long periods of time and. after the periods of time of those going

after the flood rapidly decreased, and. it shows the effect of a changed condi

tion in the world. (Student) I would. think so, yes. I don't know of any

other. Possibly, for men, of the earlier day there was some particular. purpose.

There might even in some later time come to be some real purpose, but I know of

no other purpose that is of particular value to us iiow. (Student) I don't know

whether there is anything in populax language that is available yet because this

man is doing first hand work in it and he is giving us the most recent work a

he awsit. One of the big things .he based. it on was coral set up out of

the ocean bottom, and. the Government, the Navy, has placed at his disposal quite

a sizeable sum of money in order to go nd. dig up additional coral, in order to

check the results he has secured. Now, that is only one part of it, but that
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was one of the number of vital segments . The material he used.

cane from a number of different places and. he drew it together particularly to

look at this one point. I think that doubtless within the next few years we

will either find. some serious errors in it or we willnd more convincing evi

dence for it but he is a bright fellow end a keen-mined. fellow and a very

earnest Christian, and he expects to find. and I told him Idid

not believe that it contradicted. the Scripture, but, that doesn't. mean he is

right.. He may be proven wrong, but it is unfortunate that there have been up

to the last two or three years in recent decades hardly any Christian geologists.

Wo have had Christians who have done careful study intniost other fields of

science, particularly in the fields that don't particularly touch the Bible,

like physics and. chemistry and. astronomy. We have h vary, very find Christian

men.iiflacentury ago the geologists were mostly very, fine Christians, but in.
while

'recent years/there ha been some botanists and biologists who have been con

vinced Chrlstlans there have been hardly any geologists who have been. There is

one man, a Seventh Day Adventist, who has written extensively on geology who

takes. views that differ with the views of a].]. other geologists today, and. that

doesn't mean that at some points he may be proven right and they wrong, but one

would be very foolish to stand, upon the opinion of a man who is so entirely by

himself on as involved and complicated a science as geology, and. of course there

is a great deal of new material discovered in it and many new thoughts arid this

man of whom I spea34fore going into geology was a Ph. D. in. chemistry, and. he

is very much interested. in physical chemistrymthes of , which he says have

been worked out particularly within the last fewyears and. he claims they are ex

tremely reliable. Now 'I am not able to speak with any first-hand knowledge in

the field because we've been very short of Christian geologists and the next few'

years should bring further information but I just think, that it would be foolish for

us to put ourselves out on a. limb to say the Bible teaches that man was created.

either in 4000 B. C. or in 10,000 B. B. I don't think it was 4000and if it
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wasn't there are gaps, and if there are gaps of a thousand. years there can be

gaps of a hundred thousand, but what they were I don't know. Mr.---? (Student)

T 10

of the higher critics is that this is " That is sim

ply their attitude, that these are ancient myths. They would not even think of

there being any truth in anything in the history before the time of-well the

wouldn't have thought of anything before the time of the kings,

at all. They thought that it was just folk lore before that, and. that the critical

theories were with that viewpoint. They were largely the result of the

philosophy which was widely taught in Germany, philosophy of history of a hundred.

and fifty years ago, according to which we didn't believe any ancient clootent

unless we had. absolute proof from completely other sources, and this did away with

all the history of early Rome, up until the late period. of the republic. It did.

away with most ancient history but that has been given up and the attitude taken

now is, where we have ancient sources we trust the sources unless we have evi

dence that they are erroneous. It has been given up in a].]. other fields except

the Bible. In the Bible the higher criticism developed. in the atmosphere which

had accepted those theories of the ond.ependability of ancient documents and now

that we trust ancient documents in general. much more than we did. then the higher

criticism has been established and widely held in relation to the Bible, while

the other attitude would not be held. of itself

Well, now I think we are ready to go on to the flood. Mr.--? Sticient)

The trouble there is that, especially in those days, there was so much upheaval.

and. war that any such figuring would be altered very quickly when the war came.

(Student) Oh, yes. A great deal. There has been at all periods in history,

and another thing about it, also, is that even apart from wars population has

ne'r ved at an exactly stable rate. During the last century we had a time
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when the population, I think of the world, doubled, the/world, within a very

short period, quite unprecedented from anything before or since, and. it was due

to improvement in the source of food. and improvement in hygiene. That improvement

cane and the population all over Europe increased tremendously, the population in

every country and. every section. Well, now in ancient times we have certain

great advances which are similar, which are comparable, and just when they

came we don't know exactly so that we have not sufficient evidence to base

any estimate of time on the basis of it. (Student) Ur has been fairly well

excavated. I imagine it vou1dnt be difficult to make a fairly mod estimate

on this. I imagine it would not be difficult to make a fairly good estimate

of the population of Ur at a particular time ht you'll find, that Ur a few

years before that was completely destroyed and you'll find a few years later

it was completely destroyed and I don't think the population movement would

be at all stable. Well, now, D, the flood, and 1, the uee of the flood.

We find that stated in Genesis 6. We find that Genesis 6, the beginning of

the chapter describes the increasing sin in the world, and we find here that

the sons of God saw the daughters of men, that they were fair, and took them

wives of all that they chose. And what does that mean-the sons of God saw

the daughters of men, that they were fair. Some say the sons of God. are the

descendants of Seth and the eons of men are the descendants of Cain and this

means a breaking down of the line of demakation between the holy line of Seth

and the unholy line of Cain. Well, that is not what it says here. Maybe

that's what it means, but it doesn't say it. Certainly there is

a great element of possibility in it which would account for the increased

wickedness of the world because it is true that there is nothing that has been

more injurious to Christian men than marriage with unChristian women, but I

think you could say vice versa also, so I don't think--I am sure ycu can say

vice versa, and I am not at all sure that you would call the sons of Seth the

Sons of God in a proper sense, and I don't know how Cain was any more a man.
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than Seth was. Christ Himself had his favorite title for Himself, the Son of

man. He was the Son of God, He was also the Son of man. To say that the eons

of God. are the descendants of Seth and the eons of man the sons of Cain is at

least highly conjectural. Now the other suggestion that is made for this is

that the sons of God indicate exalted beings. It indicates demons or it indi

cates spiritual beings, beings which had fallen and that they saw the daughters

of men who were beautiful and v. 4 would fit in with that idea because when the

sons of God came in to the daughters of men, the children they bore became

mighty men, men of renown. Well, why should the breaking over of the line

between Cain and Seth produce mighty men, but if there was anything supernatural

like this in it, that could account for the unusual might of the men, for the

fact that they were giants. These are the two interpretations advanced. for it;

we are not given sufficient material to decide as between the two interpretations,

whether there was a time here of demoniac interference with mankind in some such

remarkable way as this, or whether it simply indicates the confusion of inter.

mixture of the Godly and the ungodly, we are not told, but that 4th verse would

look a little bit in the direction of there being something supernatural about it.

Mr. Tow? (Student) There are the angels of God, and. these are fallen angels.
Sit

ThettherF imight be a change in some way, it is hard. to say. Mr. ---7 (Student)

That"s , if I recall correctly. Iou mean as to whether a study of the

precise word would throw further light upon it? It has been historically under

stood to mean giants, great beings; whether--it sounds like the verb "to fall".

Whether it means there were fallen beings in the earth in those days ox'-(student)

Well, it isn't the right sort of a form for that " " you'd expect to

be past " " would be more active You'd expect "

something like that. Not so that as far as form is concerned

it doesn't suggest so much as

k.---t (Student) In v. 2? The verb "to be" there? It is-how's that? "

Yes. Sons of " '. Now these are the two interpretations of this. I
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think either of them is a possible interpretation. I don't think we know for

a certainty which of the two it is. My inclination is to guess that there is

some supernatural element involved but I am not at all certain that's correct.

The other seems to me less likely, but not impossible. At any rate we have

increasing wickedness here and I wouldn't be at all surprised if in that in

creasing wickedness we have the spiritual influence of the one who had led

man into his fall increasing the wickedness. I do not think we can account

for this world apart from the activities of Satan. There are too many things

that simply are unaccountable otherwise. The curse accounts for many but there
others

are meay which the curse alone does not account for. There is certainly a

definite activity of Satan in the world and. that is surely definitely taught by

our Lord. in his statements, and said that the one that
demon

has the sp4M4 driven out of him and the house is left empty, the demon goes

and gets seven others worse than himself and brings them back. It seems to

me that there is a very real truth to that. It's a very good thing to get peo

ple cleaned up and to get them away from the evil in which they have been but

if you merely get them away from the evil to which they have been adicted you

prepare them for something which may be more respectable but may be even worse

in God's sight. There is a need of something positive. It is not enough to

turn ay from sin; we must actively turn to God and serve Him. Mr.----?

(Student) That is, if they were sons of God, they were beings of supernatural

character, of character superior to that of man, but they were beings which

had. fallen and which were under God's displeasure but prrmitted for the present

to still be active. I think that we find the eons of God, the phrase used in

the Scripture in various places in a was' to indicate that it is used of super

natural beings and I would think it could still be used of the fallen. Mr.---r

(Student) I don't ink so, no. I think they were all ready fa1èA before.

i don't think that was the fall, but I think you could-they were not in a.-true
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sense, sons of God. any more, but they derived their strength from that power

which He had originally given them. They were the sons of God in the sense

of being superior to men and so if (student). " " is translated

"judges" but whether it is correctly translated "judges" I am very skeptical

about it. Mr. Sanderson has put his finger on a good point, that the word

" is used in the Scripture in a sense other than that of " the true

God ". It is used. in various other connections and other senses and. there are

some very interestinp problems cc.nnected with it. One case, our English version

translates it "judges" but it is " " in the New Testament. I believe

it is that passage where Christ says, "He calls them gods unto whom the Lord.

came." I think he is quoting that very passage, so that would look as if the

translation "judges" was not really a correct translation. "Bring them to the

gods" is a phrase used occasionally in Scripture. The word is used, like all

words in the Scripture are used, in senses which some times have to be gathered

from the context. We rarely find, a word in the Scripture any more than we do

in modern speech which always has exactly the same meaning. They varr somewhat

in different people's mouths and in different situations. Human language is a

very fallible instrument and when we say that theBible is verbally inspired we

do not mean that God. created an infallible language for it. We mean that He

gave us something in which the fallible words are used, words which express

the idea as well as can be done in fallible words and. words which correctly in

terpreted do not mean bring in incorrect implication of fact or doctrine or of

judgment, but it is very, very titai. that we get the correct interpretation of

what verbal inspiration is. It is easy to build up an idea of verbal inspiration

which is not taught in the Scripture and. does not conform to the nature of lan

guage and then have people knock it to pieces and simply destroy our whole reli

gion and that is a very grave danger. I am all the more convinced that it is

vital that we study sanely and exactly and accurately rather than simply take an

extreme position and. stand on it. The §!tP'e position--a few people can go
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out and proclaim and. win followers but you will always find, there are those

who react against the extreme position and. then they usually go to the opposite

extreme and. it much wiser to try to find, just what the Scripture does teach.

Now in this matter whether the sons of God. are fallen beings or whether they are

the sons of Seth the Bible doesn't say and. as far as I can see we can take either

of the two interpretations as far as our present knowledge goes. We say it is

one of the two. I don't know of any other suggestion, and of the two I sin in

clined to think it is the supernatural being. I am inclined. to that but I don't

feel at all dogmatic about it.

Now we find that this, v. 5 aod saw th the wickedness of man was great in

the earth and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil

continually. And God. repented that he had made man on the earth and. it grieved

him at his heart and He decided to destroy them from the face of the earth. But

there was one man who found grace in the eyes of the Lord, Noah. So very evi

dently we do not have here 41e the descendants of Seth, all of whom are good,

and. the women that descended from Cain, all of whom were bad., and some of the

sons of Seth have gone over and joined the bad, but there still are a lot of them

left, but we find, that sin has been on both parts of the human race. The line

of Cain has gone much worse than the line of Seth but both of them have fallen

into sin and. out of all of both lines we have only Noah left who has found grace

in the eyes of the Lord, and then we find that, verses 11 and 12 describe

P 11

very corrupt and so God gives Noah a message and the New Testament

refers to the days of Noah. In Matthew 2L1.:37 and. in Luke 17:26 it tells us that

as it was in the days of Noah so shall it be in the days of the Son of God. Yes?

(Student) Yes. It is a very interesting word, this word, " ", and Mr.

Sit asked us a few minttes ago and we had a little discussion about it. Well,

ccc asi,onally
everybody's mind wanders / and probably some others missed it also. I don't
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mind, the mind of any of you wandering occasionally but bring it back as quickly

as you can. Mr.---? (Student) Yes. And 1f you have a question that you

want to ask, even if it has been asked, don't hesitate to ask it again. If I

haven't made it clear, if it is something vita]. I certainly want to take the

time to do it. This is a rather incidental point so I'd. rather not take the

time for this particular thing. Mr.-? (Student) Repentance means Godly

sorrow for sin and turning away from it, and, so the lord saw, He'd, made men on

the earth, He had a Godly sorrow for their sin and He turned away from it. I

don't think that is what it means at all and. when you look at the Hebrew word there

which is translated "repent", the Hebrew word is the word " " and. this Hebrew

word " " is used in--it is quite generally translated "repent" in the

but it is also sometimes translated "to be comforted" and in the it is

the positive and you find in Isaiah 140, "Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people, saith

the lord", and that is the positive of this same verb. It is not "Cause my

people to repent. :Caise my people to repent". It is, "Cause my people to be

comforted. Cause my people to be comforted." "Comfort my people, comfort my

people' sa.ith the lord. Those two translations occur for the vcrb and they

are quite different in their ideas to us, but actually the word has one meaning,

but it is a quite difficult meaning. I traced it through once--went right through

the Old Testament looking at the usage of this word. and. I came to this conclusion,

that this word " " has the meaning of a changed emotional feeling from

an unhappy state to a less unhappy state which is brought about in view of

something which has occurs or which one plans to do. Now you see we have no

exact English word that gives that meaning but that, I came to the comlusion,

is what is meant by this word " ". We read in Genesis 214, for instance,

that when Rebekah came to Isaac, we read that Isaac " her after the

death of his mother. It doesn't mean she repented, turned away from sin. It

means that his at of misery on account of t'he; loss of his mother
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was considerably lessened with the joy that came from the presence of Rebekah

and we find, many other instances. We find it used in Samuel where the Ird

said to Samuel, "It has repented me that I have made Saul king. I'm going to
Samuel

anoint another," and 6¬ went tu the very same chapter and said to Saul,

You have sinned against God and God is going to take the kingship away from

you and God. is not a man that He should repent." The very same words here.

God told. Samuel He had repented; Samuel said to Saul, "God is not a man that

He should repent." Well, you see it is tho meaning of the word. God said

to Samuel, "I am in misery because of the wickedness of this man Saul. I

comfort myself with the decision to appoint another king. I find relief from

the unpleasant emotional state by the decision that another one will be ap

pointed king." Samuel said to Saul, "God. is oin to take the kingship away

from you and, "he said, "don't you think you can make some sacrifices or some

kind of a present to God and that God. is a man who will turn away from His

sadness, of His determination to remove you from being king and allow Himself

to be made happier over it and forget it becuase of some present you give Him."

You see how--,there's aver-definite meaning in it. Well now, of all the passages

in the Scripture this one here is perhaps the hardest to begin the law of first

interpretation, the principle of first occunence you see. It is the hardest one

of all but I do think that the meaning does fit here very well that God, in

view- of His determination to destroy man from the face of the earth is comforted

over the misery which the creation of man has brouht Him. You see it fits in

with the others. It certainly is not turning away from sin, a Godly sorrow

for sin and turning away from it and in, the Old. Testament it is mostly used for

God, this particular word. It is altogether different from the Greek word. we

use in the New Testament. 'I think it is rather unfortunate translation. Mr.---?

(Student). It is used. in the to be comforted or to repent and then

the of it, the positive of it, to cause to repent, to cause to be comforted.
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Yes? (Student) He was grieved on account of the situation of man and His

grief was lessened by this decision to do away with him. So, of course, you

cannot interpret the simply in the light of the one verse aloup. You

take the following verse-And God said. "I will destroy man", and you take its

many uses elsewhere and,I tried this meaning, "He was grieved" but it doesn't

fit, and. I know too many cases where isn't "grieved", it's a lessening

of grief, often a lessening of grief through contemplation of a decision which

has been made. Very often-.--it is used a good many times in the Scripture. You

will find it interesting to look it through and see how it is used. Well, we

have to stop here. I have assigned your lesson for Monday and. for Tuesday

and if you will look on the board about noon you will see a definite statement

that we will or not meet on Monday. If we you can

T 11 (second part)

our further discussion. We were looking at the flood--No. 1, its cause,

and we noticed. that the cause of this flood was increasing wickedness on the earth,

increasing wickedness frcm the fact that sin is here, and Satan is here in power.

and. consequently everything which is not constantly vitalized and. strengthened

by continuous contact with the Spirit of the living God inevitably degenerates

and goes down. You cannot form an organization, a denomination, an institution

or a movement that will automatically keep on a high plain. You can do nothing

that will insure that any movement will remain Christian. The only thing that

will insure that any denomination, movement, institution or anything whatever

will remain Christian is constant communion between its leaders and. God., constant

looking to Him day by day. The wonderful Christian spirit of the founders of

no institution is sufficient to keep it good ten years later, or to keep it

Christian ten years later, and so we find that the human race has degenerated
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until there is only one man left who is righteous and yet, as Christ tells US,

they were marrying and giving in marriage, they were going through the ordinary

proce2ce of life without people realizing that a terrific crisis was upon them.

The descent into sin and wickedness is something which was not fully realized.

Conditions were moving along smoothly and the looked on this man Noah who

preached righteousness to them and declared the judgment of God. as some sort

of a crazy freak, and. then suddenly the crisis came,and before looking at

the nature of the crisis or that which followed it any further we might take

up No. 2, the Babylonian flood story. Now for a very good statement of the

similarity between the Babylonian flood story and the Biblical story I have

a note in my notes here that you may see Skinner, p. 177 for an excellent state

ment of this, but I cannot read it to you from Skinner because I did not bring

MY copy over from home thinking that I would use the one in the library, and

the one in the library seems not to be there, and. so that makes a good point

right here to-call your attention to the fact that some of you may not be cog

nizant of, that commentaries are not supposed to circulate. They are supposed

to remain in the library either on the table there or in their proper place on

the shelf. Other books which are used for a class and a good many people have

to use are placed on a reserve shelf, meaning they are not to be taken out of

that room. This is not necessary in the case of a commentary, because it is

a regular rule of the library that no commentaries are to be withdrawn from

the room. It is only after considerable search that I found. one copy of Driver's

Genesis and. no copy of Skinner's seems to be there. It is my impression that we

have at least two of both of them, and. so I would like to make this request to

you that you would abide by that rule which is necessary in order that all may

have the use of these books, but no commentary whatever be taken out of the library

except it be done by a member cf the faculty, and he signs a card. for it. We

would prefer no student ever to take one out of the library.

Now, the Babylonian flood story. I asked you, as your assignment a couple
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of days ago to note the similarities between it and the Biblical story. Barton

gives a statement of them in his ARCHAEOLOGY 1D THE BIBLE which I do not think

is anywhere near as good a statement but he mentions certain features. He says

that the account so closely resembles that in the Bible that nearly
that are

all scholars recognize/there/two versions of the same narrative, and- theh he has

footnote as two accounts of the same event. I don't know whether he put the

footnote in or whether some editor put it in in order to make it look a little

more conservative than it would otherwise, becise two versions of the same

narrative and two accounts of the same event are quite different things. and

for one who believes as Barton did. that there is no special truth in any of it,

it is easy enought to say that there are two different versions of the same narra

tive but there would be quite a difference when you say two accounts of the same

event. He continues, "In each case there is a divine revelation to the whole
which

of the deluge that a catastrophe is coining off everyone else is ignorant. He

then relates the building of the vessel, the pitching it within and without with

pitch, the embarkation, the flood in which other men are destroyed, the resting

of the ship on the mountain and the sending out of the dove, the disembarkation,

the sacrifice and the information that In future a deluge will not be .1 asked

you all to look up the similarities and to read the account as you would find it

given either in Barton's ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE BIBLE or in Finegan's LIGHT FROM

THE ANCIENT EAST or in some other book which would give you a translation of it.

I think it was four years ago in this class that I did not give that assignment

but instead I read the story of the deluge here and I remember that as I started
like it is now outside, point here that the

it was about / and when I got to the/floods began to come down, it began to

rmr rain, and. when I ot to the end where there was a rainbow, the bright

sun was sh&ning in the room, so we had. affects which were very appropriate in

our description. Now, I have noticed--those of

you who have read it, and I hope all of you have read it, for it is within the

two hours of the assignment, in fact, you could read it in half an hour easiic
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within the two hours of that assignment; it certainly would not be fulfilling that

assignment simply copy what cne of these varicus writers said, but I meant you

specifically to read the account, and. If you read. it you noticed the very dramatic

manner of presentation. You noticed that a vivid picture was given here of the

flood, a vivid picture of the attitide of the god - who was so sure the flood.

was going to come and who got the word secretly to without the

other gods knowing about it, that a flood, was coming and. all that

might be saved through the flood., and then we remember the description here, the

vivid description of the terror of the flood, were frightened

at the deluge; they fled; they climbed to the highest heavens; the gods crouched

like dogs, were laid down by the walls--a very vivid picture which he gives.

One little

Ill
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sight of the peopl who wer t-ere like logs floating about and wept to

think that all mankind had died. Professor Fredrich Delitzsch, the one who

gave the lectures on Babylon and the Bible said, "You find no compassion in. the

Biblical Noah," which, to him, was one cf the signs of the great superiority of

the Babylonian account. The picture is a very vivid picture here which you have,

an" there are certainly many point which at first sight look very similar to the

Biblical account but, we ask, are these points srnilar tc those which we have in

the story of creation. We notice that there you have the sun, moon and stare

created in. both accounts. Well, what kind of a creation story would it be if

you didn't have. You notice that there man is created. Well, how would you
humanity

have a creation story without -4e4 created. We noticed that most of the

points of alleged similarity between the Babylonian story of the creation and.

the Biblical story of the creation were simply such as would exist in any two

story of creation you have
creation stories and therefore when you say there is a

practically named all the similarities. The Babylonian creation story does have
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a certain chaos with dampness and wetness which is somewhat similar to the

dampness of the Scriptural account but that is just about as far as any similar

ity goes of a life which would not necessarily inhere in any creation story.

There is really no reason to ccnsider the Babylonian. creation story related

to the Biblical story any more than any other creation story anywhere in the

world. In this case, I think that we have a difference. We have in both a

flood. Well, there have been thousands of floods in the world. A very dramat

ic story of the Johnstown flood here in Pennsylvania would make a thrilling ao

count, certainly just as thrilling as the Babylonian story here, but it surely

would be entirely different. There you have a flood which occurred from the

coming down of a big river when the dams were broken and the flood swept down

through the river bed-entirely different from the picture of the windows of

heaven being opened here. Here you have an account of a divine revelation to

IT ah that a flood was coming. There is a divine revelation to that

a flood is coming. Now of course that is something which you might have in

severe], flood stories but you wouldn't have to have. It is, you might say,

something which is incidental to the fact that there is a flood. It might or

it might not be. Then you have in both of them the acccunt of the building of

a vessel. Out in the Grand Canyon there were two boys who were up the Bright

Angel creek, a stream bed.,which is quite a stream, a little stream maybe as

far as from here to there; maybe a little wider, sometimes from one to three

feet in depth which flows down, bright, cold water, flows clown from the north

into the Colorado river, and. I remember a few years ago these two boys who were

up the stream bed a couple of miles and just at th&t time there was a cloud

burst five or six miles away from them up in the mountains there which hit

right in the upper end of one of the little tributories of the Bright Angel

Crrek and. that w'ter came flooding down there and this stream which was ordinarily

two or three feet incpth came up to twenty feet in depth. The tr.ai]. th which

had been built at a cost of many thousands of dollars was completely washed out.
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I went up a month later and I tried to walk up it-you'd have a lovely trail
sudden you

along the side and as you would be walking along and. all of a. /would come to

a place that was completely washed out and. there was a drop of twenty feet.

and you would have to retrace your steps and you would go down and eventually

I decided I might as well just walk up through the body of the stream. It

would be easier than trying to follow the trail. It did terrific havoc to the

trail and. to the place inland. Well, after it was overthe parents of these

boys went up the strazn to see if they could find any trace of the bodies of

these two boys who had been up there when the flood suddenly came down and. they

went up and. hunted. and hunted. and finally they saw that way up on. the side of

a steep hill the boys had. heard the waters coming with a terrific roar and the

had managed to dash up the side th're and. to get up high enough that the stream

didn't get them and they had gotten up there and were safe up there on the hill

side. Now in a story of a flood somebody might co up a high mountain and

that way he might be saved from the flood and thus not injured. Occasionally

you have stories of floods in which someone manages to hang on to a piece of

wreckage and though he may be hurled about by the waters, manages to escape

with his lire. There are various ways in which an individual might save his

life in the course of a flood, but in both these stories a boat is bii1t and

built in advance in preparation for the coming of this tremendous flood. Then

we have a building a vessel--both of them mention this little incidental, fact,

it was pitched. within and without with pitch. Now that, you. might say, would.

be rather incidental to the description of the building of a boat. It would.

be watertight to resist a tremendous thing like this, and you notice an interest

ing little touch that both of them had. that. Then intb.th of them it tells

how they went into the boat when there was no sign of rain and got in there

in readiness for the coming of the storm. I both accounts, as it is being

swept about, they're in the flood, the master of the vessel sends out a bird.

Now that is not a thing that would necessarily occur to people in a flood like
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this. Surely there would be many people who would be wondering whether they

any where near a time when they could get out of the boat who wouldn't think

of sending out a bird. You wouldn't always have a bird you could send out,

but in each case you have three birds sent out. They are different birds.

The order of them is different, 'out you have three birds sent out one after

the other to see if from the actions of these birds you can get any idea as

to whether the flood is abating enough that you will soon be able to get out

on dry land. again. Both of them describe the disembarkation. Well, if you

have an account of a boat you would rather expect to have a disembarkation

but then both of them tell how a sacrifice is made, and in the Babylonian

account it says that when they disembarked and made a sacrifice the gods

smelled the sweet savor. The gods above the sacrifice had. collected, like files.

Well now the Bible has nothing exactly parallel to that but the Bible does tell

how Noah made a sacrifice immediately after they came out of the ark and. then

in both of them you have an intimation that there would not be a deluge again,

that if God. is going to destroy mankind Re will use some other means but that

the deluge will not be an instrument again. Now these are a large number of

similarities between the two accounts which are not simply natural and necessary

to the fact of having two stories of the flood. You havernany stories of floods

in other countries, because everywhere you have a big river you have a flood

some time or other, floods are rather common, but that doesn't mean you have

a flood every year by any means but if you would take the Mississippi, certainly

once in every ten or fifteen years you have a rather devastating flood, and. the

same is true of many of the big rivefs out in Pennsylvania, and. so flood stories

are rather common, but very few of them have anything like this number of little

incidental details in common, and. consequently it seems to me that in the story

of the flood you are in quite a different situation than you were in the story

of creation. MT own inclination is to think that the Babylonian flood story

and the BibThca]. flood story are indeed two accounts of the same event. Mr.
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Jester, did you have a suggestion or a question? (Student) I believe there

was just a slight rain, yes; but I don't think the main rains had started, if

I recall correctly, but I notice he does say, "When the centers of rain shall

rain upon you in mighty rain storm at evening, embark upon the ship and close

thy door. The time approached, the centers of rain sent at evening

a heavy rainstorm. I observed the appearance today. I embarked upon the ship."

So there was a little more evidence in this case than in the Biblical case that

the rain was coming. Perhaps that wouldn't really be a similarity between the

two. They did enter in ample time in both cases. They didnt watt until they

were really in--it was obvious it was difficult, and. then rushed to the boat.

In both they into it first, but in this case probably a little more information

of it had been given. (Student) The expression of-? (Student) Yes. (Student)

There would be more faith in the case of Noah. That would be definite. Well,

there are many similarities then between these which are slight incidental things

such as would not necessarily occur in the story of a flood and we have--probably

every nation on the face of the earth has a story of a flood. Probably every
great

people who ever lived in a river valley has had a/flood which has left an iression

on the imagination of the people and so how many of these stories go back in any

sense to the Biblical flood would be hard. to say, but it certainly would 1o.1k as

if the Babylonian story and the Biblical story went back either to the same event

or to a common source. Mr. Buswell? (Student) Well, now that is a separate

question, the nature of the flood, but-you mean the Babylonian or the Biblical?

(Student) Yes. Well, that is a separate question, let's take that up later,
two

but as to the/storids I think we must say that th°re are striking similarities

between them and my inclination is to say the Babylonian story of the creation or

of the fall has no similarity whatever to the Biblical story. The Babylonian

story of the flood is strikingly similar to the Biblical story. Now is that un

natural or is it natural? The creation had taken place at least 3,000 years

before the time of the Babylonian story, the Biblical story perhaps a few hundred
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thousand. years. No one had. seen the creation. It was only by revelation of God.

that it could be known to anybody. Man intentionally put God out of his mind.

How, then, could he be expected to have remembered much about the creation of

the world, and. the same applies to the fall. These would be only things at the

time of the flood which were remembered as something from long before, but the
extremely

flood would be something which had. not been so/far prior to the story of the

Babylonians or to the story, or to the time of Abraham. It might be a few hun

dred years; it might be a few thousand years, but at least it was far nearer than

the fall was or than the creation was and there is nothing per se in it that

wo1ld make sinful man want to blot it out of his mind, that all of

the theological implications of the flood story are completely lacking in the

Babylonian flood. story. The Biblical flood story comes because man had sinned.

against God. The Babylonian flood story comes because one of the gods has a

and he decides that he wants to get rid, of mankind. In the Biblical story

Toah alone is righteous on the earth and. God preserves Noah. In the Babylonian

story one of the gods secretly tells his friend that he can save himself from

this and the other gods are angry with him when they discover that somebody's

life has been saved. There is nothing theological in the sense of Christian

teaching in the Babylonian story. It is a polytheistic story of gods who blame

each other, who fight and dispute, who crouch with fear like dogs,who
swarming

come/to the sacrifice like hungry flies. It is utterly different from the pic-

ture of God in the Bible and. of the purpose of the flood., as the purpose of the
man

preservation of Noah. All of this is what we would naturally expect sinful/to

put out of his mind if he turned away from God and. turned into , but

the great tremendous event of this flood and. the outstanding facts about it are

something that would make a tremendous effect on the imagination of mankind and

it would. be quite natural that for a long time after the main features of them

woiild be recalled and passed on from generation to generation, and so to my mind

.t is absolutely natural that the Babylonians would retain much of the detail of

the story of the flood, much more so than it would. be if they remembered the
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creation story or the story of the fall, and it fits quite together with the fact

that the Bible should have it Abraham, and the Babylonians should

have it at this early time, and written down at least as early as 000 B. C. and

perhaps a "ood deal earlier and. passed on to subsequent generations, and I think

we can agree with the critics that the Babylonian flood story is similar to the

Biblical flood story, though you can say that it is altogether natural that there

should. be a recollection of the event; in fact it becomes a further evidence of the

fact that the event occurred, that it should be recalled as long as this after the

time. Now there is no other race in the world anywhere that has literature as

ancient as the Babylonian literature and. it is altogether natural that the man

details of it should have been forgotten also, but quite natural that they should

have been preserved this long in Mesopotamia.

T 13

Now in past years I have taken them in the opposite order, but I thought today

it might be more logical t0 do them in this order for a special reason which I

have in mind. The critical story of the flood as you know takes it that there

are two documents in the story of the flood which have been interwoven together,

and you have, not like Genesis 1 and. 2 where you have the whole of story

of creation and the whole of story of creation, according to the critical
few

idea. Here you have a few words from and. a few words from 3, a/verses

from and a few verses from 3, and. so on, and. so on, a little of this and

a little of that, a little of this and a little of that, intertwined together

to make up your whole flood story. I happened one evening to drop in at a

Presbyterian church in Charlottesville, Virginia, and I remember that the pastor

there in that Southern Presbyterian Church was preaching a sermon on the flood

and. he said. in beginning, he said., "I am preaching my sermon tonight on the J

story of the flood and. I will read to you the 3 story of the flood." He said.,

"I am sure that as you read. It in the Bible many of you have been confused. by
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the repetitions and contradictions between the J and. P stories of the flood

which are so intertwined in your Bibles just as you have been confused. by the

mixture together of and. in the gospels of Matthew and Luke He

said, ItI am sure you have found in, both in the gospels and. in Genesis this

very confusing, so tonight we will simply read the 3 story',' and he simply read

those verses which they put into the 3 story and. then he proceeded to preach

quite a good sermon on the 3 story of the flood. Now, that is their theory

then, that you have these two stories, the 3 story and the P story of the flood

combined together, and. while the main treatment of this question is something

which will be, taken up in the introduction to the Pentateuch where the whole

matter of the critical theory of the Pentateuch will be considered at one time,

still it is worth while that we take a few minutes to note this question, "is

it something that is necessarily true that the J story and the P story are two

distinct stories w1ich have been intertwined together and interwoven togethert"

And as you look at it--I asked you to look up the evidences which are given for

it and one of the evidences which is most stressed is the fact that you have a

continuous and. complete story of the flood in either the J story or the P. story,

and that consequently you do not--it is repetition when you put the two together;

you have the same thing told twice and this is quite evident in the early part of

the story. For instance, you find that the P story says that in v. 10, the P

story says that the fountains of the great deep were broken up and. the windows

of heaven were opened, and then v. 12, the J story says, "And. the rain was upon

the earth forty days and forty nights," and. thus you have one of them saying that

water came on the earth and. the other says water came upon the earth. You have the

thing repeated and so you give one of them to the 3 story and. you give one of them

to the P. story. Then you find that in vs. 13-16a you have the P story--from 13

to 16a, the P. story, telling about all the people and. all the animals going into

the ark, and then at 16b you have the J story, "The Ird shut them in." And. then,

17a you have the P story, "And the flood was forty days upon the earth". Then
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you have the J story, "And the waters increased and bore up the ark, and it

was lifted up above the earth," and then the P story again, "And the waters

prevailed and. were increased greatly upon the earth." And so you notice

just as an example of it, here is v. 17, "The waters increased and bare up

the ark and it was lift up above the earth, "-that's the J. story, and then

the P story seyd, "And. the waters prevailed and. were increased, greatly upon

the earth; end the ark went upon the face of the waters." And you notice how

it is repeated. And so it is easy enough to divide up the story and to take

half the verses and make a fairly continuous story and to take the other half

and. make a fairly continuous story, and. it looks like a very strong argument

that you have two different stories which are combined here, but an Interesting

feature of it is that you can carry that argument still further. You take in

v. 17, "The waters increased, and bare up the ark, and it was lifted up above

the earth," and then the P story, "And the waters prevailed and increased

greatly upon the earth and the ark went upon the face of the waters, and the

waters prevailed exceedingly upon the earth." You notice how they both say

the same thing, but if you take what the 3 story had in 17 b, "The wathera in

creased. They bare up the ark and. it was lifted up above the earth," Well,

there you have twice told. that the ark was lifted up--twice right in the one

story, and then you go into the P story in v. 18, "The waters prevailed and.

they were increased greatly upon the earth' and then in v 19, "And the waters

prevailed esceedJngly upon te earth", and then the end of 19 tells you that all

the high hills under the whole heaven were covered, the end of 20, which is also

P. says the mountains were covered. In other words, if you have repetition

which warrants dividing it up into two stories, because the same thing is told

you twice, so you can say one of them is 3 and. the other is P, then you will

notice that very often the same thing that is told you twice is told you five

or six times, so you could. in turn divide J Into five or six stories and you
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are told twice and. thus give a warrant to say you have two or three different

stories are told. two or three different times within each of the two documents.

I think that is a very interesting fact, and. that you can easily follow through

in the earlier part of the story of the flood, of the coming of the flood and of

the waters upon the earth, you find, that a thing is told end told. and told and

told. and. told again, and. they give two or three of them to 3 and. two or three

to P, but why say you have two documents? Why not say you have six or seven

documents? And. then an interesting thing is that when you get to the end of

the story of the flood you find that practically everything is only toLl once,

and. the result is that at the end of the story of the flood you have one telling

a certain thing and. the other telling a certain thing. Only one of the two

documents tells how they owe out of the ark. Only one of the two documents

tells how the sacrifice was made. Oly one of the two documents tells about the

promise that there will not be another flood, so the details of the end of the

flood are only told once, and the critics say,VaLthe other story must have had

it also, but the redact°1'when he put them together only ok from one accoutn there."

Well, if you are going to have the redactor free to take as literal as much as he

chooses you cut down very greatly the validity of that sort of argument as evidence

there was a redactor at all, but the interesting thing is that in the beginning of

the flood story if you have evidence for two documents you have evidence for six

documents, in the first half, and in the latter part of it you do not have evidence

for more than one document, and. what toes it moan? It seems to me it means that

a very natural and effective literary device has been used. The waters increased

and. they multiplied and they prevailed upon the earth and. the waters mounted. up

and they covered the heavens and just one tiin after another, after another,

to pile up adjectives and statements to impress upon you the tremendous nature

of the flood, and. then when t-e flood is over, they don't have to say, "And the

waters went down and. they stopped, and. they discontinued and they were gone.' It
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is not necessary. The flood's over; the waters are gone. The people come out.

God speaks to them. There is no need of repetition. It is a dramatic device in

tlling the story and you do not have two accounts straight through. You have

five or six accounts of the early phase of the flood, which is simply the piling

up of statements in order to effectively make the impression of the tremendous

nature of the flood which God brought upon the earth, and then at the end. there

is no need of that particular rhetorical , and it just comes to an end

and then stops. I repeat . You could say t comes to an end at

the J document; it stops at the P document, but that isn't done. It merely says it

comes to an end., so you have to assume that the other that it stops has

just been left off, but that is one thing that I think is very noticeable about

this argument. It is so easy to divide the flood story up because you have every

thing told twice, but it is only true of the first half or two-thirds of the story

and there there is very little that is told. twice. Most of it is told five or

six times, and at the end of that story, there is hardly anything that is told

more than once. It simply is a literary device of way of telling it and I think

that that is true of that argument, that on examination it disappears. Now, of

course, one cf the big arguments is the argument that one document always says

God and one of them says lord, and it is true that in Genesis 1 God. is always

said, but in Genesis 2 we have the lord God and there are a few times where we

just have God.In Genesis 3:1, Satan says--there you have "God said"--it does not

say, "Hath the lord said?" So that it is not consistent throughout, there; and

here both names are used..,Iord and God, but you will find that sometimes you have

long series of verses where only once is God referred to. and. I remember Driver
the lord.

points out in one case: he says, "You compare this from 3 where Ged is always

used, and this from P, where God is always used," and. you look at the fifteen

verses he is pointing out from P, and. you'll find that the word God only occurs

once and there is no other reference to God. in the portion. The fact of the mat

ter is that the argument for the divine names is greatly overdrawn in-this story
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of the flood. and. it doesn't work out consistently there. There are a few cases

where the critics say that the redactor had. changed the name and. actually that

you have God or lord used in the wrong sense. As I say, we are not trying to go

into the arguments for the, the argwnents as a whole, but we are simply looking

now at one of those cases which is most widely given as a clear proof or the

fact that you have two documents brought together of the story of the flood,

and the reason that is given of c1ear proof is because it is so easy to take the

first part of the story of the flood and to divide it into two parts without

losing any of it, but you can't do that in the last half of the story and in

the first part you could just as well divide it into five or six, because your

reiterations are not combined . . Now the reason today that I gave the

Babylonian flood story first instead. of dealing with the critical first

is because the Babylonian flood story has a very interesting relationship to

the Biblical story e.nd that is the fact that if you are going to make a compari
flood

son between the Biblical story and the Babylonian/story you will find that it

takes the entire Babylonian story to get the similarity. That is to say, the

Babylonian story has some similarity to 3 and some to P and some few statements

that are both in J and. in P, and you do not get a fair parallel to the Babylonian

story unless you take the flood story as it stands in the Bible, but you find that

in the Babylonian story there is a great flood, divinely sent, which destroyed

all men and animals except those saved in a single vessel with one man to whom

the coming of the catastrophe had been disclosed and who had. gathered into this

vessel species of tame and wild beasts and members of his own family. That is
now

in both the 3 document and the P document and. the Babylonian story, but/the P

document-the Bible tells you that the patriach was divinely directed to build

the vessel and that he was given particularly the dimensions and told to pitch

it within and without with bitumen and to stock it with proviscns and that he

ended. it on the day that the flood came or the day before, that the great deep

as well as the heavens supplied the waters of the flood and that the ark eventually
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rested on a mountains All these things are in the P story itd not in the J

story and all these things are in the Babylonian story. On the other hand.

the j story has it, but the P story does not, that there was a covering to the ark.

and that the door is shut is specifically mentioned in the 3 story and. it is men

tioned in the Babylonian story. They were both of them-the 3. story and. the

Babylonian story mention ho long this storm was, theugh they give it different

lengths. They each mention that a window was opened and that birds-were sent out.

That is mentioned in the 3 story but not in the P story, and. it is mentioned in

the Babylonian story. Th're is mentioned in the J story the erection of an altar,

an altar of sacrifice, in the 3 story--it is not in the P story--and it is in the

Babylonian story, and so we see that we have indicated that we have a number of

things which are in the 3 story and. in the Babylonian

14

and. when you divide it up into two stories, as the critics do, you have

something which is nearer, is nearly as parallel to the Babylonian story as the

whole thing put together. Now, I t}ink that is an extremely interesting evidence

of the fact that the Biblical story should not be divided up and if you want to

take a reit''ration of the reason for dividing the story up, the Babylonian story,

you cou].u. certainly divide into two documents or into six documents, because that

is a very common device there, to be repeating interest, but to think that you have

two different stories, the 3 and the P story which became united together by some

redactor of about 400 B. C. and that in Babylon you have two different stories,

one like the J story and one like the P story and these stories were united to

gether before 2000 B. C. in Babylon, it could push accicient beyond any reasonable

ground whatever. The Babylonian story is there as a unit y 2000 B. C, long

before the time at which the critics say the 3 and the P stories were written.

Mr. St. Clair? (Student) That is an interesting suggestion. Yes. (Student)

Not that I have ever heard of. I have never hard of any such thing. Ycs? (Student)
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That the Biblical story and the J and P documents were bound together about LlOO

B. C. make the wHole, which has about ten different elements similar to the Baby

lonian story, all of which are an integrated whole in the Babylonian story at 2COO

B. C. and therefore the idea that in the Biblical the whole is produced by combin

ing to distinct stories seems quite unreasonable. If it wo.ld be, w1yuould it

be so similar to the Babylonian story? Well, now I think that is as long as we
cocrparisn of the

will take at this time on the/arguments for the critical view. There are other

arguments which are raised and which 'iight be examined to see if they carry

t "rough consistently and it is remarkable how often, according to the. critics,you

have evidence of the distinction because here is a flat contradiction, and. you

have the one and. the other and they flatly contradict each other right next to each

other-they must be different stoiesZ Well, you ask why on earth didn't the re-

dactor have sense enough to see that and to straighten it out and. then you will
say

find where the part that the critics/belongs to one uses the phrases that are

distinctive cf the other, and they say, "Well the redactor modified them, and the

redactor modified so many points to make them count, and. at the same time over

looked so many points that it cuts down

tremendously the value of it as evidence toward such a statement as that it once

came from two distinct documents. Well, now let's look at certain features

about the flood, as to the nature of the flood, No. 4. And under it there are

certain questions which we might ask about the flood. First, was it a universal

flood?" Was the flood a universal flood? Well, you read. in your English Bible

and what does it say? It says that the whole earth was covered with the waters

of the flood. Well, now if the whole earth was covered with the flood, certain
which

ly it was universal. The trouble is, of course, that the Hebrew word/was here

translated also means "land"; it's used of the land ot Egypt, it is used

of the land of Canaan, it is used often of one particular land, the same word.

which is used. of the whoie earth, and. so that particular word does not prove

whether it was a uiversal flood or whether it was a flood which existed only in
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one place. But this we can certainly say, "God, was determined to wipe man out

from the face of the earth." That is a clear picture, and. so it is undeniable

that the picture in the Bible is a picture of an event which eradicated human

beings from the face of the earth. We can say this, the Bible clearly teaches

that wherever man was, there the flood. was. Now, would. that mean that man had.

only spread over a certain portion of the earth and the flood. cover the

whole earth? It might be, but when you look at the statements about it, the

tremendous nature of it, the fountains of the great deep broken up, and. all this,

why you soon come to the impression that it is much too great thing to t1nk of

as just the description of a local flood, arid so I tiink we can say this, that

there is no speciic statement in the Bible which clearly proves that it is the

whole world. rathr'r than a portion of the world, but that the picture given is

one that is pretty hard, to interpret as otherwise than a flood which covered

the whole earth. Now, of course, there are--I mention there are little

contradictions the critics say, between the two stories but most of them dissolve

on examination. They say that one represents the waters a prevailing a hundred.

and twenty days and the othe'r says forty days, but when you compare them, one

seems to be the length of time it rained and the other the length of time the

water was there after it rained, and, then they say that one of them has rain and

the other has a tidal wave, that v. 11, which is the P document says, "In the same

day were all the fountains of the great deep broken up and. the windows of heaven

were opened." One of the two accounts says rain and a raising of the level of

the earth. The other one only mentions rain; well, that i not a contradiction.

If ycu said. It was a tremendous rain, that doesntt prove thre was a great in

crease in the water of the ocean. If it said there was rain but no increase

in the ocean' and two verses later said there was a rise in the ocean, that would

a contradiction. If you say one moment there was tremendous radii and then

two minuts later you say there was a great tidal wave, you are not contradicting;

you are merely supplementing, and particularly when in mentioning the tLal wave
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it also mentioned the rain in the same statement. So these contradictions

mostly disappear on careful examination. It was then not necessarily a univei'

sal flood but cert±ly a flood cover.ng a trementous area and. the picture of it

is such as to make the most reasonable interpretation be that it was a universal

flood.

Now, how early was this flood? When did it take ;lace? We do not know.

You find in your many Bibles the statement made that 2500 B. C. was the year of

the flood. Well, in Mesopotamia we have records and. we have levels of civiliza

tion which seem to go from 3000 B. C. right up to 2000 B. C. It is pretty

hard to find any place for a flood in the micidle of that, and if you assume

that there are gaps in the account of the patriachs after the flood, then it

must have been before 3000 B. C. Personally, I think it is extremely unlikely

that it was later than 4000 B. C. I would think it nearer 5000 B. C. but we

don't know. We don't know when it was, but it certainly would be very hard to

reconcile with the evidence that we have of ancient civilizations a date as late

as 2500 for the time of the flood. Now, there is a widesprrad tradition all over

the earth of the great flood. I think the Babylonian story of the flood is to

oulte an extent a corroboration of the fact of the flood. Whether the other

stories elsewhere in the world are to be taken as corroboration, whether the

tradition of the great flocd. was passed on all over the world or not, it is hard

to say. It would at first sight certainly be a remarkable corroboration that

there are floods occurring just about everywhere in the world, but then, again,

as I said, in every place you have a river valley, you have terrific floods once

in a while, and. so a great many flood stories could very naturally come into

existence from the rising of the waters in particular areas, and. so how many of

them are actually reco'lectlons of the great flood is hard to say. The Babylonian

flood strata we have already mentioned, and we have noticed that it is highly

questionable whether we have actual strata in Mesopotamia which indicates the

flood. Personally, it is r opinion that we do not Icnow where man lived, before
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the flood. We have a picture here in the Bible of man before the flood per

fecting metal, the use of the copper and the use of iron, carrying civilization

way beyond the point at which we Lind it immediately after the flood. Sheni,

Earn and Japheth were probably not versed in the making of iron and copper. let

us suppose that a great flood were to occur here and that everyone was killed

here except me and. I was left. Do you imagine that we would soon have a big

power plant built and electric lights all around? I wouldn't have tifle least

icea how to go about it. In something like that a tremendous amount of the

technical knowledge of our age would be lost if the individuals who survived

did not have that particular knowledge. We have th knowledge before the flood

and. largely gainedly the people of the race of Cain. We have no evidence that

Noah's family were specially skilled in the founding of copper and iron and these

other things, and. then we can trace in different places in Mesopotamia and else

where people using stone and using it very cleverly. I am sure that the instrn

mcnts they made out of stone were far superior to anything I could make or that

you could make. They show a very high level of artistic achievement and. of

artistic achievement in making these things out of stone but they did not know

how to smelt copper and to make thags out of copper by smelting it in the heat

and pouring it into moulds. That is sometˆing which was learned about 3000 B. C.

and once that was learned civilization was completely overturned. The people

who knew it could. make new weapons far quicker than any others; they had, a tremen

dous advantage aAmost of the cities of Mesopotamia were burned or destroyed. be

tween 3000 B. C. and the next hundred. years after that. The people who had

the new weapons used. them but the knowledge of it spread. You have turmoil and

confusion and then the world. was in pretty much thr same state as before, except

that everything was on a much lower level of culture, because while they had

better technical devices and better weapons, they didn't have the time and leisure

to make as fine artistic tings as they made before when they had only the stone
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articles to make it, and. so culturallr they all took a step backward., though

technically they took a good stet forward. It was one particular scientific

idea which became known and made a great step forward at about 3000 B. 0.

Well-, now this idea would seem to have been !-novn before the flood but forgotten

afterward, and. it is my personal opinion that we have no idea where the ark was

when Noah went into it; we have no idea where the people lived before the flood.

There probably were not a great many people on the earth, They may have been in

South America; they may have be-'n in the heart of Africa; they may have been up

near the North pole. We don't know, but wherever they were if we should happen

to stumble on that pLce and dig deep enough we find remains, I think, of the

life of the people prior to the flood, and it would show an advancement in

scientific devices which was not reached after the flood for at least a thousand.

y'ars. They had to rettace a good many of their steps. Of course, back in

the middle ages we had to retrace many things that had bern known in ancient

times and had been completely forgotten with the coming of the middle ages, and

so I don't think we know where civilization was before the flood. I don't think

we know when the flood was. I think that everything that h et been fàund of

ancient times comes from a period, after the flood. I mean everything of which

we have any great amount. When we find a single tooth some',;here, or a single

skull, we know whether that was before the flood or after, but the actual

jijaticn, extensive civilization before the flood I think must be somewhere

on the earth, but nobody knows where. Mr.---? (Student) Yes. I was gong to

say that under another topic. Perhaps we'd better leave it until tomorrow,

since it is five now. So we will take up No. 5, I call the consequences of

the flood, and under b of that I have a brief discussion of that thought.
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For next Friday I wish you woalu. spend your two hours making a map,

an outline map showing the main features of Palestine. I wish you would

slow on this map the general outline of the sea coast, also the line of

the Jordan valley, including all lakes of any importance which are along

its course and. six principal cities in Palestine. Pick out six important

places and include them on it. Now make this map and. turn it in but also

remember how to make it so you can do it on request at any time. That

is the lesson. Now, this is not an artistic map. I am not asking you

to do something beantiful. I certainly could never do that myself, but

I am asking you to get the main outline in mind. (Siudents) Six cities

or places in Palestine. Six cities of importance in. Palestine. If you

want you may include Jerusalem among the six.

Now we were discussing last time No. 4, the nature of the flood. At

the end of that we spoke of the Babylonian flood strata, and we were going

n. to No. 5. the consequences of the flood. Now, of course', we dontt need

to mention the outstanding consequence of the flood, that all the wicked.

were removed. There was a complete end. brought as far as this earth was

concerned to the eat body of the wicked. We are inter'sted now in the

consequences upon this earth, and. so I will put them unaer two heads. Small

--!'lessing on the righteous. At ti -ad ol th great judgment of the

flood God declared His blessing to the few who had been true to Him. God.

blessed Noah and his sons. He promised them that there would no longer be,

would never again be a similar flood., that the earth would not be wiped out

with a flood, and then He told them that they were to be fruitful an,! multi

ply and. fill up the earth and He gave them a dominion over all the creatures

of the earth. Into their hands they were all delivered, and. He said, in v, 3,

Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you. This Old English word

"meat", of course, is "food" in modern English. Every moving thing that lives

shall be food for you. Had a similar statement been made to Adam at any time?
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We have no record of any giving of human beings before the flood the right

to eat meat. We hav no record. of any such thing. They were to eat the

herbs, they were to eat vegetables, but there is no statement before the flood

of any right to eat creatures. There is no evidence of such a thing
it

until this, and here/is explicit. If a person adopts a vegetarian attitude

of eating they may do that on me dietetic theory or some idea that it is

better for themselves, but they cannot do it on a Biblical basis becse it

is here explicitly stated to Noah by the lord that every moving thing that

lives shall be food for you. Even like the vegetables I have given you the

animals for food, He says. But flesh with the life thereof, which is the blood

thereof, shall ye not eat. And. then He goes on and speaks of the anger of

human life being taken. He says, "At the hand of every beast will I require

the blood of ycur lives, and at the hand of man. Whoso sheah man's blood,

by man shall his blood be shed. This does not, is not here a comnand for

capital punishment, as you see. It is a prediction by the lord. It is the

IorL's declaration that in genera]. murder is to result in death, that when

murder and assassination is introduced into an area the ones introduce

it are quite likely to suffer for it. Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall

his blood be shad: for in the image of God mad. he man. Mr. Cater (Stuuent)

The first verse speaks of the blood in the flesh as not to be eaten. That

as mentioned herein the fourth verse. I hoard a paper once given at the

American Oriental Society by a Jewish doctor who told of having examined
the

various animals killed in /normal fashion which is observed by Gentiles, and

then animals which were killed in the fashion according to Jewish ceremonial

law in which all of the blood is allowed to drip out before the body is used,

and he claimed that it was much less toxic, that which did not have the blood

in it. That was the statement which he naie, .nd that would seem to fit with

this command given to Noah here. Of course, in the Jewish law it is a ceremonial

matter rather than necessarily a hygienic matter. Now this promise to man

kind assures them of a supremacy upon the earth. These little creatures,
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smaller and weaker than many oi the animals, are assured of the Ird that they

are to have deminion upon the earth and that thE fear of them is to be upon

all the creatures of the earth. They ar, told. to be f-:-aitful and multiply

upon the rrth, and then we have God making His covenant with Noah and promis

ing these wonderful blessings to him and assuring him that when he sees the

rainbow in the clouds he knows that God is goinc to keep His covenant and. not

to send the universal flood again. Then we have these promises of blessing

the righteous but we have no removal of the curse. In fact you might say

that in one way the curse is intensified because there is more of a recogni

tion in those statements of the fact that there will be killing upon the earth.

Whoso sheds man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed. Murder has become

enough of a fact that it needs to be regulated. It is recognized as something

that is going to occur. He will require your blood at the hand. of every beast

and at the hand of man. It is then to be expected that th-re will be murder,

that there will be suffering, that th'e will be misery upon the earth. The

curse has not been removed. As far as the curse is concerned, it is still

here and it has worked itself out to a greator extent upon the earth than

before. The sinful individuals have been wiped off from the earth complete

ly but the curse is still here and showed itself before many generations had.

taken place after this time, but there are specific blessings from it to

those who ;ould be in the covenant relationship with God and. God gives the as

surance that He is going to maintain His covenant relationship with those who

are in the covenant with Him. The covenant, He says, which I have established

between me and all flesh that is upon the earth, all individuals have a rela

tion to God which they cannot ecape, but there are special blessings which

are available to those who maintain the covenant relationship with God. Now,

it would be interesting to go further into the details of these relationships

but I think that we will move on to small b--changed conditions. Ther" is

not a specific statement given here that conditions upon the earth have been
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changed but it is pretty hard to read the first nine chapters of Genesis with

out having the feeling as you come into chapter 9 that ycu are in a new

situation, that you are in quite a different atmosphere from that in which

you were in the earlier chapters of the book. Very often as a person trav

els from one area to another you have a different feeling. You don't just

realize what it is or why it is but there may be something different in the

people in the cortain place, something in their customs, scmething in the

general surroundings. You dontt immediately recognize what it is, but you

recognize that there is a different atmosphere. There is a different climate

there, and upon examination you can, if you examine far enough, you can a].

ways find out what are the factors that enter Into it and make it different,

and so in this case we notice certain changed. conditions. We have noticed

that there is definite provisien here that man may eat animals which he has

killed, that the moving th ngs are to be food for him. Ther was no such

provision before. It was not stated before that not to eat animals but it

is exclusively stateL that the i eat fruit, that they may eat plants.

Now there is an explicit statement that they may eat animals. Then we notice

a very strange thing. Here is Noah, a Godly man, a preacher of righteousness

for many yeaa, a man who has been blessed of Goci and selected out of all the

earth to be saved from the flood, and Noah has come out of the ark and we

read tho.t he became a husband.man and planted a vineyard and. drank of the wine

and was drunken, and you wonder--was Noah so excited after all the tense life

that he had been through with all these hundred years of preaching and all

this experience of the flood and all that, that he simply relaxed. and fell

into this drunkenness. That is a thing which everyone must gnard against.

The man who has done the greatest service in the lord's klngnom, the man who

has called a great evangelistic meeting or has prrformed a great missionary

work and. has just pulled himself U will often reach a point where he just

seems to oIlpse completely, an act which he must watch carefully that
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he do not fall into the deepest and grossest of sin. It has happened. It

has happened that men who have been most used of God. have fallen into such

a condition that their usefulness has been brought to an end. or they have

fallen into anch a condition that it has been years before they have come

back and. been restored to "efulness in God's kingdom. That is that what

we have horp? It doesn't sound like it? For one thing, it didn't happen

as soon as the flood w over. Noah became a husbanthnan and. planted a

vineyard and drank of the wine. Now when you plant a vineyard, one day

do you usually drink of the wine te next day? Here is a statement where

if you take the verses in the order in which they occur snd assume there

is no gap in between a miracle must have occurred. Noah planted the vine

yard. and. he drank of the wine. Well, what a miracle, if he could drink of

the wine the next day after he planted the vineyard. It is quite evident

here t}t a space of time has elapsed, that this vineyard. which Noah planted

has had. time to grow up and the grapes have had time to come out upon it and

Noah has taken the juice of these grapes and he drinks of it and. he is drtnken.

It is not then a reaction immediately after the terrific flood. of the situa

tion of the flood. There is q".ite an interval in between, an interval in

ich Noah. has been working in the garden and cultivating the crcps and. hay

In the wrt of a change inis strenuous life which he has been in

in the past. There is no rasun to think of this as a relapse of Noah into

-iown sin ' Ther' is nothing actually to suggest that. Ther'- is simply a

fact given. Noah plants a vineyard and then we assume there is a gap between

the' and the next verse. The vineyard must have grown up and. reached the

point whre there were a good many grapes and he took these grapes and. he

pressed them cut Intc a dish and. he drank some and. it tasted good and it stood

there and. maybe two weeks or a month later he drank some mor o±' It and this

time it had a different effect on him from w ich it had. had the first time and

he took it and. he was drunken and here was Noah who had fallen into this drunken
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There is not a suggstion in this chapter that, or any wher else, that Noah

h fallen into sin in the matter. In fact, we are tol that Noah cursed

others and it is told, in such a way as to suggest that Noah was right in

cursing them. There 1 no sugrestion of any wrong on Noah's part in the

transaction, aria. so it seems-very natural to woncier why on earth wculd this

creature of righteousness not know that if you trirk wine from the grapes

you are apt to get drunk. That }"e had. been reacing over the radio

all these years so that he never saw the people he talked to and never knew

what kind of lives they. lived and never knew the danger into which they were

falling. Was he the sort of a preacher who was absolutely apart from the

people and has no knowledge of their situation and the needs of their lives?

When Noah as a preacher of righteousness 'turing those many years before the

flood it would be strange indeed if Noah did not come in contact with it and.

know ao;t it, and st'ange indeed that he would fall into d ixkerine in this

way, and O while we cannot say it does not say anywhere thre was no drunken

ness before the flood, neither does it say that th'-'re w's drunkenness 'before

the flood, ana. the wtole tone of this story is to suggest that this was a

surprise to Noah. There is something tha4' he did not expect to occur and a

think which occurred which he did not expect would 'then be the fermentation.

It would look as if fermentation, which is so common a phenomenon today, was

something which did not exist in the s.-me way or to the se extent prior

to the flood, and so the suestion has been made by some that you have a

marked change f condition after the flood, that you have animals used for

food, that you have fermentation occurring in a way in which it id not occur

before and. the question is asked, 'hat uld be apt to make such a change

aft¬r the flood like this from the situation that existed beforet'1 And. gone,
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observing these facts, then, has noticed that one of our planets--I believe

it is th planet Saturn--has a number of rings arc'nd it which would seem

to be great rings of vapor around it, and. that would fit in with the state

ment in Genesis ]. that 00(1 made a firmament or an expanse between the waters

above the firmament and the waters below, and consequently the theory has

been advanced that this earth prior to the flood was like the planet Saturn,

that thrre were thcse great rings of vapor, the wate above the firmament,

around the earth, and. that the sunt a rays came to this earth mediated through

those great bodies of water up there, and. consequently there was not the sharp

heat or the sharp brightness of the am which we have today, and that the way

in which the lord accomplished the flood was to cause this canopy of waters

from above to fall down onto the earth opening up a more direct way to the

earth from the sun so that the sun would be seen, not so much as it is get

ting light and getting dark, but as, but a good deal more clearly, as we see

it d that this would have an effect upon the constitution of men and

of animals of an increase of thirstiness, perhaps, would cause a greater

amount of killing and of slaughter upon the earth, would make it perhaps

more feasible to eat meat than before, and also would more greatly increase

fermentation, upon the earth. Now, whether there is anything to this theory

or not, I am not in a position to say, but I do think that there are a num

ber of Scriptural phenomena which seem to fit in with it rather neatly, and

consequently it seems to me that it Is something with which we should at least

be familiar. Mr. St. Clair? (Student) Yes, is

used for anything unfermented. That is, I don't tnk that Christ is referring

to drunkenness in that passage; He is simply saying they were carrying on the

ordinary affairs of life, eating and. drinking and. making. merry, etc. I don't

believe that--certainly there is nothing wrong with the eating as pictured

and I don't think he means that the drinking was wrong. (Student) Well, of

course, it is my impression that under natural conditions that grape juice
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will only ferment up to about i$ which would be encugh, I believe to

.roduce drunkenness if quite a bit of it were used, but it is their artifi-

cial process of distillation of which are used, that produce

stronger drinks. Now, under other conditions t night be th.t fermentation

would only go up to two cr threo or four per cent, something which would. not

have the effect unless' gallons and gallons were taken. . I d.ontt

know, but at least I wouldn't say that there wouldn't be any fermentation but

it might be tnendously decreased in amount. Mr.---? (Student) Yes. Thank

you. That is anotei' very def.nite point. As soon as the curse came upon

the world, death came, but death was very slow in working itself out, and the

early patriaclis lived very long periods. We find. that thc're is comparatively

little shortening in the length of human life prior to the flood, while after

the floou. the san of life rapidly decreases and the very long periods of

life which exist before the flood and. immediately thereafter have practically

disappeared by the time of Abraham. By that time life is longer than it is

now, but not a great deal onger. Yes? Well, we have no proof of it. It

seems the most riasonable way to interpret the words that it refers to the same

type of years, but it would be not impossible that there was a different type

of year used. forc the flood. However, we note the individuals immediately

after the flood living length of years that are comparable to those before,

and then it decreases rapidly but it is pretty hard after the flood to see a

particular place where the length of years might have become noticeably changed.

O.r year today is definitely shorter, of course, than the year was four thousand

years ago. It believe it is about half a minute shorter, or something like that,

of course, not enough to make much difference in a figuring of the span of life.

It would be a possible consideration that they might have used a different type

of year before the' flood and after, but I don't knob just when since the flood

you would think of a change taking place, and since the longevity ccntinues
as before

pretty much the same for the first part after the flcod/I doubt very much

(Student) Oh, no. Noah had it back there. (Student) grape juice is still
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In the time of Christ they used. grape juice, a great deal of it. In fact,

in the Old. Testament, they used the words "wined and "iiew wine" and "new wine"

grapejuice, and that is referred to a great deal in the Old Testament. Grape

juice was very commonly used--(Student) Well, that would be truly imaginative.

There is absolutely no evidence of any such state, while there is abunctant

evidence in the Old Testament of the use of what they call "new wine", abund

ant use of it. These changes, then, we have noticed, s'uggest a change in

conditions of life after the flocci. The canopy theory is one w'r: ch has been

advanced to account for it. It might be true--it may not. It is one of those

nany matters on wch we do not know. All we can o is arrange our data to

see how they look. They look, a certain amount n a certaict direction, but

i i not co1et. 'o one living today wrs thre then. Anyone living today

who tells you anythng that happened 5000 years ago is using his imagination

tc c'ite an ertent. He may hav' r. certain n'rer of defnite facts. Beyond

that, he is using is imagination. TOW it is intrstin-I referred you the

other day to a book called a book which describes a

re-enaction of somet' ing similar to the flood on this earth, with a man from

this earth being used. instead of the serpent by Satan as his spokesman. Now

it is quite trrsting that in this book called , which is about the

planet Venus, th author of this book describes conditions on that planet as

.f there were a canopy of water over it, and. describes di1ierences in ccndt

ticns very much as it would. be if this canopy story were true. He never refers

to it but that would seem t be his theory abut the condition of Paradise there.

Now, he never mentions it. If' you are familiar with the theory it is inter

esting as you read the bcok to see that he is at least familiar with the same

theory.

Now, we go on to E. Capital 3 is Genesis 10-li. And Gensis10-11 has
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in it three elements which we wish to look at rather briefly. The first

of tre is the table of the nations, Genesis 10, and there is a table of

w'Ich we nust say that thre is a great deal in it that we do not fully under

stand.. there are lists there of people who are not all indiviuual persons.

They certainly, maty of them, are peoples. and the peoples are described in

their relationship to one another and the relationship, from what we know of

ancient history, would seem in some cases to be a descent of one nation coming

out cf another; in other cases, possibly a political relation of one group

controlling another, then. There are different types of relationship repre

sented here. It would seem that the descendants of Noah spread over the near

East and somewhat further quite quickly and we are told here simply of this

people in that genera]. area. There would doubtless be many other o±' the des
have

cendants cf Noah who would/been spread much further in different directions

and separated f-'om this group of them which is described here. This is a

table then which is not a genea1oical table in the usual sense of the word.
indeed

it is/a table of the nations. Now I do not have--I notice that in outline

here I did. not-make mention of this thing of the curse upon Canaan. and per

ha e out to say just a word about that. There are just a few things of

interest to know them. What did Ham do that produced this curse. We are

not told. There are certain suggestions made but it is a little haru. to know

just what Ham did and why it was that he was cursed. Noah awoke from his

wine and. knew what his younger son had done unto him and. then Noah proceeaed,

not to curse Ham, but to curse Canaan, and there are doubtless elements back

of that which, knowing the family histor of the case there at the ti4e and

the customs of the time would be perfectly clear to us, but there are elements

in it which are now forgotten and we do not really altogether understand. what

happened there. We do not know just what happened. Something happened

that Noah could see when he awoke from his wine, coulu. see had happenea. and.

knew what his younger son had done to him and. for some reason it was Canaan
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particularly who was implicated. rathrr than simply Ham, and so Canaan is

now cursed. There are people today who quote this as if there was a curse

upon Ham. There is absolutely no sugpestion of any curse upon Ham. The curse

is upon Canaan arid. when anybody talks of a curse upon Ham they must be talking

from some other basis than the Bible because the Bible places no curse upon

Ham. The curse is upon Canaan. Mr. Buswell? (Student) and.

idea which developed with abso1ut'ly no basis whatever. It is muci easier

to let your imagination run wild and think up new ideas than it i to go to

the Bible and. say, "What does th' Bible say? What does it achV here is

no mention here in chapter 10 of the people outside of the area f the near

East. The people beyond that area are simply not mentioned here. They

would, of course, all have to be descendants of Noah, but as to the exact

relationship we do not krw, that is the exact descent, through what lines

they came. It is not here stated and consequently we know it's from Noah

but we do not know the exact relationship. These are givn here in order

to show the relation to the succeedinF' history and God's bringing of Abra

ham into the world. We cannot equate Shem, Ham and. Japheth with any particular

division of the earth's people w}-ich we havr today. I have heard this state

ment made. I don't know whether it is true or not, but I have heard the state

ment made that on a basis of physical science that it was fairly easy to see

how from the yellow race you might have a sharp change which would produce

the white race, the red race and the black race, but rather hard to see how

from one of the others it might have come, and so it seems to me altogether

possible that Noah and his sons were what we would. today call the yellow race

and that their skins have changed in the people in the near East so that all

ox those people belong to what we call the Caucasian or the white race, before

the time of Abram. Now that is a possibility.
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what the physiognomy of Noah was. Pher is absolutely no way

to know. We know what that was of Abraham and his successors. They

belong to the Caucasian race and the people of the near last, with whom

this chapter particularly deals because it is among those people that Ôd

revealed it, but we simply do not know about the others. Well, now, it

Is a good points though. I am glad. you called attention to it, that there

, you cannot divide the peoples of the earth up into the descendants of

Ham, Shem and Jheth according to any knowledge that we have today. I

wrob a chapter on archaeology in a book which was recently published and

before the book was published a number of chapters were submitted for

other sections in it and then all of us looked them all over, and. one was

presented for anthropology about three years ago by a man, five years ago,

I guess, by a man who claimed to know a good. .t about anthropology, I am

quite sure no one here has ever heard of him, but he presented article on

anthropology for inclusion in the book arid it was rejected and not included

in the book but of course it was distributed to the various members of the

affiliation, and in this he worked up a scheme whereby according to his idea
to

Shem was the ancestor,/the Semitic peoples and Jheth was the ancestor of

certain tribes up in the Caucasus mountains, and then everybody else was

from Ham, and then he took the statement here, a servant of servants shall

he be and he said, "That means he will be the best of all servants, and that

means that all the great inventions of the earth have been mad.. by the decend

ants of Ham and. he made it that all the inventions of the earth were made

by someone other than the Jews or the tribesmen up in the Caucasian mountains

whom he calls the decendants of J,heth. Now, this, of course, is pure fan

tasy and. it would really have been absurd to have printed such a thing in

book with the purpose which this one had., but it interested me to see how

he interpreted Ham as being the ancestor of the doers of everything pr icaZ-

ly that is good in any field except the field of religion. I never heard.
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of anyone else taking that particular view, but the curse here is not

upon Ham, the curse is upon Canaan, a Canaan is the ancestor of the

Canaanites, the people of Palestine when the Jews went into it and. they

were white people. This curse upon Canaan is a curse upon certain white

people. It is not a curse upon Barn, and there is no reason to equate Ham

with any particular race according to our present divisions. It would. seem

to be that whatever equation we can make today is that we use these terms

for linguistic groups, of languages rather than races, and today we speak

of Semitic peoples, by which we mean people speaking the Semitic 1anuages.

Racially they differ a great deal with one another, and the same with the

Hami tic. The Hainitie languages of today are the languages used. in certain

areas of North Africa and all the speakers, the natife speakers of Hamitic

languages today are white people. Some of the Hamitic languages have

spread. down into central Africa, but the languages which the negroes speak,

none of them are Haniitic languages, and. if you look in Chapter 10 in the

table of nations here at the sons of Ham, they are Cush,which is Ehiopia,

and Misrain, which is ypt, and. Phut and Canaan. You have no reason to

think that any one of those four was anything other than white. From which

of the three sons the negro races came we simply do not know but there is

absolutely no ground whatever for equating negrees with Ham and there is

absolutely no curse upon Ham in the Scripture. The only curse of this

fashion, is a curse upon Canaan which were the white people who lived in

Palestine when the Jews came in and 1spossessed them and. they became hewers

of wood and drawers of water for the Jews and. the curse which is here given

upon Canaan was then and. there fulfilled at the time of the Jewish conquest

of Canaan. The governor of Texas a few years ago made the statement that

the Bible predicted. conditions of the second world war tad for his predic

tion he turned. in the Bible to the third. chapter of the book of Isaiah,

the 18th verse and. he read it in one of his speeches. In that day the
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Lord. will take away the bravery of their tinkling ornaments about their

feet and. their cauls and their round tires like the moon, and. he said that

predicted. the tire shortage of this war. Now of course the tires which

are referred. to here in the old. nglish have absolutely nothing to do with

rubber tires in the war. They are some element of feminine attire and the

quotation which the governor of Texas made had absolutely nothing to do with

the second world war but it had just as much to do with it as the curse upon

Canaan had to do with the negro race there. It has absolutely no connection

with them or anything about them. Now the of the nations then has

many details dealing with ancient groups and tribes in the area that spread

through the near east, and does not go into detail on the deeend.ants who

spread from them and. we do not know from which of these three sons they came

0r whether some came from each one of them, but we go on to No. 2, the tower

of Babel, and the tower of Babel is described in the beginning of chter 'U.

The whole land was of one language and on. speech, and it came to pass as

they hourneyed. from the east--as who journeyed from the east? All the Sons

of Noah or the sons of Shem? Some interpretors take it that these are

the Semites and some take it that it is all the decendants of Noah in one

group. We do not know, and where we do not know we should not be dogmatic.

There is no harm in making guesses it we label them as gaps es and. say, "This

is a guess that I make but it may not be right." It is good to make guesses

but be sure you always label them. We know whether these are all the

sons of Noah or whether they are the Semite. But these here, we read

were joined together from the east and they found a plain in the land. of

Shinar, which would. seem to be Mesopotamia, and. they said to one another,

"Let's make brick and burn them thoroughly, and here there was brick and

slime which describes Mesopotamia-it might fit some other area but it fits

perfectly with that area--and. in v. L they said, "Let's uild us a city and

a tower whose top will reach way up into the sky, and. let's make us a name

lest we be scattered. abroad upon the face of the whole earths yJeoing
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to put up a great big, tremendous monument there so that they can see it

from all directions and. use it as their center. It's going to be a great

center in which their power will center and. from which their power will

go out into all the world. It is a godless, human power, trying to con

trol this world in forgetfulness of God. You might say it is somewhat

similar, then, to the United Nations of today, organization which in

forgetfulness of God and. bowing Him out of His universe seeks to build.

up a manmade control which is to extend over the whole earth, and so they

build, up this city and tower whose top would reach way up into the skies.

And let us make a name lest we be scattered abroad. upon the face of the

whole earth. Now, of course, "whose top will reach up unto heaven," -

somebody may say it means the top will reach up into heaven where God. is,

but, of course, that is pure conjecture from the statement and. is not at

all borne out by the rest of the statement. It would not fit in the context

that thre was a such idea in mind. It seems to be simply a great center

which they were building, a great center of human government and. human organi

zation, to control the world in one great unified, one organization in d.

fiance of and forgetfulness of God. And then read., "the Lord. came clown to

see the city and the tower which the children of men builded.." Anthropomorbie

language--"the lord came down". Of course, the Lord is everywhere. It

means, of course, that the Lord manifested. Himself there particularly, that

the Lord. paid special attention to what was happening. It is exactly like

the statement that the Holy Obost descended on the day of Pentecost, or

that the Holy Ghost came into believers on the lay of Pentecost, the Holy

Ghost was on this earth always.. Everything here 1pens through His opera

tion' and. the Holy Ghost was in the believers. He is in all people and. He

controls all people to a large extent, but He was in the believers from

the time that they Scame disciples for their regeneration was His work.

The descent of the Holy Spirit on Pentecost or the coming of the Holy Spiri t
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into a person is not like putting water into a pitcher. It is not a move

ment of something physical from one place to another, for the Holy Spirit

is God and. God is everywhere, but it is a special manifestation of the

Spirit of God in a particular way and. so as the Holy Spirit manifests Him

self in a particular way at Pentecost and. as He manifests Himself in a

particular way in those who are yielded to the Lord. and. whom the Lord uses

particularly for His purposes, similarly here God manifested His presence.

He took a special interest in what was happening. In anthropomorphic lan

guage, He came down to see the city and the tower which the children of men

built and the Lord said, "Behold the people is one, and. they have all one

language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from

them, which they have imagined to do." No harm in the people being one

language; no harm in the people being one people if it is one people devoted.

to God, one people seeking t0 follow out the will of God, but when people

are acting in defiance of God, when people are opposed to God, when people

refuse to even recognize Him in their assemblies and have at their beginning

of their first meeting and a minut simply of silence and don't even try to

a silent prayer in which they can pray to' all the heathen deities

they want; they simply call it a minute of silence, because if they said

silent prayer that might offend one of the three greatest powers who are

When you have any sort of an attempt t unity of that

type you can be sure that the Lord will say, "The people is one and. they
there

have one language.; go.. to, let us go down and/confound. their language."

The phrase, this old ng1ish phrase "go to" which is used in v. 3 and v. 7,

the Hebrew is simply "Come". "Comes' let us go down and confound their

language." It simply means " ". It is not, it is a very strange

old Inglish translation. And so He said, "Let us confound their language

that they may not understand one another's speech,' and so the Lord scatters
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them abroad upon the face of all the earth and. they left off to build the

city. How did. He scatter them? Did. He pick them up and put one over here

and one ovr;here and. one over a little way. It would seem more reasonable

to consider that when it says, "The Lord. scattered them," in this instance

it means that the Lord caused that a process occur10h1ch resulted. im their

being scattered.. Now what was the proesest If all of a sudden you and I

were talking together and all of a sudden we found we were talking differ

ent languages. Now I don't think the sensible thing to do would. be to

turn and youd run over this way and I'd. run over that way ten miles,

the sensible thing to do would. be to point at you and indicate:Itwant to

know what you call that. And I'd tell you what I call it, and pretty soon

we'd get together and learn each other's language, and we'd, get on as well

a8 we got on before. It may be that what the Lord. did here was to cause

a change in the constitution of the mind of the people, to make a change in the

bräin so that all of a sudden they started talking different languages. That

is a possible interpretation of the statement, but it does not seem to me to

be the most probable interpretation, of this statement. It seems to me much

more probable that what he did was, he went down and confounded. their lan

guage so they couldn't understand one speech. He caused that these

over here who were standing for dictatorship would start talking about demo

cracy and calling the others over here who claimed to be, who really stood.

for democracy, calling them , and simply twisting the meaning of

words around so that you have people who are supposed to be working together,

who were using words in an entirely different way, and choosing their usages

thereof because they were coming to oppose one another, each of them trying

to advance his own interests. That is what the Lord. does, then, there

is a great united movement in their of trying to accomplish some great

t-ing in their antagonism to God. God.
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simply intensifies a little bit the attitude of hatred and of selfishness

and of greed that are in the heart of every natural man. He simply intensi

fies them a very slight bit and you have them soon at each other's throats,

and you have them very goon talking so each of them doesn't understand what

the other was talking about. They are going in different directions and

are soon split up into a dozen tongues. It happens

T 18

what is meant here, that God caused that this great unified effort

for an ungodly purpose would be broken up by the members of if ceasing to

-. have an understanding, by them beginning, not to understand one another

because each of them was looking out for his own selfish purposes and. his

own interests instead, of merging all those selfish purposes together into

one great selfish purpose which would be contrary to God, and the result

would be that soon they would not understand one another's speech. I have

known many instances where I have had two people tell me of a talk they have

had. together and as they describe it one of them tells me what he said. and.

what the fellow said and isn't that terrible what he said,? and then the

other one says, "Now I said. this and he said. that," and. you know they will

tell you word for word just exactly the same thing, but if you hear one of

them say it you think what awful things the other fellow said. to him and.

then as you hear the other one say, you think what awful things they were
can

this man said and it is in the tone of voice, but you/interpret the tone

of voice in such a way as to get an entirely different 5tdea. Human words

are extremely fallible, a very, very poor method of conveying thought.

The tone makes a big difference and the thought back of the words makes a

tremendous difference. Mr. ---7 (Student) That's right. Yes. (øtudent)

The Ird. scattered them abroad, simply means He picked them up and He put

this one over this way, this one over this way, and this one this way. He
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simply scattered them, maybe He just blew on them and caused them to shoot

off in all directions, but it seems to me that when it says the Lord scat

tered. them it means that the Lord did. this, not by one miraculous act but

through a process and it seems to me that also it maybe-I don't wish to

be dogmatic about this--it may be that in v, 7 where the Lord said, Let

us confound their language" and v, 9 where He confounded their language,

that it is similar to the process like the scattering of the people, that

He caused the sinful selfishness that was in their hearts and it is not

only in the hearts of people who live miles art but it is in the hearts

of people who live right in the same famiy sometimes--that He caused the

sinful, selfish greed of their hearts to cause a disagreement and an un

willingness to work together which broke up the whole concern and split them

in a].]. directions. That is one interpretation; another interpretation is

that God worked some kind of a miracle in the mind of each of them and toot

away the language which he had. and. put another language in place of it. I

do not say that is impossible at 0.11 but it may be what the Scripture means.

But there are these two interpretations. Personally the other one impresses

me as being more likely to be the meaning of the particular passage. I

wouldn't be dogmatic about it at all, which of the tyg it was. We must note,

though, in v. 9, therefèe the name of it is called " , because

the Lord. did there " " the language of all the earth; and from thence

did the Lord scatter them abroad upon the face of the earth. Now if the

Lord " " the languages there, why did they call it "7

You see the difference? If what He did. was " " why do you call

the place " "7 Now that is hardly a logical development from "

to " ", and so I think that upon this one particular point I would

be doatic, that is I wuuld not be upon what happenód, which of these two.

There might even be a third theory, different from either of these which
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might be better than either one of them, but upon this point of interpreta

tion of v. 9 I think we can be quite definite, that there was a place in

the day of Abraham -- in the day of Abraham, but of Moses I am thinking of

part iciilar]7-..-in the day of Moses when he wrote Genesis, that was a place

which was called Babel and this was a place, a great city where Babylon,

Babel, Babylee, in the language of the people there themselves, Babylee,

who, and they represented in their writing by two signs, one for the word.

." which means gate, the other the sign for Eli, which means God--the

gate of God, was the name of this city of Babel, or Babylon, which is in

the midst of Mesopotamia, and that is the name of this place, and that

is not saying the name of this place is derived from the Hebrew word "

which the people over don't speak, Hebrew, from Hebrew that name is derived..

He is saying, "It is very appropriate". It should

be , that the place is called Babel in that area, which sounds

a little bit like our word. because that i th area., that is the

place where the Lord the speech of the people and aued the nations

to separate and scatter out in many directions and as they scattered natural

ly without much intercourse together the language changed. and soon we had.

all sorts of languages that were absolutely indistinguishable, absolutely

unintelligible to each other, and so that is the place from which the begin

ning of the division of languages began, that is the place where the confound

ing of languages occurred. and it is a interesting thing to note, that right

in that place today there is a city which has a name which is qiite similar

to the name, to the Hebrew word. which means "toconfound". It is simply an

jtresting notation that is not the statement of where the name of Babylon

comes from, because the city of Babylon is not one of the early cities iii

Mesopotamia. There are other cities there that existed a thousand years
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before Babylon existed. Babylon was comparatively late in becoming an

important city and when it became an important city it was founded by

people who came there from the west and people have called it the gate

of God, so that it is simply an interesting note here; that

is, not to say that Babel means confound, which it does not. Well, that

I think, is rather important, not for itself, in v. 9, but for the light

it throws on many subsequent cases where we have a meaning of a Hebrew

word. which is somewhat similar to the name of some place. Mr. ---7

(Student) No, The first letter wouldn't be that. The second would

be that but not the first. (Student) Yes. Yes, but it is not a Hebrew

word.. It is a Babylonian word. (Student) Well, we continue there Friday

morning.

1 18 (second part)

For today you have made a sketch m of Palestine : -showing the

coast line and. the Jordan River and the various bodies of water along the

Jcrdan River and showing six places in Palestine. I want to collect

these at the end of the hour but for next Tuesday-no, Monday in this

class--for next Monday please bring me another sketch map of Palestine

which will cover the same coast line and the river Jordan and the places

along it, I mean the bodies of water along it, and will indicate the same

cities as you have this time and will indicate in addition ten more places,

and then at the bottom on another sheet or the same sheet in connection with

your sketch map just mntion the sixteen places that you give and. name one

or more important events that occurred there. You can easily do this within

two hours--probably less, but I am not asking you for an artistic map, just

something that will show the main coast line and the Jordan, and so on.
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Now we finished, up last time our stud.r of Genesis 1-1]. and I think

that at the very end. of the hour perhaps it wasn't 100% clear what I said

about Babylon in relation to " ", and so it may be well just a minute

to repeat that. When Moses wrote there was a place in the plain of Shiner

called Babylon. This place, so far as we know, was only a few hundred. years

old when Moses wrote. It was a place of very widespread fame. It had. for

a brief period been the capital of a widespread. empire and it was a place

whose religious and. literary influence and. commercial influence were felt

all through the Near East, and Moses refers to this genera]. area where this

city of Babylon was, and. he says it is quite appropriate that that city should

be called. Babel. In Babylonian language it is in the Hebrew it

is ' . It is very appropriate it should be called 0 or " "
because it

was there that God " " the speech of the nations. Now

as you can very easily see that is a play upon words. is not

quite so stupid. as to think that " 11 was derived. from "

There is no possible derivation by which this work would come from the other

one. One is two dts and. an 1; one is a d and. two l's. " in its

regular method. of writing has two l's. the gate of God, and

they also write it in the Sumerian,, which is the Sumerian trans

lation of gate of God. There is no possible way i which " " Could

be derived from " and. Moses trained in all the wisdom of the

Egyptians, and the wisdom of the E,ptiens included a good. deal of knowledge

of Babylonian so that a good Erptian scribe was able to write, read. and write

Babylonian writing, would certainly not have made such a mistake as that. The

cittics will, tell you that the Bible has many cases in it where ignorant men

have given etymologies in which they derived. one word. from another in a way in

it
which/could. not possibly be derived.. We utterly reject that interpretation.

We say that they were not of deriving one of these from the other.

They were simply making a play upon words. They were saying, "It's quite appropriate
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to call-it, that there is not only a place called he says,. "That's

where God the nation. There is a similarity of sounds that

is a].1 there is to it. Now we have a good many other instances that are

somewhat similar to this which we will look at later but this is one of the

clearest ones in the Scripture and. I just wanted to be sure that you fully.

understood exactly what the situation was in this case. Yes? (Student)

Well, now, I am not sure. We will see what it is. I mean, I am not sure

whether or not we want to take time to go into details of this matter,but

we'll see-oh, yes. Genesis 10:25. And. unto Eber were born two sons; the

name of one was Peleg;(division) for in his days the earth was divided; and

his brother's name was Joktan. Somebody said to me once, "If you will take

the coast line of South America the way it projects out there and in, and

if you will take the coast line of Africa, the way it projects in and out,

and you will fit the two together you will see how they fit right closely

together and. he says, "Once they were one land and then the time came in the

days of Peleg when a division was made and. Africa split from South America,"

and. I suppose by his death they were three inches apart and by the death

of his son they were six inches apart and. then eventually they got further

and further apart and we have them that way today. Now there have bee fl

reputable scientists, quite apart from any relation t0 the Bible, who have

advanced a view very similar to this, the view that Africa and South .erica
that

once were together and/they split apart and there has been scientists in

Germany who have advanced the theory that there was a land. which

was in the middle, between the two, which connected up with the two of them.

So far as I know there is no evidence for any of these theories. They are

interesting speculations. I would not say they are impossible. It iñight be
thereto some truth in it, but I think we certainly would. be very foolish to

get ourselves out on a limb expanding theories like this for which there is
no specific evidence. What this means--the earth was divided--- 2.8 very hard.

t It could mean so many different things. I might be something yery,
very9mportant to the people at the time and yet completely forgotten at a
later period It might be from

- -
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indicates soething of considerable importance that happened at
this time.




Nów,it is interesting, too, to notice the name of the one

Peleg (division) for in his days was the earth divided. Does that mean

that hisfather, Eber, said, "We'll call this boy Peleg because before he

is grown the division of the world will take place"? How would his father

know it?. Does it mean that it happened before he was born and. that the

father said. in view of this situation that would.be a goo&.name to give

his son? Or does it mean that this boy's name was Peleg and during the

life of this boy, Peleg, who had this name "Division!! a striking event took

place. Whether it be a geographical division or a national or political

division, and. people noticed it and they said, "Isn't that interesting, that

during the life of this man whose name was 'Division', this great division

should have taken place?" Now you might say-that is a coincidence, and it

would be, but coincidences like that are -extremely common. It is remarkable

how very, very frequently we find that coincidence. There is an ancient

town in Northern Syria called . , which means "little mountain",

" ", or. " - " the town from which our Bible comes, the
-

name ofBible. It means "Little Mountain". The town has-been excavated in

modern times. The excavator was a Frenchman named. " ","little

mountain", in French. I don't think they selected him to be excavator be

cause of the fact that he:had that name. There is out in the Colorado River

as it goes down through many canyons out there, àout eighty years ago.

Colonel Powell, a great geologist and explorer,tôôlc a party of surveyors and

explorers and. they made the first trip with a 1oat down through the Grand. -
-

Canyon, through the Colorado River, and. as they went day after day down

through terrific rapids and great places with tremendous cliffs on the sides,

you'd hear the falling rock around you and where the boat would occasionally

be turned over and they would have considerable difficulty and. they never

-
knew when just ahead there night be a steep waterfall which would kill them
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all--there proved, to be none but they wouldn't know when there might be,

their first trip down--the men got, some of them, more and more frightened,

and finally the time came when one day two of the men. said, "We 're not go

ing a bit further. What is the use of risking our lives this way. There

may be a tremendous waterfall just ahead., the next rapid we may not get through

safely. We'll not go any further." So they left the rest. They had reached

a little creek there for the night. They camped there overñihtr. These two

men left the rest and they said, "We're goingtto make our way out of here some

way on foot." So they left, and the others, when they went on, on their map

they were mapping all the little creeks, and this one, where the others had.

left, they marked. "separation creek", because it was where the other men had

separated from them. Now the other men went up the creek 'a way, managed to

make their way up the side of the mountain. With tremendous effort they

got up to the top, out on to the flat country and came to a band of Indians

who took them for a couple of cattle thieves and. immediately cut their scalps

off, and killed them, while the rest that were in the party got in-their

boats and the very next day they came out into calm waters down below and.

their dangers were all over. Theas have borne that name, "Separation

Creek" ever since, but thirty years ago it was decided to make a dam below

that in the Colorado River, the Boulder Dam or as it is now called,, the

Hoover Dam and this dam was made which in a narrow canyon walled up the waters

of that Colorado River and. as a result caused. it to rise higher and. higher

and. make a big lake where previously there was just a river flowing down

and this lake is now about 190 miles in length and. reaches way back up the

river a wy and. is called Lake Mede, and as you fly over it in a plane

you can see the Colorado River coming down utterly brown with the tremendous

amount of sediment in it and. then you-see a spot where the brown ends and

it becomes clear crystal blue, because the waters enter Lake Mede and the

water stops going and. it drops its sediment there and, that side you have absolute
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brown and this side you have beautiful blue, and. as you look down, you see

that spot, you see a creek that comes in right at that spot and it is called

"Separation Creek". It is where the blue waters and the brown waters separate,

and anybody would say the name was given when the dam was built twenty years

ago, and the waters separate right at that point, but you can look at a map

fifty years old. and you will find, it still called. "Separation Creek", for

the other reason. Now those are two illustrations of the fact that life is

filled, with remarkable coincidences and. these coincidences don't prove any

thing. They just occur. They do not certainly prove a definite plan in it

" when you have a coincidence in your life it s as a rule apt to be something

that ismth interesting, and. that is all. Well, now, it is interesting that

in the course of history people have noticed. coincidences and have remarked

on them--have been impressed. by them. This may be such a coincidence, that when

this man, who name was Peleg, was in his prime a great event occurred and they

said, "It is very appropriate that his name should. be Peleg because it iasain

his day that the earth was divided.. Now, of course, the other possibility

is--I mean there are two other possibilities. One is that it happened. be

fore his birth and therefore he was given, this name. That would seem ratIer

unlikely because it says here that.'in his dazj it doesn't say "just before

his day",; and the third possibility is, of course, that the Lord revealed

to Eber, "I want you to call your son's name 'Peleg' because in his life

there is going to be ,a pele. That's possible, too, but there is no eivd.ence

for such a thing here. It would-be a pure guess absolutely, without any

foundation. So I think that sums up the various possibilities in the inter

pretation of this matter of Pe].eg. 'It is a matter on which it is easy to

see how any one of these possibilities may be the fact. It is something which

may have been tremendously interestifig to people in the day of Moses when

they probably remembered the precise events which are here referred to,

" The precise events have been forgotten. To us it is now just interesting

" statement. " We may get some further light sometime that will make it again
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to us of tremendous importance, but unless we do and until we do it will

be very foolish for us to be dogmatic about just what this name means.

Of course, you can make a much better inpression on peple if you can. say,

"This is what it means. People will say, that is a learned man. He

knows," Someone else will say, "What does be know about it? He says', 'May

be this; maybe that.' What does he know about it. Let's go and listen to

this fellow." And you can draw much bigger crowds when you speak positive

ly in your conviction than if you sazy,"Maybe it is this and maybe it is that."

Well, what is the answer to it? If your sole interest is in drawing crowds,

don't come to seminary. Gather about fifteen facts and go out and just

yell them out as loud as you can. Wave your arms and stamp your foot and. say,

"This is it," and. you can gather a big crowd. There is no question that any

body-that will take any fifteen statements, I don't care what they are

sensible or cn go out and. he can draw a crowd and can build up

a movement with them,, and if you take fifteen good statements which are

true Scriptural teaching and you just go out and. declare 'them and you may

build up something that will really be very helpful. in the work of the Lord.

Some people say, "What is the use of studying all the Bible. We've got

John 3:16. Let's go out and give that." Well, it is a thousand times

better to just go out and give John 3'l6 than it is not to. go out and give

the truth of God. There is nothing more important in the Bible than John 3:16

and I praise the Lord for anybody's work who is just going out and giving

John 3:16, but let a person who does that recognize his limitation. Let

him gather. people in and then leave their leadership to somebody who has

knowledge,not only of one o two verses of what God has given, but, of the

whole counsel of God and who is ready to interpret the Word. I would say,

as you go out and. preach, take the things you, are absolutely sure of and

don't speak them as if there was doubt of them. Spec them with conviction;

speak them positively; speak them in a way to gather people about you; but
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the things that you are not sure of, do not speak positively on. Keep

quiet about those things under the circiimstanes where it is simply draw

ing people in, but then as you come to lead people, give them a sane,

sensible approaëh to the Scripture of seeing what there is they understand"

thoroughly, what there is they partly understand, and what there is that

we don't know what it means, and you may not produce quite as enthusiastic

a group as you would with the other but you will produce a group which is

going in a sane, sensible direction. and. in the end it is far better to march

forward steadily and persistently in the right direction than it is to run

with tremendous force and. energy in the wrong direction. Get aplaceyou

can keep up in the right direction and keep it up, and. the Lord will bless

you. There are two things that are vital in any of our work. One is de

ciding what the truth is, the other is making the truth effective, and if

you skip the first you may be very effective but effective in the wrong way;

if you skip the second, you wiiL be just somebody that is saying, "Maybe this"

and "Mybe that" and people aren't going to be interested. You've got to

be both. Well, now, I think perhaps. Mr.---? (Student) I don't think so,

no. V. 32 says, "These are the families of the eons of Noah, after their

generations, in their nations, and among these people the nations were di-

vided in the earth after the flood." 1 think that this says that the people,
with

that the area of the near East there, the area which this narrative is parti
descendants

cularly dealing, is divided up among the particular of Noah who are

here named but it would not seem to me reasonable to conjecture that all

these divisions were placed at one precise time, at the time of Peleg.

There may have been some of the mozt important sections that took place

at that time. That may have been the outstanding instance of a division

of the nations, but that they all were together until that time and then

they all split up into many nations within that . I don't think it is

impossible but it seems unlikely and since we have no evidence in favor of
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it, I would. not think it reasonable to suppoè.it. Some

times tremendous things all happen together at just one particular point,

but usually athing like this, a division takes place and.

we




Well, now let's go on to Roman numeral II. - Roman numeral I was

Genesis 1-11 and. Roman-numeral Ills New Light on Old. Testament History

from Palestine. Last semester we spent a few clays getting a brief intro

duction to what we properly would. have taken this first , to

get an introduction into the cuneiform material, into that which throws

light upon the Bible which comes from Mesopotamia. I am not sure this

year that we will get time to look at the material that comes from Egypt.

This material from Egypt is tremendously interesting Thit does not have

anything like as many contacts with the Bible as the material from Pales

tine and the material from Mesopotamia. Now let us look at the new light

from Palestine and first we will take as a'1 the geographic background.

It is ver helpful in knowing, understanding the OldTestament, to know

something: of, theplaces with which it is dealing. ...I, know-that when. I Was

in Berlin I wasdictatlng a letter to a -yopng-English girl who typed. some

letters for-me and.. this letter to my folks who were in Los Angeles,

California I mentioned the fact that I didntt know vet whether Prietnn1

Dr. Robert Dick Wilson was going to stay atPrinceton Sem.ary the next year

and. would. want me t,o be his assistant there or whether a new seminary might

be started. and he would. want me to be his assistant there, or whether he

would. feel that neither of these things would. happen. for another full year

an& I might pen& another year studying there in Berlin M I mentioned. to

the folks in Los Angeles my uncertainty about it and. hbw: I wished. I knew

in order to make definite plans whether to have the additional year that.

1 wanted right then in the University, of Berlin.. DT'. Vilwi V5,6 it

ton, N. 3.; my, parents were in Los Angeles, and this English girl to whom
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I was dictating the letter, she took down the words of my uncertainty

and. how I wished. I knew right now a little about my plans for my next

year, she looked. up and. made a very bright suggestion. flSay,U she said,

"Why over to Dr. house and ask him about it' Then

they can. write and tell you what he says." It just never happened to occur

to her that Los Angeles and. Princeton were too far apart to just run over to

the other house. - One day over there I went into a store and. the man recog

nized I had a peculiar way of talking and he said. to me, "Say,where do you

come from?" "Oh", I aid, flI*mfrom America." "0h, are you?" ho said.

"Say," he said, "There was *a man just in here from America. Probably you

know him." And I said, "Well", I said., HI don't know

T 20

t1What city ws htfrom? What part of. America?" he said.

"He told me. "Oh, yes. It was Rio de Janèro," he said. Without even

hearing his name -I knew immediately-that I had not met the gentleman. Well

now this seems silly to us when we think about the ignorance of people in

Europe about America and our ignorance of Europe, of course, is just as

extreme. I remember--this is another illustration--when I got over there

for my second year I put an.American flag up in the room and the maid came

in the room and she looked at the flag and she said, "My, that 's a pretty

flag." I said, "Yes". She said, "Is. that the flag of America?" I said

"Yea". She said, "North or South America?" Well, that's just about how

much they know over there about American geography and. how much most

Americans know about the geography of any other part of the world, but if

you read an account of something that happens in another country or. another

area and you don't know any more about its geography than that, it is pretty
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hard to get much idea from it of the real situation. We-'need to know something

of the geography. I remember a student there, an American student, who was tak

ing an examination, an oral examination for a degree and as one of his subjects

he was allowed to take American history, and the'insbruÔ there asked him, in

examination; he said, "Tell me what important thing happened in the middle of

the last century between North and South America," and he puzzled; he couldn't

think what important thing happened between North and South America in the mid

dle of the last century and: then the learned, man. said to him--he tried to give

him a little hint. He said., "Oh, don't you remember about the civil war?" And

this friend said, "Oh, that was all in North America. That was between the

northern part o± the United States--If. "Oh" he said., "it's all the same, it's

all the same."- He just didn't understand. the geography.here. He probably knew

a great deal about history, but, he didn't understand the geography. Now, there

are people who know a great deal about the Bible and yet don't have a real under

standing of it because they do not haw the geographical background, and. that is

why I have had this map open, so that you would absorb something of the geographical

background of Palestine. Now as you look at the land of Palestine on this map

you notice, you can't get any idea from a glance at that map of the size of it,

but for someone in America here you get a better idea when you 'are told that it

is about the size of Maryland. I think to most of you that Is a fairly definite

idea. Well, now you say right away. "About the size of Maryland. Well, we

take the train to Virginia and we go right across Maryland in no time, across

one corner of it. 1±' we go to the East coast to the West coast we cross Maryland.

in no time, it seems like. It is only a few hours. What of importance would

happen in a little country like that?" Well, there is this to notice about it.

It is a little country. You cannot tell by size how important places may be.

A girl said. to me a year ago out--two years ago now-out in Nevada she said,

"Isn't it silly?" she said, "in the East,, counties they have," shecsaid,
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Nevada we have eight countie&1-I think she said. eight; eight or ten, I

forget which--", she said., we have eight counties here inNevad.a,t' and she said.,

"In the East," she said, I think she said., "They have about thirty counties in.

New Jersey. WbYU, she said, "the whole state isn't a third. as big as one-ofone.of

our counties. She said., "It ought to be just one county, New Jersey." Well, I

pointed out to her that one New Jersey county would.have more people in it than

the whole state of-Nevada, and. I said, "After all, what does a- county government

do? Perhaps if they figure up taxes, if they deal with- keeping ,

I said, "Whatever they deal with,"I said.,- '91 they-have ten people to deal with

who are spread over an- area of land. as big as New Jersey or if they have ten

people in one town., their work maybe pretty near the same amount," and. she said,

"Maybe the number of people does have something to do with it," but she had. been.

thinking how silly it was to have counties in the East here that were smaller

than the counties in the West; Actually , it isn't the number of square miles

but the number of people-that-matters. Actually, it is the nature of the terri

tory. You can find. areas in the west in the United. States a hundred miles square

where there won't be over en people in it--just desert. There's nothing you can

do- there, Personally, I love them, but for most people, they prefer an area like

New York city where you have more o interest that happens-in one block than you

would. have in a thousand square miles of that sort. Size doesn't tell you such

a great deal, but in addition to that there is this to notice about Palestine.

We say t is the size of Maryland. Well,- that is the flat area, but there isn't
-

much flat area in Palestine. - Actually there is two or three times as much

ground. there as you might think because it goes up and-down, up and down. There

are hills and. there are valleys. That means-that, of course, there is more -terri-

tory, but more than that it means there-are divisions of territory. It means

that people are separated into groups. It means that there is the opportunity

for &IfIerences to develop in areas which in miles are quite near each other,

- - Out at. the Grand Canyon again, if you stand at the southern side of the Grand. -
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Canyon you look twenty miles across and you see the hotel on the northern side,

but if you want to go there, you pass through four states on the way and you

travel several hundreds of miles. You write a post card. from here to there,

it goes way over into California and back around. It goes through several states

to get there, For most people there is no other way, to go unless you take 'an

air plane. It is only twenty miles, but it is difficulty to get there. Now,

there are no Grand Canyons in Palestine but there are mountain ridges, there are

hills, steep hills, which separate the area into, groups, and. through the ages

different groups have settled in these different areas and. divergencies of

type have developed., and. a great deal of history has been built around the

variety of the terrain in that land, and so it becomes important for us to

know a little about the terrain of Palestine. Now, one thing that would not

be obvious to you in looking at a map like this, though more obvious in this than

in most maps, is that the land of Palestine is aland. which naturally divides into

sections that run from north to south rather than from east to west. That is the

natural division. If you start at the north here you can get an idea from this

map that there is an area along the sea coast here that's very flat, before these

little marks-begin that indicate sort of mountain .ridges. It is an area that is

fairly flat, along here. In some places it is rather narrow. Here it practically

disappears, but in general you have another flat area from Sidon on the north

and still further, all the way down here; except for that place you find them

clear down to the south, And so we have:what we call the coastal plain, and this

coastal plain is the first geographic of Palestine, It extends from north

to south,a].]. the way, with very few divisions. It is an area that is quite

low,, it is an area that has little creeks coming down from the mountains,io'.

there is a little water. It is an area where there is plenty of sunlight.

They have some of the best orange groves in the world down here in the now.

It is quite a productive area, an area which is not particularly large, but an
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area in which it is fairly easy to develop a rather successful life. Now that

area there, around. the coast, is an area which is often referred to in the Old.

Testament but an area in which very few of the Old. Testament events occurred.,

because the Israelites were never, to any great extent,in that area along the

coast. That area was usually held. 1sr people stronger than the Israellts.In

the days of the 3udge and before, these stronger people have settled. there.,

and. while it was divided. up among the tribes and made part of the tribes, it

was never conquered. by the tribes prior to the time of David, and then this

conquest was only a temporary thing. Before many years after his death they

seemed to have won their freedom again and this coastal area was not an area

held by the Israelites during any substantial period of Israel's history. It was

an area that was held by other peoples and so it is not the most important area

by any means in Palestine, from our viewpoint of Old Testament history, but it is

one that it is vital that we should be fammliar with. In this area, to look at
Phoenicia, here,

it a little more in detail, you will find. its northern section is; which we dis

cussed to some extend. last year, mentioning is three greatest cities, Tyre,

Sidon and , mentioning the roving character of the people of Phoenicia,

noticing that many little bays and indentations übere and. practically none

d.ownhere, and those people being a searing people and those people being a

landloving people, down here. Only Joppa and. Haifa , the two seaports down

here, and neither of them very good ports. We noticed those nttters in connec

tion with Phoenicia last year. Now, there is in this area the plain of Sharon

up here which was quite important before the time of Moses, but which in the

:Biblical history does not play any great part. It would. seem to have been occixpte&

by a people who were strong enough to maintain their independence against the

Israelites but not strong enough to be a menace to the Israelites, but south of

that we have what we call the Philistine plain. This area down here is the

areQ. in which the Philistines settled possibly at dust about the same time that

the Israelites were coming into Palestine from here some time in the %Jé
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cntry perhaps, the Philistines arrived by sea over here. The would seem

to have been a rather small people. I don't mean in size--they were giants,

some of them--but in numbers, a rather small people but a people possessing

arts and sciences superior to those of the people round. about them. They knew

how to smelt iron and. make good. iron weapons, and. a small group of Philistines

was able for a time in the period of the Judges to hold. supremacy over all of

Palestine. We read. in 1 Samuel that there was no smith found among the Israelites,

that when the Israelites wanted to sharpen their that.ooksánditeir hoes they had.

to god.own to the Philistines to get it done, that if Saul, the king and. Jonathan
armour

his son each had a good. suit of or a sufficient promise whereby Uaey were

able to get them from the Philistines, but the rest of the people did. not have

this armour and. so it came about that the Philistines, with their fine armour

and their good weapons, a small group of them, could. easily hold the Israelites

in subjection

he, after he became king of Israel, was able to put down the power of these Philis

tines to such an extent that thy never again were any great menace to the Israel

ites, although during most of the time of the divided -kingdom they had been indé

pendent of them. They were not subject to the Israelites but rarely were they

a menace to the Israelites, because the Israelites were so far more humerTRL.

the Philistines. Mr.---? (Student) Quite a good. bit of sand down there, and.

then there is not nearly so good a water supply here in this area. It depends

partly upon on Where the creeks are, because there is not a great deal of rain.

(Student) Therels more here, yes. There's much more here. How's that? (Student)

Yes. Well, that is the impression that you haveth them. NOW had. no

That is a matter of interpretation. Gradually it went through the land and took
smiths

away the / out of the Israelites or was it that they hadn't had

any in the past, but we notice that iron only begins to come into use at this

time; We didn't find evidence of iron before, and. iron implements occur first
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in the Philistine area before they are found in the Israelite area, so that

th' sugest1on which is accepted by most archaeologists today is that the smelt

ing was brought in by the Philistines and eventually learned from them by the

Israelites, but you are quite right. It is matter of interpretation and which,

simply taking the Biblical statement al ne and without the evidence from other

sources, one would be free to take either of the two interpretaticns, but in

view of this other evidence I think the other interpretation fits better.

Mr.---? (Student) Yes. Yes, it seems as if--if you and I were put in an

ark and everybody else in this room were destroyed and we came back and every

thing had been destroyed on the earth, I doubt if the two of us together could

build a from it.

T 21 (March 28, 1949)

And we noticed in 1890 that Sir 1linders Petrie at that time laid the foundation

of all, subsequent work inPalestinian archaeology. We noticed that Palestine has

been at a disadvantage as compared to Babylonia and Egypt in that in those countries

we have great numbers of inscriptions which ha been preserved. In Egypt we have

the great monuments which were put up by the pharaohs to tell of their great accom

plishments, and on these monuments we have the statements by the Pharaohs of the

great deeds which they did. There also are a large number of papyri which have

been preserved in graves in Egypt which give us a good deal of information.

This information, of course, is very onesided. and very incomplete. If all, the

written material which you have from a nation is that which is preserved in graves

you can well imagine that it will be quite scanty. Out of the whole ancient

literature of Egypt probably not a tenth of one per cent was preserved in the

graves, and so our papyri material from Egypt is extremely scanty. Nevertheless,

it is very cons.derab1e in amount and tells us a great deal about ancient Egypt.

Now in Palestine we do not have any papyri to speak of preserved in this way.

Now, Palestine is a much damper climate than Egypt. Papyri is not preserved

above ground in Palestine
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any more than in Egypt, and in graves practically none has been preserved in

Palestine. On the other hand, in Mesopotamia you have the writing mostly

Lone on clay tablets and these clay tablets are almost indestructible, parti

cularly at , and. so from Mesopotamia practically all the ancient

literature has been preserved. Only a small fraction of it has been excavated;

it is mostly buried, but that small fraction includes hundreds of thousands

of clay tablets, in every sort of material you can imagine. Now in Palestine

we have found a few clay tablets, quite a few, but altogether probably not

over a hundred, that is, it is practically nothing in comparison with the

clay tablets from Mesopotamia, or even from Egypt, and. the reason we don't

fnd more clay tablets in Palestine is because they re so rv'ar Erpt and

they had access to good sources of papyri. The result is that as far as

Palestine is concerned. our archaeo1oical material is very, very poor in

written matter and if it were not for the contacts with Egypt and. with Meso

potamia we would hardly know where t0 begin in archaeological work in Palestine.

As it is, these contacts give us very good foundation for many interpretations

in Palestine and then the two discoveries that we noticed last time. The

importance of the tell and the importance of pottery have put us in a position

where we can learn a tremendous amount about Palestinian archaeology. Fortunate

it is that Palestinian archaeology was late in beginning. We had the foundation

of work that was done in Egypt and the work done in Mesopotamia, and the result

is that a tremendous amount of light has been shed. upon the Bible by Pales

tinian archaeology and it has been corroborated at many points by the dis

coveries which have been made in Palestine but this would not be true if it

were not for the contact with Egypt and. Mesopotamia and also for these few

very specific discoveries, the discovery of the tell and the discovery of

pottery. Now if we had time we could. spend. the rest of the semester looking

at the discoveries that have been mcde in Palestine since the time of Flanders

Petrie. It would be very interesting and very much worth while, but since

our subject is Old Testament History and we have a good deal of the history
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yet to go through, I think it is better that for most of our specific material

that we will look at from Palestinian excavation, we leave it and consider it

in relation to particular points in the Bible, rathc'r than taking it up

flow, in relation to specific discoveries in Palestine, and that we content

ourselves as far as our present study is concerned in just a very rapid survey

of the archaeological work that was aone in Palestine from 1890 up to the

present day. This survey will be extremely rapid and will of necessity be

q'ite superficial because of the speed at w:ich we will go through it. We

will have to omit a great deal that is important and. some of this material

we will touch upon as we come t0 the places in the Bible upon which these

particular discoveries shed light. I want, however, to mention just a few

of the iost important excavations. Now, one of the most im'ortnt excavations

after Flanders Pettie's work was the excavaticn of the ancient city of Gezer.

From the viewpoint of our knowledge of Palestine Cezer has given us far less
other

information than have various/excavations. This is partly due to its being

one of the first great excav-tons made in Palestine. However, the fact that

it was made so early tremendotsly increases its interst and its inrportnce

in the history of the development of Palestinian archaeolor. At (-ezer the

excavation was mostly done by Professor McAllister, an Irish professor of

Celtic archaeology whose primary field was not the study of Palestinian

archaeolor but who was very well versed in general archaeo1or and who went

to Gezer under the direction of the Palestine archaeological society of Great

Britain, went there and carried on the work almost single handed. It is a

marvelous industry, the work which he aid. at Gezer over a eries of years,

but he was insufficiently helped. He was in a position where it was neces

sary either to pay too little attention to the actual direction of the excav

tion or too little attention to the actual reporting of what was discovered,

and so, being alone his work is nothing like what it woulc have been if he

could have had. more co'ipetent assistance. Also, of course, it was greatly

hampered by the fact that he did not, that you have learn on various tells
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before you can learn how to do it, you have to try d.iffernt places and learn

by experience, and this was one of the places where they learned by experience.

Now tis city of Gezer is one of considerable importance in the 01o. Testament,

mentioned also in Eptian records. ,t G'ezer McAllister found. some most remark

able things. He found a great high place with eight high coThmes, ranging

from 5ft. to 10 ft. in height. He found a great rock cut tunnel going down

in the center of the city with eighty steps going down 94' ft., a tunnel

23 ft. high and 13 ft. wide made about 2000 B. C., and abandoned ana forgotten

at about 1400 B. C. He found an open cistern from the, two centuries be

fore the time of Christ which would contain two million gallons of water.

Now th'se two thin-s are mentoned to give an idea of the high development

of this city of Gezer. 'e found practically nothing in writing. That is

partly due to the fact that, of course, the papyri which would have been

used would have left would have largely disintegrated but also due to the

fact that at this great hill of Gezer there is a shrine to a Mohammmed saint

right on the very summit of the hill so, of course, you couldn't come to

that spot and it is r.ost probable that the citadel of Gezer would be right

under that spot and that is where you would be most apt to find, a real

tresury of clay tablets. Some time it may be possible to excavate there,

but there is no immediate evidence that it will be possible. Now this place

of Gezer then is one which any book on Palestinian archaeology of twenty

y#ars ago will give extensive space and almost any general book on the sub

ject will have some pictures from Gezer, so it is important to know a little

about it, but it has thrown far less liit on the history of Palestine natural

ly, than the later excavations which were made with the benefit of the knowledge

of method that was acquired at Gezer. Now, there were a number of places at

which excavation was done between 1890 and 1914. most of which had further
on

excavation made after the war. after 1926, and carried/the work considerably

further than the point that had been reached prior to that time. e mentioned
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last fall in connection with the story of Solomon the excavation of Megiddo

in 1904 and the discovery there of one column, square column, with a hole

across obliquely from one side to the other, a problem the explanation of

w}ch was not known until further excavation from 1927 on. The city of

Jericho was excavated at about the sane time. The information, the material

throwing light on the situation of the walls at Jericho was not gained until

the late 1.920's. At this particular time the main cities, sections of Jericho

were mapped out and the, it was discovered that Jericho had a big gap in its

history, that fom therperiod of Joshua up to the t±me of Ahab there was no

fortified city at Jericho, and. that, of course, fits into the Biblical ac

count that Joshua made a curse upon the city of Jericho and. cursed any man

who would rise up and. rebuild, the city of Jericho, and then that in the time

of Ahab, we are told in 1 !ins 15, that he and. the Bethelites rebuilt Jericho

and that when he rebuilt it the curse of Joshua was fulfilled upon the city,

showing that there had. been no walled city at Jericho during all those centuries

in between. Well, thus far did excavation go at Jericho prior to the war.

In 1907 excavation was carried out at Samaria and very important tings

were discovered there at Samaria. Tha palace of king Oniri and the palace

of Ahab and what is most likely the palase of Jeroboam II were unearthed there.

The street called Straight, which was built through Samaria by the Romans,

when it became a Roman city was observed, and. this gives, of course, an interesting

analogy t0 the similar street which the Romans constructed through Damascus when

they took that city, the street called Straight which is mentioned in the Book of

Acts. t-&e-before the time of the Romans you would not find a street in any

city that you could. call a street called Straight. The streets all went around,
the

all crooked in every conceivable direction, but it was part 'efficiency of the

Romans and. when they captured a big city they just cut a street right through

the middle of it and it made it easy to find, your way from one section to

another of the city. I think even today there are some cities that could.
Straight I am sure London would.

profit by having a/street go through them./ It seemed to me over there in London
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as if just alit every street went only about a mile. It would, go a mile in

this direction and. then you would have another street that would go that

way for a mile and. another street would go this way for a mile and. they

would just twist all around as they were built up through the aces. When

i was in Leyden, Holland-they have a straight street there that comes

right up from the city hail right down to the canal, and I was over at

the other side at the University about half a mile across from this street

and. when they told. me at the University how to get back to the center of

town, they said, "Walk around the canal down here to this straight street

and. then go straight up." "Well," I said, "That's a mile and a half and

it's only half a mile across, why not go straight across?" He's Said,

"You'd never come to it." The streets all twist and. turn so in those medi

eval cities. It is only very recently that we have reached to some extent

in city planning the idea which the Romans already have established in most

of the cities that they conquered before the time of Christ. So that

phrase in Acts, "the street called Straight" recalls the efficiency of the

Romans, an efficiency unparalled in other countries in ancient times and

in rost countries until within the last century.

Now an interesting and important excavation was begun in 1913, the exca

vation of Sliechem. but unfortunately the war interrupted it and the results

of that excavation by the Germans from 1913lLl. have not even yet been published,

in ny decent fashion. We just mention that just before the war in Jerusalem

there was a certain amout of excavation carried on by a sea captain, Captain

Parker, who seems to have been actually looking for treasure. He had. a finished

who used a crystal glass to gaze into it and determine

where the excavations should be carried, on id they managed to bribe the

Mohammedans, to permit them to go into the , the

most sacred Mohammedan site in Palestine, and there right in the center of

the temple area in Jerusalem, to go in in the dead of night and to dig on
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on that ancient, famous sacred, rock., and today you can see the holes in it

where these men dug, at night. Word got out of what was happening and. all

sorts of wild, rumors spread around and it is a wonder every white person in

Palestine wasn't massacred by the Arabs. Parker and the men escaped to the

tity and. got away safely and the whole thing would have been an utter

1 22

has asked advice from , the famous archaeologist of the French

Dominican school at Jerusalem. and he permitted to be present at

the very excavations which he carried on and to study them, and so later

on which he called. UNDERGROUND JERUSAID(, which was under ground.

in more than one sense, but it told of the discoveries by this work of

Parker and. gave valuable insights into the earlier history of Jerusalem.

Now from 1914 practically to 1920 you have naturally a complete gap in

Palestinian archaeology. Now, however, after the first world. war archaeo

logy opened up again in Palestine and. might be said really only to have begun

then. Before that time Palestine had been under the control of the Turks and.

if one wanted to excavate in Palestine he had to get permission from the Turks

arid that usually m ant bribery, and it always meant the whim of the particular

Turkish official. It might be given with no particular reason; it might be

suddenly taken away with no particular reason. Conditions were extremely un

satisfactory prior to 1914 in Palestine for excavation. After the war,

Palestine was under the British mandate and. conditions were so greatly im

proved that Palestinian archaeology can almost be said. only to have begun in

1920, after the war. One thing, of course, w ich madeit so much superior to

past times was the greatly increased number of expeditions. From 1920 on there

was 'far greater interest in archaeology and there were far more different places

being excavated at any one time than at any time prior to 1920. A second fac

tor, however, which was perhaps equally important, was that after 1920 there was
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cooperation between the different expeditions, that is most of them. Before

that time each excavation in Palestine had been pretty much carried on in i&.

rorance of what was happend.ing elsewhere and the attitude of the different ex

cavttrs was, "I am here to make a reat discovery and I don't want this other

excavator to know anything about what I am doing for fear he might et the credit

for some of what I am doing or it might help him make a great name for himself

where he is excavating. Now after 1920 there was a remarkable amount of co

operation secured in Palestine irIth all the excavators except Sir Plindere Petrie.

Sir Plinders Petrie returned to Palestine in about 1926 when conditions became

very difficult for excavation in Egypt, he moved, his work up to Palestine and

carried on work there, bat he felt he could do better work by not letting his

thinking be disturbed by the theories of others and the result was that Petrie's

theories after that time are quite different from those of any one else, and

anyone else using his books has to revise and change around his statements,

studying his facts and reaching their own conclusions. He was separate from

the rest and very noncooperative in general interpretation. Re used his own

phraseology and he refused to try to work in cooperation with the others. This

was a real handicap, yet his work was well done, he was one of the greatest ex

cavators in history, and so the facts which he has published have been of real

value, to us. All excavators recognize that Sir Plinders Petrie laid. the

foundation of Palestinian excavation but subsequently they felt they had gone

on on the foundation he laid but he had. gone on in a different direction and.

this, of course, means that his excavations stand. more or less in a unit by

themselves after that time. One thing that greatly increased cooperation

between the others was the fine work done by the leaders in the American School

of Oriental Research in Jerusalem at this time arid one of the things that they

did which was best was to use their influence in getting the Palestine Oriental

Society organized in 1921. Various men from the various nations in Jerusalem

were induced to come together and become members of the Palestine Oriental So

ciety and. in this society they met every month through the winter and gave papers
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and discussed their work and each profited by the work of the other. It was an

intF'rPsti'tg experience to attend a meeting of the Palestine Oriental Society.

I had. only been in Jerusalem three or four days when one was held. They had.

representatives there of all the different religions that you would find in

palestine an of most of the different languages that you would find, there.

You would have a paper given in English by a leader in the British School or

in the American school, then a German wo'ild get up and discuss it in German,

an Arab would get up and give his opinion in Arabic, a modern Jew would get

up and tell in modern Hebrew what he thought of it and they would argue back

and forth, and then the next paper might be in French and. the next one after

that might be in Hebrew and the next one, perhaps, in German. Thus you had.

these representatives of different nationalities workinr' together there har

moniously in order to promote the understanding of Palestine, and the Pales

tinian Oriental Society was the great instrument in hacking this cooperation.

Another instrument was Dr. Albright who was for nine years during the twenties

the director of the School of Oriental Research. Dr. .Albright did. not come to

Palestine till after the Palestinian Oriental Society had. been organized but

he took an active part in it from a time very soon after its founcatIon, and

they all came to recognize that Albright's advice and interpretation of what

they discovered was very helpful and at the same time to recognize his attitude,

that whatever they discovered was theirs and no matter how much he knew about

it, he would say abeutely nothing about it until they had. published it. That

is recognized in archaeology, the right of the discoverer to make a first publi

cation and of course that is something that makes people more willing to tell

what they have found when they know that others won't say anything about it un

til they have published it first, and yet it has Its very great handicaps, as

when the University of Chicago discovered. in Mesopotamia in the twenties an

Assyrian ki.g ltand they announced in one of their publications that they

had discovered an actual complete list of the ancient Assyrian kings 14 Mesopotamia
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and. it was beinp bro"pit back to Chicago for study, and a].]. over the world
who

everyone/was interested in ancient history began to think that his whole

idea of chronology would have to be revised as soon as this was published,

and then Professor in Chicago who received this for study already

had three or four other things he was studying so it remained on the shelf

for nearly ten years before he got around to study it and. to write it.

In the meantime the rest of the world wondered and. questioned and asked

what was in it and. nobody was allowed to even have a look at it until Prof

essor was ready with !-his publication. That's the disadvantage

of it, but the advantage, of course, is that people are now ready to say a

little about what they have found if they realize that they are going to be

given the credit for it and that they will be allowed to publish it. I was

told in Chicago just this week of a man who had been very anxioi ma popular

magazine to publish something about the new manuscript of Isaiah which was
for

found last year in Palestine and he went and asked/permission to publish

material about it and was told by the man who happened to be present at the

American School when the Arabs got it around and. sold it and who, therefore,

had part of his rights on it, that after April 1 they could publish anything

they wanted to about it, if they paid ,a proper royalty for so doing, but that

before April 1 they must not publish anything about it,because his own publica

tion was to come out about that time. Consequently that meant that ey had. to

leave it out from all present plans. Of course, though, there are just
different

some of the problems that enter into cooperation with/leaders in the field

like this. In a field of science where there is money to be made out of

discoveries, there .s great jealousy, but in a way it can be forgotten, a good

bit of it, because after all the one who makes the success secures a monetary

reward from it, but in any :ftoid. of scholarship you find that itis very easy

for a terrific jealousy to come in among individuals who are anxious that they

get credit for 1.ng the first one to make a discovery, and. sometimes it makes co

operation extremely difficult, as I found myself on certain projects which I
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have worked upon with nonchristian scholars. So in Palestine it was a real

triumph that so large a measure of cooperation was accomplished. I remember

Dr. Aibright's telling me a little experience that throws a little light on

this. There was a great excavation in Palestine conducted by a great American

university w}ich I don't want to name because of the thing I am going to tell.

about it but Dr. Aibright went there to visit the excavation and. the man who

was the second in charge took him all around and showed him everything and dis

cussed it with him. A new man who was in actual direction of it had just ax

rived. from America a month or two before and he had his own ideas of what was

profitable for the honor of his university and for the honor of the work they

were doing and so as the second man,who had been there for a long time, took

Dr. libright around, the first man came around behind different monuments and

took pictures of it to show how this man was actually showing Dr. .A].bright

everything that they had discovered. He snapped these pictures in order to

send them back for evidence and then that raised the point where he saw that

Dr. .A].bright was actually being shown their most privat discoveries there,

he came up to the man and told him that he thought it would be much better if

these things weren't mentioned to him as yet. In fact, he said that Aibright

had seen enough of the mound and he sugested that it would be just as well if

he go on to other places now. Well, the second in command, it happened-while

he wasn't recognized as a director and the leader-was a great specialist in

a certain area and he immediately sent a wire back to the United States to

the university saying that he was resigning immediately . if- Dr. Albright

wasn't permitted access to th'ir work and the thing was patched over then and

the other director was moved on to a different country and a different place

a sort time after that, but it just shows the spirit that was so common be

fore and that would have become dominant there if it were not for the fact

that this spirit of coope'-ation had begun to make its way and succeeded to a

very large extent during the period between the two wars.
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Now a third factor which made for great improvement in Palestinian

excavation after 1920 was the fact that there was so much better a relation

ship with the government. We noticed that the Turkish government, before

the war, had. becn so arbitrary in'whiit would permit to excavate and. whom

it wouldn't, and it depended in a very large extent on who paid. the biggest

bribe t0 the Turkish official. Now, the British government put the matter

on a solid scientific basis. They established in the government in Palestine

a department of antiquity and. this departr-it of antiquity was given the

authority and. the responsibility to encourage excavation and exploration in

Palestine but also to oversee it and guard it that it should be done wisely,
be given permission to

and. so it was made a rule that anyone could/excavate in Palestine if he had

proper qualifications but that no one should do it without proper qualifications.

and proper qualification involved two things. In the first place it involved

experience in excavation and knowledge of the field of archaeology proper

to take ahold of the matter and to do a decent job, and just because a man

raised some money and. went over to make a name for himself in excavation was

no reason why he should be allowed to excavate, no reason he should take mater

ial that has been preserved from ancient times and. destroy it as you inevitably

do when you dig up a mound if he is not qualified to interpret what he's found

enough to preserve for posterity the knowledge that has been. buried there all

through these centuries. But the second qualification which was required was

a sufficient amount of money to carry the work through properly. There was no

sense in allowing a man, no matter how well qualified he might be, to start

in the work and just get the ground nicely opened up and. have to stop for

lack of funds, or work for one year perhaps and.

get the problem nicely entered into and then not be able to come back the next

seas.,--n because he wouldn't have funds enough to carry the work through to a

proper end, and so if you took a great ancient city in Palestine which it

would take twenty years to excavate properly, if a man had only funds enough

to excavate for one year, naturally he would not be given permission.to do
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it, but if you took a small city there which would be comparatively small

and. much simpler to handle and. if a man had. funds to work one or two years,

he might be allowed to start, and thus the Department of Antiquity tried to

put the whole business on to a workmanlike basis and. it was a tremendous im

provement over the previous situation. For a number of years John

was the Director of Antiquity in Palestine, Professor in the University of

Liverpool, a man widely experienced in excavation with his own particular

pet ideas and sometimes rather alone in his interpretation but yet one thor

oughly qualified to handle this sort of work. Now a fourth feature which was

grea1y productive of advance in the mounds of Palestine after this time was

the presence in the twenties and the thirties of certain great expeditions

in Palestine. That is to say, it was very useful in Palestine, to have a

mound there of a small city and. excavate it and learn of its accomplishment,

but all the usefulness of the excavation of small cities was tremendously en

hanced. by these few great-expeditions which took very large cities and

examined them on an extensive scale. Often as you look at the results of

these great expeditions you feel of them as if the work was disappointing

P 23

'no. often you get half or two-thirds as much knowledge, it seems, from a small

city as you do f om a great city of which the excavation costs, perhaps, ten

times as much, and so you feel in a way as if it wasn't worth the extra expense,

but the fact of the matter is that the excavation of the great cities laid the

foundation upon which the excavation of the small cities could be successfully

carri'd out. Just to give an illustration of what I mean, the city of Megiô&o
connection with

which we mentioned in/the study of Sea, Megldd.o is one of the largest cities

in ancient Palestine. Since the time of Christ it remains simply a ruin, simply

a large hill there. There has been no settlement of any account there since

that time. Now this is such a large city that there are over twenty cities
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there, one above the other, and. it rises to a very great height, and. it takes

a large force of several hundred men working a whole season to open up and.

examine the whole of any one of these cities, one mound., and of course your

levels are one on top of the other and it isn't straight at the top of any one,

it varies up and. down and there is a certain amount of overlapping as it was done,

of course, in a very haphazzard fashion when the city was destroyed. or left de

serted and then a new one built on top of it, and so it is a very complicated

matter but the way that a big city like this is excavated, the attempt is made

to examine everything you find there. Now you have a certain layer there.

You are absolutely sure. This is the layer, say, from the period of about 800

B. C. You have material coming from 700 just above it, you have material say

from 850 just below it, you are sure that this is just about 800 B. C,, the

city. Well now in the remains of that city you may find t:ousand.a of pieces

of pottery, and. some of them fairly complete. You may find there a few things

in writing, but you'll find a grest many things throwing light on the exact

customs and habits of the people of that day. Well, this makes it in some

ways a tedious study because you have these thousands of objects to examine

as they are discovered, to photograph, to classify, to draw, to write up.

It makes a very extenxive and. ofte* tedious study and you wonder. at point

after point of the thousands of facts just what this has to do in increasing

our knowledge of ancient history, but when you get through with it you have a

picture of life in many, many details at each one of these particular periods,

and then you take a small city and you excavate there and you find, and. you

find one percent as much stuff is here but you can interpret your material

from the small city in relation to this great extensive volume of material

from the large cities, and. the result is that you are able to learn facts

about the history of the small city which that would be absolutely impossible

for you if you did.nlt have this great, extensive amount of material from the
small cities,

large city here with which to compare the results from many / , and some

important city in the Philistine domination of Palestine and also in the pre

vious Egyptian domination and so Bethshan, which was excavated by the University

Museum of Philadelphia right along with Megiddo, which the University of Chicago
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of our actual increase and widerstaiding of Palestinian history naturally comes

to a far greater extent from the small cities than from the few big expeditions.

It would not be nearly as successful or effective if it were not for these

few great expeditions that have been carried out. Now I want to mention to

you now just three great expetitions. The first of these, of course, is

Megidd.o, which we've already mentioned. Megidd.o, which the University of

Chicago excavated. They began at the top and. they went on down and. they

gathered material from Megid.do from way back in prehistoric days. It must

have thrown light on later Israelite h story, it must have thrown light on the

period of David and Solomon, it must have thrown light on the early history,

going back into prehistoric days. It was one of the greatest ezpeditiOns that

has been carried on in Palestine. A second, that ranks in the same rank with

Megidd.o is Bethehan. Megidd.o is the fortress which guards the passage across

the mountains, across Mount Camel from the highway by the sea, the way of

the Philistines , as it is called. in the Pentateuch, over into' central Palestine,

and so ft has a strategic and tremendously important situation. Now

Bethshan guards the passage from the center of western Palestine down to the

Jordan valley. It is about on a level with Megid.do only quite a bit further

east, and Bethshan is a city of which we read in Samuel that Saul's body was

fastened to thell of Bethshan and the men of Jabesh-Gilead came over and took

down the body of Sail. and. and of his eons and gave them a decent burial. It

was not a city which was especially prominent in the Bible. We do not have

much there after the tenth century B. C.until comparative late. During the

period of the divided monarchy the city seems not to have been active, but

later on it was quite an important place. It was one of the ten cities which

was a capital in the time of Christ and. before the time of David it was a very

important city in the Philistine domination of Palestine and also in the pre

vious Srptian domination and so Bethehan, which was excavated by the University

Museum of Philadelphia right along with Megiddo, which the University of Chicago
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excavated. There were two of the three great excavations in Palestine. Both

of these excavations were begun during the twenties, carried on to quite an

extent during the twenties and then on into the thirties. Now the third great

excavation--ther have been a great many smaller ones--but the third great

excavation in Palestine is the excavation at the real Lachish,

1e mentioned that which Petrie excavated in 1909 was thought then to

be lachish, and even in books as late as 1925 we find Petrie's works called

the excavations of Lachish. Dr. Aibright decided early in the twenties that

was not Lachish. It did not fit the requirements in the Bible

for Lachish, and he picked out which he thought was probably Lachish.

Now in the beginnin of the thirties the British School of Archaeology began

excavation of Tel and the excavation proved that this was indeed

the site of ancient Lachish, the second most important city in Palestine,

arid Lachish he proven to give a great body of material, as did Megid.do arid

Bethshan, for the comparing of material from other sites all over Palestine.

In addition to that it has given especially outstanding specific discoveries.

Sir Charles Marston, the English commercial magnate who became greatly inter

ested in archaeology, contributed extensively to the excavation of Lachish

arid he he written a series of books on archaeology and the Bible, many of

which contain very fanciful theories. In his desire to prove the accuracy

of the Scripture he often resorts to theories which may or may not De true

but which cannot be proven. In his book TIM BIBLE COMES ALIVE which

NEW BIBLE EVIDENCE SUMMARIZED summarized

his previous book NEW BIBLE EVIDENCE in the first third of it and that con

tained some good material and some quite fanciful, but the last half or two

thirds of this book THE BIBLE COMES ALIVE is devoted to the study of the mat

erial of the discoveries made in ancient Lachish end he has spent quite a bit

of time on the ground talking with the excavators, studying what s found and

gives a very interesting and dependable account of the discoveries there and.

points out the relationship of many of them to Biblical statements. That last
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half of that book-TI! BIBLE COMES ALIVE I can wholeheartedly recommend as a

very excellent presentation of the result of one of the most important dis

coveries that were made of the most important excavations that have been con

ducted. in Palestine. Now at Lachish the work was under the direction of

James , one of the most expert excavators whom modern Palestinian

study has seen end it was very unfortunate that one evening as he was driving

in froth Lathisb'!to Jerusalem some Arabs stopped his car, made him get out and.

then fired. several shots into his head. and. left him there dead.. It was thought

later they had taken him for somebody else. Whatever the real cause of it,

the fact is that this, in this fight between the Arabs and the Jews in which

had. taken no part, he was the victim and. it put an end t0 the life of

one who was as promising an excavator in Palestine as anyone ever was in that

land. I think Dr. Aibright perhaps was a little bit in his statement

when he wrote his memorial to him, when he said, "As long as the Bible shall

be honored the name of James shall also be honored."

I thjik that is a little bit extreme but I think nevertheless that we should

give him honor for the fine work he did and regret greatly that he did not

live to contirr'e another five years, and his death brouit a pause to the

work in Lachish and. much that would. be of tremendous importance in the light

iWoldUirow on the conquest of Palestine at Lachish has never yet been dis

covered becise of the death of " Let us hope that the work at Lachish

can be continued again some time in the not too distant future. Now those

are four matters I have mentioned of great change after 1920 from the situation.

There is a fifth to be mentioned, a fifth factor which contributed to the

improvement of Palestinian excavation after that time, and. that is the presence

of specialists. By that time there were a number of individuals who had gone

to Palestine and worked there or who went to the twenties who came to be spe

cialists in particular fields of study. Some were specialists in details of

excavation. One of those was Clarence Fisher, of Norristown, Pennsylvania*
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who went to Palestine--went to Egypt first, and worked in excavation in Egypt.

learning much of solid method of excavation, care in distinguishing the dJ.f

fer'nt languages and. reporting what was found, and then in Palestine was the

first Director of the work at )4egicIdo and at Bethshan. Fisher does not seem

t have had the ability to be a director. He was not continued at either

place as director very long. The particular knack of administration of

1recting a large excavation like this does not seem to have been his, but

1e is recognized as being as fine a master of the specialized details of

proper conduct of an excavation as has ever been produced, and fortunately

Dr. Fisher remained in Palestine taking a great interst in excavation and.

al most every excavation which he carried on in Palestine for a nuin'oer of

years, for a period of ten or fifteen years, benefited by his knowledge.

He was constantly called in as an expert, called in for advice, hired for a

period of time to give suggestions, to carry on a certain part of the work,

and Fisher and others that were in Palestine over a period. of time took an

interest in various excavations and gave a unity to the method of work done

through the discoveries which could not possibly be attempted when you have

simply a little group coming from America and working and. then leaving and.

another group coning from another country and working and leaving. These

specialists give a unit to it. I think you might perhaps call Dr. Albright

v..-ho was there for nine years as Director of the American School of Oriental

Research in the twenties a specialist in human relations as he took an inter

est in all these different mounds. I remember one--the excavation of Shiloh

which was begun by the Danes and there were two Danes there who were working

both of them very excellent in their own field but they just couldn't get

along together. I think about every week one or the other would get t'ough].y

grieved at the other and he would come down to Jerusalem looking for sympathy

and they had. come to, both of them,know that they could get sympathy from

Dr. Albrit and. so every week, about, Dr. Aibright took a little time out
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from his other duties to smooth the raffled feelings of the particular one

of these two Danes who came in and to fill them with renewed enthusiasm for

the work and to get him to go back and. to get along with that other disagree

able fellow for the sake of the good work that had to be done, and he was a

great help as a specialist in this line in keeping the work moving, and of

course as he circulated around among the different excavators it was very

helpful to the general collaboration and cooperation among them. He also

carried on a wimber of excavations to at different times, fairly

small excavations, but they had results of considerable importance. Now,

there's




one type of excavator that is rather unfortunate to have that they have in

other countries and you have in Palestine. I just mention, when I was there

with Dr. Aibright we went on a horseback trip through the country and we came

before long to a great mound where we stopped and. visited. There was a

great modernistic professor from California who had. been worsted in a-debate

on the accuracy of the Bible and had taken a very radical stand and been

ratherworsted by some of the students with whom he had been rash enough to

debate on the subject and desirous of recouping his professional standing ha had
announced
that he was organizing a great expedition to go to Palestine and make

great dêscoveries and then he went there and instead of doing

as most excavators would like to do, finding a place way back in the back

country as far as possible where you can carry on your work without being

interrupted, he found a very splend mound which was just about fifteen

miles from Jerusalem and right on the main road, so there as you go on the

main road you see that great hill rising up and on top of it you see men

rushing around carrying baskets and you see work going on and.

I said when I was over in Jerusalem
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car after car would come I with these visitors from all over America and

they could stop and. go up the mound and here was the very noted excavator

standing there at the entrance to the building welcoming all the visitors

and he would welcome a visitor and have you writ your name in his guest book

and show you some of the things that had been discovered and you'd come back

to America and tell, how you had. met the greatest authority on Palestinian ex

caVation himself there and at work. Now with all the time he spent in greet

ing visitors, the work could very well have been another failure, but fortunately

he was able to get aold of some specialist in Palestine who really knew what

they were doing and he had sense enough to let them really conduct the work

and. only to be the figurehead himself and so they carried on the work and they

were competent and there was some very good. work done. The only thng he in

sisted on was "This is Mizpah we are excavating, because he announced

before he went he was over there to discover Mizpah and when Dr. Albright

said, "It may be Mizpah, but I think it is more likely Ataroth," it didn't ap

peal to him much that it would beAtaroth expedition so he called it the Mizpah

exposition, and. made a good deal of that, but whether it was Ataroth or Mizpah

there were some very valuable things found there and there was real advance

made in Palestinian archaeology even though many hundreds of American tourists

were given an utterly distorted idea as to who the real leaders in archaeology

are as a result of the way this particular work was ca:ried on. Now this pro

fessor died. after the work had been carried on for some years and. before much

of it had been published and some others had been studying, examining the

great amount of material which he brought home and the volumes are just begin

ning to appear on it flow and it should be really very much worth while. Of

course many another who will go with the same sort of ideals which this gentle

man had are apt to neglect the work or would rather do it themselves instad

of having sense enough to leave it in the hands of those who are competent,
one of

so it simply points out/the dangers of this sort of thing. The publicity
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that-may be connected with it is apt to be a danger and to hinder the real a

complishment which should. come from this type of work. Now of the many exca

vations which have been made in Palestine I don't think we'll take time in

this class to go into any of them particularly in length but rather to look

at the results which have been attained at various points in our study of the

history upon which they throw light and thus to note different ones and we will

coxtantly be referring to these principles of Palestinian study which we have

observed in this hasty way, and so that I believe was Roman Numeral II, wasn't

it? New light from Palestine? One was the patriacha]. age. I mean one was

Genesis 1-li and then we would make in that case Roman numeral III, the patri

acheal period. The patriacha]. period, which would run from Genesis 12-50,

and under this, A is the historical background, and it is a 4iestion how =,10h

time we should take on this historical background. We could take a semester

on it and. we want to touch on the most important phases of it because you cant

properly understand Abraham and his successors without knowing something f the

listorica]. background., most of which has become known to us, what we know of it,

through archaeology, and so A. under the partriachal period, is the historical

background, and under that we will mention very briefly No. 1., Mesopotamia.

Last semester we looked quite a bit at the material from Mesopotamia. We will

try now simply to put the patriachal period in its proper place in relation

to Mesopotamia. We have no date given in the Book of Genesis, that is, unless

you look in the margin, of course. It doesnt tell you whether it was B. C.

1920 or B. 0. 1620 that Abraham performed a certain act, nor do any of the

records that Abraham left have precise B. C. dates, and so there has been a

good. deal of discussion. People have tried to add up dates sbequently in

their history but there are a good. many places where we are not given precise

dates that can be added up and so any date from that period is extremely com

jectura].. I remember seeing the 3tatement made by Dr. Albright about fifteen

years ago. Re said that some people try to make out that Amraphel of Genesis 14

is Hamsmrabi, but he said this is utterly impossible because he says that

Abraham--he says Rammurabi is about 2000 B. C. and Abraham is the seventeenth
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century B. C. It is three hundred years later. Then a little later in the

bulletin of the American School of Oriental Research of which Dr. Albright

was editor, he put in a headline "Revolutionary Change In the Chronoloot

the Near East. New Discoveries made at on the Euphrates Prove that

Eajmimrabi comes from-the Seventeenth Century B. C. instead of the Twentieth,

as previously thought." Pnd you move Abraham up then you move Hammurabi

up and again you have them near each other, but just how near we can't be sure.

Dr. Aibright was one of the first to suggest this moving up of Hamnrarabi; others

t}oii*t he was rather crazy in such a wild idea and now they practically all

accept it, and so Hammurabi is now pretty well recognized to be at that later

period, and it is most likely Abraham was king and it is a period which was

quite a little later tha n your Usaher date would say in the margin of your

Bible. It was a time when the city of Babylon was a city of great importance,

during the time of Hammurabi or a little later, and the code of Eamziu.rabi

which we mentioned last semester, while its relationship to the code of Moses

is not very close, the laws of Hammurabi are a commercial law, a law for secular

life; the laws of Moses, of religious life, a law for k sanctified people. The
is is

emphasis/on religion here, the emphases/on commerce there; the overlapping is

comparatively slight between these two sets of laws but the code of Hamxmirabi

was the type of law which was in use in Babylonia, from which Abraham came

out and. in Genesis at point after point we find in the life std activity of

Abraham and. his family that there are practices and. there were things done

which are hard. for us to understand just why they would do them this way until

we read the laws of Hammurabi and see that he was simply carrying out the

established custom and established law of Babylonla of his day. Now in

northern Mesopotamia at this time Assyria was developing into a power of some

importance, though still quite small, There was another power of much greater

importance, the so-called Ilitanni. Plitanni is the name of the kingdom, Mitanni.
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It was a kingdom in northern Mesopotamia for a long period at this time. The

people of it are called Hurrians. The Bible spesks of them as the

and. we have many contacts between them and. the history of the patriaclis. We

will look at them a little bit tomorrow afternoon.

T 214 (second part)

I began Section III, The Patriachal Period, A. The Historical Background,

and we spoke of 1, Mesorotemia. We mentioned the Babylonians, the code of

Hammurabi, the importance of the city of Babylon and. went on to northern

Mesopotamia and mentioned the rise of Assyria there, and the MitannI kingdom

there in the north, composed of a people whom we calle the Hu.rrians, spoken

of in the Bible as Huran, but not recognized until the last few years as being

a people whom we otherwise call Hurrians.

Now we move on to Number 2, Et, and we want to know a little bit about

Egypt in the time of Abraham. Abraham, as you now, is a good bit before the

time of Moses and poople sometimes think that the Israelites in the time of Moses

in the oppression built the pyramids of Egypt. Actually the pyramids of Egypt

were at that time just about as old as would be scmething which Charlemaie,

the emperor of the Franks in 800 A. D. had. built would be in our day. Now,

it was at least eleven hundred years before the time of Moses when the pyramids

were built, so you see the pyramids in their building have absolutely nothing

whatever to do with the oppression of the Israelites. Of course, they are in

terosting in showing the great slave power of Egypt, the great big number of

people who were gathered. together to perform a tremendcus, utterly useless task,

to build these mighty monuments thtt have no value on earth except to contain

the decaying body of a dead. pharaoh and yet millions of people were compelled.

to work on the tremendous, absolutely useless undertaking. They show us, then,

something of thepwer of the Egyptian monarchy but they have nothing in the 'world
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to do with the Israelites. Now we will not take a special h'ading in this course

for the study of new liit from ancient Egypt for we have too much ground. to go

over, but at this pcnt as we begin the study of the patriachai. age, the first

place where Egypt enters into the Biblical history, it is desirable that we say

a little about Egypt just to have the background. of Egypt in mind. You all know

of coi'.rse, that Egypt is the land which is southwest of Palestine, the part of

Africa which is nearest to Asia. I don't know whether all of you are familiar

with the fact that Egypt is a land which is different from most countries of

the world.. It may be spoken of as a land. with one dimensicn, a land with length

without width. That sounds strange but the explanation of it is that, except

for the orthern portion of Erpt, Erpt is along the narrow area that winds

next to the Nile river. The Nile river flows through a great desert area and

here the river brings water and the possibility of growth and this little narrow

area there is the area of, really of light in Egypt. It is desert, absolutely

barren on the sides. This was greatly impressed upon my mind when I climbed

the great pyramid, and there as I stood on top of that pyramid, I looked on

this side and it was the Sahara desert, brown, dry territory--nothing there,

nobody there, and I looked, on this side and there it was green and fertile end.

great crops 6rowing and thousands of people packed in to th small area. It

is a land where you have absLlute desert except as that Nile river flows down

from central Africa and as it flows down--in altitude, cf ccurse--but up as

we ti-ink of south and north, it flows up from central Africa there through
region

that great desert/and it fertilizes the lend. for a short distance both sides

of the river. So it is a land with length without breadth. It is a land. which

had a unique opportunity to develop civilization. It had. this wonderful ferti

lizato:1 froz the rt.ver which would bring water and also would bring soil down

from the heart of Africa and it would ovcrflow its banks and it would fertilizer

the land there. Not only was there water but also other necessary materials

which it spread all over them and it made it one of the most fertile sections

of the world, but another great advantage of Egypt in addition to this unexampled

prosperity which it enjoyed through thiTer was its isolation. Great deserts
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on 'both sides 4th practically nobody living in them. what is the result?

The people are fairly safe from attack. Egypt has always been a oifflcult
i th

country to conquer. Rommel found that out in this last war. I that, 'eat

aru he made his way along north Africa to attack Egypt and when he got there

he found himself shut in to a very small area by those great salt wastes to the

south nnd the sea to the north and. it was right at the strategic point there.

General Montgomery succeeded in driving him back and utterly disrutin his

attack on Egypt and that has ocurred in history time and again. The one who

controls Egypt has something. that is uot difficult, as a rule, to defend against

attackers. And so Erptian history is at first sight far more interesting than

Babylonian history because it has wore unity to it. It is a continuous, unified

thing, and easy to understand and. to see how things develop am progress, because

you o.on1t have so many different influences coming in from different directions

and conquests and overturnings and. changes. You have much influence from other

countries out it comes in in a more systematic way with a dominant power in

most ancient periods held right there in Egypt. And so Egypt is a. land which

is very interesting historically and extremely interesting archaeologically and.

many think it is much more interesting than Palestine or Mesopotamia

archaeologi-callybut we don't spend niuch time on it in this course. The rason for that is

not because it does not have very many contacts with the Scripture because it

has a great many contacts with the Scripture.

T 25

The land of Egypt is near Palestine. The land, of Erpt has very important

contacts with Ieiaele end yitour archaeological relations with Ept, important

as they are, are not one-tenth as important as those in Mesopotamia. Low, why

is that? The reason for that is in the nnture of those contacts. The Israelites

in their relation to Egypt had a relaticaship which was something of which the

Israelites could boast in the reat of their history. They could glory in the

fact that their od had overcome the tremendous power of pt ana. delivered them.
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That as a great reason for prominence of Erpt in Israelite history and. thought,

prominence in the Psalms, prominence in the prophets, prominence all through the

Bible, but it is not a reason for prominence of Icrael in E'-ptian monuments.

Now you go to Paris today--you can visit the tomb of Napoleon in the great Hotel

d.es Invalides where they have that great, large room devoted to the tomb of

Napoleon and the monuments round about and you find monuments to

and the other great battles which Napoleon co rducteci, and as you look around the

room you see no monument to the battle of Waterloo. The French did not put up

a monument to th battle of Waterloo. That was something which they would just

as soon forget about. We would not know about it if we had to depend on the French

o tell us about it, and we need not expect to know about the delivery of the

Israelites from Egypt if we have to depend on the Egyptians to tell us about it.

At the one time the Egyptians were conquered by a great foreign power known as

the . These people came in from Asia. They overran Ept. They

held it in subjection for perhaps one hundred and fifty years, and then the

Egyptians drove them out of the land, and. you will find in ancient Egypt not a

single monument put up to celebrate the driving out of the . The Egyptians

were simply ashamed the had. been there. Most any other nation would have

put up a monument to liberation, but they diAn!t even do that. They just forgot

they had. been there. The very existence of the control over 'pt was

forgotten, except for the fact that a few of the nobles of E'pt in their tombs

telling how great men t?ey had been on earth said., "I took part in the driving out

oi the hated invaders. I fought at such a battle, arid so on, arid from their tombs

we get something about the driving out of the , but nothing from the monu

ments that pharaoh put up for the public to see. They would rather just forget

the had. been there, and. so it is not at all, unnatural that the tremenLous

thing of the exodus from Erpt is not even mentioned in Egyptian inscriptions.

But the Israelite relationship with Erpt is such that we need not expect to find

a great deal in Erpt about it. Many say, "Yes, but the Israelites lived in
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Egypt for a long time. Surely they left some traits. Well, the Israelites

lived in northrn ER pt. !'pt is divided into two parts. Northern Egypt is

a wider area, that great fertile desert area of Erpt, north of Cairo. South

ern Egypt is a narrow stretch along the river Nile with the wilderness on both

ides. The Israelites were in northern Egypt. The grater part of the

events important in Erptian history have taken place in northern Erpt, or

lower Egypt, as we call it, but nine-tenths of our historical remains from

Egypt come from upper Egypt, where th' Israelites never were. The r'ason for

this is that lower Egypt is a region where the river is always overflowing,

it's uildin up a larger and larger delta area there, it's fertilizing the

land, its extremely fertile land, the lane rises hit-her ano. higher as the

water deposits more sot]. there and. all is used for crops. You go in ther' and.

try to excavate there. You'd have a terrifically exisive bill to ay to

rent this fine farm land to excavate -in and you wouldn't get very far down into

it before you'd strike the water level underneath, and. everything underneath

there is apt to be pretty well decayed from being sunken under the water there,,

and. so it is not a good place for excavation, lower Egypt, even though it is the

main center of Egyptian history. We have some thincs from lower Et but not

a great many, but upper Errpt is a region where you have that long, narrow

stretch of fertile land. beside the Nile a'd then on both sides of it you have

the wilderness and it is very easy to go on into that wilderness where thrc is

nothing and put up a monument there, and. so the kings, even though they were

active in lower Egypt, most of them came from families in upper Egypt, they

went up to upper Ejpt every yer or two and they put up a monument there to

tell the people in the old. home town what grat people they had become. So

you have thousands of great monuments from upper Ept in wl-ich the pharaohs

tell of t-etr great deads but they don't mention their defeats -and e have a

great deal of knowledge of thr' actual life of upper Erpt ILl past times, but

the Israelites wer not in that region. So under those ci'cumstanCes it is not

though
strange that/we have sore very important archaeological material from Egypt
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bearing on the Bible, it is comparatively small in relation to the amount

that we have from Mesopotamia, even though our total amount of actual Egyptian

archaeological material is very great indeed.

Now we should know a little bit about the1ckground. of Egyptian history

and it might be said. of it that in studying ancient Etian history it is

customary not to divide the history up as we divide the history of most lands-

this period reaching this long and then a break and this period--but it is

customary to think of the high points of Egyptian history, because there were

three periods to greater or less extent in which the E rptian empire was at

its height, and we call those th" old. kingdom, thc ;dddle kingdom and the new

kindgom, and. the new kingdom we often speak of as the empire period. Now

these thre periods are not periods that come one right after the other. There

are periods of d.Isint'gration, of decay in between each of them and the next

one, and during the periods of gre:tness, the old kingdom, the middle kingdom,

the new kingdom, you have tremendous numbers of records and. monuments put up

to celebrate the greatness of the pharaohs end during the days of decay and

decline you have ver' little, and the result is that we know events year by

year in the great periods of the pharaohs but when you g't to the prrLods in

between, the periods of decline, sometimes scholars have diffrd by as much

as three thousand years as to the length of a period in between. One would say:

"This period is two hundred yecrs in length;the other wculd. Say, is thirty

two hundred years in length. Now why shoula. there be such a grt difference

as a difference of nearly three thousand years in the Ideas of scholars as to

the iength of these periods. The reason for that is what is called the Sophio

cycle. Now I don't 'ant t. take much time on the Sophic cycle because we are
into

not goia ,. pt to any great length in this course and so if you find it

complicated., don't worry too much about it, but it is a very intfresting thing

ad I think worth taking a minute or two to point out just what .t is. The

Egyptians had. a far better idea o the calendar than any other ancient people

cad consequently their calenaar is worse than that or y other people. The
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reason for that is this: the Babylonians, t'e Hebrews, they make them up,

following the mn. The moon goes a:'j the earth and. there's a month, and.

maybe it's wrnty-nine days, maybe it's thirty days. They watch and see whet1e

moon starts a period again or not. And so a month goes by the moon. Well,

now you take the num'or of times the moon goes around and divide it into the

number of times the earth goes around the sun and. it doesn't fit in cxactly.

They just don't fit together, and the rsult is 'that their moon calendars we

way off, and. so they would have so many moons and then they would see ummer.'.e

come again so they start another year, and. that way they made theyears rather

arbitrarily and in time developed a system that came rather close to being an

exact number of years. But the Epptians had. a far better systeL and so it worked

out in a way far worse. That is, their yst'm was so good that it didn't need.
be
to/corrected and so the mperfectica in it remained instead of being taken out

the way they were in the Babylonian calendar. The Egyptians in very early times

knew that the ear had 365 days in it and that is remarkable. You take any people

and. you figure 'now long the world is and o'.fiture that a year is three hundred.

and. sixty-five days is a marvelous feat. Well, to fugu.re that it is 365 days

and 11 hours and. six minutes and. twenty seconds--is that right, Mr. Ailing?-

to figure the exact length there the way we do with our modern astronomical

instruments is something that we can't expect the ancient Egyptians to do. They

got it down to 36,5 days and that was mighty fine but it was a quarter of a day

off. w, of course Julius Caesar knew about the extra quarter of a day and he

introduced a leap year every four years and. then--it isn't exactly six hours,

its about half an hour off from that and consequently in the course of sixteen

hundred years we got eleven days off. and now we've corrected that and every

c'ntury we omit the leap year except on the fourth century when we keep the leap

years so we have this complicated. system we use now to try to get it nearer the

exact length of the time, but the ancient Ertians had a calendar w.ich was
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very excellent- 365 days. Now, with a calendar like the Babylonian's you'd

go three years and yuu'd see that you were seeing summers beginning when it

was half over and you'd s, "l1 ri"ht, we'll 1.-av* out an e tra month so as

to make it put in a whole change of a month this year' and that would straighten

it out, but with the Erptians when you only got one day off every four years,

why eighty years would go before you would be tweyears off, and. so you wouldn't

notice it. Most of the people who had noticed eighty years before were all

dead. now, or if they were livin people t'oupht they were getting into their

dotage and didn't pay much attention to them, and so the Egyptian calendar was

establiohed in very early days as 365 days a year and they kept it up and the

result was that in the course of 14ô0 years the calendar went clear off, and

he first of January stopped being in the middle of the winter and in the

course of seven hundred years it was right in mid-summer. In anoth-r seven

hundred year3 it had gotten hack to mid-winter again, and. so it went, clear

around. And that we call a sophic cycle. Now we have certainly astronomical

records wich tell us that on a certain date a certain star arose and we can

figure when those stars rcse and è can figure it out astronomically, and so we

know that the Egyptians called it January 1st in a certain year, when it was

actually July 1st, and knowing that we know tbeir calendar was six months off

and. so we know it was seven hundred years from the time, whenJanuary 1 hit
does

January. Now/that make this clear? It's the gen'ral idea of the thing. That

is what we call the sophic cycle. And. so we have a few of these records and

we are able to say of certain events, we know when a sophie cycle ended, shortly

after the tiiie of Christ. We have a record of that. This was the beginning

of the sophie cycle. Well, we can figure back l1f0 years to et another one,

so much another one. Then you have a record from a king which proves to you

that this event this king did was in year 700 of . sophic cycle. Well, was it

the first, the second or the third, or the fourth sophie cycle. And so if you

take a book on ypto1or published thirty years ago ha vtl1 t'1'o a certain

thng happe in the year 7300 B. C. Well, then you take a book written a
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few years later and they make it 1460 y'xs later than that, and they say it

was 5900 B. C. and then you take a book written still, later and you move it

up and make it about 4300 B. C., and. ynu take a recent book and you'll :ve

it up to 2700 B. C., which is probably correct. So the old statements you

find in some old books which show how Ussher's chronology can't possibly be

right because ä:.great rptian event thousands of years before the time of

Christ are absolutely out of date today. ANCIENT TIME, a book

used, I don't know whether it is today but I know fifteen years ago it was used

in high schools all over this country as a standard text book of ancient history

and that great scholar of Egyptian history says, 4241 B. C. is the

earliest fixed date in history because that is the date the Egyptians got their

l.endar. Now scholar of any standing, so far as I know, today thinks the Egyptians

had their calendar before 2700 B. C. , but you see fixes the time the

sophic cycle wzld have begun; he says, "That is when the calendar started,"

and he said, "Of course, it couldn't be as late as 2700 because the Egyptians

were too intelligent to go that long wlthoi't a calendar so it must have been 4241.

That is when the calendar began." Now, nobody follows that now. Mr. Wilson?

(Student) Sothic. It comes from Sothie, which is Sirius, the dog star, the

big dog star. If you happen to go outdoors in the evening lately you'll see

it very prominently up in the sky. It is the brightest star in the northern

heaven, or in any heaven, for tht matter--Sirius, the dog star. and it is

based on the time when Sirius arises in the morning just before the sun rises.

But those details aren't so irrortant. I think the genera]. system,of it, though,

is quite important and. very inter-sting, and shows how so many stars have ciif

£ered. by 1460 years ar. 2900 years in their dates and these differences are not

regarded in the length of the middle kingdom, the old kingdom or the new kingdom

but the length of a period between the middle kingdom arid, the new kingdom or

the middle and the old, because those periods we have very little information

about. The is extremely scanty regarding those periods.
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B. C. and that's the time the pyriids were built. We divide ancient E,-ptian

history into a number of what we call dynasties. They're rather rough divisions.

They're not very scientifically made. They are the divisions we find. in the

writings of the Egyptian priests about 300 B. C. who told us about the history

of his country and. he and. we have t,n his enumeration of

his power, and it is a rough arrangement but it does put t*rminoloy, and so

we think of Egrptian history as divided into about thirty dynasties. Some of

these dynasties had two kings in them and. some just one. They varied greatly,

but of these dynasties, some are extremely important, some aren't very important.

The old kingdom, so-called., is the fourth, fifth and sixth dynasties, and that
a

was a time of, very high poiht in Egyptian history, when Pharaoh reiaed supreme

and is word. was law, and. he could order millions of people to come and. devote
year to

most every/working for nothing with any more sense to it than the building of

this big monument to him where his body could. decay after his death, and. where

he thought nobody would get at it to desecrate it, but his thoughts were wrong in

that regard because so far as I know every one of the pyramids--well, we'll say,

thee were several hundred pyramids, and practically every one at least was dug

into by grave robbers in ancient times and the pharaohs' bodies taken out and.

ll the all the jewelry and everything that was put with him was taken out, so

all these millions of men working for decades did. not save the body of the

pharaoh from corruption or even from desecration by human beings later on. But

it was a tremendous amount of power in the land. When thatpharaoh who was the

king of the northern kingdom and the king of the southern kingdom of Egypt, that

is, they always thought of t',.-em as two s"parate kingdoms and yet united by the

pharaoh, even though they never again were two kingdoms after the first dynasty.
tremendous

The king of these two kingdoms built these 4.ee pyramids largely n'ar Cairo

where the northern, the upper and lower Egypt come together. There they were

built simply as graves for himself. Now if you take a line an measure out

the entrance to any one of these pyramids, you take a pyramid, you have his
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body in here somewhere and you. havc a way in here t0 et to is body. There

is a passae way, which is closed up outside. If you will take that passage

way and take this distance from he -to here you can divide that exactly into

the number of divisions that there are years in the istory of the worla from

the creation up to the end of the world. You can diviae it exactly into that

many divisions and. you could do that with every one of these pyramids. In some

cases the division may be half an inch in length, in some cases three quarters

and in some cases it may be a foot in. length but in every case you can divide

in into exactly the number of divisions that there are years in the history

cf the world from the creation up to the end. of the world, and so you see these

pyramids throw a great deal of liftht upon the history of the world and there are

long books written on prophecy contained In the pyramids. I hope you all see

the principle of the pyramids. Well, the pyramids, as far as any relation

to the Bible is concerned, I don't think we can say has any, but they are

tremendous works of man and show the great power of ancient Egypt. Then there

is a break up in Egypt and. we call this the first period of disintegration,

great break-up after the old kingdom, and then we have what we call the middle

kingdom arid, the middle kingdom is the eleventh and. twelfth dynasties, and they

reign from 2160 to 1788 and this period from 2160 to 1788, the scholars call it

'8, I think all scholars agree on that even though it is only a guess--there is

absolutely no way in which we could. tell whether it would be '88, '89 or '90,

or '87 or '86. You cannot tell the exact year, but it is approximately this

and '88 is the number that has been picked and is accepted. by most scholars-

that this period, then, is a period of the eleventh and twelfth dynasties which,

according to their records, wer great kings and mighty conquerors, but as

compared as despots, they are not mentioned in a class with the rulers of the old.

kingdom. That is to say', this is more of a feudal period. It is a period I

which pharaoh has great glory and quite a bit of power but in which the indivi

dual has far more freedom than he has either under the old kingdom or under the
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new kingdom, and in which the nobles lad. far more individual power than they

had either under the old. kingdom or under the ncw kingdom, and so the middle

kiniom in Erpt is not the time of great military glory, though there is con

siderable; it's not the time of the great dictatorship of the pharaoh, but it

is the time when the .Egyptian spirit was able to exeroise itself and the

classics of Egyptian literature and the foundation o± Erptian culture in many

filds is laid in the middle kingdom and for centuries after they look back

to this period as a time of groat classics and. of great writings written about

t'is tine and as you read. them they are like many of our great classics of modern

days. They didn't say very much but they said. it beautifully, so beautifully

that they just loved to read. it over and over and over, and so we have our

great ancient Egyptian classics from this period. lust an illustration of one

of tem which is a story of an event just before the middle kingdom d'.ring the

period of disintegration, but was one of the grrat classics of the middle king

dom period. It was a time when the pharaoh was rather weak, ueore the begin

:Li of the middle kingdom period, a man lived over in the delta

lived over-not in the delta, he lived. in an oasis a little distance over from

central Evpt, and., according to the story, he left his wife there one day and.

left provisions, supplies for her, and made a trip into the main part of Egypt,

and he came in with his donkey, and as he came in he came to the estate f one

of the Egyptian nobles and. this man saw him coming and he looked down and he

said, "That's a becutiful donkey. I'd. like to have that donkey," arid so he

ran out to where the laundry was hanging up to dry and he took a beautiful

sheet ana he spread it out on the grass so that it spread across the path a

way, so that as the man came -along with his donkey he came to that place and

he couldn't go straight across without treading on this beautifuipiece of cloth

there and so he led the donkey a little bit to the side and the result was it

got up into the field and. it took a bite of some of the that was growing

on this nobleman's property and so the nobleman rrii out and cSSiscated the
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donkey for the loss that he had. suffered through it, and so, he having taken

the donkey, the peasant appeared before him and pled with him to give it back

and he r'fused. to do so, so the peasant went to the town a few miles ay which

was the headquarters of the pharaoh and appeared before the , the

leader of the minister of justice of the pharaoh and he pled with him to give

him back his donkey and he sadressed. him, "The one who is outstanding in nobility

and grandeur, character, the one who always gives justice--oh, 11 he says," give

me back my donkey." M he said, "if you give me back my donkey all future

ages will re-ard you as paragon, they will coisider you as the greatest example

of justice and righteousness Egypt has ever seen and. if you don't give me back

my donkey," he said, "even though through adsunderstand.iiig, ftture ages will

curse your meory and thin] of you as one who has caused Erpt to suffer and

to be in misery," and so on, and when the heard him talk for an hour this

way, he says, "Well, go on and I'll hear go" some more tomorrow," very gruffly,

and then he went over to the pharaoh, and he said t0 the pharaoh, "I saw a peasant

who really can talk," he said, "you ought to hear that fellow," and told him

about it and the pharaoh said, "well, keep him talking," so the next day he came

back and they had. a secretary hidden behind á screen and she took down every

word he said, and the peasant made his very beautiful, eloquent plea for an

hour and he gruffly dismissed him again, and he did that seven successive days,

and at the end of the sevcnth day they then brought the peasant in and cave

him back his donkey, brought him before the pharaoh who honored him and gave

him a beautifully written copy of all the speeches which he had. made. One

copy was kept by he pharaoh and that is one of the great classics of Egyptian

literature, the story of the eloquent peasant. Now there arc' others. They

are very intresting, the type of these different stories which come f:om this

period of the middle kingdom but yon see there is not an awful lot to them,

there is one which is a conversation of a man with his soul and he talks to his

soul and he saya, "Soul, what do think of livinr any more. Don't you think we

oight to die? What's the point of continuing to live?" and than the soul
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answerpd and said, "Well, I don't know. It might be worth liv:1n a little

longer," and they talked back and forth and people find all kinds of phuloso
carefully

phy in it. It's got qilte a number o1 verses in it and if you look/you can

find all the philosophies that you want buried in this beautiful conversation

of a man with his soul. owever,if ycu ar? not particularly good at digging

cut imaginary meanings from recondite statements yo" may think that it is

just rather awkward words, but it is a great, one of the great pieces of

classical literature n ancient Et, and these which were written in the

middle kingdom were read. and copied on through the iext period and. --;nn in the

time cf the new kingdom when Egypt commercially, was way ahead of what 5t was in

the middle kingdom, and when the pharaoh was far stronger, people tried to ape

the language of the middle kingdom and this was a beautiful written language

and their spoken langu.ar'e in ordinary use, language for o'dinary busins, was

quite different, a the languages moved on, but they itated. the languag of

he earli' period., the gre: t, clascal period., from 2lf3 to l78. And then

after the middle kingdom comes the period f iieinteration between that and.

the new kingdom and in this period we have a group coming from Asia and conquer

ing the land, a group which we call the " Now we in't know a grt deal

bout this period. 'ave very few monuments left to tell us about the period.

We know that during this period the people came in and. it used. to be thought--

some thought they rei i:ree thousand years, some fifteundred -

culy one hundred. iow it is down to abut a hundred to a hundred and fifty years.

It is pretty well agreed, the period the " 'Ile also

know now that the were not numerous. They were a comparatively

small group which came from Asia and. succeeded in conquering Egypt and. we know

how they managed to ccnquer Egypt. We know that they had a new weapon, a weapon

which the Egyptians didn't have, and that with this weon they had means of

overcoming far greater forces, and this weapon which they had was the use of

the hcroe. The iorse was unknown in Egypt befoe this time. The 1gyptian.s

had the donkey, hut a donkey doesn't move particularly fast, he is not particu.a.rlY
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strong and when these very vigorous men came down from Asia th little chariots

fastened behind orsea, they would dash in withtbese hosës and .thy would

disrupt the body of the Egyptian troops and, Egypt was probably alrcady disin

teating after the end of the middle kingdom and. they dashed in and overcame

section after section and all of lower Egypt, the northern part of Egypt, was

held by the , probably not upper Egypt at all, but lower Egypt was held
to a hundred.

by them for a hundred/and fifty years nd they pretended to be Pharaoh, and

took over the titles and all the forms of the pharaohs during the time that

they were there in Egypt. It was the use of the horse which enabled them to

conquer Egypt, and we have found in the last twenty years interesting evidence

about this, we have found. that while the had. their great headquarters

they built an unusual type of establishment. They had a center for the dwell

ing of their leaders and of their people, their headquarters where the horses

were kept, and. then they would have a large area which would be closed. in with

a rampart which was beaten earth, which wasn't built of stone, it was just beaten

earth, They would pile up the carth end beat it in fairly hard and they would

have this around a large area perhaps a mile square end the result was they had.

this 'arge area in which they would practice with their horses, maneuver with

their horses and all that, end it was protected by this rampart, and as an

enemy came from outside they were protected. from attack by the enemy and it

would take quite an attack to break a way through this rampart. It could be
of

done in time, but they wuld have p1éñtyJtire to get well ready for answering

the attack and then all of a sudden they would burst out through their gate

with the horses and attack the enemy and destroy them and drive them away. So

they had. their special type of establishment which they built, which was never

built before or since. These large areas walled in with these high ramparts

of beaten earth, and we find these up through Asia Minor, we find some o± these

down throgh Palestine nd down into Erpt, these particular types of remains

from the tire of the showing the course of the in coming down

there and. then eventually bethg driven back out of Egypt. Now the were
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there in Egypt, conquerors of Eg'pt and they established, themselves and brought

in new customs, some of which remained there after they themselves were driven

out and. eventually theEptians in upper Erpt developed dev'-loped to such a

power that they drove down into lower Egypt and drove the out, and then

you have the new kingdom, and. it is rather hard to say when the new kingdom

ended, and iVs rather hard to say exactly when it begins, because the seventeenth

dynty introduced the new kingdom, but it didn't last long. The seventeenth

dynasty is a dynasty of men from upper Erpt who succeeded in overcoming the

and driving them out and as almost immediately replaced by the

eighteenth dynasty, which is the first great dynasty of the new kingdom, and so

we might

T 27

Now that fnal date is a little hard. to set because the 18th dynasty certcin].y

belongs to the middle kingdom and. the nineteath dynasty unquestionably belongs

to it and the beginning of the 20th dynasty does, certainly, but then as the

20th dynasty sort of peters out and tr'e 21st, it is not a slldden end of the

new Id.nd.om, it is a sort of avin down of it, and so ll7 is a date which a

rood many set for t1e end 01 it o't it is rather hard to say just wnen it ends,

!)ut in tnis new kingdom, or empire period, are two main sections, and they are

the 18th dynasty -nd. the 19th dynasty. There is a brief period of disintegra

tion hetwen the two dynasties, the 18th dynasty nd the 19th dynasty. There

is a brief period of disintegration between the two dynasties. Now these two

periods, the 18th dynasty and the 19th dynasty, which come in the earlier por

tion of this empire period. We call them the first empir and. the second. em

pire, the 18th dynasty and the 19th dynasty. They represent a. time when the

power of pharaoh was perhaps not quite so absolute in Egypt as in the 611 king

dom bit when it was far greater internationally than even during the old kingdom.

D"ring this period the pharaohs conquered the regioxB round. a"out them. They carried.
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their troops far scuth. They came in contact with negroes as they penetrated

into Africa, into central Africa. The troops went westward. into Ibia and they

went eastward into Asia and. in the 18th dynasty we have certain !rptian kings

who were outstanding in their power. We have, the first one which perhaps I

might take time to mention here was a first king of particular intrt to us then,
it

was a woman, ffiiefhetsut is probably as good a way as any to put/into English..

Now t1is woman, efhetsut, seems to have ben a. legitimate daughter of one of

the pharaohs and she was married t0 a young man who was probably the illegitimate

son of the same pharaoh and he was probably rich younger than she was and as

long as she was in power he was a sort of a flunky around. He didn't have any

particular standing. She was the king, and Ebyptian pictures in the Erptia

monuments and in the tombs where they have beautiful colored pictures of them,

the always show the Erptians with shaven faces. An ordinary man had to shave

his face. Tow, of course, the king had a beard as a sign of kingship, and a

god had. a longer beard. That's a sign of deity, the real long beard, but a king

would. wear a good sized beard, and in I?nefhetsut's pictures she always wears the

board, because she was the king, and she wasn't such a gcod. conqueror, it would.

seem. She would send oit the troops on commercial expeditions and she increased

the standing and wealth of Egypt and she 1uilt two great monuments in southern

Et showing her greatness, telling of how the gods blessed the time when she

wo.s born and decreed she would be the great ruler of Egypt and then telling of
which

her great expeditio' own into the land of Put,/is Ethiopia and South Arabia,

and how they brouetht back ebony and gold and. Incense, and it shows her husband.

The young man he is third off in a corner weighing out the gold., doing

a side issue during her reign. She put ur great, beautiful obelisks celebrating

the grect events of her reign. She was indeed a powerful ruler, and. then sud

denly she appears, and what happened. to her we don't know--whether she was

driven cut, whether she was killed., whether she fled--but at any rate, ot1ne III

begins to reign, and he took her monuments and he knode, them over s.d he went

into these beautiful roat temples he built in so"thern Egypt and he went

frowh aP these beautiful pictures and he simply hd. her face just covered
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over, just scratched cut of the picture. We have the beautiful pictures

but where the queen is you may see a little of the beard showing but the face

has just been rubbed off. I found on place on one of them where they 1

overlooked. an actual picture of her, but all the rest, yci' see th pictures
because

and then her face is just rubbed. off, / he felt rather bad about the

she had. tre ted him during these years and. now he established himself as the

king of Eeypt. Now, how tc spell his name into English has been done different

ways , three different

ways itts been done. 1t doesn't ratter so much which spelling yo' use. The

old Greek way which was used before the recent discoveries is probably, after

all, as good as any. That was Tothnes, and. he built great obelisks, more than

anyone before him, and of the obelisks wbich Tothnes III built we have today,

cne standing in Constantinople, cne in Rome, one in Ic4don and one in New York,

four great obelisks which have been brought from Egypt and. stood up in these
of the

four/greatest cities in the world. and. stood up there, all coming from this same

from Tothnes III. Now Tothnes III-- you can see the one in New

York any time if you are up there and c" into Central Park. It's riit out

there in back of the Metropolitan Museum there. Now Tothnes III, this young

ian who had been held down by his wife while she was queen, now !.nediate1y

after he was brought into power asserted himself and. he started in riLing war

like expeditions, and he is very interesting to us because he led. expeditions

up through Palestine "nd he started out to conquer that whole territory and

hi arries came up 4hrough Palestine and one of his great events was the con

quest of Megiddo and. in his account he tells us how he nquered. Megidd.o. He

teITh us about the plan of the battle, abent rhat he fcund there; he descrihe&

place after place in Palestine ñ-ich is ccr.quered his accounts are tremendously

nteresting to is for the Ug't they throw on events in Palestine at tis time.

Now Tothues III was a very pr--,t conqueror and best of all he left us pretty

full records of what he did. and it gives us much lIght on ancient Palestine

at his time.
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After him came Tothnes IV and. a number of other kngs, leading up to .Anemôphis
nemophi s

the III and his son / IV, the one with whom we should be familiar. Ahemopis

IV is also called ,,-u will sometimes find him

given as . They spell it all these ways and you

never !-now whether to look under A or I or E in any book if you want to see

what it says about him, but the latet is to spell it thnaton, and he is one

of the most interesting characters in ancient history, this man Ajthnaton, ânemophis

IV, because he is different from all the pharaoh before him. Some have called.

him the first individual in history. Some have called. him the first ontheist

in history. Therc was a period about thirt :-ears ago when it was customary to

rxa1t him and think him to be the greatest of all the ancients, and. thcn there

came a reaction frow it and then scholars bean running him d.cn and saying he

never aznouEd to amythng, and everything good. we fird from his reii as done

by some of his men and. not by hm at all, and. it is pretty hard to prove it one

way or the other, but the fact is, whether he did it or whether he was somebody

else's pi.ipet in doing it is an mt r"sting thing to work out, and there have

been those vho have said that Moses couldn't have been a monotheist, monotheism

must have developed y an evolutionary process and and come out first in the

time of the great seventh century prophets, Amos and the others. They invented

monotheism. It was unknown before th.t time. It came by this evolutionar

process and now we find ancient Ept and we find, that thnaton was a monotheist,

and there is n uesti n about that. he was a monotheist, and no one can say

that it would be impossible to have monotheism prior to the seventh century

B. C. because here seven centurico ealier we have true monotheism, as I believe

all scholars recognize today that Akhnaton was a monotheist. Aria so, natirally,

if you want to attack the Bible for sure and you find this approach in the Bible,

you ay there was no monotheism that early, you jump from the opposite side

and attack from that side, and that's what Freud does in his book MOSES

MOr'OTI5M. He says that Akhnaton was monotheist that Moses got it from

him and that this Egyptian pharaoh was the first monotheist and. Moses just got
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it from him. Well, of ccuroe, tht Is a v'ry good way;if you can't attack the

Bible from this side satisfactorily, just jump over to the opposite side end'ct

tack it there. Don't say monotheism must be with the great discovery

of the great prophet, say it is very early but the Hebrews didn't start it.

They just took it over frori the Eptians. But the trouble with that is that

the monotheism of thnaton and the monotheism of the Bible are definitely dif

ferent. There is nothing spiritual about the monotheism of khnatcn. His god

is the material disc of the sun. It is a materialistic religion; it is not a

spiritual religion, and it is a religion in which there is no trace of anything

ethical. It is uttrly different from the ethical monotheism of the Old Testa-

ment despite Prid and. his book MOSES AD MONOTHEISM. He just ignores that
but

tatement/that is tie that in the writings of khnaton we have beautiful o'

eerations of nature, we have wonderful hymns to the material disc o±' the sun,

but we have no recognition of anything ethical in the relation of the worshiper

to his monotheistic god. It is purely a matter of being obedient to this one

powerful. god, drawing your strength from Him. Therf. is nothing of ethics as

the Bible , and so khnaton was a man who proved that monotheism is not

a late developement as the critics claim. It was known in that early time,

and his is not the monotheism from which Biblical monotheism comes because the

two are uttei 2i'ferent. They agree in being monotheism, but they ar utter

ly different. Now, of course, personally I think that the explanation for it

is the other way round. I thin) that A1thaton was influenced by the Israelites

and I think that he secured his ideas of monotheism from them without having

gotten a very full or complete idea of it and that it is a perversion and a

corruption of the teaching of the Israelites. Now, that, of course, is something

you can't prove. It is c'ijectur and it may be entirely false. He may have

dreamed it or imagined it or someth..ng, we don't know, but it certainly is just

as reasonable a guess as the other and I think far more reasonable becàue it

is an isolated occurrence in ancient Egypt. It is not something that is character

istic of ancient Egypt. It is an isolated, occurrence that one king here turned
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Egyptian
against all previous/viewpoints and all subsequent Egyptian viewpoints and adopted

true monotheism and. broke with the previous Egyptian religion and subsequent

Egyptians called him "that criminal of ". Tiey lookcd down on him, they

destroyed his name from the monuments because of the religion whLh he tired to

enforce in Egypt for the brief period. of is reign, and so to say that this

separate, unusual thing that occurred. in Egypt then is the origin that all that

we have in the Old Testament is much less reasonable than to say that from the

Hebrews this young man got this idea but didntt get the full idea from the Hebrews

and. thus his monotheism came to pass there in Egypt. Now just a word about this

çueen Hhefhetsut. She was a very inter-sting woman and a vey powerful ruler

and. you will find some good oks--or, I shouldn't say Ugood__youhll find some

books on archaeology today which will tell- you that she is the dauhter of

Pharaoh who pulled. Moses out of th b 'lrushes and brought him home, and you will

even find one or two books that say that is absolutely proven. Well, as far as

any proof of it is concerned it is just entirely in the imagination of the writer.

Thre1s absô1f,.te].y-noth.t to show with any evidence whatever that she -was the

daughter of Pharaoh who did. that. We will say, out of, say, three hundred

daughters of different pharaohs at different times any one of them aiiht have

een ne of them. So there's one chance in three hundred that she is the one.

We can't say she wasn't, but I think it is perfectly absurd to say she was, even

tough I don't deny the possibility and. I think that it is a way to hinder true

Bible teaching and faith in the Scripture to make a guess like that and then be

dogmatic about it, rather than anything that is in any helpful to faith. There

is absolutely no evidence to connect her up with Moses in any way, but she is

the 'iost otstandin woman in Egyptian history at that time. She may have been

the woman who drew Moses out of the bulrushes but there'-is no'-reason to think

she was. Well, now, this man Akhnaton came quite a little time after.ueen.

H. He didn't reign so many years but his years were years of great

because he moved away from Thebes, the ancient capital of Egypt, because

worship the god. , misspelled. innglish Amen, but amoon is the correct
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proni.inciaton of it. Of cose, it used. t they didn't know how to pronounce

it aod the wrote it and you still find it

but thE god on was the great god of ancient Egypt and he cNnplPtoly disbelieved

in Anon. He believ1 Acorn. so h' name akhnatcn means the ling image of

the deity of the sun and. }" roved away from Thebes and. he built a new

cthe city o± which in rodern times is called and

consequently we speak o it as the age, 5ecause it is the age when the

headquarters of the king waa at that place which today is called. Tel

and that wa to e a city .ie many :ods had been mado J worshipped, only

the one god of the sun would ever have ben worshipped in that

place and. to that place and lived, there a and then

he died, and ht. left no male heirs. His wife wrote up tc the king o the Hit

tites -and he id, "Send me a son to marry me and carry on as ruler of Et,"

nd the king said, 1 haven't got any son I can spare. They're all busy here,"

and she wrote back and said, "well, then send me anybody who says he is your

son. The Egyptians won't know the difference and that way I'll continua as
and they sent somebody but he was killed on the way,

queen and he will be king,/but her son-in-law succeeded her as ruler and then

he died. and another son-in-law succeeded him as ruler and. this secceth son-in

law was the one who moved. the capital back to Thebes. He had his grave hidden

a little better than most of the othe:'s and the result is that

T 28

his grave there in Egypt. The grave of King Tut has been discovered there in

modern times. He was one of the least of the pharaohs, but comes toward the

end of a period o± retness, one of the leaatof thic period of greatness end

the :gems and the precious things and. the wonderful productions that were in

his tomb axe almost unbelievable until you see them. When I went into the

room in the Cairo Museum where they had the gold works and the jewels and the

mirrors and all the fine things brought out of his tomb, I went there with a
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young man who had just been at the Tower o± Indon, and he said. to me, he said.,

"The crown jewels of England. don't compare in expensiveness or in excellence

of workmanship with the material that was taken from this one tomb of this one

pharaoh here which is in this room in Cairo and he was one cif the lesser of the

pharaohs,"and that gives you an idea of the wealth o the pharaohs in this

period.. This man was the first in history

T 28 (second part)

historical background of the patriacha]. period. We'll continue with the

patriacha]. period this hour and. the hour from eleven to twelve this rncruing,

n accordance with the notice which I had posted yesterday morning. Now, we

were looking yesterday at the 18th dynasty and. we very briefly sketched a

little bit of the events of the life of efhetsut, of Tothnes III and. of

.khnaton. The book MOSES AND MCNOTIISM is a very interesting one, with

its description of the wonderful monotheism of Akhnaton, o the fact that

Moses was an Egyptian noble who was tremendously impressed by the teaching

of the great sage, King khnaton, and who, after the of Amon, suc

ceeded in destroying it Erpt, went to a group of Hebrew slaves and taught

them the teachings of his master, Akhnaton and then, according to Freud, he

led them out of Egypt, this Egyptian noLleman was the guide and helper and

leader of these poor Hebrew slaves and. helped them to improve and. advance

in mar ways and all the time he taught them his wonderful teachings that

he had got from Akhnaton, and. then finally the people got so infuriated at

him one time that they rose up and. killed him so nobody knows where he is

buried, but when they had. killed Moses it made a trauma in their consciousness,

it affected the sub-consciousness of the people and consequently, although

they tried to put him out of their minds, it remained, in their subconsciousness

and. this was passed alone from genera4ion to generation. for a number of centur

ies until it reached the time of the great eighth century prophets, mos and
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the others, who invented monotheism, according to the critics; out he says

they o.dn't really invent it, it was taught by Moses and. it remainU in the

subconsciousness all this time and. it had been caused to remain there by the

great shock to the consciousness caused by their having killed Moses and now

it came out in full bloom. It is a beautiful psychological theory. The only

trouble with it is there are no facts to support it. I saw a discussion

lately of--somebody had advanced the theory that, had. written a book to prove

that, the seven-days of creation are not actual days of creation but they

are days in which the story of creation was revealed. This is based upon a

statement over in Exodus where it says that in seven days, or in six days,

the Ird made heaven and earth, and he said the word " ' which is

translated "make"there can Just as well mean "show", so in seven days the

Iorø. showed heaven and. earth and. that means that it was like a picture, the

seven days God took in revealing a picture to the writer, and therefore he

puts it up to seven days and. it really doesn't mean that the seven days have

anything to do with the cr'ation of it. Now that is a very interesting

book and very well-written by a man who is anxious to maintain the truth of

the Scripture, and an organization recently put out a discussion of this book

and. the discussion rather amused me because it was written by a man who went

into the material d he said, "In the first place, if we accept this

theory. , it doesn't solve t1e problem of the relation of geology to the Bible

and he discussed. that and then he discussed the fact that it doesn't solve

the problems of relation of anthropology t0 the Bible and he discussed. that
and showed.

and then he discussed the relation to the various points, and so on, /. that

we wouldn't find what we really need. by accepting this thory and then after

he had discussed that a long time, down in the crurse of the discussion he

incidentally remarked that after all the t'-.-cry had no exegetical foundation

because the word " " never m'ans "show" except ten times and those

are always in the phrase ttshow mercy" and it doesn't mean to reveal sometYing

but to perform something and it seemed tc e that if there is no exegetical
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foundation for it that is all that ther' is to it and what's the use of spend

ing a lot of time discussing hether the theory is satisfactory from other view

points. Is it in accordance with the facts? And th'r' is absolutely no fac

tual evidence for such a theory hecause the Hebrew word does not mean that.

That is enough to s'ttle the mater. That sould be all that is needed at

all in that nection, yet it was put indental].y down as a minor po!nt to

wards the Pad of the per. Well, now in this particular case, Freud h-.s

very beautiful theories but the trouble with them is that they do not rest on

a foundation of fact. He has, it is true, built a good bit of it on statements

made by well-known scholars who have accepted these as facts. Thus Professor

lee, professor at the University of Berlin when I studied. there, professor of

Cid Testament there, had written a book to prove that the Israelites killed

Moses and authority was authority. He

took it on word but when you read the book, although was

a great scholar, his evidence was pretty slight that the Israelites killed Moses.

Now, Z course, that is getting a good bit ahead of our point in the history.

e are on noticing the importance of khnaton in theorizing about the origin

of monotheism. The fact is that khnaton was a monotheist. The fact is that

any argument that monotheism could not have beg-in before the 8th century B. C.

is contrary to fact, because here was a monotheist several centuries before.

The fact is that the monotheism of 3thnaton is very different frori that of the

Bible. It does not provide a sufficient starting point for the monotheism of

the Bible. These are the defite facts. Yes? (Student) No. well, that

of course, rests on your e::act definition of theism. Theism is usually con

sidered as belief in a personal God. who controls and. directs--I don't kro'.

He believed in the material disc of the sun as the god. which had created. all

things, controlled all things and in the litht o wi ich we should all live.

The principal difference between it and the Biblical reliion is that there

is no ethical element. Our od i a God of justice and righteousness. His
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god was a god of absc'ue ower Jnst as much as ours and. a god of personal

planning but was not a god. of ethical righteousness s far as evidence goes.

That is the teacirtg on that vital point of monotheism, that God is a Just

God and a righteous God. is sornetLin which re find no trace of .n

I think yo would . Yes, Mr.---? (Student) 1thnaton

is the way that is coming to be adopted. now. It has been spelled many ways

in the past lecause, after all, it is an Erptian word a'd not an English

word. and in the !rptian writing the vowels are not written so we'll find it

sometimes beginnng with an E, scetims with an I and s;metimes with an A.

but the A is ccriing to be the rpilar method row. Now, another thing about

hnaton's rei that should be noticed is that that hnaton was so interest-

Pd in his theorizing and his at em)t to "et the people to worship only the

one god instead of the many gods o± pt that he didn't pay much atten

tic: it Woula seem to the ar.israticn o± the empire and so the Ttian

empire fell- to pieces during hi reign. Via grandfather had been a powerful

conqueror, his father had to scrile extent maintained the tradIton of his grand

fathr. Fe, hielf, paid. no attrrticn to these matters, end the reputation

of t'o !rptian power sufficed for a tine to hold Palestine rd. Syria in subJe

ti:.,nhut as the years went by people began tc forget the reputation cf Zjpt

and look for realities. They began to look 'or some power and no power was

fo'-thcoming and in his archives there is letter after letter from his represen

tatives in Palestine saying, "Pharaoh, if you will just send. us a few Egyptian

trccp, ith just the sight of a lew troo we'll e able to impress people

with the power of the Egyptian arms and the, to maintain the power of Erpt

in this area, but if ''i don't send. us any er we will vrj soon reach the

point where Egypt will lose everything in this area." These letters constantly

plead with him for help, for financial help as well as for sending of soldiers.

of the letters are from the kings of the various Ganaanite cities, and these

kings of these Cannite cities say b him constantly, "All the other kings are
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turniag against you. They are plotting bel-ind. your back, and. making schemes

to gain absoluto independence of Egypt. The- are joining with your enemies.

I the Dnly one in the area that is loyal to En-pt, ui then another king

will say the same thi, and. each of them accuses the othr one of bcing false

to Egypt, an the fact of the matter of course was that each one of them was

lookiag out for himself and was rady to stand. by Egypt if Egypt would give

them protection and the best guarantee of safety but ws ready t0 o against

!'pt i rpt did not do so, just like most leaaers in most countries in

the world. The are loktng first to their owu intercsts aid. they would be

loyal to ETt if that was what was best 'o themselves but we find these

varicus ieters conflicting with oe another and contradicting one another

in this way and yet out of it we larn a great deal about.. the history of
learn to

Palestine at this time. Weknow dozens of individuals in Palestine and

S:'ria and one intrresting t in these leters in Palestine and. Syria is

that occasionally they speak of a people called. the and this

people called the they mention in these letters is a people which

seems to be in eastern Palestine ana which seems to he conquering various cities

and sometimes they sai if the king doesn't send help the will

conquer the whole land. Now the term is only used two or.

thr times but they used. an id.iogram, and id.iograrn which we write

Now just a word about this matter of idiogran. In the Babylonian there is a

custom which we use in English, only the use it much more than we do, that is

the writing of id.iograms. In English, veryoften as you read uw1l COUC to

! got a letter the other aWay asking me to go and. speak to ten people at a place

where I was and they didntt say to ten. I arrived at the place and they handed

me a letter and the man asked me to phone him and he said, "Friday night I wish

ycu could come and address a meting of teachers, pastors, laymen, etc.,

and when I saw them all together I wondered what the etc. was. In fact, anyway,

',here being teacherg, pastors and laymen I wondered the etc. out as you
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read that letter ii !nlish you come to etc. you may say etc. You might say

et cetera, but you're not t to. You are not apt to pronounce it in Latin.

You are more apt to say, "and so forth" when you come to it, and yet the words

"and so forth" and etc. have only one letter in common; that's th t between

those two different phrases, and yet you'll say"etc."and. you'll say "and. so forth"

and. sometimes when you see i. e. you'll say, "that is" and. i isn't"that"an.d
other

"e" isn't "is" but there is no/letter in common between "that is" and "1. e".

We have a number of these marks in English where we write Latin and yet we

don't pronounce the Latin, we pronounce the English, as a rule. A few decades

ago the:- would probably have pronounced the Latin. Now this is a habit which

we might u *n idiogram. That is, we wrote letters and we don't read

what the letters say but the idea that is in them, so we pronounce something

entirely different from what the letters actually stand for, the writing that

we put down. Now, the ancient Babylonians did the same thing as we. They

had taken over their writings from the Swnerians, just as we took ours over

from the Latin and. so they would often put Sumerian words in and they would

usually pronounce them in their own language, but often we're not just sure

how to pronounce them and here is a case of it. In this writing, in the

Babylonian language written by the kings of Canaazl who spoke Hebrew, to a

pharaoh who spoke Egyptian but

P29

In these writings they often write this " " for a people who are

and sometimes they write they don't often

write this but it is pretty well recognized that" " and "

are the same thing. At least they are--if they're not identical they are

close to being the same thing. Now I mean by that, is there any difference

between a Hebrew and. an Israelite? Was Abraham an Israelite? I hardly think

you would call him an Israelite. when Israel was one of his grandchildren.
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He had Isaac and. Ishmael, his children, and. then there was sau and Jacoh,

his two grandchildren, and Israel is just one of the many grandchildren of

Abraham and you could. hardly cal]. Abraham an Israelite. Well, if we call

any descendant of Abraham we are apt to call it Hebrew and. the Bible speaks

of him as Abraham, the Hebrew, in, early in the discussion of Abraham, in

such a way as to suggest that there were other Hebrews and he was only one

of them. Well, the term Hebrew is a wider term than Israelite and yet the

two correspond nowadays to such an extent that we are apt to think of them

as almost identical and, of course, Jew is a smaller term, which means one

of the twelve sons of Jacob but which we use commonly now to refer to all.

the sons, all the descendants of Jacob. Now, t3is then, whether

these terms are identical. or not, they cover much the same ground at least,

and when we read that the or the are coming from the east

of the Jordan and are conquering many sections of Palestine, it is pretty

hard. to keep from saying right away, "There you've rot the Hebrews," and

the Hebrews are conquering sections of Palestine. There is an account in

these letters which fits w the account of the conquest of Canaan. Imme

diately one is apt to come to that suggestion. Mr. ---.7 (Student) Well, I

don't say it is quite . N " is the word in the Babylonian

language. " " is an idiom. That's , and the way they are

used suggests that they are interchangeable, but whether exactly interchangeable

or not we don't know. " " rnay,ver a slightly different area than

" but at least they overlap and they're quite generally the same.

All we know about these words is their usage. That is, we read about it and then

we have t0 infer what they are. We can't find. a and. ask hi what

he is and what they did.. We have to take it from a few usages, put them

together and. try to reach a conclusion, and the conclusion we reach is that

at this time the were a people who were invading P.lestine. We

reach that definite conclusion, but, of course, then we find that word

in other Babylonian texts much earlier than this and some somewhat later.
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We find them being slaves up in Mesopotamia. We find them attacking in

various other regions. We find the attacking not simply in

Palestine but way up north Ln Syria, where Joshua and. his men never went, so

the term is used, in a much larger way than anyt lug that the Bible describes

and whether it is these Hebrews or the Hebrews of is a question

on which we ne8. more information. I remember picking up two articles

by two learned Biblical scholars in 1928 and. one of them said, in view of a

certain particular piece of evidence which has come to light we know, can

see that there is no longer any reason whatever for doubt that the

who are described in these letters and who are now attacking Palestine are

the Israelites wider Joshua, and then I picked up another article by an equally

learned Biblical scholar who said, "In view of this particular evidence there

is now no longer any excuse for thinking that thai-a is any connection between

the mentioned in the letters of Akhnaton and the Hebrews under Joshua.

iow there were absolutely antithetical views, conclusions taken. The fact Ia

that the evidence is not sufficient yet to reach a conclusion and. èf course

if we knew when the Israelites cane into Palestine then we would be in a posi

tion to make a mach better decision, that is, if this is a hundred years or

two hundred years before the Israelites came in it naturally can't be the
course

Israelites, but ôf/the"e are things in this which are very similar to the

Israelites'coming and. there are t ns which are very different. They at

tack Syria asweU as Palestine, and we find other things about them earlier

that are not known of the Israelites.and consequently there are reasons to

question it and. yet reasons to say it is so and. it is a matter on which we have

a certain number of vital facts but we have as yet insufficient facts to reach

a. positive cnclusion. Mr. Jester? (Student) Yes, he was just about fourteen

hundred., just a little before fourteen hundred. (Student) N", it is Sumerian.

It actually met-me, it seems to mean "fighters with a net" and. it is hard to

get mach connection, but that is what the actual signs seen to mean. Oh, yes.

Anybody . Almost any English is going
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to hnve etc. or 1. S. somewhere in it if you have much more than that. There
words

is practically no Babylonian anywhere that doesn't have some Sumerian/scattered

through it but you read them in Babylonian. Yes, that is extremely common,

and then when you get to Hittite, when you read Hittite, the Hittite uses

Babylonian idiogratna and. also Sumerian and somet1rs the two in combination,

end you fret the same thing carried one step further there, but in any Babylonian

reading you will find id.tograxrts, which are Sumerian words written but pro

nounced as Babylonian. It is a very common thing but of course it may

often you know exactly what a word means but you don't know how to pronounce

it, unless you know how the Sumerian does. Well, now I merely mention this

to show how interesting .Akh--- is to us from so many different viewpoints.

We have these tablets from his reign which tell us more about conditini La

Palestine and Syria at that time than we know at almost any other time in

ancient history about exact details of events in Palestine and. Syria, and yet

they are not a connected historical account of the land but a lot of letters,

the carbons of the letters that pharaoh sent to them and the actual letters

that they sent to him. We have many letters both ways. While the bulk of

them go to Palestine many go to Syria and. there are also some letters to

Babylon and to the ittites includedn them. Now these letters were dis

covered at the place where AJth-had. made and placed his headquarters, his

new capital at , the modern name of which is Tel- , so

we call them the Tel- letters. They were discovered there : about

sixty years ago. Some of them are in the British Museum, some are in the

Berlin Museum and there are a few in other places, but these letters have

been preserved to us because of .Ah- monotheism. You see how that is.

If A------------------------------------had. stayed at Thebes, the ancient capital, these letters would

have had the fate of the other archives which came to the pharaohs in Thebes

bef6re and since.?hey've been lost. We might find some of them some time but

we have not found them, the archives cf the Erptian kings before or after this

ti-"e but he 'oved his capital over to the modern place
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and then '-is son-in-law moved it back again and when it was moved back again

all these old letters from the reign of A s father end himself seem to
were

have been missed in the moving and were left there and they/discovered

some other time. We have no such a trove of letters from any other

ond if A-- hadn't moved his capital that way we just wcu1dnt have them

Well, now I mentioned that he died at quite an early age and so scholars today

are divided between those who call him the first individual

in history, the first monotheist in history, praise. him as one of the great

leaders. People who like to run io.m os iJ. 'L: O

talk of what a wonderful man was and what wonderful ideals he held,talk of what a wonderful man was and what wonaerful ideals he held,

but there are other Egyptologists who have reacted. against this and they

have examined his money end tried to show that he lived like a man who didn't

have much sense and that he, after all, died pretty young, and. how could he

have done all this before that, and they say it was worthless and he was just

a puppet and he didn't amount to and so you find

heated. arguments on both sides on both sides of this, but when you get down

t0 it the big argument as to whether A was a great man or a weak man

doesn't matter much. The important thing is that the activity of the king,

whether from his own i;ieas or from somebody else's ideas, the activity of

the king at this tithe was devoted. to advancing monotheism of that particular

type in !rpt. That is the fact. That fact we :-now, whether we are able

to say who gets the blame or the credit for it is after all of minor importance.

The fact is that he moved. the capital and. then later it was moved back and

these tablets were left there. The Germans excavated They

bro'it the material back to Berlin and they fixed it up in Berlin in such
as

a way/to be much more interesting than the material in most other museums in

the world. Instead of putting up a lot of little things in a show case and.

you look and "Here's somethng from A and. herels something from

his great, great grandfather, a lot of little things in a show case and. you

under it, they arranged a room to be one of
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the rooms of his palace and. they put the things they found. in the palace in

just the right :o].ace as they had. found. them and. tried t0 reconstruct it in

such a way that you could see the way the things looked at his tire, and. you

get more of a vivid realization, or you did before this last war, of the

actual situation there in ancient Egypt from the way in which the Germans in

the Berlin Museum display the things which they have excavated at El

No after A's death the priests of succeeded in overcoming those who

wer the followers of . They succeeded. in getting his daughters

pretty well under their control. He left no sons. We noticed. how his wife

tried to -at the king of the Hittites to send a son to marry her and. failed

so the power passed to his sons-in-law and they were rather weak and incóitpe

tent and one of them held the power and lived two or three years and. died. and.

then another took over and he was a young man and he died before such a long

time but he lived long enough t0 have the capital transferred back to Thebes

and to have the priests of the Erptian god. Anon get complete power in the

land again. Yes, Mr.---? (Student) Yes. The Canaanite, which is very close

to Hebrew, the Hebrew language, was the language spoken by the king in Canaan.

The kings in Egypt spoke Egyptian but on these tablet they used. a language

that was a foreign language to both of them, the Babylonian, to write on the

tablets, just as if you today were in Italy and wanted to send. a telegram to

somebody in Germany, you'd probably write it in French, because English would

not be an acceptable language in the country, but Frenô.h is acceptable all

over the world, or at least was before the war. Well, at that time Babylonian

was similarly the lingua franca, the language of diplomacy, and so he wrote

in it but every once in a while thre was a word they wanted t0 express that

they didn't know just how to express in Babylonian, because after all the

customs were cuite different, and so in those cases they did the word. in Baby-

lonian as they understand it, and then they'd put in parathenses the Hebrew

word o as to say, "Well, now, if you know what we mean by the gabo-

Ai.S here's the Hebrew word. Maybe you'll understand that," and. so we
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call these , in the . They were put in by the original

writers but they're not part of the sentence. They're an explanation of the

word for it in the other language, in the Hebrew language. (Student) Yes.

The fact is that the Canaanite larruage and the Hebrew language are the same

substantially, but we have discovered in the last few years

quite a bit of material from ancient Canaan. in Palestine quite a few brie!
long

inscriptions which were neverthelès: / enough to tell us quite a little about

the language although they don't tell us a great deal of it, and then in

northern Palestine we've discovered a large number of clay tablets with actual
where

Canaanjte written on it and this being from quite a distance from he land.

of Israel was and. quite a bit earlier, the language differed a good. bit but

yet it is ci se enough to see it is the sane language. It differs about as

much as the English of England end the English of American would, perhaps a

little bit more, but it is quite definitely

1 30

before any of the other allies came in and they went throuch pretty well and.

nicked up anything they felt like end took it off and in he Berlin Museum

two days after the conquest the Russian officers walked in and they just scooped.

up evrything they saw that looked good to them and. took it off, and so they

took--for instance, they had. the best collection of silver seals in the world

and of those ninety percent were taken but there were a few off in a corner

they didn't see. Well, now as to these particular tablets, whether they took

them or not I do not know, but the: took a good deal from this
who came in were men

In that narti1iiar case the men/who knew something about the field and knew

what they were worth and so they seized. just about everything of value. In

many a house in Berlin a Russian truck would just back up to the house and

they'd go in and theh'd. line the people up and take away any rings they had.
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or anything like that and they they'd take up the bath tub and. take the door

knobs off the doors and. the radiators and anything metal and carry off, and.

that was often done by people who didn't have much idea of what they were

doing and just took anything that looked valuable and they say that a lot of

that stuff was just dumped about a hundred miles from Berlin and. left there,

but the museum seems to have been visited by men who really knew what they

wanted and so they probably took most of what was of value and left quite a

little that wasn't of much value, but these tablets--there was no great loss

to the world, all these ]. tablets were now destroyed, because

they have been copied with as much care as any set of Babylonian tablets

&zer have been. Their great importance was recognized. There are many

important tablets right here in Pennsylvania in the !:luseum that may be of

tremendous importance but their imnortance has not yet been recognized. They

have never been copied and, of course, there are far more like that in the

British museum. A German scholar once said it was more possible to excavate

in the British museum than in Babylon because there is so much there that

has not bean studied or copied, but these !l-marableta, the importance

was universall" recognized and. tey have been copied so carefully and photo

graphed and everything so much that if any of them were lost there wouldn't

be any tremendous loss. We have definite records of just exactly what they

contain, even though there are many, many points about the El-Amarna tablets

which are not yet fully understood, like any letters. A letter doesn't ex

plain everything. It takes a good deal for granted. When I was in Palestine

I/get a letter from my mother in Is Angeles and she'd say, " Last night Sam

came over and we had a. very nice visit with him," and. I would. write bask end

I'd say, "Do you mean Sam Watson or Sam Sullivan?" ahd. she'd get the letter

six weeks after she wrote it and she couldn't figure which and. she'd take a

week thinking and incuiring about it and. she'd write me the answer and. I'd

get the answer six weeks after I wrote the question, and. by that time I'd
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forgotten about the question. Well, in many letters you get there are

statements like that. People don't explain. They just name the person

and in those cases you know from the context what they mean. It wasn't

quite that way in diplomatic letters, but nearly as bad, if read by people

who don't know the background or the situation, and. that's the situation

we are in. There are letters and. there is much taken for granted yet we
consequently

have a good many of them, there are a great many parallels, and/we are in

a position to explain a great deal about them and there is a great deal

more that we can explain with further study and also with bringing them

in relation into relation to more material as it comes, so they could be
great
a/source of knowledge of Palestine for many years to come, even though

they have been carefully studied and. very excellently taught. The El-Ainarna

letters, then, are one thing for which we have Akhnaton to thank for his

monotheism is the cause of their having been preserved. Now Akhnaton's son

in-law, his second. son-in-law who became king, Tutankamenor Tutankaton,

the living image of Aton, the one true god, the material

disc of the sun, the god in whom Akhnaton believed, and you can be sure that

Tutankaton always called himself Tutankaton, or he wouldn't

have married the daughter of this very fanatical advocate of the religion

of kton, but he was a weakling and in 'is reirn, his kingdom, the capital

was moved back to Thebes, and there at Thebes, the old capital of Egypt, when

the capital was moved back the priest of Anon reestablished their power in

Egypt. .Amon was the chief of a dozen, in fact hundreds, of gods. He had

come to be the chief one because king after king had given such great gifts

to the temple of Amon, even though theoretically he had not been, he had risen

from a small deity iii a small village of upper Egypt, but he had come to be

the leading deity of Egypt, and now this man took up whom the priests

took up Anon, the living image of the god. Amon, died and.

was buried, and the:,, hid his tomb better than any other ancient tomb in that
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off his name everywhere they found it and they never referred to him by the

name .Akhnaton; they called him that criminal, of " but this son-in-law,

Tutankamon or Tutankaton, in his grave there, in the tomb, left dozens of

fine wooden chairs and. beds, all sorts of things made of wood., and., of course,

very elaborate jewelry, very splendid works of fine jewelry, almost

inconceivable,the amount of tr'asure that was found in this tomb of one of the less

of the pharsahe, but the intresting thing is that almost every chair, every

statue, every bed, almost everything, you have on one side the name Tunkankaton

and on the other side, Tutankamon, so he literally carried water on both

shoulders. He was the great representative of Aton, the one and only true god.

and also he was the true supporter of Axnon, the great enemy of Aton, I call

him the first modernist in history. He was the one who used the terminology

of both gods and. carried. water on both shoulders, and consequently he made a

good transition figure from the monotheistic religion to the polytheistic re

ligion that followed and took complete possession so that Aton was completely

forgotten. The modernist is after all a transition . He does not have

anything that will last but he is a half-way that makes it easier to pass

from belief t0 unbelief. Now, just one incidental word which I thn't think I

have mentioned in this class before thoih I've mentioned it in many places

because it is important in t' is connection. That is the curse of the pharaoh.

Everybody, nearly, who was reading the newspapers in 19214 was aware of it.

Ther" are probably many who have not heard of it but many will come across it

in different thin-v, the fact that when they opened up the grave here of

Tutankainon or-aton, they found over the door the curse of the pharaoh that

anyone' who shall enter this tomb or shall take anything out of it, the curse

of death is laid upon him by the great gods of !pt and. a similar thinv was

found aboge the entrance to the tomb of every pharaoh, but the newspaper man

who entred. this tomb hadn't entered any of the other tombs, or if they had.

they hadn1t been able t0 read the !rptia n and. hadn't asked anycne what they
meant and didn't know, but ther noticed. that on this and they thought that was
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cuite p striking thing to write up in the newspaper articles, so the
articles came back and tale how these men had gone in and had braved
the curse of the pharaoh and had braved the fact that the curse was laid

upon them, and. it was only about six months later that the :thi-d. cousin

of thne of te men who went in died, so the papers got a headline, the

curse of the pharaoh has been fulfilled, and the fact of the matter is

that within the next twenty years every single man who went into that

tomb that, within the next twenty years every single one of them had either

an uncle, a cousin, a grandfather or some other relative who died, every

single one of them, and. so you will hear people telling you that the curse

of the pharaohs was fulfilled and it was but that is how it was, and. the

same thing is probably true of every other tomb that has ever been entered.

arid of everybody who either has or hasn't entered any one of these tombs.

Now this ended the 18th dynasty, of Egypt. The 18th dynasty which had been

so glorious ended with chaos and. tisaster to the land. The Egyptian empire

was lost and. within the land of !rpt there was very little power in the

hands of the pharaoh and the line died. out and a high priest of the god Jmon

became the king of Egypt, and this man who became the king of Eppt, some

lists record as the last king of the 18th dynasty and some record him as the

first king of the 19th dynasty, and it doesn't matter which you call it.

He is the transition figure between. He took over the power and he reestablished

things in Egypt and he traveled all through the land and. established the govern-

ment on a firm basis again after a period of anarcy between and he got things
who was of no importance

well established a.-ain and. he was succeeded by a king named Rameses/because he

lived such a short time. He lived. a year or two, and I woiüdn't mention him

except that other kings of the name were of tremendous importance. He was

Renieses the 1st, but his son Rameses II was a young man when he became king,

because his father died so soon, and this man Rameses II is the pharach who

has left as great a mark as any pharaoh in all history. Rameses II you

we had , the god has established., or given birth, and this
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We were looking last time at the end of the hour at the experience

of the Israelites in !pt when Pharaoh tried to punish them for their effort

to leave the country for a time by saying that they were lazy and must work

harder and therefore they wouldn't be given any straw, and when they were given

no straw they went through all the land hunting for stubble, and then they co

named and he said. they must make just as many bricks as before and would not

be given any straw at all. Now some have interpreted this t0 mean that in the

end they h. to make them with no straw whatever and others interpret it to

mean they have to go and look for their own straw but tht which is mentioned

in the second stage of it is stubble which many feel would hardly act as a

binding material, th,t little stubble, bits of stubble they could pick up. How

could that really bind, the bricks together? And anyway, if it was a matter of

binding the bricks together you might have good. bricks or you might have bad

bricks but the lack of straw he doesn't think would make it any arder to make

bricks, and so it was Atchinson's discovery that the presence of the extract of

straw in the clay makes a difference betwern the clay being easy to manipulate

nd easy to work, or hard to work. That discovery which he made which was so

helpful t him in his own scientific inventins and which also seemed to him,

and has seemed to others to be the true exmlanation of the matter of pharaoh

mcing their task more difficult by not giving them any straw, that the straw

was not a binding material but produced a change in the size of the particles.

Atchison discovered that that was what it did. It made the particles smaller,

made them so small that they floated easily in the water and he called these

very small particles, he call'd. it d.efloculate. Later on the term co was
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on is Ramoses, the god Ra, the sun god, has given birth. That is, he was

the son of the sun god, the sun god Ha brought him into being. So Ramose,

you'll sometimes find it written Ramose, but in the ordinary English we say

Raineses. Rameses II reigned for many years. His reign was over fifty years

in length. He had fifty sons and a hundred daus'hters. When he died his old

est twelve sons were all dead so he was succeeded by his thirteenth son and

he was already at the time, so you see Rameses reign was a very long

reign. He was a great builder. You find all over Et the great monuments

which he put up, temples and palaces everywhere. He loved to put up his statue.

We find statues of Ramesea that would reach twice as high as this room. They

stand, dozens of them, many places in Egypt. I don't know whether that was

too high. They were just piles by hitting them back

and the whole thing would fall, and he put up doxens

of these statues of himself all over, and he loved to himself out

as a great, powerful conqueror. He would and a dozen

of them or he would show himself

shooting his arrow into a great mass of his enemy, to win

fame for himself and he led his army up through Palestine and won back again

the empire, reconquered. most of Palestine and Syria.

T 31




was foolhardy and got himself into a condition w'-ich might have

proven serious but this, he was fortunate enougi that reinforcements came just

in the nick of time and saved his life and snatched victory out of defeat, and

when this happened as- he had a poet to put it into beautiful

poetry describing how they were about to be destroyed and Rameses himself single

handed. overcame the enemy and established the victory. He had good. press agents,

and so we find copies of this poem all over Erpt describing the great victory
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of Rameses. Yes? (Student) Yes. Rameses was about 1300, a little after

1300, end so Rameses II was a great conqueror and especially a man who loved

to boast and. had. good press agents and so hedid. do a definite thing. He got

credit far beyond. what he had actually done and. then he conquered a great deal

end had a great deal of plunder and he used it for building these great things

all t!'rough E'pt and he doubtless used a great many slaves in doin it and it

has been cuite generally thought that he was the pharaoh of the oppression of

Egypt, though we have no proof of it. That has been (uite generally thought

that Rameses II was. Now we don't need to go into the details of the reign

of Rameses in this class, but to mention that at his death he was succeeded.

by his thirteenth son, Merneptah, and Merneptah was an old. man already when he

became king, so he only reigned. a very few years and Merneptah probably wasn't

much of a conqueror. He was too old.. But he did have some good press agents

so he took some of his father's poems and just put his name in them in place

of s father's and. the school children had. to learn the poems with the name

of a new pharaoh in the place of the old one. and we have some of those poems

which are not but which are word. for word like the ones written

for Rameses II. And so we are at a little difficulty in knowing the historical

events of his reign because of this tendency to claim credit for things he didn't

deserve. I even know of one statue w ich is the statue of Tothnes III and an

the back, down between the should.e:'s and. back it says Tothneslll, in very small

writing and one of the scribes seems to have overlooked that because on the front

they chiseled off the name of Tothnes III and had. put in the name of Merneptah,

and. so this beautiful wooden statue which is in the Berlin Museum has the name of

Merneptah o the front but written in little small letters on the back, if you

look close you can see the name o± Tothnes III, of whom it was originally a statue.

So he took over poems and statues, etc. and tried to make people think he was as

great a man as his father Rameses Iflad been. 1ell, it has been thought by many

that he was the Pharaoh of the exodus. There's no proof of it, but if Rameses II

was the pharaoh of the oppression, Merneptah would. be the pharaoh of the exodus.
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and. an interesting thing is that a monument has been found describing, claiming

to describe a great expedition of Merneptah into Palestine and it names various

places in Palestine which have been destroyed. or which are in misery as a result

of the conquest and it says th it Israel. It says, "Israel has no seed.. Israel

has no seed," mentioned among the others. Well, now, some take that as the

earliest place we find the name Israel and some take that as proof that Merneptah

was the pharaoh of the exodus and that he was killing the Israelite children and

so he said, "Israel has no seed.." Now others take it as proof the Israelites

must have gone earlier than this, they must have been in Palestine and that this

wculd mean that all their harvest was taken away from them and they had no seed.,

with which to start a new harvest. The word tIsedU has both meanings in Egyptian

just as it does in English. And so the Israel we call it, the Israel

monument, because the word Israel occurs in it, though to him it is only one of

various words in it, has been a cause cf much discussion and we need further

light tobe sure exactly what it means and it is a very interesting monument con

nected with this man Merneptah, and. an interesting thing in it is that the other

places in Palestine named have the Egyptian mark before them which means the

name of a place but when it mentions Israel it only has the mark for the name of

a people, not a place, and that would fit with the idea that the Israelites who

were recognized as beloging in Palestine might have been still actually in Egypt

in subjection to h1 and mentioned in connection with his account of the people

in Palestine whom he conquered here, this Palestinian people who are slaves in
are

Erpt. Now that's a possibility so there/arguments which can be made both ways

but the fact there is the connecting them up with the name of Israel

one way or the other. Now I see we'll have to continue an hour some

T 31 (second part)

leaders of the 18th and 19th dynasties in the last two hours and it would probably

be a good thing t0 give you the principal dates of two or three of them. These

dates are fairly definite and. so I think that it would be a good. thing for you
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to have them at least in your nates and. have a pretty good. general idea of them

in yoir head. Tothnes III may be placed from Th82 to ])l5O. Of course, that is

after the reign of , That is his actual reign himself, ].1482_1LI5O. YesT

(uaent) Yes, I nave spelled them all already a a we have gone thro'iii the lec

ture but I'll spell them an .. I give this now. Tothnes--there are several

ways to spell it. I think Tothnes is the old. fashioned. way. Thutnose is the

new fashioned way, and either one of then-people will know what you are talking

about. Thèbhes or Thutnose III, 1L1.82_]1450. Then .akhnaton, A k K n a t o ii,

1387-1366, nd then Rameses II, 1299-1232 and Merneptah, 1232-1200. Those are

four of the outstanding pharaohs and that gives us dates which are accepted by most

scholars today. Some might vary a little bit one way or the other but they're

pretty definite. Now, I think that we will at t'iis time content ourselves with

the amount of introduction to the backbround that I have given you. The

further history of Egypt we'll glance at later on. but I am just giving you

these main things in order to have it as background to note the relation of the

patriarchs it.

No. 3, then, will be Palestine. The -istory of Palestine at this time.

We have noticed something of the archaeological situation as regards the study

of ancient Palestine and. the fact that our understanding is based more upon objects

than upon orio'inal rccords, so far as actual archaeological material is concerned.

The archaeological history of Pale-;tine has been divided by archaeologists accord

ding to the type of metal which was in use and the metal whichs in use in Pales

tine previous to the time of about 3000 B. C., of course there wouldn't be any,

and so we call it the stone age. There are different phases of the stone age

but that doesn't relate much to the Bible. The bronze age begins about 3000

B. C. and the bronze age runs from about 3000 up to about 1200. That is the age

in which bronze is the leading metal, the leading material for making important

things, just as stone was before. Yes? (Student) Oh, well now-maybe just a

'id. o that right here would. be in order. Genesis tells us of the knowledge

and erstanthflg befo:e the flood of both bronze and iron. This would evidently
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This would evidently be in the settlement previous to the flood, of which, so

far as I know, no one has ever yet been found in any remains. Naturally the

ark may have been lifted up and carried, one knows not how far in the course

of the long time it was upon the earth. Possibly if we were to dig out in our back

yard. here deep enough we would find remains of the civilization prior to the flood..

I think that unlikely, but it probably is as likely as almost any other place.

We know where it moy be. It "'ay be buried under the snows of Alaska; it

may be in the sands of the center of Africa. Doubtless there would be tremetd.ou

climatic changes after the flood, and so wh're the antediluvian light was we don't

know but before the flood people would have used copper and used iron and used.

stone, according to the description in the Bible. After the flood, however,

you have Noah, who had been a preacher of righteousness but who did not know as

much about growing in grace as he, perhaps, outht to have known, and how much

he knew about smelting of copper I tink is extremely questionable. That his

sons knew anything about these things I would think very unlikely. It would

seem like'y that the knowledge of these technical matters was lost. That's

the thought, and. that it was many centuries before humanity discovered. again

how to use copper; that is to say, dur.ng the stone age, copper is used., but

it is used little and when it is used it is used as stone. That is, you take a

nugget of copper out of the earth and. you beat it into a shape and you use it,

or you cut off a piece of it--you use it as you would. use stone. The stone age

is not a backward age. In fact the artificy of the late stone age is extremely

advance d. and things were made with great care and very excellent things were

made out of stone. It took a long time to develop the fine use of stone but

the knowledge of ow to take copper and to smelt it under tremendous heat, to
it

mold it into the shape that ou deire/ to be is something which I am sure I

could work for many years and I would never hit upon a way to do it if I didn't

have the help of technical experts, and if a person had even forgotten there

was such a thing, had no knowledge of the use of it, naturally they would be
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in a position where it would be a long time before somebody would

and so we have the stone age up to about 3000 B. C. in the near east. Now in

other parts of the world the stone age would be much loner than that although

the bronze ae pretty well began over most of the world of man within a com

paratively short time because once you have the use of bronze you have such a

tremendous advantage over others that naturally those who had it proceeded to

concuer those who didn't have it and then those who were conquering split up

in little groups and taught one another and it did not establish a world unity

but it did cause a tremendous overturning and change within the world. It

wasn't thot the bronze weapons were such a great deal better than the stone

weapons. They were doubtless better, but they could be made much more quickly,
could

arid so you/have many more of them. That was the great advantage which it gives.

and you got the strenuous age immediately after the beginning of the use of

bronze. People no longer had time to make rt1stic th.ngs. They were too

busy making things rapidly for utility. It was the age of utilitarianism.

It was the strenuous age, which began in 3000 B. C. However, it wasn't long

before things settled down fairly well and you have a period of about 1000

years in which, after the first general upset at the introduction of bronze,

the use of it became pretty well known all over the world of man and after

that people settled down to a pretty settled life. Arid so you have a period

of about a t'ousand years in Egypt, in Palestine and in Mesopotamia in which

there are upheavals but in general it is a rather, fairly settled period, at

least in comparison with many other periods, and we call this period the early

bronze. We found in it, well made, often very artistic, and not changing

rapidly. It is a long period of fairly steady life.

T 32

We distinguish that from the early bronze because it is a period in which we find

a sharp change that has come to pass. The first gre-t crisis in history had.

been about 3000 B. C. with the introduction of bronze. Now, we have another
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great change crisis, between 2000 and 1600 B. C. and this crisis is represented

in Egypt by the Hyksos conquerors. It is a crisis of migratioiL It is a time

when groups are coming down from the mountains, are moving about and conquering

othcr areas and. you have upheaval and turmoil and. much destruction all over the

near east, all over Palestine, and so many during this period of the middle bronze,

and you have distinctive potteries, but many more types of pottery during these

four hundred years than during the previous thousand because as the new groups

came in and. conquests were made there was more change in st:;'le. Then the

middle bronze ends about 1600 B. C. and then we have what we call the late bronze,

w ich runs from about 1600 until about 1200 B. C. and the late bronze age in

Palestine is a time of, in general, of degeneration. During this time in

Palestine civilization is going down hill, which is partly due to the fact

that no longer are the races that are in Palestine so strong as they were before

but !rpt and the Hittites are overruning it from both sides, there is considerable

confusion from that score and. the general attitude of the people morally is doubt

less declining. Yes? (Student) About 1f00 to about l?k)0. Daring the late

bronze th're is a decline in cnlture and civilization in Palestine. You remember

that Jacob was told, or was it Abraham? Abraham was told that the iniouity of

the Aznorites was not yet full. There was a declension in culture and in morals

in Palestine between 1600 and 1200 and by 1200 the iniquity of the .Amorites was

full and it was time for the Lord to cause to wipe out the whole iniquitous

Canaanite civilization. You'll rind that artistically and. culturally there is

an increase in the stress of the lower, less moral aspects of the picture. You

can take a picture, you can take a little statuette in Babylonia, glorifying

moterhood, a statuette which may be very frank reard.ing physical characteristics

but yet which would not bensidered. as particularly sensual. It merely is a

frank e'pression, and rou can tke that and find something similar at about 1600

in Pnlestine and. then at about 1200 you can find that the sane thing exactly

is done differently, with little changes here and there, just enough to convert
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what was merely frank and not particularly sensuous into something that was

01ite sensuous. This was a change which gradually occurred during this late

bronze age. The '-iorality of the Canaanites declined during this period and it

is very evident from the material that we find just before the Israelite conquest

that the staternnts in the Scripture of the iniquity and wickedness of the C

nasnites at the time of the Israelite conquest are not the least bit overdrawn,

and. it represents the end of a long period of degeneration. So this is the

late bronze age, and then comes the iron age, early iron age, which begins

at about 1200 B. C. and runs to about 300 B. C. when we have what we call the

Hellenistic period. You see, we give up our metal terminology now because

the Greek influence becomes so dominant in this section of the world that it

affects everything from about 300 B. 0. on, after Alexander's time. I believe

in giving tose Egyptian dates I spelled the names of the first two kngs and.

did. not spell the names of the last.two. In case some of you don't have them

I might mention here that Rameses II was spelled R a m e s e a, which is as good

as any, though some put another a in. Some make it R a m e a a e a but I don't

see any need of that many ss. because Remeses himself never spelled in Latin

letters. He wrote it in Egyptian marks which were an entirely different

sort of thing, and do not correspond letter by letter with ours. There are

no vowels in it and. even t.her are not usually definite marks for consonants.

They would have one sign which would stand. for mss and be followed by one for a.

It would hardly b' . That is, Egyptian writing is a very

peculiar type of writing so naturally thFre is variety in deciding what is the

best way in English to write it, but Ramases is the usual way, though some

spell it the other way. And then !4ernptah is spelled various ways 'out I

think it is perfectly all right to spell it Merneptali, a method which has been

used quite largely in nglish literature. Merneptah. That is the spelling

I gave at the first hour. Sometimes the first r is omitted id an r is inserted
a

later, but I think this is as good/we a any axi.it is the way which is most

commonly used in writing this word. Now, Itve mentined these principal periods
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of Palestine on a basis of archaeology, that is, on the basis of changes in

the and the general changes in the types of civilization, of culture,

which we have found. The middle bronze period intersts us particularly in

connection with the patriarchs. We are not particularly interested as Bible

students in the early bronze ate, because we have nothing in the Bible telling

us about Palestine in the early bronze age unless it would be at the very end.

of it--certainly nothing during any other time, except perhaps toward the end,

and probably not. Probably it was well into the middle bronze before the

patriarchs. But the middle bronze, this period of upheaval and turmoil, is

a period which interests us gretly and so it is worth our noticing here that

there is a foreign group which has come into northern Mesopotamia and. spread

into Palestine and which exerts an important influence in this period known

as the Hurrians. I have mentioned. them to you in previous classes. 1e spell

it H u r r I a n, Hurrian, the Th.irrians. We put that ian ending on as purely

an English ending. We get their name from Babylonian sources and the sign

there is, maybe you have har, here, hore or more. Some have called. them harrians,

some herians, some have called. them horians, some morians and. some have called

them Suherians. These different names have been used, but now scholars are corn

ng to accept the term Eurrian as the most probably correct designation of them.

Ther' are a n'unber of r'asons for it which we don't ne-d. to into now. Some

have adopted other spellings and have tenaciously held to them. For instance,

Harlan was held by some who wanted to tie them up with the .Arians but such reasons

have often dropped by the side and there are various ind.ic.tions which pcint in

the direction of one or the other and the term Thirrian is now pretty well accepted.
the

as/correct term for these people. There is a people mentioned in the Bible called

the Horites and. it is cuite probable that the Horites and the Hurrians are the

same people, thoui we do not have a great deal told us about the Horites in the

Old Testament. They are mentioned occasionally in the early part cf the Old.

Testament. Then, in connection with Palestine for this period we should know
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about, of course, the migraticns of the Hrksoa, which we noticed under Erpt.

The migrations of the Hyksos with their horses and their great enclosures for

maneuvering with the horses. Also in connection with the general period of

the patriarchs it is important that we know, that we are familiar with the

fact of the discoveries at Rai kamra in northern Palestine. Yes? (Student)

Yes. Both migraticns. Their migrating down and their being driven cut would

be just at the end of it. The migration down the micLle of it. They are

one of the various groups migrating in the middle bronze age. Now Ras Shamra

is the name of a plane in Syria. It is a modern name. Ras Shamra. It is a

modern town in Syria quite near, quite near the Mediterranean sea fairly well

north in Syria. It was in 1929 that natives in Syria near this place began

digging up some things which they thought showe that there had been an ancient

civilization there and some one on the spot sent word down to the French Director

of Antiquities for at that time Syria was under the control of the French govern

ment, and. he sent word down to the Director of Antiquities and asked him to send

a man up there and look it over and see if there was anything there worth excavat

ing and the Director of Antiquities said, "Oh, you get stories like this from all

over Syria. The natives are always finding something and they think they will

go in there and do some excavating and. there'll be money for the work and so on

and we got plenty of other -,)laces more important and i:robably there Is

nothing anyway," and. he just kept putting them off and putting them off and paid

no attention, but he kept hearing from this play until finally when one of the

leading archaeologists who was making a trip t0 another place further north he

would be going right near Rs Shamra, and the Director said t0 this man, he said,

"When you come to this place, I wish you'd go there and just take a look anô. see

1±' there is anything worth Lookinp into," so he went over and took a look and what

he found thrilled him so much that he stayed there for several years, off and on,

excavating, and. they found there the remains of a very interesting ancient town

and there's considerable of buildings that were found there, some interesting

frescoes on the wall and. different thins, the archaeological materials that they
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found the"e were of considerable intrest but the most interesting thing they

found. was a large group of clay tablets, the largest group of clay tablets

that has been found anywhere in Palestine or Syria, and when they foind these

clay tablets they found that they had a writing in them which looked very much

like the cuneiform writing of Mesopotamia, the same writing as on the !l Armarna

letters, but the signs were different. The signs were not like the writings.

It was the same kind of signs, the cuneiform writing, as I explained to you last

semester, was made with wedge-shaped marks, made by pushing the stylus into the

clay and. these are typical signs in the cuneiform writing, and. once you have seen

a few clay tablets or inscriptions on the walls with writing of that type on them,

you immediately recognize them as different from anything else you'll find any

where else in the world. Now, these clay tablets at Ras Shamra had the same

kind, of wedge marks on them but the signs were different from the Babylonian

signs and one strange thing about them was that them were comparatively few kinds

of signs on them. There were only about thirty signs which occurred and recurred.

If you look at these Babylonian tblets you will find that there actually are

about a thousand signs which may be found occasionally. There cre about a hundred

that are e:tremely common, about two hundred more than occur every now and then,

and perhaps another five hundred that every once in a long time you'll fin, but

here there were only about thirty signs and that would look as if it was not

a complicated system like the Babylonian system but as if it might be an alphabetical

type of system, and then they found a remarkable thing in this writing. They

found that the Babylonian signs are all derived from pictures and so there is not

much definite system to them. They all come from original pictures which have

been made into the type of figures you could draw with these cefinite impressions

this while these marks were systematically arranged. TLus, you'd have a sign

like this and yon'd have one like that and you'd have one with three

You'd have one like this and. one with two and one with three. It

looked like an artificial system that someone had made up in lieu of the cuneiform

writing. The cuneiform will have this
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I don't believe itoccurs in that form ever but if you put this to it, that is

a fairly common cuneiform sign, or if you put a mark at ti-e end of it you have another

common cuneiform sign, but these seem t0 be arranged as if somebody had just taken

the idea of wedge-shaped marks and. worked out a system and so the conclusion was

reached that smebody from Palestine and Syria as familiar with the alphabetic

system w'-ich developed into our Hebrew alphabet and from which our English and

all other alphabetical systems in the world have come, somebody was familiar with

that that knew that it was for writing on Papyrus, not rich good foi cT

You couldn't hardly write that type of letters on clay tablets,

nd got the idea of an alphabet frm it and then just artificially to make

up an alphabet, and that's pretty well accepted now, that this is an alphabet

which did not grow like natural alphabets have but was invented and, of course,

to some extent that represents a step forward. If somebody would invent a decent

alphabet for us to use with our English lanage and persuade us to start using

it, we'd be far better off than with the very crazy system that has gradually

grown up threough the ages into the monstrosity that we call our English ystem

of writing today. Well, the systems that ere in use in much of the ancient world
were nearly as bad. as the system we use for English today, but this is. an artificial
system which has been invented and consequently has much in its favor. Now they took
4heso tablets and the French excavator who first found 4hese tablets did something-
which very-few excavators have ever doze. - -
T 33 March 28, 1949

"Itm goiñ to study it and. then when I know all about it I am going to publish

it and let the world know what a great thinker I am and the result is that the

rest of the world will be studying over problems for twenty years maybe which

would be solved if you only had this material available to you. Instead of that

he immediately published the material. He copied it right off and published it

at once so that it would be available for study and when the material came out

the result was that a few people were able to begin studying it and the-' was a

German in Hamburg who had been in the intelligence service in the war from 1914

Jto1918 and had been busy with deciphering enemy cryptograms and so he had good

traning in practising working out what thns mean in an unknown type of writing
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and. he st to work on this and he was, on the gu.es th .t this might be some

kind of a Semitic type of laneuage trying different plausible words. He worked.

out a system, sort of an alphabetic system whereby he had about three-fourths

of the signs figured out. He wrote it up in a German per and. a eojy of it

reached the American School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem. Dr. .Albright,

receiving the copy, went over to the French School at Jerusalem and. visited

who was then a great scholar of Babylonian material and. Palestinian

material, who was then a monk in the Dominican Monestery in Jerusalem, a man

who has subsequently married and. left the church and. is no w professor in the

University of Paris. At that time he was a monk in the Donin.tcan school in

Jerusalem, and during the same war had. been busy with the frezc.ˆ a

in trying to work out German cryptograms, so he had. been doing the same kind. of work

that had. been doing with the German army but he had been doing it on the

opposite side, and he had already been working on this, and he had. worked. out about

three quarters of thaigus and when Dr. Aibri ght took in the statement of what

had worked out and they comapred. the two they found. that each of them had.

worked out different signs and. so about a third of them they had. both worked.

out and about a quarter of one they had. worked out correctly and a quarter of the

other they had and then the hints and. suggestions gave them enabled them to

work out the rest of them, so you thus have the two men working together then.
about

Probably it is/the best thing that was accomplished by the l9lI4l8 war, the train

ing of these two men to interpret the writing of the ancient people of Rae Shamra,

and so the two men, using that thing which they had. secured in that war, they

went to work this out and to get the key to the reading of it, and. when this key

was thus secured, people set to work reading the tablet, they found in them evi

dence that this city had been a city which is named. in Babyloninian material.

We already knew about the city but we didn't know just where it was. We knew

it was somewhere in Syria, and they found evidence that it was indeed that city,

a city which was called Ugarit, and so the first ten years after discovery was
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made most everything written about it referred to it as the Rae Shamra inscrip-

tions and the Has Shamra material. You look at any book written up to about 1940

about this material and it will be under R and you look under Has Shamra. Most

everything since 19140 calls it Ugaritic, alter the ancient town, so you look under

U for any subsequent works. Well this material was found to be in a language

very close to Hebrew, written with all of the consonants given, vowels not writ

ten, en. alphabet somewhat similar to Hebrew though looking entirely differently,

and the remarkable thing about it was that many of the tablets proved to contain

religious and mythological material, and in this religious and mythological mater

ial there was found the myths and the legends and the religious beliefs of the

ancient Canaanitee. Now this was very important because some scholars before that

time had. written long books to show how the Israelites ot all their ideas from

the ancient Canaan.itee. It was easy to write books to prove that because we

didn1t know anything about what the ancient Canaenites believed, except a few

hints from the very late writers, but now we inow a great deal about what they

believed and there is evidence now that the Israelites did not get their ideas from

the ancient Canaanltee, and so it is a pretty good instrument to do away with that

feeling which is widely taught that the Israelites were desert dwellers who simply

came into Palestine and took over the religion of the Canwmitea. However, it

does help greatly in understanding the Bible, these tablets, because the Bible is

constntiy warning the people against the Canaanite religion and occasionally

makes references to it and here we have more detail on this religion, and the

contact is not so much between this material and early Genesis as a beginning of

Biblical religion, as it is with-;the prophets because in the prophets we have the

people warned against the Canaanite religion and we have references to it and

these references are easier to understand. in the].ight of this material. Also,

of course, this mater. contains a language which is quite similar to the Hebrew

Bible and sometimes we have a word used. only once in the Bible and used several

times in this material and from the context we can learn something about the

word, and just what it really mans, and so it is quite useful in closer interpre

tation of rewwordeprovided you don't go to an extrte on it. After all,
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it is a different dialect and a word might be similar and yet might have a dif

ferent meani!lg than it has in the Bible, but it will throw considerable light.

It has destroyed some of the critical viewpoints regarding the Bible. On the

other hand it is the foundation on which some new ones have been built up.

There is a character mentioned. in some of these texts, for instance, called

Danel, and this Danel is a sort of a semi-god, half god and. half man who does

peculiar things in some of these stories. Now, Dr. .&lbright said, "This ex

plains the statement in the Book of Ezekiel where it says that even though

Job, Noah and Dntélv,re in the company that God. would not spare them for

their sakes. This statement, Job, Noah and Daniel, of course, had always

been a tough one for the critics because they say the Book of Daniel was written

in the time of the Maccabees about 168 B. C. and. here is Ezekiel written several

centuries before and refers to Daniel. Well, now, of course, it is a peculiar

thing that Ezekiel giving the example of great righteousness along with the an

cient Noah and the ancient Job would give the contemporary Daniel, because ac

cording to our belief Daniel lived at the same time as Ezekiel, and yet it is a

confirmation of Ezekiel's belief in the great righteousness of Daniel and in his

being wellIcnown among his countrymen. It is mentioned, I believe, three times

in the one chapter. Well, now, Dr. Albright says this book doesn't refer to

Daniel, because those atorics were written long after the time of Ezekiel. It

proves that when Ezekiel says, "Job, Noah and. Daniel," he didn't mean Daniel,

he meant Danel, the ancient demi-god of the Canaanites, and that's who he was

referring to. And so you see, from this material some theories have come which

are destructive of the Bible, but also a great many facts have come from it which

are destructive of anti-Christian theories at many points, and. it is material

which is of much value for Bible study. Now this material comes from our general

period of the patriarchs, and many scholars who have studied it have written on

it and some of them have gone to great extremes in what they have derived from it

but there are many others who have been very careful and cautious tia to see

just what are the facts and what can be legitimately d.e&iced from it. It is an
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entirely new area of study, absolutely unknown prior to 1929. Now, the yes?

(Student) Well, the--for genera]. information on this it is rather hard to tell

just what to sugg&st. Any book on archaeology written lately will give the gen

era]. facts of it. It think l'innegan'e LIGHT 'ROM THE ANCIENT EAST probably would

give a good general introduction to it. There have been some grammars and. lexicons

and that sort of thing written lately and there have been perhaps two hundred.

different articles written by different scholars interpreting these texts and.

some of them very sensible and some of them very extreme. They are mostly quite

technical. I think as yet there is no dependable book that is devoted entirely

to it that is usable for the average reader, that doesn't take a detailed., techni

cal study, but any book on archaeology written in recent, within the last ten years,

will have something about it and will give the main facts at least. The other

thing that should be mentioned about Palestine here is what we referred to in

our first hour, the El-Armana tablets. We discussed. them at some length the last

hour but they, of course, relate to this general period, to the late bronze rather

than to the middle bronze. Then during this period. one thing that we should mention

is this, that the Jordan valley was the great cultivated. area. Up in the hill

country there were towns in Palestine but the Jordan valley was in its prime in

this period, a prime which it lost and became largely a desolate region. We

know that--we've already mentioned the Hittites, the great empire of Asia Minor

which was occasionally trying to hold Palestine and Syria, and Hittite armies

came down through that area every now and then during this period.

Now we go on to bi a was our historical background. of the patriarchal period

b. is Abraham, and under Abraham, No. 1 is a general outline of the materiel aspects

of his life. No. 1, a general outline of the material aspects of his life. The

Bible tells us that Abraham was, came out of Ur of the Cha].d.eee. Most modern scholars

think that that is a late insertion in the Bible and undependable. That comes from

the P d.ocumt% M' th say that you can put no confidence in it, and I have

often heard men speak of northern Mesopotamia* Haran, as a place from which Abraham

came, and they based. it largely on the fact that when Abraham sends his servant
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aran,
to get a wife for his son up to H, ?Ae says, "Go to the land of , and. our

Eng lish version translates ' kindred, the land of my kindred. Many

scholars today say a word that begins with a "N" like that must indicate a place,

and so it doesn't mean kindred, but it means birthplace. Go to the land of my

nativity, and this proves Abraham was born up there. That is an argument based

purely on philological matters upon the formation of the word. I took the word.

once and traced it through Genesis and found a number of aees where "kindred"

fits excellently and. "birthplace" doesn't make a great deal of sense,for the

translation of the word and I think that the old. translation which the versions

have always had., "the land of my kindred" is one for which a mighty good argument

can be made. The Bible, as we have it, says he came from Ur of the Chaldees. and

the only argument against it is that it is in what is said. to be the P document

and therefore " As a matter of fact, we found. in

excavations in Babylonia that Ur was a very ancient city. It is one of the earliest

cities of Babylonia. Now if they said Abraham was born in, and named a city which

wasn't even founded till a thousand years later, why it, of course, would be a

glaring inaccuracy in the Scripture, but there is no such inaccuracy as that any

where in the Scripture. It says he came from Ur of theldees. Ur of the

Chaldees may be a late term to describe the place. That is one of the arguments
it

expressed. agains', that the people whom we call the Chaldeans probably didn't come

in ther till hundreds of years after the time of Abraham, but that is no objection

to Abraham's being born in Ur if the Bible describes Ur by a term for it which was

not used until a later time. We might say that the Noreemen came to America

about 1000 A. D. Leif Erieson came to America. Well, you. say Americus Yespucius

wasn't even born till 400 years later and. how could he come to Amerlcal I don't

think anybody would quibble over that. You say America and you mean this land

here and he came to this land and we use the term used. today for this land. Yes?

(Student) We know this, that at about 1000 B. C. or a little later there were a

in
people there called the Cha].deans. It is usually t"ought that they didn't comunti1

about this time. Now if that is the case we have no evidence
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so when Abraham lived there it would be Ur but it wouldn't be Ur of the Chaldees.
town

It would be this /r which was later called. Ur of the Chald.ees but it wouldn't be

called Ur in Abrahains time. Then, in Laban's time it may be that the Chaldees

weren't yet there; the phrase "of the Chaldees might have been inserted later on,

not written there by Moses but inserted there later on simply as an indication of

the location of the place which Moses described as Ur. to point out where it is

in that area which we now call the Chaldean area. Now, as to whether it was so

called in Moses' time, there is no present evidence it was, but there is no proof

that it wasn't in Moses' time, but it seems highly unlikely that it was called

Ur of the Chaldees as early as Abraham, and it may not have been as early as Moses,
the region of the

but it was called Ur, and it was in the region which later was called/Chalaeans.

Yes? (Student) Well, it might have come in as people were studying the Bible,

studying the text-they might have come to this plame Ur end some of them might

have written in the margin "Ur of the Chaldees" simply to me it a little easier

for people to understand where this Ur was.

T 34

but if it was it is nothing whateyer against the inspiration of the Scripture or

against the Mosaic authorship, and if it was written by Moses, if it was called

that as early as the time of Moses, that would certainly be no objection to the

statement if it wasn't so-salled. in the time of Abraham. That is, it may have

been so-called in the time of Abraham, but we have no evidence that it was. It

is less likely to be socalled in the time of Abraham than in the time of Moses.

We have no evidence as yet that it wasn't in the time of Moses, but not so many

At any rate, there is a city of Ur in that

region--oh, by the way, I should mention that as to evidence of the possibility

of the Chaldeaxis having come in later, it is my impression that the Greek transla

tion just has Ur, doesn't have Ur of the Chaldees. Now, I am not quite sure of

this and. I haven't checked it for a long time. I hadn't expected to go into
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that particular detail this morning, but that is my impression, that the Greek

translation doesn't bring it in, and that, of course, doesn't prove that it

wasn't in the Hebrew because they often omit phrases in, the Greek translation,

and yet it suggests the possibility of it. At any rate, however, the city

of Ur we have known since 19--the early a)'s, was in existence at the time of

Abraham and. was already then an old city. It was a city which is one of the

earliest cities in Mesopotamia. It was one of the great cities in Mesopotamia.

It was a city which we know, from excavation, had. a standard of living, had, a

splendor of-the luxury of the houses in Ur at the time of Abraham was as great

as that of Babylon a thousand years later. Babylon in the time of Nebuchadnezzar
building

was a great city in the ancient world, had no further advanced house;/ and gen

eral comfort in the houses than Ur had in the time of Abraham, so this city was

a sophisticated, cultured, advanced city in the time of Abaam. It was already

there and it had all these and when God said, "Come out of Ur and go

out into a land that I will show thee," he was calling him to go out from a highly

developed, cultured, comfortable place-go out into what seemed the back woods

into the distant wilderness. Well, now, we read in the Scripture that Abraham and.

'is family, including his father, left Ur to go into the land of Canaan and. they

traveled from the city of Ur northward along distance up the, along the rivers,

and when they got about half way there, to Canaan, perhaps a little less than

half way to Canaan, they came to the city of Karen, and. there they stopped., and
Abraham

they stayed in this city of Karen until Abraham's father died, and then /, went

on from there further on into Palestine. Well, now why did. they stop at Karen?

Why did. they leave Ur and go off there and why would they atop in this particular

place rather than any other city along the way before or after Karen? That is

a question wiiich you might ask and the Bible doesn't tell us, and so we are not

in a position to give an answer, but if we tan find something which seems to sug

gest a probable reason why Terah stopped in Karen, a reason which would make it

the natural thing for them to stop there rather than any other pieces and the

Mb1ess he was at Ur and then went to Reran, that would be, in turn, an added.
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weight to our confidence to the accuracy and dependability of the source, and

here we strike a most interesting thing. The city of Ur had its great central

tcmple, the devoted to Ixmna, the moon god.. The moon god of the ancient Sumerians,

Iinina, at the great temple there in the city of Ur. That was the central deity

of the place, it was listinctive of Ur, and when you go up through the land of

Mesopotamia you occasionally find small temples of bimna, but it always is quite

subordinate, subsidiary. Other gods are the main gods of every city until you

come to Haran, and when you come to Haran you find that Haran was the other one

of the great cities of ancient Babylonia which worhipped the moon god as its

principal deity. Now, you know in the book of Acts how, when Paul was in

Ephesus and they found he was interfering with the worahi p of Diana, the goddess

of Ephesus, they had. the great uproar, and they called, "Great is Diana of the

phesians," and the worship of Diana was a simple feature in the life of pheaus

and. the making of, the coppersmith, you remember, was one of the leaders against

Paul. There was a great industry that centered around the worship of a partic'lar

deity Wotid. give a simple similarity to the two different cities in which it was

central, much as the same industry would make one city like another. I remember

years ago when I lived up in Calumet, Michigan. It was, at that time--well, I'll

say a little before that time, it had. been the leading copper mining district in

the united States and then they used. up a great deal of the copper in Calumet,

and other copper districts began to develop in the United States, and the next

one which came into prominence was around. Butte, Montana, and that became the

second great copper mining district in the united States, and then the third was

found down in Arizona, and. there have been a few ever since. I remember up in

Butte talking to a man who told me that he went to a district just a hundred. miles

away from Butte and got a very good job mining coal and he said he went into the

mines and. worked one day and. then when he finished. he didn't even stop to ask for

his pay. He just started out walking and he didn't stop until he got back to Butte.

He said he had. heard. it said. that the copper miner never -oes coal mining, but he

hadn't realized what it moant until he tried a day of coal mining. There is a

difference in the industry, a difference in the type of life, a difference in the
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type of people in a coal mining center and. in a copper mining center. Well, now,

my father and I left Calumet and made a. trip out west and on the course of the trip

we changed trains at Butte and we were there about an hour and. a half, I guess, and

there in Butte I went for a little walk for a few minutes and I must any as I

walked along the streets and saw the houses and saw the people, everything struck

me as--I felt more at home than I had felt anywhere since I left Calumet. There

was a similarity to the general type of life in the place which cent-red around

copper mining different from that found any other -,-lace in the country which did

not center around copper mining, and I remember we were in the station and a man

came in and my father looked up and he had known the man twenty years before.

I think he ran into two or three in the hour and a half he was there, and my

father said. to me, he said, "You know I could pick up the phone book here and

run right down and I could probably pick out a hundred people that I have known

in Calumet, and th'y have moved away and they have gone to another copper mining

settlement. There is that similarity between places which center around. the

same industry. Well, now it would seem very reasnable that there was the same

similarity between Ur and Haran and old. Terah as he traveled along was probably

disliking the discomforts of travel and thinking of their home back in Ur and.

saying to Abraham, "Why on earth do we have to pick up and leave and we had a

good place to live like that, what's this crazy idea of yours going way off

in a far country there to Canaan," and. as they went along Torah became more and

more homesick and wished they hadn't started but 'at o'ther times he's b&quie happy

about the traveling and he'd see the people in different places and. he'd say,

"oh, my, I wouldn't stay here if they'd give me the town. Let's go on further,"

and then they came to Karen and immediately he felt at home. There was a similarity

between the places, and very likely he ran on to people that he knew in Haran,

just as we did in Butte, run on to people we had. known in Calumet, even though

that was fifteen hundred miles. I remember my father telling of being down in

Arizona, a third great copper mining district and he was &r.v.ng along hLS

car and a man hailed. him and asked for a ride and he picked him up, and. he started

talking to the man and he said, "The first place mentioned was Calumet, Michigan,
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and there he was two thousand miles away down there in Arizona, but he was in a

copper mining area dnd people naturally go back and forth among the same,places

with the same nterests, and so here we have archaeological evidence which makes

it seem quite natural that an old man leaving Ur would think of Haran as a reason

able place to stop, and a place where he would feel--"Well, I feel at home here.

Let's not go any further. This is good. enough for me right here," and. the Bible

simply tells us the fact that they left Ur, they came to Haran, they stopped at

Reran, they stayed at Haran until Terah died and then they came on out. Yes?

(Student) That there was this one deity -that was the destinctive god. of the

two places though o± course both places worshipped many other gods and many

other places worshipped the moon god but the moon god would. just be an in

cidental deity in most places--in this place it was the leading deity of the

place. (Student)--- Well, they didn't fit in; at leatt Abraham certainly did

not fit in. Just how much spiritual nature Terah had. we do not know . There

is an old Jewish tradition that he was an idol maker but we just don't know.

We don't know anything about him. And I think, even aside altogether from

that I think that a person ±±E that knows the Lord will certainly not or

at least should. not feel at home anywhere in this world, because the usuages

of this world. and. the whole attitude of the world is very very different

and. America certainly is pagan land, and why should you feel more at home here

in America than you would feel in some other country. However, I remember

that after I had been a year in Germany I was wont to come back to America

for the summer and. I want into a bank and asked for some money and I gave them

some German money and. I asked for $100 in American money and they handed me

10 American 10-dollar bills. To me it was merely a commertial transaction

I went in to get that money, but as I received that money from him cold shivers

want u and down my spine and I had a thrill such as I have hardly had in my

life before or since. It just reminded me of the background and the sltnation

to which I was accostomed.. And even though the Christian is one whose home is

in heaven and. should, De a stranger as much in one part of the world as another
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with its worldliness and its wickedness yet the fact is that the particular *'

sort of background with which you are accustomed gives you a great thrill

when you come back to it and when you come on to something quite similar it

is going to give you the same effect, because even though our citizenship is

in heaven we always are pretty well tied in with this earth. I wouldn't build

a great argument on it at all but I do say that it is an interesting little

incidental point Which looks in the direction of the accuracy. It is not a

lonely little fact devoid of all others out when you get a lot of little in

cidenta.Ly points wriicn look in the same direction cumalatively it makes quite

a strong argument and this is just of them--that is all. T--.-35.

Now we come to a question which perhaps is more striking than this. That

is that we find Abraham coming over into the land of Palestine and there in tee

land of Palestine we find, him traveling up and down and through the center

of that land and. there we find, him described as one who with flocks and herds

camned. at one point and moved, north and south from a point along the hill

country in Palestine. He does this when he first reaches Palestine, When he

returns frcm Egypt with far greater property, 1e does it again. He has his

flocks and his herds encamped at Beersheba in the far south; at Hebron further

north or up near Bethel or even fther north up in the region of Dothan or

in regions of the north of Palestine but always on that hill country area.

As we read this of his traveiiLg up and down in that hill country area, we might

wonder how it is that a man with flocks and herds would travel up and down in
in this way.

that hill country area w*t You would think of the area as taken

up with cities and with people while here and there it would be densely
would not

enough populated that a man xxxtat be able to camp in just one place with all

his property and then to move to another and camp and wander back and forth
is

up through that hill country. This particularly,the ease when we notice

in later history and we find that in the time of that later Israel kingdom

"e great cities right in this very hill country and today it is up in
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that country that the great bulk of the population lives, except of course

those down in the Philistian plain. The Jordan valley in the time of the

Israelite kingdom was rather a desolate region with very few people living

there., and same was the situation in the Jordan valley in ta recent years.

Well, under those circumstances it is amazing and an interesting thing that

Abraham zt should have wandered back and forth encamping in different D1ace

in this hill country region here. We find this perhaps brought more particu1ly

to our attention when we turn to Gen. 13 after Abram had been down in Egypt

and we find what happened when he came back up into the land. And we find. that

there again he was traveling back and forth with his flocks and herd. in this

hill country. And. then when Lot went down into the Jordan valley we find that

lot set his tent towards Sodom and eventually went right into the city of Sodom.

That is when Lot went down into the Jordan valley gave up the itinar.4tng habits

of Abraham --of camping here and there and he set1ed down in one definite area,

and he remained in that city of Sodom doubtless having steady and permanent

pastures for his flocks and herds right in the neighborhood. That 13th chapter

is a very interesting one. As you read that 13th chapter of how Abram and Lot

were o rich after they had been down in Egypt, how they came up into the lax.

then--you find that they had a certain amount of difficulty in this hifljcountry.

We read. in the 3rd verse how they camped there between Bethel and Ai and we

read there that the land was not able to bear them that they could dwell to

gether for their substance was great so that they could not dwell together.

And there was strife between the herdsman of Abram's cattle and the herdsmen

of Lot's cattle. And it is easy of course to reconstruct the scene of what

must have taken place. They were settle there on that hill country andamped

there between Bethel and. Al and we'll say one morning Lot's men went out 5:30

a.m. to take their flocks and herds out to pasture and they found that all the

where there were good springs near where they were encamped were taken

up with Abram's flocks who had gone out at 5000 am so Lot's men had to travel
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quite a long distance to get oast them. get to good springs, good pasturage

and it made quite a disagreeable long trio for them getting past Abram's

flocks and the same thing coming back at night: doubtless the next morning

they went out Ct l+:30 a.m. to get ahead of Abram's men and they would

find themselves in the same plight that Lot's men had found themseles in

the day before and they would have to go further and so the next day they

would doubtless come out at four o'oclock and pretty soon they wouldn't be

getting any sleep at all if they used purely oeaceful means to see who would.

get there first and get the good 'oasture land of which the amoung near was

quite limited. And so there was naturally was a strife between the herdsmen

of Abram's cattle and herdament of Lot's cattle and they began to say we have

had. this side and the others would say, No we were here first you; you have

to go further up and so there was strife. And. Abram said, We must put a stop

to this for it is dangerous for the Canaanite and Perezite dwelt then in the

land, we read. And so Abram, we imagine, came to Lot's tent and. they walked

out together and tfter ahile Abram said to him "Let bhere be no stfie be

ween me and. thee , and. between thy herdsmen and. my herdsmen for we are brethren

and is not the whole land. before thee. Separate thyself I pray thee from me

I pray thee. If thou wilt take the left hand hand!then I will go to the right.

But if thou wilt depart to the righthand then I will go to the leftt We read

that Lot tmk i lifted up his eyes and beheld all the plain of Jordan

that it was well watered everywhere before the Lord destroyed Sodom and

G.omorrah, even as the garden of the Lord. like the land of Egypt as thou

comest unto Zoar, Which phrase incidentally here "as thou comest into Zoar"

myfavix go, in the statement here? As the Scripture stand in the Englth

it seems ainbigious but when we check it with the facts we find that one way

is right and the other way is wrong. He fled to another place in the Jordan

valley so that would. suggest thatwhen it ziRztz "When thou comest into

Zoar" it means that he behid. the plain of Jordan that it was well watered
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everywhere and especially as you come to Zoar, that is that he saw the Jordan

valley stretching down there clear to Zoar and it was all well watered in all

that area towards Zoar and up where he was. He had. the Jordan valley as you

come down toward Zoar you look at that whole valley and he waw that it was well

watered everywhere before the lord destoryed Sodom and Gomorrah even like the

garden of the Lord , like the land of Egypt. And so we have here this place

Zoar down at thew end of the Jordan valley way to the south Aod we have the rest

of the area and all that above which Lot looked at and Lot saw this well-watered.

land everywhere and so Lot says, "That is a wonderful place to be", and Lot

chose the plain of Jordan and journed east and separated one from the other.

A wonderful story to show the selfishness of Lot and the unselfishness of Abraham

and. how abram was rewarded for his generiousity and unselfishness later on --a very

fine story to bring out if you are telling the story in America but it is not a

good stovy to tell in Palest1ne,imply to read from the Scripture there , be

cause if you stand between Bethel and Ai in Palestine. I remember when I stood

there and looked, here came along a m man with little pipes in his hand playing

long holding them in his mouth and playing on the pipes and behind him came his

w*f flocks and his herds following along behind him as e went along there, head

ing off towards the nice springs and patures up there near Bethel and Ai. And.

then we look down there in the Jordan valley--down there three-quarters of mile

in altitude we saw that barren arid--a little muddy stream flowing weaving back
on

and forth in a depression in the middle of that valley andboth sides of it there

is quite a rise up from the river and then xz a very flat area with hardly a thing

growing in that part of the valley--further down you see alot of weeds growing.

And that is the way it loos today and. that is the way it looted a hundred years

ago, the way it looked. a 1000 years ago --it looked that way in the later Israelite

kingdom when the critics say the story was written. It looked probably almost

like that in the time of Moses and Joshua. You wonder why on earth anyone could. nk

make u a story like this: why did Lot choosez a land like that as the well-
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watered region. In the days when Abram was unselfish--it doesn't say that he was

unselfish but it certainly suggests it when it tells of God's rewarding him later

it certainly suggests it--why was Abraham unselfish in staying up here in this

kind of section in this fart of the land . And so it looks that way to us -

that part of the land aid the story just doesn't seem to fit the situation,

and you wonder why on earth why anybody when the P document was written made up

a stcry like this or even when the J document was written why did hmake a story

up like this but the trouble is that the story was ubtless written at the time

the story occurred and when a story is written at the time when the events occur

you don't bother to explain the things that are really obvious to everybody at

the time. If you say that you went from N.Y. to San Francisco you probably would

not bother to say, N.Y. at the extreme eastern end of U.S. and San Francisco is

at the extreme western end. Everyone knows that and if they didn't they could

look on the map and find it out very easily. You just wouldn't bother to ex-

plain that but 1000 years from now if both of them were ruins and forgotten and
your

people no longer knew even where they had. been tki story might be rather obscure

of what you meant. And. if you were writing a story like that about some place

along the same line that happened long ago, you no doubt would qualify it and

say something about it. It says that it was well-watered everywhere so it does

have a qualifying statment here for it says "it was well-watered before the Lord

destoryed Sodom and Gomorrah". (Begin T------------ --- ------ --- ---36 here)

T 36




just even a little later, the events described. Circumstances

might change a little with the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, down there.

Well, the story seems to the critics to be a story which did not fit the bask

ground, to those of them who knew anything about Palestinian geography. Even

Edward Meyer, the great German historian, probably the greatest authority on

ansient history who ever lived, writing in 1928 pointed out the essential inaccuracy
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of the story. He said in 1928 the Jordan river flowed down through a desolate,

barren valley, he said never was the attempt made to harness the river and use

it, to draw water from the river for irrigation purposes, and thus to make a garden

out of the desert, as was done in Ep under almost identical circumstances. Thatts

the statement Edward Meyer made in 1928. 01 course, here is comparison to the

land. of Egypt, which is very similar. The land of Egypt would be largely a desert

if it were not for the irrigation, for which the Nile water is used for the area

around it. Well flow, when Edward Meyer made that statement In 1928 he showed that

he was getting old; he was about seventy, when he died a year or two afterwards,

and he wasn't as up-to-date as he would have been ten years before. He certainly

mild have known then any discoveries that had. been made because he kept right up

to date during most of his life.,-when he wrote that great sries of histories of
for

ancient peoples and. the history or the Mormons,/which he made a trip to the United

States to gather matrria1, first-hand; but in 1924 and '25 there had been made dis

coveries here whisk, if Meyer had known about them, he would not have made this

statement. In those years the American School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem

made investigation of the Jordan valley and. examined the large number of small hills

down there in that desert area. In 1929 I was with a party which examined a few

more of them, and we brought further evidence the fact that the Jordan valley

was not always a desolate region, but there was a time when the Jordan valley was

filled with little towns, and the way we tell that is that we noticed that many

of these little hills looked like tells and we went close to them and e*amined.

them carefully and we fbuM pottery strewed over their sides which would not be
as

there if they had. not been actually settled places, and/we'd look at the pottery

we'd. learn something of the great nimbere or people who lived in these different

towns at one time and. that shows us that the irrigation must have been extensively

developed., because otherwise you couldn't survive in towns down in that area, but

with using the Jordan the way the Nile has been used to irrigate the soil there,

you could make a very fertile region out of it, and with irrigation thus you could

keeany towns in prosperity which existed there in the Jordan valley at that time.
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How we ask, "At what time were these towns there?" I remember when we rode on

horseback down along the Sea of Galilee and into the southern end of the Sea of

Galilee, we saw there at its southern end. a town, Beth , the city of the moon,

a town which ran for nearly a mile along the southern edge of the Sea of Galilee,

which rose quite high there, and on examination you Ima that most of the pottery,

practically every bit of pottery there, comes from a time previous to about 20® B. C.

That year the City of the Moon was an important city there in the early bronze age,

but the middle bronze hadn't much more than started before the town was deserted

and the town of Beth was thereafter never settled again except for a very

small Roman fortress on the top of it in Roman days, and the same thing is found.

in city after city down through the Jordan Valley. In dozens of instances it is

found that the cities were deserted before the time of Moses, and so it becomes

evident that in this region, that in the time of Abraham the situation was that

the Jordan valley was built up. Many towns in it, lands doubtless fenced off

into pasture lands, which was owned and settled and used., and a person could not

travel north and south in the Jordan valley. They couldn't be here for a few
and

weeks or a month/ there for a few weeks or a month; he would run on to too many

fences, too much area cut up into pasture, too many towns. The hill country was

way behind. the Jordan valley at that period, quite contrary to the situation in

later ycars. And then the Jordan valley underwent a change, and we find. that

after the lord destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, there was a eat change which took

place, and we find that at the time when Joshua came into the land. there was

Jericho, that strong fortress down in the Jordan valley, but very few other towns,

and you remember He destroyed. Jericho and. laid a curse upon anyone who would rebuild

the city and it was not rebuilt until the time of Ahab, and so we have a long period.

there with very few towns in the Jordan valley, practically none, and that condi

tion has existed more or less up to the present day. There was a situation and

a complete change. Now why did. this change take place? It think it is fairly

easy to see why it took place. First Sodom and Gomorrah are destroyed. That
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means that quite a lot of the people are gone. Well, the rest of the people,

seeing what's happened to them, might begin to think, "This begins to look like

an unhealthy place to stay in. Maybe it would be good. to look for another place."

Perhaps some of them act on that; perhaps they don't, but an effect soon comes

from the destruction of Sodom and Gomorroh. There are a great many irrigation

ditches in that area which are no longer kept up, no longer maintained, and. the

result is that little ponds of water settle in these ditches, instead of it be

ing kept for running water, soon you have perfect breeding places for malaria,

soon you have malaria spreading in the area, and the whole vaiKoes indeed be

come, as it did and the area around. Megid.do did too, later,when there was great

depopulation. The two areas became great breeding places for malaria. People

died. off or fled the area, and the area came to be almost devoid of people. And.

so this story is one which no one living in Palestine today could ever have in

vented and it is extremely unlikely that anyone in the tinw of the later Israelite

kingdom would ever have invented it, a story like this, but we now know from evi

dences discovered beginning in 1924, we now know that this fits with the situation

prior to, quite a bit prior to the time of Moses. In fact, the depopulation might

even have began to take place in the time of Abraham, but it evidently had not gone

very far at that time. Mr.---? (Stud.et) They are small tells. Of course, the

one at is very definitely and clearly a tell, but

It isn't so distinct a tell, and these are, some of them are fairly wide but rather

squatty. You don't recognize them quite as quickly as you do some of the tells

out in the hill country somewhere in the more isolated situations, but after you

become used to looking at the tells you begin to suspect them, and that, of course,

reanires quite a bit of following out. So far as I know no one of these has been.

investigted.. There has been a little excavation down near Jericho, in that gen

eral area. A Jesuit has excavated somewhere in a town which he wanted to prove

was Sodom and. Gomorroh, and all other scholars are convinced that it is not, that

it is a situation over a thousand years older. As far as I know there has been no

other excavation in that areas but there has been quite a little examination of

pottery and the pottery compared with that from mounds that have been excavated.
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up above shows you pretty definitely just when the people were there. Mr.---.?

(Student) When was this? (Student) When did he-? (Student) In the land of

Palestine there is this hil country which goes. fr,

there is this hill country up here which goes from Beer-sheba in the south up through

Hebron, Jerusalem, Gideon, Shecham, , this area here, this hill

country is where Abrab traveled back and forth, and in that area, that is where the

great towns were in the time of the Israelite kingdom but in Abraham's time

about half these cities had not yet been founded. It was an area which was com

paratively little settled. 1t was.an;area which had good springs here and there

on it and. which with comparatively small settlement made a fine situation with

large flocks and. herds to go back and. forth-stay down here until the pasture

land is pretty well used up and move up to some other place and stay there a

few weeks and. move up to another, and then he move up and then he come back

and. then he goes up again and 80 that was good in that aay for that. It would.

not have been good in the time of the Israelite kingdom becwise there were too

many towns there. On the other hand, this area down here is an area which is

fine if you irrigate, but if you don't irrigate, it is empty, and. nothing grows

unless you take the water out of the Jordan and. irrigate, and it had. not been
ence

irrigated in times of which we have any record. The only referthat I know

of in any literature is this reference here. In the later times it was-Iretty

much a barren area. Yes? (Student) low, it is equally interesting that

the place up in the north here from wich our word Bible comes, the name G

means "little mountain" and Pierre Mont , a Frenchman whose name means

"Little Mountain" was the excavator of the place about ten years ago. Those

coincidences happen and it is interesting to draw interesting lessons from them.

In themselves, they don't prove anything but it is interesting as pegs to hang

a lesson on, and of course it is true that the

term has quite a different meaning from , but of

most of
Many of them were originally

course/these terms were'nt originally Hebrew terms
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terms from some other language before the Hebrew or Canaanite speaking people
a word of

came into the land, and then often they just twist a little into/ the language

of the people who were there later. Now this, then the background. of Palestine

at the time of the patriarchs fits in with the life as described in Genesis,

which is a very interesting point about it. Mr.---? (Student) Well, there

are perhaps two-hundred tells in Palestine; maybe fifteen or twenty of them

have been excavated and it is a question where you are going to excavate. You

have to have the money to excavate. It takes quite a little money. You have

to have a qialified staff and there aren't many men who are qualified to serve

on such a staff, and then there have been so many periods of war or internal

turmoil in the land in the last twenty years mring which you couldn't excavate

that when it boils down to it, not a tenth of the excavation that could be

profitably done in Palestine has been done, and so it is a matter that many

factors enter into, where a particular excavator decides to excavate. Now,

another thing, of course, would be this, that most excavators who go to Palestine

are interested in finding something which bears light on the Bible, and all

these towns in the Jordan valley which wer& destroyed before the Israelite occu

pation have little contact with the Bible, so that most men would be much more

interested in excavating up in the hill country where they'd have a city that

plays an important part in Bible life than to excavate down there where you

have a city which might throw tremendous light on ancient civilization but

which wouldn't have much to do with the Bible. Now, of course, in Jericho.

Jericho had. a great many contacts with the Bible down in the Jordan valley,

and those contacts were very interesting, and Sir Charles Martin gave a good

bit of money for Professor John Gars to be excavating in Jericho

and then when got down below the Biblical period and he had another

to be buried there in Jericho, down into prehistoric

times, was very anxious to go on excavating down to that

but Martin was interested in something which would throw light on the Bible
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and. after they got down two or three layers below what had any connection with

the Bible whatever, Martin preferred to give his money for an excavation up

the other aide of the hill country of Lahish, where they had many definite

contacts with the Bible, and so it is rather easy to see why it wculd be

Of course, the region that everyone would like most of all

to see well excavated, is the Phtlitian. region, becanse we know very little

about the. Philistien region, but the trouble is that in the Phulistiaxt region

you have a high civilization all through the Hellenistic age and reaching on

into the Roman period and for a long period afterwards, and. the result is you

have to excavate through hundreds and hundreds of years before you get to

this and very few people are'.1b.g to give money or all that excavation of

later history and no government with any self-respect would allow a man to go

in there with a steam shovel and just throw away the remains of later periods,

so the Philistine period is a period. which the Philistines themselves are com

paratively unknown to us, and we would be much more interested in them than

we would in the early civilization of the Jordan valley. Mr.---?
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that which was done by Abraham, and so there was simply a carrying

out of the customs to which, with which he was familiar from the bringing up

in Ur of the Chald.ees. It would not mean, of course, that this was the law

which he was trying to carry out. It was not the law of Palestine. He was

pretty much a law unto himself at this time. Re did. not have to do t"-is, but

it simply showed how easy it is when you are brought up with certain customs,

certain habits, certain background of law,how easy it is when you are in a

situation where that is no longer binding upon you simply to go ahead end

follow those same customs or those same laws and. assume that that is right,

and how very hard it is to break people away from the customs to which they

are accustomed. unless you can definitely bring them evidence it is wrong

and even then it is often very hard to get them to change their customs.

Now, evidently God. had. made no revelation to Abram of a requirement of a

change in this regard and when he got into this situation he and Sarai

simply carried out the customary law to which they had. , and. of course

we know nothing about that law till 1901 when the code of Hammturabi was dis

covered. but we've had. Genesis all through the ages with this description of

'ithat Abram did., and it is very interesting that it throws light on the back..

ground of the story and fits in with the Biblical statement that he came out of

Mesopotamia. he and. Sarai.

Now, number 2, the spiritual history of Abraham. No. 1 was the general

outline of the material aspects of his life. As to the spiritual history of
as

Abraham, we will not be able t0 take/much time as we would like to on it.

Most of you are quite familiar with most of the details. We will just mention

a, his call., God calling him out to leam his family, to leak his kindred and

separate from that which was evil, to go out into Palestine to a land which

God would show him, and yet we notice how much he took with him of the life

from which he came as he went there, how much o± custom, of habit, of back

ground he took with him M one 1evitably does, as he was led out into a place
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where through him there could. be raised up a group of people/whom God. would

give His revelation, through the people through whom the revelation would

be brought into the world, through whom it would. be preserved, through whom

the preparation would be made for the coining of the lord. Jesus Christ into

the world. So there is a call to Abram to come out and. a wonderful record.

of how Abrak obeyed the call.

Now, b., the altars. Abram built altars down here through the land. of

Palestine at Sheshem, between Bethel and Al at the oaks of Mamre, at Hebron,

at Mt. !4oriah in connection with the offering of Isaac--we have these altars

up and down, everywhere he went and stayed for any length of time he established.

the altars. He knew that God. was there and he established there a place where

he would particularly remember God and render his service to God.

Then c. God's covenant with Abraham. We find the covenant of God

with Abraham brought out in three places. We find it brought out in Genesis 12,

in Genesis 15 and. in Genesis 17. Now, we might look at those briefly. Gene

sis 12, the covenant made in connection with his original call. What do we find

promised to Abram in his original call, in verses 1-3? The lord had said. to

ABram, "Get thee out of thy country and. from th' kindred and. from thy father's

house, to a land that I will, show thee, and I will make of thee a great nation.

God is to prepare a people throuh whom to give His revelation and. to bring His

Son into the world, and Abram is leaving his kin, is leaving his background.

Christ said anyone who leaves family or houses or lands for my sake, he said,

he shall receive them a hundredfold in this life, and of course that doesn't

mean everyone is going to receive back whatever they give up for the sake of

the lord. but very frequently we receive them in this life, and always in eternity

we find that we haven't really given anything up for God. because He always repays

with abundant interest, and so Abram is leaving all his old associations, his

many ftiends and kindred there. God. is going to make of him a great nation.

"And. I will bless thee and make tb name great, ",And how literally that has been

fulfilled. Is there any other name in the world as great as the name of £brahamJ
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Certainly among all Jews the name Abraham is one of the greatest names there is.

Among all Christians it is one of the the great names, and. among all the Moham

medans. Is there another name, is there any other human being whose name has

been quite as wide spread among different groups as the name of Abraham? l1 will

make thy name great and. thou shalt be a blessing, and I will bless him that blesseth

thee and curse him that curseth thee, and in thee shall all the fami lies of the

earth be blessed." Now these are the things promised. God is going to watch

over him, care for him, bless those that bless him, curse those that curse him

and. then the great thing, that through him will come blessing to all the family

of the earth. There have been those in recent days who try to make it, "In thy

name will all the families of the earth wish themselves good. fortune." They

give him as an example of a successful man. Well, that is certainly a modernist

interpretation. The traditional interpretation. "In thee shall thèyall.be blessed,"

and the is certainly used. in that sense enough times in Scripture to date-

it is a passive very frequently even though originally, of course, it is a reflexive.

And that is all that we find in the original covenant, but you might say we find.

a post script to the covenant, a few verses later, where he has left Mesopotamia

and come clear across to Palestine. He is now down in Palestine here, and we

have the post script. The lord appeared. to Abraham and said, "To thy seed. will

I gi 'm this land., not to Abram." Abram will own nothing in the lands until he

bought the burial place for his wife. He owned nothing in the land. He wander

ed. back and. forth; he was a sojourner in a strange land., but God told. him that

his descendants would receive the land. in which he was now traveling. That is

a sort of a postscript there and sore people talk as if that were the main thing

of the covenant with Abraham, the getting of the land. of Palestine. He was in

a much better land from all the viewpoint of the standards of that day over there

in Mesopotamia. and. he gave it up and went to Palestine. The giving of the

land is in a way a postscript to the covenant. It is certainly not the outstand

ing feature of the covenant given to Abraham. Some people try to me a system

out of it that whenever his people were in the land there is blessing, when they

left the land and. went somewhere else, they were out of God's favor. There is no
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such suggestion in the Bible anywhere. This was the land. to which God. prepared

to raise up His people in it. It was His will ordinarily that G should be there,
direct

but certainly when they went down into Egypt it was through God's/leading and was

in no sense forsaking the covenant. Now we have the next presentation of the

covenant in Chapter 15. After Abram had given back to the king of Sodom--- all

the booty that had been taken, he said, "I will not take from a thread even to

a shèelatchet. I won't take anything that is thine, save only that which the

young men have eaten and. the portion of the men who went with me. Abram was

giving up his claim to any share of the booty but the men who had gone with

him and. helped., they were entitled to their share, and they got their share,

of course. Let them take their portion. But Abram received.

nothing f'om it. He had done it to help Lot. He had not done it to enrich

himself. He refused to take anything from it and it is often very to make

these wonderful renunciations in the midst of a big meeting or a big occasion

and then when everybody departs and you are alone there is t to come the de

pression and the gloom afterwards, and you wonder whether you were right, and.

probably that is the reason that God. immediately came and comforted Abram, and

Abram had. given up his chance for these worldly goods, and all this booty he

had taken and could have kept half of it. The king of Sodom said, "Keep all

of it. Give me th. people and. keep all the stuff that you've . Abraham

could. have had. it but he refused to accept any of it and the word of the lord

came to Abraham in a vision saying, "Fear not, Abram; I am thy shield., and thy

reward is very great." Now you can render it that way or , "Fear not Abram;

I am thy s'ield and thh exceeding great reward.." Both are true. If God is

his reward, surely his reward is very great, and yet God. was going to bless

Abram and his family in material ways as well as spiritual ways, and Abraham

immediately, when God. said, My reward is great"--I think it is better than

"thy exceeding great reward." in view of the next verse, because Abraham imme

diately asks a question. He's not showing dkepticism, he simply is asking for

details. He says: "Lord, you say I am going to have a great reward. Well,
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what good will that do me? What will you give me seing I go childless and the

steward. of my house is this Eliezer of Damascus. I haven't got any progeny.

There is no posterity. What's the good. of heaping up goods if you did give them

to me? There is no place for them to go except this stranger here and who

would be the heir because there is no one of the family?" and the word. of

the lord came to him saying: "This shall not be thine heir, but he that cometh

forth out of thine own bowels shall be thine heir." And he brought him forth

abroad, and said, "Look now toward heaven, and tell the stars, if thou be able

to number them," and H' said unto him, "So shall th seed be." And so again

He promised him as before a great posterity, a great continuation of Abram's

seed. That is the first gret element of the covenant promised to him. We

find that brought out here in verses £4. and. 5. He said, "I am the lord, that

brought thee out of Ur of the Chaldees to.ve thee this land to inherit." He
seed is to have a

is to have a seed and. the/place to live, a place where they can develop to ful

fill that which God wishes them to do. And then in verse 18 again, He speaks

about the land. The lord, made a covenant saying, "Unto thy seed, have I given

this land," and then he names the other people in the land from which it is to

be taken to be given to seed. Then in chapter 17 we have a repetition

of the covenant again, and in Chapter 17 we have the sign of the covenant. In 17

the lord is making His covenant with Abram and He says, "I am El Shaddai: walk

thou before me and be thou perfect," and then the first element of the covenant

in verse Li., "My covenant is with thee, and thou shalt be a father of many nations."

And now He changes his name from Abram to Abrhtn', for the father of many nations

have I made you. And I will make thee exceeding fruitful and. I will iake nations

of thee, and kings shall come out of thee. I will establish my covenant between

the and thee and thr seed, after thee in their generation for an everlasting covenant.

Again the seed. And then in verse 8, the seed. is to have a place to live, "AM

I will give unto thy seed after thee the land. wherein thou art a stranger. All

the land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession: and. I will be their God.
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And then in the succeeding vrses He gives him the sign of the covenant, that

God. is giving Abraham His blessing and. it is a blessing which is to continue

through many generations and to continue from father to son and Re orders him

that every son at eight days of age should be circumcised, and. then we read,

at the same day Abraham was circumcised when he was ninety-nine; Ismael was cir

cumcised when he was thirteen, and thereafter all the children were to be cir

cumcised, as a sign of God's greatness and of God's mercy given to Abraham for

his faith and to his continuing prosperity. And then this matter of circum

cision here is interesting-the discussion of it which we find, by Paul in

Galatians 3:13-16 where he points out that Abraham was blessed of God in uncir

cumcision. His bleng did. not come through circumcision but after he believed

he was circumcised as a sign of his faith, as a sign of his cleansing and of

his ingrafting into the family of God and of God's blessing which continued

upon his posterity.

T 42

the covenant with Abraham, and right at this point it would be best to

look at the statement which Paul made about this covenant with Abraham which we

find, in Galatians 3. Galatians 3:])4.-we read that the blessing of Abraham

might come on the Gentiles through Jesus Christ, the blessing of Abraham, that

we might receive the promise of the spirit through faith. "Brethren I speak

after the manner of men. Though it be but a man's covenant, yet if it be con

firmed, no man disanmilleth, or add,eth thereto. Now to Abraham and. his seed,

were the promises made. And. He saith not, 'And to seeds, as of many; but as

of one, And. to thy seed, which is Christ.'" And here, as you see, )to--build a

whole argument upon the fact that the singular and not the plural is used of the

Hebrew word. That is what you will find in many books on verbal inspiration.

Here is the proof of verbal inspiration. Paul built a whole argument upon the

fact that the promise to Abraham was "to thy seed", not to thy see&a'1. Yea,

Mr.---? (Student)
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It is just the same. The Septuagint is exactly the same as the Hebrew in this

regard. The Hebrew, the English and the Greek, all three, have a word "seed"

which means grain, or posterity, and it is taken like as you speak of

It refers to the totality of it, whether there be much in it or little in it,

and so that as you speak of "seed", you say the farmer's going out and. planting

seeds. You wouldn't say that. You'd say he is planting seed. He went to

buy seed, and you speak of a man's seed. The word is used. in a collective sense,

which may include one or may include many. The only time the word. "seeds" is

ever used is when we speak of individual, separate bits of grain.in English,

in Hebrew or in Greek. Now of course you cannot depend upon it ordinarily ttat

there will bd such a parallel usage in two.langiages even at that, but here

we do ha this in English, in Greek and in Hebrew, this exact usage, and so

when Paul says not to--he says, "Not unto seeds, as of many," he is, as you

right say, inventing a word. He is using a word. which doesn't refer to posterity

at all. It would refer only to individual seeds of grain. He is putt.ng in this

plural form simply to indicate what is not meant there, not to indicate what

isn't said, because such a thing never could. be said. It never, in any book,

in Hebrew, Greek or English, speaks of a man's seeds as indicating his posterity.

It is always his seed. And so Paul. in this case is not building an argument

upon the exact Hebrew word. He is interpreting the Hebrew word. He is saying

the promise that in Abraham's seed shall all the earth be blessed, this promise

is given, not to the whole posterity of Abraham, but is given to the one indivi

dual who is the promised seed. Yes---? (Student) Because he is not stating

that the Old Testament doesnt have this word, but he is stating that the Old

Testament doesn't mean plural, and. consequently he uses a plural which doesn't

exist simply as a means of showing, not plural, but singular. Does everybody

undeand. that? I think that is rather important and if some one of you doesn't

understand it, please ask about it. Mr.---? (Student) Yes. Paul here is

interpreting, rather than building an argument on a word. And so Paul says

that these promises are to Abraham and his seed and. that when he says his seed.
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he means one posterity, one descendant, not the group of descendants, and. so he

says, he doesn't mean "seeds" as many, but he means "seed" as one, and the word.

"seeds" is never used to mean the many descendants of a man. ou would call

that seed, but he uses the word in a way in w}lgh it is never used. simply to

bring out the idea, that the idea of this is not a plural idea but a singular

idea. Yes? (Student) If any instances, there are not over two or three, and.

those would. mean a few grains of flour. (Student) Because the plural would

never be used for people. The plural, as in Greek, would only be used for a

few se'ds of grain, never used of individuals. The posterity is always the

singular of collective seed.. (Student) I don't think it does in the least,

because it is never used of people. It couldn't be. If you said Abraham had.

four seeds and planted them in the earth you might use the plural then. If you

said, "Abraham has a great seed., thousands of individuals belong to Abraham's

seed.," you'd al's use the singular. never a plural in such a case, never

a plural, and if it is used of individual seed, that the Greek is, it is not

more than two or three times in the Bible. It is never used of people. Yes?

(Student) Promise. The great promise of salvation. The blessing of Abraham.

The promise that in him shall all the nations of the earth be blessed, that that

promise is a promise which is given to Abraham and to his seed, meaning one parti

cular one of his descendants, rather than to his seed. as meaning the whole of

posterity. He is not meaning all the promises, certainly, because you read. in

Genesis 13 there, you read, "I will make thy seed. as the dust of the earth."

And I will make thy seed as the dust of the earth: so that if a man can number

the dust of the earth, then shall thy seed also be numbered. Now, very evidently,

that doesn't mean Christ. That means all his posterity. Lire the dust of the

earth, like the stars of the heaven. That means the great number of--but the

promise, the specific promise of the blessing is to come to his seed, and the

blessings of God's promise to the seed. of Abraham; these great salvation promises

are not to a great mass of descendants, but promised to Christ. That is an
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explanation for it, not an argument based on a word, and so Paul ties up the

promises to Abraham very definitely with this one individual seed wiiich is com

ing, which is Christ.

Now c., the seal of the covenant, Tee? (Student) I don't think so, no.

No, I think, though, that it isn't one passage but there will be verses dealing

with the great mass of descendants and verses dealing with the individual des

cendants to whom the prophecies were made, but the verses will come one right

after the other. It is not that one chapter is one and one the other. Well,

now as we move on to d., the sea]. of the covenant. That is given in Genesis 17:

7-1k. Paul has made a great deal of the fact that the blessing of Abraham

comes upon the Gentiles because the covenant is with Abraham and his seed,

the covenant of salvation, the covenant of blessing. It is Abraham and his

seed, and. the seed to whom it is given is Christ, and now we find, that in chap

ter 17, verses 10-1k a seal of this covenant, a seal of this promise of blessing

was given, and. there God told Abraham, "Thou shalt keep the covenant there for

thou and thy seed, after thee in their generations. This is my covenant which

e' shall keep between me and you and. thy seed after thee," and then it goes on

and. gives the order. He circumsised. Abraham, he circumcised, the other male mem

bers of his family, and. then thereafter every child that is eight days old is

to be circumcised and. this is to be carried on continually as the seal and sign

of the covenant. Now what did this circumcision mean? What was the point of it?

Was it just to mutilate the body in some peculiar way so as to indicate that

the person was a special one set out, like when you take cattle you brand them

and. put these marks on them so that anyone can see that this cattle belongs to

this individual? Is that all there is to circumcision? Is it just some sort

of a boundary mark that sets these individuals apart as belonging into one group?

Well, surely that enters in to it a little bit; surely that is true of all the

sacraments, that the sacrament is a seal and the sign of our ingrafting into

Christ, that it is a sign set apart that indicates that we belong to Him. That
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is certainly not the Wh meaning, but it certainly is a portion of the meaning,

but there is surely much more meaning than that to it, and. we find, considerable

discussion of it in the New Testament, and. while we dont want to go into that

much at length here, I just want to indicate a few of the passages and briefly

to note what the New Testament says that this drtumcision means. Now in

Philippians 3, we find that Paul speaks in Philippians 3 about circumcision.

In verses Li. and 5 he says, "Though I might also have confidence in the flesh.

If any man thinketh that he hath whereof he might trust in the flesh, I more;

circumcised. the eighth day." Paul had. this circumcision, so he was one of

the Jews who had. this which the Jews might depend. upon, that through a perform

mce of rites and ceremonies he had. been circumcised. at the proper time, on the

eighth day, but in the verses before he declares this, he says in Verse 3, "For

we are the circumcision which worship God in the spirit and rejoice in Christ

Jesus and have no confidence in the flesh," and therefore we see from that that

we cannot say, "Here is the Spiritual religion, the Christian religion that

Paul is now advocating; there is the circumcision, the Jewish religion, and.

what wet is not circumcision but the Spiritual, religion." That is very evi

dently not Paul's idea at all because he says, "For we are the circumcision

which worship God in the Spirit and. rejoice in Christ Jesus and have no confidence

in the flesh," and so he shows thre that circumcision, like any other rightful

ceremony, is a thing which can indicate a Spiritual blessing or which can become

a merely external, formalistic thing that gives no value in itself. So he

says, "I can't trust in the flesh, in the fact I was circumcised. the eighth day,"

but he says, t1we are the circumcision which worship God in the Spirit," so that

circumcision is just a Spiritual matter. It is a thing which has a Spiritual

significance and you cannot trust in a mere physical thing, but the Spiritual

thing which it denotes, which it indicates, is very important. Now in Philippians

here he doesn't go further into the meaning of this Spiritual thing which circa-

cision enbtes, but in Romans he does. In Romans 4 he has quite a discussion
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in verses 7-13, of what did circumcision mean. as far as Abraham was concerned,

and he said, David describes the blessings of the man to whom the Lord imputes

righteousness without works, saying, "Blessed are they whose iniquities

are forgiven and whose sine are covered," Then in verse 9 he says, "Does this

blessedness come upon the circumcision only or on the uncircumcisfon also?"

For we say that faith was reckoned to Abraham for righteousness. How was it

reckoned.? When he was in circumcision or in uncircumcision--not in circumcision

but in uncircu*cision and. he received the sea], of the sign of circumcision, a

seal of the righteousness of a faith which he had. yet being uncircumcised, so

Abraham was not saved becxse he was circumcised, but his circumcision was a

sign that he was saved. It was a sign and a seal of the righteousness of the

faith which he had. yet being uncircumcised, that he might be the father of all

them that believe, though they be not circumcised, that righteousness might be

imputed to them also and. the father of circumcision to them who are not of the

circumcision only but who also walk in the steps of that faith of our father

Abraham which he had. yet being uncircumcised., for the promise that he should

be the of the world was not to Abraham or to his seed through the law

but the righteousness of faith, so the circumcision was the sign and the sea].

that Abraham was a believer in Christ. It was the sign and the sea]. that era

ham was saved, was saved by faith, was saved by the grace of God. and this was

the sign and the seal of it which God gave to him. We've had. it back in Romans 2

also, from 28 to 33--no, 25-29. He says, "For circumcision verily profiteth, if

thou keep the law; but if thou be a breaker of the law, thy circumcision is made

uncircumcision. Therefore if the uncircumcision keep the righteousness of the

law, shall not his uncircumcision be counted for circumcision?"

T 43

-- and. circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the

letter, whose praise is not of men, but of God'! So that circumcision, then,
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is a physical thing, which like any physical thing profits nothing in itself

but it is a sign of the spiritual blessing, and it is the sign which God gave

to Abraham, the sign and. the sc'al of relationship which Abraham had. to God be

cause righteousness was imputed. to him as a result of his faith, and so the cir

cumcision indicates the cleansing, the setting apart, all of which comes through

faith in Ch-ist, and through the grace of God which is shown through what Christ

did later on, and that is the meaning of circumcision and that is the sign and

the s'al of the covenant which God commanded Abraham to take upon himself and. to

extend to all those who should come to believe in God and be brought into the

family of Abraham by being adopted into it because of their belief in God and

also which he should perform on every child, on the eighth day after he is born,

the sign of the blessing of God. Many of these things seem to us strange when

we first examine them and we have to try to figure out just why did. God do them

this way and what did He mean by them, but the fact is that is the way God did it.

God gave Abraham circumcision, which is the sign and. the so-al of his faith and.

of hs being saved through belief in Christ. He gave him that sign and that seal,

and then He told him that he was to give that sea]. to his children upon the eighth

day, and. as to the exact details of of this there has been much discus
the full interpretation of

sion and much disagreement as to/some of the details. That, of course, is a

matter properly for theology, rather than for Old. Testament history, but the

t1ing that we are stressing here is the point that God did give circumcision as

the seal of salvation through faith, and then He ordered that it should be given

to the children, and we certainly can infer from that God put a difference upon
like Abraham

the children of believing parental, a difference upon them from the situation of

other children and. my own personal belief regarding it is that God indicates

that if those who are in the covenant with God, who have believed. in Christ, are

born again and members of God's family, if they fulfill their part in the upbring

ing of their children, if they pray with them and for them and teach them, that

they do not ned to be srrd and anxious-, - "Is this child going to believe?
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Isn't this child going to believe? Is this child that I am bringing up to be a

son of perdition who is to be lost? Is this child one who is to be saved?"

that they can have faith that God who has given them salvation is going to bring

this child to the outward signs of conversion and to a definite visible salvation

in His own time, but that already He permits them to give the seal and sign to

the child as the evidence of their claiming the promise of Abraham for the child.

Now that is the way I interpret this thing and other people may have different
the fact

details in their interpretation of it, but the vital thing is/ that God. did give

it, that God gave circumcision as the seal and sign of salvation and. then that
as to the interpretation

God. ordered Abraham to give it to his children, and that's the fact. Now/the

details of it, theologians differ, and that is a matter for theology rather than

Old Testament, but the fact is that which we mast recognize, that it had. the mean

ing of the seal and. sign of salvation and that it is commanded to be given to the

children.

Now there is one other NeW Testament passage that we will just glance at,

and that is Colossians 2:10-12, and ye are complete in Him which is the Head

of all principality and power, in whom also ye are circumcised., with the circum

cision made without hands in putting off the body of the sins of the flesh by the

circumcision of Christ. That mean, of course, by the fact that Christ

was circumcised, but it means by the circumcision which Christ provides; that is,

by the Spiritual death of which circumcision is a phrsical sign. Buried with

Him in baptism wherein also ye ar risen with Him through the faith of the opera

tion of God., who hath raised Him from the dead. And you, being dead. in your

sins and the uicircumcision of your flesh, hath He quickened together with Him,

havin" forgiven you all trespasses. You who were as those who are uncircumcised

have become as those who are circumcised through the putting off of the body of

the sins of the flesh through the circumcision of Christ, buried with Him in bap

tism, wherein also ye are risen with Him. And so here we have the same applica

tion that we had. in the other verses, that the circumcision is the sign of the

cleansing of the ingrafting into Christ of the turning away from darkness to light
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which God. gave to Abraham and which belortEs to Abraham's aeed,hereafter, but of

which the particular detail of the sign God might change in a particular period,

but the meaning of the sign was the same. So circumcision, then, indicates that

we are Christ's. It is the sign of the ingrafting of Christ. It is the sign

of cleansing. It is the sign of true faith in God's unmerited grace. It is a

sign that children can be saved only by God's grace, The fact that one was a

child of Abraham was not enough to save him. It was necessary that something

more be done. It was necessary that the seal and sign be given that child as

an indication that something must be done to the child more than that he just

have a natural birth, that there be a cleansing, that there be an ingrafting

into Christ, and so the circumcision of the child is the indication that the

child is not a member of God's family simply because he is a child of Abraham

but that God has promised His covenant to continue to Abraham's posterity if

Abraham will fulfill his part, and that the continuing posterity as th are

given a sign of the , that they have a blessing but that the blessing

can come upon them only as God by His marvelous grace performs a mighty miracle

upon them and. ingrafts them into His kingdom. So it is a sign that race is
a sign

not enough but also/that there is special blessing for the children of Abraham;

there is a special mercy that God gives to the children of those who are God's.

Now so much for d, then, the sign and seal of the covenant.

Now e, Abraham's meaning for us. No, I think I'll skip that baaause it

is pretty well covered 'under another head. Let's call è the high point of Abra

ham's faith. We have, of course, many high points in Abraham's faith but there

is one which seems surely higher than any other, and that, of course, is just

0e thing. That is the time when Abraham, who had been promised blessings to

come to all the earth through his seed find that he is commanded to kill his son,

and he is to give up the one who is not only dearer t0 him than any other one on

earth but the one who is, as far as he can see, the one through whom the blessing

of God must come. In fact he has been told, "In Isaac shall thy seed be called."
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The blessings must come through Isaac, and. yet God commands that Isaac be

and that Abraham here having absolute certainty that this was God's word. to him,

there was no question that it was God's command, "Take thou thy son, thine only

son Isaac whom thou lovest and get thee to the land of Moriah and offer him there,"

that Abraham didn't stop to argue with God or to say, "Well now this can't be.

I'm sure this can't be. This is the seed. through whom the blessings are to come.

How can it be that God wants him offered as a burnt-offering? But as Hebrews 11

says he accounted that if it were God's will the blessing should come through

Isaac God. was able to raise him from the dead, if that should be necessary, and

so, as Hebrews 11:8-19 shows, this was the great high point of Abraham's faith

in which he took not only that which was dearest-to him of anything on earth

and laid.it upon the altar, but he took that which, as far as he could see, was

the only means whereby there could come to pass the

promises that God had. given and was ready to lay it aside and sacrifice it at

command. Yes? does

mean. Is your verb or your noun? is used in both senses. You

mean "accuse in both? To cause him to go up, is a term which might be used.

cf simply lifting somethng up in the ordinary sense, but when used. in connection

with an a burnt offering which you lift up from the altar and you

consume with fire, to lift up a burnt offering, would seem quite definitely to

mean to burn, to kill him and to burn him. That would seem quite definitely

to be the command., and so there is a very interesting point there, that God. told

him to take Isaac and. go to the land. of Moriah and offer him as a burnt offering

and that later God s owed him that the whole command was not to be carried out,

but Abraham followed God's command as far as it was made known to him, as far

as he understood it, and then God showed him in the end that there was another

aspect of it which Abraham had. not known in the beginuing. I think that probably

the Hebrew could be translated altogether properly, "Take Isaac whom thou lovest

and go to the land of Moriah in order to offer him-that is, it is literally "and."
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but go there for the purpose of offering him. That is, I don't think there is

a contradiction in God's command, that he says, "Now offer him" and. then says,

offer him," but he says, "You take him and. go the--s to offer him," and

then when he gets there and he is ready to do it, he is ready to carry out God's

command, then sod. interposes and shows him that the command is not to be car

ried to the full extent. Of course here ther' is a great example of faith and

at the same time we must be very, very careful to recognize that in this case

God spoke to Abraham in absolutely unmistakable language and that today we have

God's Word here and when we get a revelation of these things from God. which con

tradicts anything in His Word we must say " The Word of God

here is our revelation today and we must be very careful that we do not today

do something that contradicts God's revelation thinking that it is God's command

to us. God does not give us commands that contradict His revelation, but in

Abraham's day the full revelation had not been given and consequently God spoke

more clearly and directly to people than He ever does in our age and. we must

consider that there was absolutely no doubt God had given this command. to Abraham.

You'll find, many a.person today who claims that God has given them a command

that definitely are contrary to His revelation and we know in such cases that

the devil and not God has given the command. Yet? (Student) It means

simply " " and of course in the Old English the word " " would

be . (Student) Yes. God never tempts any man in the sense of inciting

to evil. Of course, God tempts in the sense of putting them in a situation

where they . That is--we find it in Jeremiah, that our English

translation speaks of God. as having--Jeremiah says, "God, you've tempted me." He

says, deceived me." He uses va±iôustei,ti there which are given a most

specific . The Hebrew means to tempt, or to lead. in a direc

tion contrary to that which Jeremiah " It doesn't mean to

deceive or tQ tempt in our modern English sense. Of course this is a translation
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Mr.--? (Student) a string of ands, very frequently they indicate the

purpose of the first one or of a previous one in the string. "Go and get such

a thing," we often say in English. We mean, "Go in order to get it,,"--"Go to

get it--go and get it." The command is to go and thepurpose of going is to

get it. (Student) No. They may . They wouldn't

The might use the infinitive with for the zake of, or in order to, but

ordinarily they simply use the string of ands with . That is the most

usual construction of it. When you have two commands--like when Joseph said.

to the men, held tell them what they could do, held say, "Now you go and don't

ever come back," it's perfectly all riht, but if you want to see my face again

you do so and so. This do and liVe. Now he is not ordering them to live. He

is ordering them to do this in order t0 live. This is the means through which

they live. It is a very common Hebrew expression. The word. 'and." in Hebrew

has a broader meaning than it has in our English. Now, then, this is the case

where Abraham showed his faith in action most positively and. most definitely,

and of =roe it is an illustration to us of the fact you will find so many people

today who will do something that is contrary to God's will and will argu.e that

they are doing this in order to spread. God's Word. They will compromise in

most inexcusable ways and they will say that they are doing it in order that

they may get a bigger hearing to God's Word. They could have a larger church.

They can reach more people if they will do such and such a thing and therefore

they should do it. Well, now Abraham here was told. of the promises God was

giving and. all of these promises were conditioned upon the continuing life of

Isaac arid yet when God's command came, "Go and sacrifice Isaac", Abraham was

ready to do it. There was no secondary objective which stood to him before

the objective of doing God's will, of carrying out that which was definitely

revelaed to him as the thing God. wanted him to do. Yea? (Student) Iwould say
who was commanded to sacrifice his child, to kill his child

today a. person/would know that that was contrary to God's revelation. It is

contrary to the will of God. We certainly would not do it. In Abraham's day

the revelation had not been given as fully or as clearly as it has today, and.
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in addition to that all around him there were people who were observing these

practices and therefore it seemed to him a more natural thing to do than it does

to us today. Just like when Abraham took Hagar, in taking Hagar he was doing
the revelation of

somet}'ing which would be contrary to/God's more fully known nature but probably

not contrary to any revelation that had been very clearly made known to Abraham

up to that time but it was ating in accordance with the customs of the people

with whom he had. been in contact and. to which he had been accustomed, and. God

certainly never praises Abraham for having taken Hagar but He condemn

him specifically for it. He was following the customs which were customary

around arid it had not yet been made clear that those customs were definitely

contrary to God, and in this case, if Abraham had understood that killing of a

child like this was contrary to God's will it certainly would have been wrong

for him even to have started , but the fact that people all around

him were doing that sort of thing made it easier for him not to know that that

would be a thing in itself contrary to God's will, and that we ourselves, I doubt

if we could prove from anyt}-Ing in the Bible previous to this time. We would.

have to go into matters brought up later on in order to prove that that is definitely

contrary to God's will for human oeins. Yes, Mr.---? (Student) In case there

are two aspects of that. There is the question of actual leading and the question

of the providential action of God. I would think it altogether possible that

God might in His providence have a certain individual here might figure a

specific ministry for God and might be planning on that, might even think Sod

had led them to that ministry specifically. Now I don't think ordinarily in our

day God does take an individual or and say, I want you to to work at

this place. I want you to do this thing." He wants us to study the Scripture,

see what the things are that Re wants done in general and then figure out where

we would best fit into that plan, but in His providence He would permit a person

to either feel they had a definite sign that was the thing they should do or to

feel that after studying the Word and studying themselves, that was where they
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best fit in the needs of Gods kingdom arid. tbgo ahead and work for a definite

objective and work for it and plan for it and everything and then the time comes

and when they come right up ready to enter it and they find providentially that

circumstances are such that they can't go into that,but that they have been

prepared by their tr'ining and by their Spiritual experience and. all that and.

by this one Spiritual experience of being stopped at that point they have been

prepared by it all for anothr work, by which they might do a far greater work
simply

for God. than the particular work they had. aimed for. It might even be/ a ministry
have been

of prayer. There[tnvè.1 laid aside on beds of pain for thirty years who have

wrought as much in prayer as any other three or four people put together almost

have wrought in hard direct work for God. Moody attributed the great success of

his tremendous campaigns in England to a bedridden invalid in London who had been

praying for ten years that God would bring great revival and. we cannot tell just

what may be God's particular will for us but God. providentially might prepare

you for this work over here bhaving you go in-this direction. I remember

hearing one of our graduates testify as to how when he had. been in college he

had. taken work in drafting. He had taken a lot or work in the study of mechanical

drawing and planning buildings and that sort of thing intending to Uecome an archi

tect and. then that the Lord had touched him and. had. led him to devote his life

to the milistry and he had. turned his whole course in preparation for seminary

and had taken work that would be more adapted for the preparation for seminary

work and he said. in those days he looked. back on the couple of years that he

put doing all this study of mechanical drawing and drafting arid that sort of thing

and. thought, "What a awful waste of time. If only two years earlier I had set

face toward. the ministry, think of how much time I would have saved arid. how

much further along I would. be," and then after he was out of seminary three or

four years the Lord put him in a place where the church was terribly cramped arid

crowded and. they needed. a new building and the war was just coming on and it was

getting hard to get materials and. so on and. he jumped into the thing and. worked
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his head. off for about six months along with his regular church work in making,
and making the plans

working with the architects and/gathering the materials and. here, there

and. the otherplace, and he said that the lord used all that preparation and. train

ing that he had there that seemed to him absolutely wasted to make it possible

that the building should be put up before the war made it absolutely impossible

to get material and to save a tremendous amoi of money in saying how this parti

cular thing and that particular thing could be done in just this way. Now, it

would be very foolish for a man, thinking, "I may sometime build a church," to

go ahead. and say, "Well, now, I'd. better spend two or three years studying archi

tecture." That certainly is not God's will, that we think of all the possible

contingencies in our life and. prepare for them, but here was a case where God

had. providentially caused that that man should have that particular training

that that particular man would need. in this special crucial situation and. so

God. providentially very often leads us in places we dont understand and. we look

back and see how He was leading and how everything was

directing us toward the place that we eventually reach. Mr.-? Yes. I

would say that in our age, that in our day God leads almost entirely through His

Word, that the direct individual leading which He gives is very small in amount

and comes. I would say, only at particular vital turning points which God can

see but which we can't tell which they are, and. therefore I would say be very

suspicious of a particular, specific leading to you or to someone else that is

aside from or in addition to the specific teaching--I don1t mean just a verse

here and there, but the specific teaching of the Word.. Test all t ings by the

Word. If that message was one which would edify the Church in the building i

and would help in the progress of the knowledge of Christ it might be something

that is very definitely God's will. If it wasn't, it was very definitely not

God's will and. a person would have to judge it on that basis and no one could.

say-it is like the preacher who went to the man and said, "The lord has shown

me that you are to give a thousand dollars to the church,TM and the man said, "Well,
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now, if the lord, meant - that I think he would have shown me that He wanted

it too. I know one minister whose wife died and one of the women of the church

came to him and she said, "The lord has shown me that I should be your next wife,"

and he said. to her, "Well, I think the lord would show me also." Certainly, ne

man has no right to say, "The Lord has shown me this, and. all the people differ

with him and they are wrong. The question is, "What does the Scripture show?"

Well, that is the principle involved and it is a matter of application in each

case. Well, now, in this case, then we have this high point of Abraham's faith

snd Paul says that Abraham was saved by faith and not by works and James says

that Abraham was saved by works and not by faith alone and James says that faith

without works is dead, and they both are true and there is absolutely no contra

diction between them, because you could do all the works in the world and it

wuld, profit absolutely nothing. You could do anything in the way of definite

service to Christ and there would be nothing gained for you if you don't have

the faith which is the vital tJ'ing, but if you do have the faith you are going

to have the works. Faith without works is dead., not in the sense that there

s any reward for works, per se, but that if the faith is real it is a faith

that works and a faith, as James says that the body without the spirit is dead,

so faith without works is dead also. It is a better way to say, perhaps--that

is, a clearer way for us today perhaps, t say that it isn't faith at all. I

think that is what Paul would say. Faith without works isn't faith at all,
show

because the faith that is true faith will/itself in works, and of course that

is the thing that people cantt understand. You take Preserved Smith in his

HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION and he tells about Calvin and these crazy doctrines

that Calvin taught that people were predestined from the foundation of the world

to be saved and that God had. done it all, it was all of God's grace and there

was absolutely nothing that you could do about it. God had saved you and he

points out the trrIble, awful doctrine Calvin taught and then he goes on to say,

"And yet the %tirauge thing is that these doctrines which you would think would
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make a man just lie down and do nothing actually resulted in producing a race of

people who work ed as no other group of people in the world. did." He says, "They

worked and they toiled and they stru-gled and they just did. everything possible

to accomplish the thing that they believed, and he said, "How can you understand?

it is strange, but these doctrines have produced these results," and. of course

the fact of the matter is that the.:faith is of God. and the faith is all of God

and it is only of God's grace that we are anything, and. yet if we have the true

faith enough we will work and we will work harder and more effectively and more

intelligently than anyone can work who is merely doug work to win God's favor

and is not showing
as a means of showing forth the outwork

ing of the faith which God. has implantd. in him. So this is a high point of

Abraham's faith and. we would have-to-take two or three hours on it instead of a

ew minutes if it were not for the fact it is such a familiar passage and everyone
of course, is
fairly familiar with this 22d. chapter.

And then we move on, then, to Abraham's " Yes? (Student) Well,

I haven't looked. at it just lately with that specific question in mind.

particular verse

(Student) Yes. All right. We'll look at 17. (Student)

unto th seed after thee. There is a promise to the seed. but it seems to be

a promise dealing rather specifically with the land " In 17--how's that?

17:7--And. I will establish my covenant between me and. thee and thy seed after

thee in their generations for an everlasting covenant, to be a God unto thee,

and. to thy sed after thee. That seems to refer there to the continuing seed.

in their generation. It may be that Paul isn't referring so much to one specific

occurr6nae~as,to Abraham's
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Yes--in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed.. That certainly

would seem to refer to Christ alone. Yes, that is a confirmation of the other.
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By myself I have sworn, saith the lord., for

becise thou hast done this thing and hast not withheld thy son, thine only son,

that in blessing I will bless thee and in multiplying I will multiply thy seed.

as the stars of heaven and as of the sand which is upon the sea shore. Now up

to this point that is certainly telling that there is going to be a great

pos-terity,a numerous posteri1y, and then He said, "kid thy seed shall possess the

gate of his enemies and in thh seed. shall all the nations of the earth be blessed.

That might be referring to Christ, that that is fulfilled in Christ. How's that?

(Student) Thy seed. shall possess the gate of his enemies and in thy seed. shall

all the nations of the earth be blessed. Those would be two great promises,

looking forward. to a complete victory of Abraham's seed. and looking forward to

blessing for all the earth in Abraham's seed, and. those two promises certainly

take place in Christ and then through Christ and upon all those who are Christ's.

(Student)Well, of course, this is true, that all those who are Christs are in

heritors of the promise through Christ. (Student) Yes. Not by

through Christ. Christ is the one when it comes to the others. When

it cones to that. (Student) That's right. That's it, yes. I don't

like that word double because people often use double to indicate two unrelated

things. Any two related things can be parts of one whole thing and the term

"double" as people often use it means two unrelated things that don't naturally

belong together at all. Well, now I see our hcur is up and we'll continue at

eleven o'clock.

T 45 (second part)

Now before we take up , I've been asked a question about

chapter 15. I think we might take just a minute on it. W find, in chapter 15

here that we read that the lord spoke to Abraham and Abraham believed. In the lord

and he counted it to him for righteousness and then the lord. said that He was

going to give him this land. to inherit it, and. he said, "lord, God, whereby shall

I know that I shall inherit it?" and. then we read, in verse 9, that the Lord said.
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to him, "Take me an heifer of three y-ars CA, and a she g of three years old.,

and a ram of three years old, and a turtledove, and a young pigeon." And he

took unto him all these, and divided them in the midst, and laid each piece one

against another: but the birds divided he not, and when the fowls came down upon

the carcases, Abram drove them away. And then we read--no, further down, in

verse 17--Would you read us 17, Mr.---? (Student) What did it pass between?

(Student) In verse 10. How many disagree with that? How many agree with it?

There are a few neutral but most people seem to agree with it. I think that is

undoubtedly what it means. It is very nice that they didn't put a chapter division

in between anywhere there because I have seen articles by even fine scholars who

will take a statement like that and say, "What on earth does it mean when there

is a chapter division in between, and here, even though there are a few verses

in between I think ther' is no question that the Lord ordered Abraham to divide

up these animals and put the two pieces on the two sides but the birds he simply

laid. there without dividing them, they being quite small, and then the fowls

came down upon the carcases and Abram drove them away and he sat there and then

as it got toward the evening and he'd probably been working ever since three that

morning and he was getting pretty tired and a deep sleep fell over him and a

horror of great darkness fell upon him. He fell into sort of a trance--very

sleepy and when things seem sort of unreal and in this condition he received a

message from God and God. flow gave him some specific information about the nearer

future, and how often you find in the prophecies that there is a trend somewhat

similar to what we have here. Early in the chapter God gave him predictions about

the distant future and now He gives him more information about the nearer future.

Very often God givest1is His great promises and. then He gives us an earnest o

their fulfillment with something that is near--not arranging it in chronological

order, you see--in the reverse of chronological order but in a rather logical

order that way and so when Abraham went in this sort of a trance the Lord gave

him this specific information that "Know of a surety that thy seed. shall be a

stranEer in a land. that is not theirs." It is a p&uraJ. pronoun here in connection
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with the seed. and referring to the posterity. "And. they shall afflict them four

hundred years and also that nation, which they shall serve, will I juth'e: and.

afterward shall they come out with great substance. And thou shalt go to thy

fathers in peace; thou shalt be buried in a good old age. But in the fourth

generation they shall come hithrr again: for the iniquity of the Axnorites is

not yet full." And that was quite a bit of specific information for the near

future given Abraham in order to encourage him and his descendants that

these things which God had promised were to come to pass and. as they saw the

earlier things coming to pass they would realize the later. And. the iniquity

of the Ainorites is not yet full. The Amoritea clown in Sodom and Gomorrah, their

iniquity was full and God judged them, but the rest of the land. was moving rapid

ly in that direction and. it took a period yet before it reached that point where

God rooted them out entirely. Yes? (Student) In the fourth generation they

would me back again. That is, the fourth generation, not after Abraham but

after they went to Egypt. Yes? (Student) Yes, the sun went down and it was

dark, behold a smoking furnace and a burning lamp that passed. between those pieces.

Here were these pieces of the sacrifice which were there and as it was getting dark

Abraham saw this thing like a saucer, I suppose, sort of bright and shining that

came up between these pieces there and. it was a sort of a peculiar vision which

he had. which drove home to his mind the fact that God. was really speaking to

him through this very unusual situation. (Student) passing between

pieces symbol of a covenant. (Student) Yes. Well now,

that would be perhaps a rather reasonable conjecture from this passage, or there

may be some othrr evidence that would suggest that.,-not in the Scripture that I

know of but there might be evidence elsewhere of the custom among some tribe or

some group that would suggest that. I don't happen to be. familiar with it

but I would be very interested to 1-now any evidence like that that would throw

further light on the general meaning, but I don't know of any. Mr.--? (Student)

Something to impress on Abram's mind the fact of this very unusual revelation to

them of information of what was to come to pass in the fairly near future. That
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would be my impression. That would be just my off-hand. guess about it, but

at the same time this particular form going througlin this passing between those

pieces, it would seem like that the lord would have used something that corres

ponded. to something in Abram's experience in order to make the meaning clear and

so I think it would not be inferring too much from it to say that possibly there

was a custom in Abram's time of sanctioning the covenant with going through some

form somewhat similar to this but I don't know of any such evidence that that

was so. I think that would be quite a valid and. reasonable conjecture to be

given as a very likely guess, but unless there was some specific evidence of

which I do not know I would feel like labeling it a probable conjecture rather

than as in any sense certain. Yes? (Student) Christ said, "Abraham saw my

day and was glad." Now just how explicit wculd. it have to be t0 fulfill the

words of Christ I don't know. Whether that means that God. gave him a rather

definite revelation, whether it means that Abraham took the promises given to

Eve of the seed of the woman that would bruise the serpent's head and. tood. these

things and combined it with what God told him, that in him should all the nations

of the earth be blessed and came to a reasonable inference that there was to be

a specific seed in which the promises to Eve and himself would be fulfilled, or

just exactly how much is involved in it I don't know, but Christ did says "Abraham

saw my day." (Student) Well I think it means--that is included. in it, yes, but

I think it means more than that. Mr.---? Altogether right that there was a

growth in Abraham's faith and. an increase in it and he would know much more

specifically later on than earlier, but just how early in the process this chap

ter is I don't know. It might be that the growth had begun some time before.

Now I just couldn't say how much would be involved in this particular verse here.

But I think Mr. Sit's point is a very good one, that certainly by the end of

Abrahams experience with God he knew far more than he did at the beginning but

all through it he took the trusting attitude toward the lord, that whatever
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promises the lord gave he definitely accepted as God's definite promise. It was

God's free grace to him and was certain to be fulfilled. He trusted in God., and

it i a matter of salvation but salvation is not a matter of how much theology

you know. A person can know a great deal of theology and can have a very thorough

understanding of the plan of salvation, may even think it is all true, and yet

may definitely be lost. A person can have a very small knowledge of theolo',

can know very, very little, but can know that God has provided a substitute

for them and. that they are trusting to the finished work of God. and can be saved.

but the person who is saved will want to know more. The person who is truly

saved will go on to know the lord better and to understand more detail about it.

A person--at the instant at which they are saved their knowledge may be very,

very slight, but if it is a true faith it is going to grow and. their understanding

is going t0 develop but just how much specific intellectual knowledge is necessary

for salvation is a thing we can't say. We can say that a definite heart attitude

toward. Christ is necessary, and Abraham had that heart attitude all through, from

beginning to end and. he increased in his intellectual knowledge doubtless through

his life, though certainly didn't roach the point that one reaches who has the

gospel which he can read. I think that it is a great mistake to think that a

person is not saved. because their knowledge is slight but on the other hand I

think it is righly unlikely that one is saved who keeps on in the Christian life

a long time and still has an extremely slight knowledge. Mr. Hoogstrate? (Student)

passed between them and--it depends how close they were. If they were quite

close it would. Bet fire to them. If they were some distance apart it wouldn't,

but it doesn't say anything here about their having burned. That is not mentioned,

and. so I would say that you have a perfect right to guess but

you should label it as a guess, whichever one you . (Student)

T 46

Well now, the next point I want to take up, f, is Abram's lapses, and the lord.

has given us this wonderful man Abram, this man who was the friend of God, this
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man who had. the name greater than that of any othr individual probably, who has

ever lived on this earth; that is more wide-spread, this man who is the great

example of faith in God and of salvation by faith in what God has done. This

man had. two very regrettable lapses. one described in Genesis 12, one described.

in Genesis 20, and of these two lapses we can notice this, that in both of them

he failed at his strong point. There is many a man who fails at his weak point.

In fact, the ordinary person will fail at his weakest point. He is always fall

ing down where he is weak, but for the one who is to be a Christian leader, for

the one who is really outstanding and unusual and different from the general run

of people I think thee is a special warning that you may fall at your strongest

point, at a point where you feel most secure, a point for which you are most

praised, the thing of which you are moat certain that right in that you win

your great victory, that is the very point where Satan may catch you off guard.

and. make you and. Abram's great point was his faith and he

failed at this very point. He went down to Egypt, he went over to the land. of

the Philistines and. in each case he said, "There is no knowledge of God here and

therefore IIM better resort to underhanded strategies in order to make myself

safe, and. he did that which was not God's will for him in order to make himself

safe in these places, and. he failed at his strongest point and his failing showed

itself in his telling a white lie. What is the difference between a white lie

and a black lie? Well, both of them are lies, and the difference is that the

white lie is a lie which you think you can consider t0 be excusable. That

doesn't say God excuses it, but you think you can consider it to be excusable,

and so in this caaAbra1iwent down into Egypt and. he entered the land and. he

turned to Sarah and. he said, "Now I know you are a fair woman to look on. The

Egyptians will see you and they will decide to kill your husband in order to

get possession of you and so", he said, "if ,ou will just tell them you are my

sister-after all you are (Sarah was Abrahamn sister; they were half trotter

and sister and it certainly is not a lie to call our half sister a sister so
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that the statement me was a true statement, but the statement made was a statement

which covered up a more important fact and. a fact which people had a right to know-

that though she was his sister she occupied. a relation to him much closer kh&-Much

more important than the relationship of a half sister. She was his wife). And

so he told a half lie in Egypt and. the same half lie in the land of the Philistines

and. In both places the half lie which he told. brought harm to others and. put him

into a situation from which it was necessary that God extricate him and God. extri
Abraham' a

cated him because of 4.s importance in the work of God. It was necessary and

desirable that Abraham be enabled to carry on the work and God extricated him,

but it brought definite harm to others, the others were injured on account of

jbram's white lie and perhaps the greatest harm that it brought was that when his

trusting son Isaac who .idolized his father and. copied. his father and. imitated.

his father in every possible way found himself in a similar situation, Isaac

told., not a white lie but a black lie. That is, Isaac said that Rebecca was

his sister and she was not his half sister at all. She was only a second cousin,

and the influence upon others was perhaps one of the worst features of Abraham's

act, that which he did. which was within the technical bounds of truth led. to

an act on the part of his son which was definitely outside of those technical

bunnds, and. so these are Abraham's definite lapses--Genesis 12 and Genesis 20,

and then Isaac followed in the footsteps of Abraham. One of them, of course,

is the 3 document and. one is the document, so you have simply the two documents

tellingi the same story with variations, but the trouble is you get a third.

instance and. that also in one of the same two documents; not in the

P document, so that you have one of the documents telling it twice, and if one

of the documents could tell it twice why couldn't the original story tell it

three times? Mr.---? (Student) Yes. The answer is that every man whom God

has ever blessed has been a sinner and. every sin that anyone has ever done has

brought harm and injury to others, has brought the curse upon others as well, a
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upon ourselves, and God does not bless us because we are righteous and not sinners,

but he blesses us because we are saved, because He sees us in the person of His

eon, not in what we are, and because as a result of our salvation and of our justi

fication we are moving on a road. of sanctification and even though Pharaoh might

be a far better man as the world sees than Abram (I don't say he was, but he might

be) and even though Pharaoh might have wonderful virtues which Abram didn't have,

yet Pharaoh was moving in this direction and Abram was moving in that direction,

and there is many a man living today who as. the world sees is not a specially

fine character who is a true Christian and is struggling against the terrific

background and terrific handicaps and making real progress, who is a far better

man in God's sight than many a man with the finest of backgrounds and most respectable

of character who is moving in the opposite direction. I think it is a very good

thing, a question like this with the unbeliever, just to bring up th fact that

it isn't because we keep the Golden Rule that God. blesses us but it is because

we are saved through Christ and that means that eventually we will keep the Golden

Rule far more than the one who is not saved, but it isn't our present condition

but it is the, our relation to Christ which meons our eventual condition and is

not based. upon our present condition. (Student) Abram had doubtless had. severe

chastening from God. but we are not in position to measure the chastening in compara'

son to the particular deserts of each individual. We can't do that. I was talk

ing to a dentist who told me he had. a Spiritualist girl who came to him to work

on her teeth and "Oh," he said, "I'd prefer her to any patient I'e got" he

said., "because when I take that girl and dig into her tooth and it hurts I say,

'Oh, is that hurting you?' she says, bother, don't bother,' she says, 'I'm

just being punished for my sins. That's something I did. yesterday that I am get

ting punished for now" and he did.n't:have to worry about hurting her. Well,

that is not what the Bible to-aches, that we suffer or are happy in this life in

proportion to the sins we do in this life. If we suffered in proportion to our

sine, every one of us has an eternity of suffering ahead. and it is only through
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the grace of God. that any of us escapes from it and. God's dealing with us in

this life is calculated to bring lessons to us and. to improve us and to give

us that amount of chastening which will have the desired result in our case.

Just how much chastening Abram got we don't know but it is true that as far

as chastening is concerned a great deal depends on the individual. There is

one individual to whom a harsh word. upsets them so much, particularly on children.

One harsh word upsets them so much that they can't sleep for nights. They

are just terrifically upset, and there are others upon whom a real hard beating

has little effect, and you have to decide on the particular type of chastening

that will bring about the desired result upon the particular individual, and.

God's wisdom is far beyond ours. We cannot judge of the righteousness of His

acts, but we know they are righteous. Yes? (Student) No. Pharaoh was plagued.

because of Sarai. As far as Pharaoh's life was concerned in this world, Pharaoh

might have a very happy life or a very unhappy life in this world. It doesn't

make much difference really, because his misery through millions of years here

after is so great a part of his experience that the little more misery or little

more happiness in this life doesn't affect it one way or the other. He wasn't

plagued in this life on account of his sins. He might go to the dentist and his

teeth might not hurt him hardly at all. He wasn't plagued for his sins, but he

was plagued in this case in order to bring to his attention the fact that there

was somethiig wrong in this matter of sin. God. did it in order to free Sarai

from the situation, not in order to punish Pharaoh for what he had done. These

are interesting questions. They are questions upon which we cannot draw accurate

conclusions but we can gather certain ideas about them that are worth our knowing.

(Student) No, I don't either. He did the same thing over aain. (Student) That's

right, and the sins into which David fell, on the other hand, were far grosser

than any of which we have evidence that Abraham fell into. The two men were

men of quite different character. There might be a real repentance on Abram's

part that wouldn't show itself in the same way as Davidts did. Yes? (Student)
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He was just a young kid of seventy-five, in chapter 12. (Student) Yes. Well,

now whether these chapters are arranged in exact chronological order I don't know.

It is possible that-you have the whole incident given of It here continuously

and, chaptea 18 and 19, and just where 20 might come chronologically I don't

t'-ink we are told. There is a problem there, but I don't know what the answer

is,but that might be along that line. At least we are told that Abimelech was

attracted to her. On the other hand, you take King Henry II of France and. he

was, it seems to me that he was tweh-five and his mistress was forty-seven.

He already had. been married for some years. She had. been his father's mistress

for years before but he was so desperately in love with her that he absolutely

ignored his own wife and. was absolutely true to Diana

until he was killed in the . Now there is a case which is not isolated.

You have a good. many such cases. It is not, certainly, the normal thing. It

is unusual, but it is by no means unique. And 80 it would be possible--we just

don't know, but at last there is this about it that it wasn't necessarily just

the queerness of Abimelech because as soon as they came into the land Abraham

said. to Sarah, he made this statement. He knew they were apt to get into trouble.

You know some women's age is not measured in years and Abraham certainly sispected.

that in the case of Sarah because he made preparations in both cases. It is a

thing on which we have no further evidence but I don't think we can say that it

is so strange, so very unusual we have to give up our faith in the Bible on as

count of it. I think we can say that it is something which we don't filly under

stand on wich there must be some factors we fully understand, because the

Scriture gives us . Mr.---? (Student) Well, yes. The picture

you get of Abimelech here is a very nice picture, and Abimelech, like Pharáeh,

had. trouble fall upon his ousehold on account of the act which he had. done, as

he said, in his iniocetice and. his ignorance of the facts, and so the harm came

upon innocent bystanders through Abraham's white lie, and. I think surely Abraham

must have felt very badly about it even though we are not told. of specific repentance.
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Now the matter of--yet? (Student) Well, I wouldn't think He spoke to Pharaoh

Neccho. (Student) Yes. Well, .Abimelech--of course at this time we have no

who was a true servant of God.. It shows the knowledge of Goa was

not at this time. Of course, we find that Peter said., in Acts-

Peter said, "I see that God is not a respecter of persons but that he has in

every nation those who are received, of him." That is what Peter said. when

he met Cornelius

T 47

He was recognized as a true servant of the Lord,. Now, whether there was a

definite relationship between Abim].ech and the lord we simply are not told.

and I dcntt think we have any right to assume there was when we are not told

there was but it is a fact that te picture we get of Abimelech here is not

quite the ordinary picture you would expect . (Student) It certainly sounds

like it,yes. It certainly definitely sounds so. God said to him in a dream.

Well, of course, God might bring a dream to anyone, an unbeliever, for a specific

purpose. That might be, too. It is altogether reasonable to think that God.
in the

has moved very specially upon the hearts and/minds of unbelievers to accomplish

specific purposes. Well, now, perhaps that's-oh, yes and. the last is one

more point just to notice. The question about Hagar. Was it a lapse on

Abra&a part to follow the custom of his day as described in the law of

Hamnmrabi? And when Sarat gave him Hagar for a concubine to take her in order

to try to have a son in that way? Well, we must say this, that regardless of

what the attitude was toward his following the customs of the time rather than

the higher standards which certainly are taught in the Scripture explicitly in

other parts of the Scripture and. certainly implicitly in earlier parts of the

Scripture, regardless of that--this we must say; that it was at least, to some

extent, a lapse of faith, his looking to Hagar to raise up one to be his seed.

when Saral had no son. It was to some extent a lI of faith, not a striking
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lapse of faith as these other cases becau.se Sarai was, had gone so long a time

with no child that it certainly seemed to everyone as very, very unlikely that

she ever would ha' a child. In fact, Sarai didn't believe it when God gave

her the promise about it. It seemed to her absolutely impossible, and so there

is not as great a lapse of faith as the other two but it was at the point of his

faith. God promised that he would have a seed. He entered into a particular

scheme, you right say, in order to bring God's promise to pass and there is one

place where I think David gave a very wonderful example. David thought and.

worked through his life t0 accomplish what he felt to be right, but God. had

promised David that he would be king and it was God's definite promise, and

that definite promise and. this partic1lar special bies5i to come to David

which God had. made was one whichv. never lifted up his hand to fulfill. ken

Saul was right before him and he could have killed Saul so easily and. Saul had

been trying to kill him, he said, "I will not lift up my hand against the lord's

anointed and he refused to take advantage of the opportunity which he had., and

then after Sail was dead he waited until the people came to him, and. the came

to him and made him king of the kingdom of Judah and. that was only about a quarter

of the whole lath at that time and he took that position and then never raised

his hand. to try to take control of the rest of the land and instead of that he

was very careful to abstain from anything that looked as if he V.". .trying to

take a hold. of it. God had promised him and he knew that God would fulfill it

and he trusted God Completely in the matter of the particular blessings that

God had promised him. I think that at that point David was a wonderful exam

ple of faith in rod's promises, in not lifting his hand to fulfill the promise

of what God. was going to do with him. We have the opposite extreme in the
God. had. promised that the older one should serve the younger and that

case of Jacob who, thouh/3acob was to receive the birthright, nevertheless

Jacob was so anxious to et it that he resorted to the trickery of getting

Esan when he was awfully hungry and getting him to give him the birthright for

Esay said, "What's the good of a birthright to me if I am going to die anyway
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of hunger, and sohe gave him some food. and got the birthright from him and. then

later on he disguised. himself to get Esan to give him the blessing. Both of

these belonged, to him. God had declared. they would. come to him. They were his

in Gods sight and. it was not necessary that he resort to any of these things in

order to get them. He would havehad them just as much without it. Yes? (Student)

Yes. In the case of Jehu, God, had, selected. Jehu to do away with the Ba&. worship

and. to root out the house of Ahab. That was a different case because God didn't

tell David to root out the house of Saul to overcome him. David was simply

promised he would be king. Jehu was specifically appointed to root out this

but then Jehu, once he got started, was seeking his own advantage rather than to

do God.'s will and. therefore he received condemnation, not for the thing in gen-

eral which he did. but for the way he did. it and the extent to which he carried. it.

Well, now I think that is sufficient on the lanses,terhaps. Ion't think we

need a special heading for relation to Meichizedek. I have already just referred

to it. If you think we do why we will give it one. Wetll call it g, then,

Me1ChiZed. I think that is worth knowing. Yes? (Student) 1od. blessed

Ishmael. God. blessed all the seed. of Abraham. There would be one seed. *hrough

which he promise was to come but all the seed. had. blessings. There were bless-

ings for Ishmael, there were blessings for Esan, there were blessings to all of

them, and opportunities for all of them t0 maintain the relationship to God. and

to receive Godts blessing, but the line of Jacob was the line specifically select

ed or the bringing of the promise to the world. (Student) Esan? Well, sim

ply that in that case the promise went through Jacob. Eswi was the progenitor

of the people of Edom but the blessing given Esau had. very specific promises

of blessing in it the same way Ishmaal did.. (Student) I don't know how much,

to how great an extent they would consider themselves the descendants of Ishmasi

but I know they would consider themselves descendants of Abraham. They all do,

regard him aá the father of the patriarchs and they look to Abraham as one of the

very greatest of t d there are blessings promised to Isbmael. God.
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does not- confine his blessings to one group or to one race or to one section,

but lie worked out the great-blessing of 'bringing Christ into the world through

one line. Yes, Mr.---? The seal of circumcision did not represent the fact

that Christ was go zig to come in the line. It represented the fact that God

would bring blessing to the individual. The. - seal of circumcision represented.

theindlvidual's-relation' to God rather than the promise that Christ was going

to be born of that line. That's the birthright. Mr.---? There is a tradition,

that they do; certainly part of them do., - After all, when you figure the way th&

way that the lines go o1t'it would seem most likely that most of the earth would

have some of Ishmael's blood in them and. also some of Isaac's blood, but probably

- more of Ishmaal's. I figured my gen.eology up once and. I traced it back to about

700 A. D. and. on three different lines I came - to Charlemagne, in 700 A. D. and

I thought that was -very interesting to be able to- trace back on three lines to

Charlemagne, and I wonder how many people today are descended from Charlemagne,

and so I figure that you have two -parents, four grandparents, eight great grand

parents and. 'so on back. When you get to Charlemagne there would be, I think

about five hundred
-
million ancestors, if none of them overlapped, and of course

thee were not probably à.t most fifty 'million people in Europe at the time of

Charlemagne, so I think you can say that every person who has any ancestors from

Europe is a descendant from Charlemagne, whether they can trace it or not. It

goes out that way. Well-now, whether Ismaal-I would think it likely that if

Idhmaal had descendants in Arabia who lived as much as five hundred years the

relationship would have gone out to the extent that everybody today would have

been as one of their ancestors. Yes? -(Student) Well, circumcision was

practiced by the Egyptians before the time 0±' Abraham. God did not introduce

circumcision a é.rnew thing at this time, but God - caused. that this rite which

was already known in certain sections should be adopted by Abraham and. his

people,: not merely for hy.giic reasons -but more particular asa symbol and




-------
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sea]. of the covenant, and. it received a meaning among them. Now you can have

circumcision without it's having any such meaning. I Imagine that three-fourths

of the babies born in our hospitals today are circumcised. but in most cases it
Egypt.

has abso',utely no meaning. It simply is a hygienic thing,, as it was in(Student)

I don't believe so. I dontt know about that, whether they did. or not. The Philis

tines did. not, definitely, but about the others I don't know. Yes? (Student)

Separation from others but relationship to " Well, now, the

matter then of Meichizedek, which we call g, then. We've already mentioned the

statement of Peter that those in every land. who, there may be. those in any land.

who are accepted, of Gad, that it is. not-the knowledge of God., particularly in

that early day, was not. restricted entirely to the chosen people. Originally

of' course, all our ancestors knew about God. but people shut tGo.d out of their

hearts and. they turned, away from God.. As Paul said, they willingly forgot God

and God gave them over to believe a lie and. it may very well be that there were

more--aside from the direct line of God's 'revelation--there were more who retained

something of the primitive revelation at that time than there had'been at later

times. At any rate, we have Helchizedek, and. one thing that has been a problem

to some people about Melchizedek is what', Hebrews says about him. What is the

chapter in Hebrews? Hebrews 7, and. there in Hehrews 7 we read about Melchizeek,

the one to whom Abram gave a tenth part of all, first being by interpretation

king of righteousness, Melchlzed.ek, and also king of Salem, which is king of

peace. Now, of course, his name is Melchizedelc; king of righteousness, and Salem

means peace, so he was king of Salem, he was king of peace and he was without

father and. without mother, without descent, hairIngnèithbr beginning of days nor
That is to say,

end. of life, but made like the Son of God, abid.éth a priest continually./ Genesis

doesn't tell us anything about any ancestors or any descendants of his. It doesn't

tell us when' he began' his life, when he ended. it. From Genesis, he is simply a

figare who comes into the camp, appears briefly and disappears, but of whom none

of these specificdetails are stressed. as they are in the case of 'Levi. Levi
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received, his priesthood because of his descent from Abram.because he is the one

selected from Abram and. his descendants receive it because they are descended
In the loins of to Mélchizeclek

from him but as he saysy-that is, the Leviticai:priesthood. is a matter of specific

regulation in accordance with aphysica]. relationship-for the purpose, of good.

order but l4elchizedek is one/whom we have none of these things told to us. He

simply appears as one who is indeed a priest of the Most High God., and. so he

is in that way a symbol, a type of the situation of the rd. Jesus Christ, who

appears from outside the line of direct. descent. of the promises of God though

he is also within us. He is the son of Mary, but he is also theSon of God.

He appears from outside. He is the grat seed by virtue, not of his place in

descent but of his relationship to God., and so Melchiaede]c here is simply given

as an example because of the fact that-he did. not have his position because of

any of these particular things but he appears ifr Genesis without any stress laid.

on any of these particular things. Idont think that he would mean to say

that Meichisedeic, the king of Jerusalem, was one who had always.. been there from

the time of Adam and who is there today still . . . . and.

one who was simply a separat creation Of God, unrelated. He certainly had a

beginning of his time there; he certainly had an end of his time there, but these

things are not told. us in Genesis and his relationship was not based upon them.

Yes? (Student)

T . ..
48,

(Student) Yes, I would think so, because the way the record stands it begins

with stressing the fact that he brought forth bread and wine and. was priest of

El E].yon. That Is. stressed immediately. Then after that is stressed, he blessed

him. He said, "Blessed be Abram of El Elyont, thepurchaserLof heaven and. earth

and, Blessed by El Byon who hathdelivered thine enemies into thy hand." It is

very definitely a religious context and. in the middle of that religious context

Abra gives the tithes, so I don't see how you-can get away from it that it wasn't
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that Meichidezek was a powerful noble who held; the road and you had to pay him

toll to get past but it was a religious arrangement. (Student)You mean in the

Bible? No, I don't know any. Mr.-.--?(Student) Yes. I would say that it is a

possible guess but very unlikely. (Student) Well it doesn't particularly fit

into any of the documents. Of course, now in Ugaritic you have the god El--

which some say is related to this but that is highly questionable. (Student)

Well, of course, nobody could say that before recent years because we had. no

evidence anywhere bearing on any such name until the discovery of the Ugaritic

text and. in the Ugaritiotext they are grabbing everything they can to seems to

have any relationship to the Bible and. using it to explain the Bible but there

are so many explaining it from different viewpoints that they contradict each

other and it will be some time before that material is, before a consensus of

pinion is arrived at and so we do not have it as a.definite position as yet.

There is great divergence as people are making new theories .and-giving them up

and. making others. It is such a recent stuff, this Ugaritic. It is pretty hard

to say what thó will be after a few years. Well, now, just a word.

about h.




h. is Abraham's meaning for us. I've scheduled it under two heads.
through

1. He is the one/whom God. gave the promises and. prepared the way for Christ.

That is his most vital place in r God's econony. He is the one through
for Cjrist.

whom God. gave.us these promises, the one. through whom He prepared the way. Abram

was an instrument of God in order to set apart this people through whom he would

bring His Son into the world. and. through whom He would He would. give the Scripture,

give us the revelation and. second, however, Abram is of vita]. importance and. an

example of faith and faithfulness. This, of course, Hebrews 11 stresses greatly

in verses 8 to 19. Abram has a specific place of importance in God's economy..,

Abram is an example in himself for us and both are important; both are vita], but

we must not simply stress one and. overlook the other. One could be one without

being the other. There are many who are wonderful examples of faith who have no
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particular place in the general structure of the progress of His itingdom; there

are many who have important places in. the Kingdom who are not the great examples

that Abraham is, but he combines both. So much for B, Abraham. I don't want

to take mich time on C, Isaac, because there isn't a great deal that is important.

Isaac is a lesser figure between two great figures. He is a weak figure be

tween two strong figures. He is a link4-a necessary connecting link, but a

connecting link between two vital characters. I remember when. I was in seminary

hearing Dr. Eerdman say that people always wanted the Episcopal marriage service

because they thought that it was such a beautiful service and the Presbyterians

were always saying, "Oh, let's use the Episcopal service.!' Well, he said, "It is

a beautiful service but is it quite so true?" He-said, "It says- in. it. May they
together I -

be blessed/as Isaac and. Rebecca were, and after all, when you think of how Bebeeca

cheated Isaac and. deceived, him and. so on, are they the best sort of example for

conjugal hpinesst'! Well, it: is true that Isaac here is a secondary figure, in

between the two great figures, and. yet his position in between the two makes him

a vital connecting link so we can indeed speak of the three great patriarchs,

Abraham, Isaac and. Jacob. Isaac seems to have been a pale copy of his father

Abraham. Whatever Abraham had. done, Isaac did. He copied his good points; he

copied his bad. points. He copied his bad. points. He deserves credit for copying

his good points. He deserves great credit, but he also deserves criticism for

the bad. points he copied. !'ortunately there werentt so many bad points to copy.

But Isaac did have an attitude of trust in his father. He had an attitude of

submission. He made no- objections when his father took hint up to sacrifice him.

He went off, walking up the mountain. He absolutely trusted, his father--put him

on the table and began to tie him up. He seem to have offered any objec

tion. He was very loyal to his father and. if you have a father like Abraham to

be thus loyal to, it is wonderful, but the trouble is there are very few fathers

who deserve to rank with Abraham, and. whether they be physical fathers or spiritual

fathers, there is a- real danger when --cs:the attitude toward any human be-

ing of putting that being up as an example and. an idol between him and. God.
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There is a great danger because any human being can fail and. can fall and. can have

lapses. Abraham had. few of them but Isaac imitated those few which he had.. It is

remarkable how many things there are which Abraham did which Isaac did. He camped.

at the sane places. He went up and down there camping at the same places that

Abraham had. and. he carried. forward in his detail after detail even to calling his

wife hi-s. sister, just what Abraham had. done right through his life. I think the

danger is one that is vital for us all to guard against the danger of taking any

lesser ideal. I remember my mother saying when she was a young woman there were

two preachers who were having evangelistic meetings and. oh, how they poured. out

their souls to lead. people into the kingdom, to get.people to believe in Qirist

and. to be saved. These men were just giving themselves unstintingly for the Gospel.

and. my mother said. as long as these two men have the faith that they have, she

would. never waiver in her faith in the truth of the Scripture and the truth of

sa.vation through Christ, never, as long as these two men stood. so true, and. then

thirty years later'I saw both of the men. One of them had. gone, gradually had.

lost his belief in the Scripture and. had become a strong modernist. They visited.

in our home and. he talked. about the gospel of the shambles--had absolutely no be

lief in the teaching of calvary, and. of salvation through the blood.. The other

one became a great social leader, a great leader of social service and a professor

of social work in the University of Chicago. Both of them turned. absolutely against

the thing they had. been teaching as young men and which had impressed her so much,

and that happenst repeatedly, it happens so often, and I think one reason the Lord.

allows it to happen is because He wants us to put our faith and. our trust in Him

and. i). Eimoalonè.

T 48 second part




- position in
and we noticed a little bit about the character of Isaac and. his/relation to

Abraham and. Jacob. If you take all the section of Genesis that is simply talk-

ing about Isaac you will find that it is ,la comparatively small section. As I
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recall, the.chteit that tells about Abraham's death tells about Jacob's birth,

and Abraham and Jacob really practically cover the book of Genesis between--that

is, between the beginning of Abraham and the end. of Jacob and Isaac is a rather

incidental figure in between.. He is important because he is one of the three,

but he is byfar the least important of the three. He is the connecting link

between two important figures.

Now, D, Jacob. and under this 1, genera]. outline of the material aspects

of his life. Now, of course, under that a.would. be his youth in Canaan. Jacob

was brought up in the home of Isaac and there of course he learned 'a good. bit

about conditions in Canaan and he was one who was quick to.. take advantage of

everything which he learned. there. He was able to adept. himself to different

types of work, to take a hold. of them and to learn to be quite good. at them.

He was always looking out for that which would accomplish something and which

would. advance the objectives which he had in mind. Is to the general background

of his youth in Canaan, I think we have covered that fairly well in connection

with this story of Abraham in Canaan, so we will move on to b, Mesopotamia, and

you know it was very early in the life of Jacob that he left home and made that

long trip up into Mesopotamia. His mother with her clever sóhemiing. had. tried.

to get for her favorite son eYerything that she wanted. him to have.. It so happened

the things she wanted. to get for him God. had promised. him and the would have been

his anyway. Isaac was trying to keep him from having them because he wanted them

to go to his favorite son, Esau., but the Lord. had. already declaredtho would receive

them, and so Rebecca's schemes resulted. actually in nothing but what would have

come anyway but did result in her losing her son, her favorite son Jacob. He went

off into Mesopotamia and she never saw him again. Now when he went up to Mesopo-.

taznia there it brings him into contact with a civilization and. culture very dif

ferent from that in Palestine at this time. He was up in, northern Mesopotamia in

the land. there where Abraham had worked. for quite a time with his father Terah,
where
and/Terah had. died, the region in which a good. many of the relatives were still
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living. Mesopotamia. He came in contact with a different type of civilization,

a civilization of which not much was known until comparatively recently. We have

a good. deal of information about Palestine from the Bible and we have learned, some

new material about Palestine. We've learned within the last century and. a half

a gcod deal about southern Mesopotamia and. central Mesopotamia, but northern

Mesopotamia is on the outskirts and. in addition to that, this was in the second

millennium B. C. and. the greater part of our material from ancient Mesopotamia

comes from the first millennium B.. C. and the second largest amount from the

third millennipn B. C. This is in between the two in the period of which less

is known and. the section of which less is known until comparatively recently.

Now, recently therehave been some discoveries made in that general area, discoveries

made up in the, further east than where Jacob was but in that general area up there

at a town whose ancient name was Nuzi " It is near the modern sea of Kerkuk, a

great oil center in modern Irak, and. not very far from this 1own of Kerkuk there

was discovered in 1926 there some clay tablets which show that there had. been a

small town there in the second. millennium B. C,, a town which bore the name of

Nuzi. Now there are some who try to say it is Nuzu and, some who say it is Nuza

and. the fact of the matter is we are not sure which it is--Nuzi, Nuzu and. Nuza

but the early publications with it all called it Nuzi and we have it often re

ferred to in the tablets as Nuzi, perhaps far more often than either Nuzu or Nuza.

T 49




a form that has become pretty well established., Nuzi, although there

are a few books which now call it Nuzu. Now here at Nuzi these tablets which

were found. were very interesting because they were different from any previous

tablets known to us. They were clay tablets written in the Babylonian language

and yet written in the Babonian language about the way that English would. be

written by some Frenchmen who didn't know a great deal of English. That is to

say, they have-it is the Babylonian language which is used., very definitely, and,
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the words and the construction in genera]. have the same meaning as the Babylonian

writings but there are certain things they get all mixed up. They get their

case -endings constantly mixed. up and. in their spelling there are certain sounds

that they can't distinguish. They can't tell a Ut" from a "d." and. they may

write one or the other. They cantt tell a "k" from a "g" and. they write which

ever one is easiest to write in any particular word.. There are certain sounds

that way which IB.esA people evidently found absolutely unfamiliar with them which

are very regular in the Babylonian writing and. they confuse them constantly in

the writings, and. then there are some ezpreasions which they get mixed. around.

After you have looked at a few of these you get used. to the main peculia±ities

of them. It is Babylonian written by a people who did. not speak Babylonian, and

so, in these tablets, in the Babylonian language we ldarn something about culture

which is quite different from the Babylonian culture. Now there is one great

advantage over the great bulk of tablets that are familiar to us from the Babylonian.

tablets are the inscriptions of kings telling of what they have done

or are various important pronouncements by the state dealing with particular mat

ters considered to be of general importance but these tablets from Thizi are not

that sort at all. These ar6 private archives of certain families. The

great bulk of them come from one particular family and. in. that family they give

us the business transactions of that family through four generations and. thus

you find, the wills of the members of the family, their marriage contracts; you

have their business contracts with hundreds of other people of the 'community, and.

you learn a great deal about the ordinary life off the ordinary middle class people

of this community. Perhaps, for instance, a great many of them are legal texts

in which.this family, which was a very industrious, clever family, had. legal-

had litigation with other families in Nazi, and. this family practically always

wins out in the litigation. Now in Nuzi there was á71.aw,.. much like the law of

ancient Israel, the law that land, must remain in a family. You couldn't sell

land. In these texts we find. that this family from which most of these texts

come got around that law. . who was the head of the family,
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mkes his arrangements whereby evidently a man would. come to him and. say, "I'm
Will

up against it. I need some money. I'm broke.! You lend. me some money?" and.

would say, "Well, how can I nd. you money? What have you got for

security?" and. the man would. say, "I have nothing left except my land. and I can't

sell that," and would. say, "I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll lend. you

this money and. then we'll work out some arrangement." So the man would borrow

the money. Then two years later the man had. spent the money and had. not made

1t all back that he expected to and. he comes to and. says, "Well,

what shall we do about It?" WéllH, said., I can sue you as a slave for

the money- I could make you one of my slaves, but, after all, you are not worth

it. I don't want to do that. I'd. rather have your land.." "Well" the man says,

"how can I give you the land.?." "Well," would say, 'tall you have to do

is adopt me," so they would. make out an adoption, and. so the adoption paper is

made out, and. in this paper it tells how this man of his own freewill--it nearly

always says, "Of his own free will", he adopted. as his son and.

has given his adopted father a present, and that is the amount of money given him

and. It tells of this present has given and. then it names just exactly

where the property is and. describes it quite fully and quite exactly and. it says

if any litigation comes about this the adopted father is to pay the cost of the

litigation and then the contract is made,
"

is his adopted son and.

this particular land. is designated as tie share that this adopted son is to re

ceive of the man's property. was adapted. by over four hundred different

citizens of Nuzi,. And thus from these tablets we see, how in those days as in

our present day people found. ways of getting around the law and even though the

law tried to keep the land. cut up into little holdings with each family holding

its own land., holding it theoretically frum the king and. paying the king a cer

tain amount of work each year for this land that been assigned to him, yet this

great amount of land. came. 'into the family of , and. then we have some

law suits in which, after two or three generations, we find that the grandson

of the man who had adopted. '
,.

takes the land. and. seizes and. says,
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"49This is my land., inherited. from my grandfather'," and then goes to law

about it, the thing is looked into, the tablets are brought, the judges give

their decision and. they decide that the land properly belongs to and.

that the other man is to pay the costs. .And. so we have hundreds of these--there

are some thousands, of tablets altogether,-hundreds of these adoption tablets hun

dreds of legal tablets, many other types, from these families, and. we see the

life of these individual families. We know a great deal about all the differ

ent features of the way in which they lived. in this area. that time. The town

of Nuzi was destroyed. when it was conquered. by the. Assyrians in about 1500 B. 0.

so we have here a town which was destroyed before l4l00 . 0. and so through a

period of between one hundred and. one hundred and fifty years we have all this

materiel on the events in that town at that time. There isabook published

by the University of Chicago, Volume 57 of the ,Oriental Institute Publications

of which I am one o±' the three authors which contains within it--I won't say the

telephone directory of ancient Nazi, but perhaps we'll say the directory of the

people because it lists the individuals mentioned. in this town. It tells their

relationship with one another,- tells which tablets they are mentioned in, the

nature of their names, what we are told of their racial background, etc. from

the names found. in this town of Nuzi. Now for the student of ancient culture,

these tablets are among the most interesting tablets which have ever been found

anywhere because they show the contact.between two cultures, the Babylonian

and the culture of the people here, the Nurrian people of this community. They

show the contacts between them, the effect of one upon the other. They show us

the life of this community of that ancient time. It throws a great deal of

light upon the details of.ancient history. For the Biblical scholar these

tablets are extremely interesting because they give us so much information about

the life of this area in which Jacob lived. during, a number of the formative

years of his life, and so it is very, interesting for the light it throws upon

the background of the Bible and it is interesting for the fact that at a number

of pizes it, in very interesting ways, confirms the accuracy of events in the
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Scripture, or I should. say, perhaps, it makes us see how naturally they fit into

their background., rather than that it so much proves any one particular event

there. Now, one interesting thing in these tablets which we find. is the matter

of land. tenure. i mentioned how the land. there theoretically belongs to the

king and. he parcels it out among the different families and. they have their tax

to pay for the land to the king. You do not have, strictly speaking, a private
ate

ownership of the land, even though in the4egene±= days with which our tablets

deal this law becomes to quite an extent a dead letter and following

the schemes which his clever mother worked out has devised a way of getting

around this law. But we see a system of land tenure there, very different from

anything that was known in Palestine at that time. Now it is interesting that

when we find, in chapter 47 that Joseph was down in Egypt, we find that Joseph

there in Egypt when he was in charge of the land for Pharaoh changed the land.

holding system of Egypt. Previous to this time, in Egypt the land was held by

individuals, regular private property in land., but we read here, in verse 20,

that Joseph bought all the land in Egypt for Pharaoh, so the Egyptians sold,

every man his field, because the famine prevailed. over theme so the land. became

Pharaoh's and thus we have it shown hére that Joseph got the land. for Pharaoh

and verse 26 tells that Joseph made it a law aver the land of Egypt unto this day;

that Pharaoh should have the fifth part; except the land. of the priests only, which

became not Pharaoh's. And so you have previous to Joseph private property and.

land in Egypt. After Joseph, you have the land. in Et belonging to the Pharaoh

and the people paying a fifth part of the property to Pharaoh as their rent for

the land. Early Egyptian documents show that before the time of Joseph the land

was privately owned. Late Egyptian documents show that the Pharaoh owned all

the land and. the people paid one fift the property to Pharaoh, except the land.

of the priests, which was not touched. That remained in their hands. And so

the. Bible says Joseph made a change in Egypt. Egyptian traditions show

some time before Joseph the one situation and some time after the other situation.
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And now these tablets from Mesopotamia give us a clew as to where Joseph got the

idea. As a boy he heard his father Jacob tell about his experiences in Mesopotamia

and describe how different was the landholding position in Mesopotamia dna in

Palestine and now when Joseph goes down into Egypt and is working for Pharaoh

he sees an opportunity to change the land. system of Egypt from the previous

system to the system with which his father had. been familiar up there in Mesopotamia.

It is just one other little piece that fits in to nthe 'whole situation and. shows

how it all fits together. 'ThatswÔiild bè naturally hawi the idea of the landhold

ing system way up there tare d.o9n into Egypt when Joseph introduced it there.

Now another interesting place here where these tablets from Mesopotamia throw

light upon the condition in, upon the statements of the Bible relate more particular

ly to the situation when he returned to Canaan. I think, however, since the

light on it comes from Mesopotamia we might well discuss it under this head..

This relates to the attempt of Laban, Jacob's uncle, to recover the terrhii,or

household gods,which had been stolen. You remember that we are told in Genesis

here that, in Genesis, chapter 31, that Jacob left the land of Mesopotamia rather

suddenly and he started back toward Palestine and we read here in Chapter 3]. how

Jacob rose up and set his sons and his wives on camels and carried away all his

cattle and all his goods which he had gotten, the cattle of his getting, which he

had gotten in Padanararn, to go to Isaac his father in the land of Canaan, and Laban

went to shear, his sheep, and Rachel had stolen the images (the Hebrew word there' is

terraph.tm), the terraphimor household gods, the images that were her fathez1s, and

Jacob stole away unawares to Laban the Syrian, in that he told him not that he fled..

So he fled with all that he had; and he rose up, and passed over the river, and set

his face toward the mount Gilead. And. it was told Laban on the third. day that

Jacob was fled. Jacob had a three-day start, and. Laban 'took his brethren with

him and pursued after him seven days' journey; and they overtook him in Mt. Gilead..

Now here is Jacob, down here in Mt. Gilead, and. Jacob had with him all the flocks

and the herds which he had earned up there in Mesopotamia, earned partly by Jia
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hard. work, his hard. unsparing work, and partly by his cleverness in securing the

utmost possible result for his work, and. so he had. a large number of flocks and

herds and. naturally a large number of men to take care of the flocks and. herds

and. here is Jacob with all of this number of servants with him going over into

Palestine, with all these flocks and herds, and Laban pursues after him for seven

days , and overtakes him and when he overtakes him he is quite upset because Jacob

had. left suddenly without saying Good-bye, without giving him a chance to say

good-bye to his daughters and to his grandchildren, but the thing that Laban is

most excited about is the fact that Jacob has stolen his household. gods, and. he

wants those household gods back. That's the big thing that interests Labi, and

though he feels badly that Jacob has left suddenly and has taken with him all

these flocks and.. herds that Jacob has earned from him, taken Jacob's wives and.

daughters, taken his grandchildren, Jacob's children, the thing that he is most

upset about is his household gods.

T 50

Jacob is quite upset. Jacob said., "I wouldn't think of doing such a thing. What

an awful thing to accuse me of!" He said, "With whoever thou find.est thy gods,

let him not he says. "Before our brethren discern thou what is thine with

me, and take it to thee." For Jacob knew not that Rachel had stolen them. So

Jacob just opened everything up and said, "Come in and hunt through everything

and see if I have done such a despicable thing as steal your household gods."

And so Laban simply started out and went right through and hunted. for them, and.

Jacob, we read, was quite terârifl o$ what Labari was apt to co in the situation.

We read that God. had said "t0 Laban in a dream at night, saying, "Take heed. that

thou speak not to Jacob either good or bad," so evidently Laban had. brought with

him a large enough expedition that, despite the number offlocks and herds and.

consequent men to take care of them that Jacob had, Laban had. a large enough

expedition with him that he could have overcome Jacob" That would be an expenstve
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thing for La'ban to do. A seven-days' trip. You would have to provide for expenses

of travel, of the people there, and 'back again; you'd have to provide for all

their living expenses on the way; you'd have to give them reasonable compensation-. - . :-- to - -

for it. What was there that made it worth Laban's while to go/this expense and.

this trouble to pursue Jacob in order to try to get back those household gods.

Well, that is a problem that has puzzled commentators on the Bible through the

ages and. some medieval commentators suggested that those household gods probably

were made of gold and. that was why Laban was so anxious to get them, but if the

household gods were made of gold-, it' would -take quiteabit of gold to-pay-the

expense of such 'án ekpedi.tion as. that. He :knew that ..Jacob-had.' a three days start

over him, It'. took. seven days-to, catch up with rhim. It would be--they would ha e

to -be pretty good sized-now-how big were the household gods? Well, we read

that Latham went. into JacobIs. t.ent and into'-'Leah's tent, .into -the.two -maid- servant A

tents, but..he"found.them not.. And-then he went out of Leah's tent-and entered into

Rachel' s,tent -and 'Rachel -had taken the images and. put them in the camel' a furniture

and sat upon them an&Laban searched all the tents but found :.them "not, and. Rachel

said to her, father ttLetitnotdisplease .iny father that-I cannot-rise up before

thee,, for the- custom of women, s upon me." And he searched., but -found i,not- the

images. And. so Rachel]. was sitting on, these images,, and. as 'she-'sat there -she-said

tiplease excuse me,-father, I.dontfeei.well.tody. Excuse me that 'I don't get up.

You can search everywhere in the ,.,tent. all right ';and.see that Mo thing -here- 1s stolen

from you without.-my-,,,getting up,so he. peered all. around; he looked on;all sided
if

of her. :and everything, and you. :9811 be quite sure that. -afterth1s/he was convinced

that the household. images weren't in.the-tent, that.:they, -were not in the tent that

they, were not partiou1arly-big.. .,. Anything that she could sit on ,,and hide so well

that he .would.ntt even-.suspect thatthey.were there and. wouldn't -say, "Well,-now,

I hate to toiibl oud.anhter,b'at'.. here is a chair over here, lfyou will just

move over, here, it's ,just. three steps over, and if you wi-il just--move over, here Ill

look there where you were sitting :there.- Evidently ,they were small enough that
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she could hide them that' way and she would' not suspect it. And so we find.

that the theory that they were made of gold does not account for their being

worth all this trip-and- expedition and. the excitement on Labàn's pert, or the

excitement, on the other hand, on Jacob's part, because now Laban has looked

everywhere and hasn't found them and we read in verse 36, Jacob was wroth, and.

chode with Laban, arid Jacob answered and said. to Laban, "What is my trespass?"

That's the first time I ever noticed that word. chode there--c h o d e. I don't

think I have ever used it in a -sermon in my life. He chode with Laban, and.

Jacob answered and said to Laban, "What is my trespass? and. what is my sin, that

thou hast so hotly pursued after me?" And be went on here-we have nearly a

column in which Jacob told Laban what he thought of him for accusing him d'frsuch

a terrible thing and pursuing him this way. "Why, of course I haven't stolen

them. I've been absolutely honest a].]. the way through, ept the Pod. of my

father, the God of Abraham, and. the fear of Isaac, had. been with me, surely

thou had.st sent me, away. flow' empty." And so he tells him just what he thinks.

And. so it leaves us with this question. Why on earth was it worth all this

expense and. bother on Laban's part to try-to get these household gods, and. why

was Rachel anxious to steal them in the first place,' to take them .aloig, and why

was Jacob so upset that Laban would. suspect him of such a thing? Well, it is
within

a thing which we couldn't understand until/the last fifteen years, until the

discoveries were made at Nazi. There is no explanation for it in the text. It

doe srht state why they were important, and. that is natural enough. If, in the

day when this was written, everybody understood, if all Jacob's family knew

perfectly well the importance of these household gods, there would. be no need

of writing it down, and then later on when it is forgotten there simply is no

explanation included here as to the reason for it. And so there was no satis

factory explanation' for the reason. It was a mystery to us irough the, middle

ages. It was doubtless a mystery in the time of the later Israelite kingdom.

2a" rtttcs say this-story was written. , The reason for it had. doubtless'

been forgotten. But now these Nuzi tablets have been excavated. and. read and

from them we learn that t'e in Mesopotainis, the region in which Labari lived.,
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that up there it was customary that when a man died if a son-in#láw could go into

the 'court and could bring with him the household gods of his father-in-law and

say, "Here, 'my father-in-law" gave' ehi'e household gods to take care of, instead

of one of his èonshávingthèrn, which: wOuld be the' natüràl thing, that was ac

ceptai!'è in the -'court as proof that this"fathér-in-lawhad.passe& e&-overhis own

sons and. had designated, this son-in--law as his'proper heir and.'successor to all

of his property and. 'so it ì'é 'clear 'enOugh'i'hy'Rachel stole the household gods.

Jacob already-had. a:large part of the'próperty ofLaban. She figured he might

as well get .all':the restof it, so-shetOok the'hOusehld. gods and after Laban's

death Jacob,."could.:go into court with'them'andc6üld present them and receive all

the property that was teft tobe dividedamn6ng Laban's sons, and it is easy enough

to see,- then,.-wh Laban was so eitedabout,it. He wanted. to save as much as he

couldfor his. eons itohavèafter hiè death, and hso Jacob was so disgusted. that

his uncle Laban.would'think tháthé.would Oondescend. to such amiserable, dirty

trick ast'O..do that.:. Mr..?.(Student):..Vm sureshe iou1d.(Stu.dent)' Oh, no.

She wouldntt'd.o it until after Laban.' s death:. ':It's after Laban.' s death. She

would get all of Laban's:prOperty after his death, sothat doubtless that was

what was in the \mindiof.Rachel, when she took them, and. that explains why Laban

was so. excited: about them. . It explains why-it was :important to him to get them

back.. - It -explains with Jácob:-wasso disgusted that he: would be accused of such a

thing. and it show,, makes it -seem extremely. unlikely that this story -was written,

as the higher .q#-,t icè:.say,. in the days of' the. ;later Israelite kingdom, because if

it had been and they; had imagined,:.-an: antiquated." custom-like this no:-longer known

in. their day, they. surely-would have- explained just what their importance was. As

it is., probably-by, that time, the explanation-,, of-the Im

had. been. completely forgotten.- .,.And..,-so. this is a case where.we.have light thrown

on the Biblical.narra.tj We can. understand it better by.: this material that

has been discovered. within the :last fifteen years and -in, addition to that Lit

makes the critical theory seem extremely unlikely, and it fits in with the book
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having been written at the time, with this account having been written at the

very time of the events described.. Now another thing that is interesting about

the background. of this trip to Mesopotamia is that these people in Mesopotamia

among whom Laban lived, that Is Laban and. his family, were not Hebrew speaking

but Aramaic speaking and we find, that brought out. in this very same chapter at

hiôh&thave just been looking. We find. it here in chapter 31, that after

Jacob had. accused Laban of falsely suspecting him, then Laban wanted to play

safe, and. so Laban said, "Now, look here," he said, "I don't want you coming

over and. making me trouble with these things after I'm dead." He didn't say

it in so many words but. that doubtless is the idea. He said, in verse 4, "Now

therefore come thou, let us make a covenant, I and. thou; and let it be for a wit-'

ness between me and. thee.". And Jacob took a stone and. set it up for a pillar,

and. Jacob said to his brethren, "Gather stones," and. they took stones and made

an heap, and. they ate there on the heap. They sealed the covenant with a meal

" together there, and Laban. called, it Jegarsahadutha, but Jacob called. it (aleed.

In other words, they both called it, Stone of Witness. Stone çf

Witness--onlyIaban calls it Jegarsahad.utha, which is 8tone of Witness in .Aramaic, and. Jacob

calls it Galeod, which is Hebrew for Stone of Witness, so you have the same

this stone is put, up between us and they give it the name in Aramaic, which is

Laban' a language, and in Hebrew, which is the langu,ae 1b Jacob and. his family

had. learned in Palestine and. that they now talk as very natural, as their home

and. t1ey give these two names to this stone, and. then Laben says, "This

heap is a witness between me and thee this," In. verse 52 he says, "This heap
"

be witness, and. thisbe witness and. this pillar be witness, th"t I will not pass

over this heap to thee, and. that thou shalt not pass over this heap and. this

pillar unto me, for harm." In other words, Laban said,, "If you have got those

terraphim somewhere and in some queer way I haven't been able to find, them in

all the search I've made, we make this covenant. You won't pass this spot and

come :back here to injure me with them, to use them against me. And so they put
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up this stone of witness and. they say, "Here is a witness between us. You are to

stay on that side and not to come-over here and injure me by producing these

things in court if you have them. I won't pass over there to injure you with

my stronger force of men. We'll make this dividing line between us." and.

therefore they call it aleed. and. Mizpah, a watching place. for he said, "The

Lord watch between me and. thee, when we are absent one from another, that you

cross over here to hurt-me and I don't cross over there to hurt you, but

jach of us stay on our own side, and. stay separate-"P So there we have the origin-
Mizpah

of that beautiful/benediction, "Don't you injure.-me and I won't injure you. We'll

each keep on our own side." Mr. Gustafson---? (Student) Well, it is a fact

that most people have the idea of in some way something that Is binding upon them.

You will find, that among-most peoples there has been the attitude if you take

this particular type of a promise, why you know I wouldn't go back on that promise.

(Student) Yes. You remember the story they tell about William the Conqueror and

Harold, who was the last king of the Saxons? They say that Harold was visiting

in Normandy and-he yet king, idwardthe Confessor was king of the Saxons,

and. William the. Coiwfuerar said to Harold--he had entertained him pretty well at

his home there; . he said. to Harold,, "I want you to l'ave on good friendly terms

with me; otherwise you might not leave , but he said, "I want you to' leave

.on good friendly terms with moVand. he said., 91t is understood between us that I'll

have a right to the throne o± England, and after Edward. the Confessor dies, you

promise to support my claim t0 the throne, Uand "Oh", Harold said, "Sure, 1,1].

support your claims' to the throne. I've got to, run along-now, and William said,

"Well, now. let's make a vow on it," and. Harold said, "Well, now what kind of a

vow do you want?" and so they say William-the Conqueror placed on the table there

a couple of old relics, relics of St. Dennis and St. Anthony, and. he put a couple

of relics on and. he said.,. '!Now you put your hand. on these relics and you say, IBy

all that's sacred under my hands here I vow that I will maintain the cause of

William of Normandy to be kihg of England, " and. they say thatfH looked. at him
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and. he said, "Oh, what are these relics of St. .Anthony and St. DennisZ I can

swear on them" and. it won't matter at ail, so he put his hand. out and he made

his great oath and. then, after he finished the oath, William said, "Well, now

let's look under the tablecloth," and. so he lifted it up and. there were these

on the tablecloth, and under the tablecloth he had *a hole cut in the table and.

in there he had. a couple of relics from . . and. it was recognized that

anything that was sworn to by you must stand. on,. and. so they thought

that he was absolutely right when he conquered England to kill Harold in the

battle because Harold had gone back on an oath made over these great relics

which were underneath the tablecloth. That is the story by which they justify

William the Conqueror's conquest of England.. Well, Harold had made this promise

on these great relics, and it is a fact that I think you will find that most

people, no matter how lying or how untruthful they are recognize that you have

to have some standard by which jpiiöànˆstatid., and. that ther'is something which,

if they say it by that, then they expect you to believe it. and in this case

these people were not nearly as reporbate as--Laban was considered. a pretty decent

man in
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and call God for a witness and eat there together on a heap, establishing

a covenant, they felt,. "Well, if you can't trust them on that, you can't trust

them on anything. That is just about something that you ought to be able to go
name. of the

by." Mr.---? (Student) N u z i. They're named. after the ancient/town af which

they were found. and. they explain hua..the whole situation here which otherwise

was rather obscure in the region. Now I think it is very fine to realize that

Jacob never did try to use these household-gods in that way. We get over to

chapter 35 and we find that Jacob buried. them. He didn't quite destroy them.

They were still kept, but they were buried.. We read there in Chapter 35 that

when.he came to Bethel there Jacob called upon the people who were with him,

- in verse 2, chapter 35. He said to his household, " away the strange gods
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that are among you and be clean and. change your garments." And. verse LI, "They

gave unto Jacob all the strange gods which were in their hand, and all their

arrings which were in their ears; and Jacob hid them under the oak which was

by Shechem! AM they jourheyed. on, and. he left them, and. he never made any at.

tempt to use these in the way I,aban feared. he would. Yes? (Student) Of the

earrings? I should think it likely that they were probably devoted to some

heathen deity, or something like that. We don't have light on it but there may

be something in the Nazi tablets that would. throw light on that if one looked.

for it specifically, but it hasn't occurred to people as a problem and. so they

haven't been looking for it. (Student) Yes. Well, we do find, that at this
company

time he was trying' to bring his whole/more in line with his own ideas. Now,

for instance, he says here, "Put away all the strange gods among thee," and. he

knew they had some, hut he hadn't done it before, but at this time he is d.etemined.

to bring his whole company in a line with the idea which he himself had. Well,

now, this light then from Mesopotmia here helps us to understand the passage and.

also shows us that it fits in exactly with the customs. as they were at the time.

Now, C. the reirn to Canaan. This is so bound up with the life in

Mesopotamia that as we look at the material background. there isntt much more to

say of it than wifat we have already said.. We will look later under the Spiritual

history of Jacob a little bit at the events at this time when he come to meet

Esu,, expecting Esau. to try to kill him for the wicked deeds which Jacob had.
but we find.

done to awi before he came away,/the easy-going, happy-go-lucky attitude which

Esi had. Jacob was a man who schemed and planned and. worked; Esaw was one who

then would. get over his anger and. be the best of

friends. Yes? (Student) There isn't much we know about it. There is an obscure

section there. We dontt fully understand. ji..st what it is. There is aq,uestion,

of course, on the ground of eugenics as to whether there is anything that Jacob

coul, do icb would. affect the cattle there, and. the account sounds as if he

did something in such a way that there oMd. be an effect upon the offspring.
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Now it isn't very clear just exactly what it was so I think we must say that there

remains something of a problem there, but it probably is--well, there is this

about it. At least, it wasn1t such a simple thing that anybody could do it at

any time or it would have been done at all times. It would have been perfectly

obvious to Iaaban that it was a perfectly simple thing, thatit was foolish to

enter into an arrangement like that. It. was something a bit out. of the ordinary.

but just what it was we dontt really understand.. There's a problem there that

is something we just don't fully understand.. Of course, often the case

when you speak of these customs. There are things which were fully clear to the

people of the times which are not fully explained.. You can1t tell about every

thing in life or you wu1d fill an encyclopedia instead of a book. Youassume

a great deal and. then as customs change often much of the backgtound. is forgotten.

In this case of the terraphim it was completely forgotten but now we have light on

it that explains it. Something may conic to light that explains that, but as yet

we don't fully understand it*

Well, now, d. is his life in Oanaan and there again Jacob spent the rest
had.

of his years in Canaan. He lived there a good. many years. He who/brought such.

sorrow to his father in his youth found sorrow brought to himself with the loss

of his own son, Joseph, and then, eventually, joy coming in the going to Et

to be reunited with the son Joseph. That we will look at under Joseph instead

of looking at it here. -

And so we go on to No. 2. Spiritual history of, Jacob. Jacob is a

strange character. Abraham, as you read abtut him, everything seems in general

noble. He had. his lapses, he had. his weaknesses, but he was a noble character.

He was one whom anyone would have loved. As you read of Jacob, it is brought

home to you as you contrast the grasping, clever maneuvers of this rather shady

character in many ways, with the opeh-hearted., hail and hearty good-naturedness

of.Bsax, a man who would get terrifically angry and then get over it and be ready

to do anything in. the world for the one with whom he had. just previously :be enso
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angry, saa,-the rather simple, easy-going type of man that has more of an appeal

for most of us that Jacob has, it shows the sovereignty of God.. It shows that it

is not our goodness that determines ouracceptation before God.. It is not what

we are but what we may become. WE areaali lost in sin and. we are all deserving

of nothing good of God. and. God. chooses whom He shall save and whom He shall make

leaders in His kingdom and often His choice is very different from the choice

which we think we would make if we were in }s place. It show the sovereignty of

God, the fact that Esau is the one who was laid aside. I don't say the one who

was lost, because Esau has blessings. God gave him blessings and he had on the

whole a happy life, and. we have no reason to thing that Esau was lost. We dontt

know a great deal about him, but the grat blessing of being the leader in the

kingdom, of being the one tbrwhojn the promise was given of being the ancestor of

the chosen people was that which God had planned to give to Jacob before he was

even born, because at his birth the prophecy was made that the older should. serve

the younger, and. God. had. predetermined before the birth of the two that Jacob was

the one through whom the blessing would come and. the one who would receive the

greater blessing on this earth. Now we find Jacob as a young man grasping, try

ing to get for himself but at the same time having a vision, having an understand

ing of values which Esau did not have. Jacob wanted things whichiB considered

worth-while which to Esau were just nothing. Jacob got Esau when he was hungry H

and he said to him, he said., "If I give you this pottage to eat, will you give

me your birthright?" and Esa7x said, 00h, if I am going to die what good is a

birthright to me anyway? You take it," and I don't think that made any difference.

God. had given it to Jacob before he was born. They were both in error in the

transaction, for we read in Hebrews 12:16-i?, "looking diligently lest any man

fail of the grace of God., lest there be any fornicator or profane person of Esau

who for one morsel of meat sold. his birthright; for ye know how that afterward,

when he would have inherited, the blessing, he. was rejected; for he found no place

of repentance, though he sought it carefully with tears." Here was Esau who simply
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didn't see the value of it. For 'one morsel of food he sold. his birthright.

It is too bad. the O1dEnglish here says 'meat" for of course it was not meat

which he gave. !eatis a mord. word which means 'flesh" inthe Old. English.

Meat in Old. English means food. And. so Jacobcieserves credit for the fact

that he could. see values and. cOuld see that worth having even though he went at

it in the wrong way. Jacob is characterized. by determination and hard. work

even though through a 'eat art of hlslifehe -was seeking for himself rather

than for the glory of God. 'Then we have that incident at Bethel where Jacob

tried. to mce a bargain with-dodo-' where, as Jcob goin off into Mesopotamia

he had. that dream n which he saw he ladder with God. at the center of the ladder

and. the angels ascending' and descnding upon the ladder and. khere Jacb made that

promise that if-God would binghimback to hIs own land. that he would. be his God

and he said, "This stno which I have set for a pillar shall be God's house, and. of

all that thou shaltv give- me' I will surely give the tenth unto thee." We read
some great oil man or

stories in the, magazines every now and then aboiit/iOme 1eadr in some . line of bust-.

ness- who had,, made'- an oath in-his early days that he will give a tenth of everything

he-makes to God. and'thenhow 'very rich the man has become and then they will go on

in the magazine and. tel.11howthepsyohologist has explained. It, and he says that

the fact thattbIinantkes'God; as áparner givestbe than a feeling that he is

going. to. succeed., a' feeling- thathe can't fail-and. therefórC the' than succeeds and.

goes ahead .butLdonttthink the psychologist'necessài.I]4r has the whole Idea of it.

There may be-aaspèct-oftruthin what he says, but theré-certain],y is nothing

in the Soripture'tosuggestthatwe have a right 'tO give sométhingto"God. and then

to demand. .thatGodwillpay.-ua in a material way in this earth. Christ has said,

"Seek:ye:ZIrat:the.Kingiom Of God:and'Hia rIghtàousnessazId. jil' these things shall

be added.unto'you," .and:he sas that-'the 'one who giveaIphOuèesor lands-or rel&..

tv,sforithe sakeof God 'shall receive them back 'many fOld in this life,: but -I

dontthtnk.tHe imeans thát :in, every individual case 'Godis goIn'tO rpey épeclfical-

1.y or that we can thaké a bargain with God. I think what He means is that God. is
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certainly not going to be/any man's debt and what we give out of a heart of love to

God he certainly will repay many times over, whether in this life or in the next

life, but if a p'rson tries to make a. bargain and. says, "I am going to do this for

God. and flow God. has got to do this for me inmost cases it wont work. In most

oases the result will be very different from what we desire, but in Jacob's case

God. stooped. to Jacob's weakness and God put this man with all of his bad. caUtiea
blessed.

and. all his-God. iAthe good. that was in him, much of which was so buried that

the ordinary person wouldn't even have seen it, and. God. transformed Jacob the, sup

planter into Israel, the prince with God.. Now you find. Jacob's attitude toward.

Labaxi. Laban misused him; mistreated him. Laban tricked him, giving him Leah when

he thought he was doing work for Rachel, but we find, that Jacob continued persever

ing submitting to the terms which ]laban gave, him and making out as best he could

wider the terms, the mean, Ilóterms which Laban had made for him, that he per

severed and continued. and he secured that which he was after. And then we have

that which many people think of as Jacob's conversion. Whether this is his actual

conversion or whether it is a great Spiritual experience in the life of one who ac

tually was converted before this time but who was to quite an extent in a backslid.

den state we cannot determine, but at least we do have this strange experience at

Penuel, or Peniel. Both of these terms are used. in the Scripture, in fact, used.

in succeeding verses: And. Jacob called. the name of the place Peniel: for I have seen

God face to face, and my life is preserved. And as he passed. over Penuel the sun rose

upon him, and. he halted upon his thigh. This is strange where after he had. left

Laban and went on end now he hears that Esan is coming with large fore esand, he expect

ed an attack and he worked out a clever scheme to try to lessen the force of the

attack and then a man wrestled with him at night there and we read that they wrestled.

until the break of the day and. he said, "Let me go. The day breaketh." And he said,

"I will not let thee go, except thou bless me,," and it is not very fully explained

exactly what it was that happened. Jacob was alone. He had this experience at

night. Was it entirely a Spiritual experience or was it specifically in some regards
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a physical experience. Whatever it was, we find, that it resulted in the change

of his name: 'tThy name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel: for as a prince

hast thoi power with God. and with men, and. has prevailed.." And He blessed. him there.

We find, a reference to this in Hosea 12: 1-5. There we find a little more explana

tion of it

T 52

Yea, he had. power over the angel and prevailed: he wept, and. made supplication unto

him: he found him in Bethel and there he spalce with us; even the Lord God of hosts;

the Lord is his memorial. And. so Jacob had. power with God and. Jacob God trans

formed into Israel. With all his faults, with a],]. his wrong qualities, he.had

that in him which the ordinary person could not see but which God. had put there,

and, God made him a successor in the line fomAbraham, the line through which the

chosen people came and through which the oracles of God were given. Now we'll

continue with him next time.

T 52 (Second. part)
S

history of Jacob, and we had. mentioned Penuel just at the end. of the hur. We
all

noticed that at Shechem he buried/the false gods that any of his party had There

is no reason, of course, to think that he had. ever shown anyineship or adoration

óf-any false godshit up to this time he had. not insisted. on bringing his whole
Jacob

company in conformity as he did. now. Then, of course, in the character of Je.5

there is quite a picture of his tárrific grief over Joseph. One must tremendously

sympathize with him in his feeling of the death of Joseph and. at the same time

one must recognize this great partiality shown to Joseph and to Benjamin that while

his love of Joseph was a fine characteristic, yet here was perhaps a flaw in it,

his partiality as over against his other children. The latter part of his life

it would seem as if he did a ,good bit of meditating upon the Word and. upon God's

will for him, because we nd him having this. definite revelation Am God. that he
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is to go down to Egypt, not to fear, and then when he is down there we find in

Genesis 8:l5 that he looks back over his life and. he finds all these experiences

through which he has passed and. he makes the statement, "The Lord has shepherded me."

He says: "God, before whom my father Abraham :and Isaac did walk, the God. which fed. me

all my life long." The word used for "feed" there is the word " the

Hebrew "shepherd". The Lord. is my shepherd. is not an exact rendering,

of course, of it. Shepherding has as a large element of it feeding but it means much

more than that. It is caring for him, directing him, watching over him all his life,

and. then at the end of his life the Lord permitted him to give those prophecies in

Chapter 9 and. that is a very interesting chapter. If you want to take the book

of Genesis for first year Hebrew and. read it straight through you will find vary

few parts of it that are particularly difficult for the last semester of first

year Hebrew, but when you come to another portion of the Bible it is much harder

reading because there is less context. It jumps around. and it has 'a larger

vocabulary and this poetic 'language. It is quite difficult to interpret as he

takes up each of the sons and these very poetic ways describes the various

things which are to happen to them in the future. Now the chapter is one which

is one of the hardest things in the book of Genesis fully to understand. and.. one

of the reasons for difficulty in understanding chapter 49 is that here, as very

frequently elsewhere in the Scripture we find. that a prophecy is given without

our being told about the fulfillment of it. There are various places in Jeremiah

and Isaiah where some critical scholars say the prophet made a false prophecy. He

declared that this is going to happen and it didntt happen and. their knowledge

that it didn't happen rests upon thefact we have no statement of its happening,

but even if the Bible were strictly a human book it is hardly likely that Jere

zniah would predict something that was to take place five years later or ten

years later and. then that after that time his book would. be widely' distributed.

and. that they would include in, the book 'passagé which predicted things as certain

to happen and. then those things didn't happen at all. It would. be too simple a

thing just in selecting tor..-editing it sjinpy to have left out those sections
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if it were a purely human book. Now, of course, we do not believe it is a human

book. We believe it is adivinebook, but whether you take it as human or divine,

in either case, it would not contain predictions by- the prophet of something going

to happen in his lifetime. ttaeh if It happened, before the book was

actually distributed much and it would simply be included as a prediction and

nothing more- said. That is simply unthinkable in it as a human production and. as a

divine production -we know, of course, the prophecy is giventothe prophet for truth,

and so from either viewpoint you would have to say that when Jeremiah or Isaiah

declared that something is going to happen within the next few years, before his

book was entirely written, or before it was distributed much, you can be quite sure

that that event did. happen, and. so it is- certainly sufficient evidence that the

lord does not always tellus about the fulfillment of predictions. When He tells

us of a prophet's word, sometimes*-in fact quite a number of times, the prophet

declares that something is going to happen in the near future or in the distant

future and. it is not necessary for God's purpose in the Bible to give us the full

explanation or the details on how that particular prediction was fulfilled.. Now,

we take up this prediction, this prophecy here, Genesis 1-Il. You will find, that

there are a number of the predictions which it is very easy for us to see how they

were fulfilled. We .don t want to go into detail" on this now, but rather belongs

in the prophets course than in this course, but I just want to bring out just a

few main principles of interpretation of it. - There are quite a few of them, or

several of them at least. It is very clear how they were fulfilled. Take verse 5.

Simeon and Levi are brethren: Instruments of cruelty are in their habitations. Why

was that? He said. that, of course, because of the way in which Simeon and. Levi. had.

treated the people of Shechem, had. made this alliance with them and then had killed

them, and Jacob was very incensed at them when they did it and said, "You arouse
the enmity and. hatred, of all the land against us," and so here he gives his curse

upon Simeon and. Levi -for that. He says,," 0 my soul, come not thou into their

secret; unto their assembly, mine honour, be not thou united: for in their anger

they slew a man, and in their, selfwi].,l they,, digged down a wall. Cursed by their
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anger. for it was fierce, and their wrath, for it was cruel:" Now up to this it

is is all general rebuke to Simeon and. Levi. Then he says, "I will divide them

in Jacob and. scatter them in Israel, and it sounds like a punishment upon Simeon
is literally

and. Levi for the wicked. deeds which have been clone and the prophecy/fulfilled.

about both of them. How is it fulfilled about Simeon? The tribe of Siineon-
that

if you look on any map ft shows the tribal boundaries (I don't think any one

of these has the tribal boundaries on it) but in. the back of most Bibles you

will fund, a map that shows the tribal boundaries as the tribes were d.istrihuted.

under Joshua and. you will find, that Sirneon. is way in the south. As you look

through the history you don't find anything about events in the tribe of Simeon

in the south and when the kingdom is divided Rehoboam has only the tribes of

Judah and. part of Benjamin in the south and Simeon is not mentioned there, while

you are told that ten tribes are in the hands of Jeroboam, and. so it is quite

clear that the tribe of Simeon, though they had. this territory, this borderland

territory on the edge of the desert where there were Nomad. tribes and danger

from 'the Egyptians and. the Persians, they did not stay there. The 'people drifted

away from it and were scattered. in Israel. I don't think there is any doubt

historically whatever that that is what happened to Simeon. There was thus

fulfilled. in. Palestine, in the time of the Israelites in. Palestine, the predic

tion which he mde here about Simeon., a prediction which was a punishment upon

the nation for the actions of its ancestor upon the tribe. Well now, here is

Levi, and you would expect the same thing t0 happen to Levi and it undoubtedly

would. have happezi if it were not for the fact that in the wilderness when the

people turned. away from God and. made the golden calf, the tribe of Levi stood

with Moses and the tribe of Levi stood when Moses called, "Who is on the Lord's

side?" they came to him and. they stood. with him and he used: them &s his representa

tives in carrying out the Lord's will in. relation to the rest of them and then.

the tribe of Levi was given,a special blessing and. so on account of the fidelity

and. loyalty of the people to God. they were given a blessing and thus no one
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has any right to say that I am cursed for the wickedness of my ancestors. We

are placed in difficult situations on account of their wickedness, yes, but if

we are truly loyal to God. the curse can be turned. into a blessing, and. that is

what happened. in. the case of Levi, and. so the tribe of Levi were told. that God.

would. set; them apart for His own glory, would give them a special place with Him

self, and. instead of their being scattered as Simeon was by simply finding the

place they were unsatisfactory to live in and. drifting through the rest o± the

land, instead of that they were deliberately placed all through the land. and

they were given specific cities, and the Levités are given cities of their own

all through the land. and they are appointed God's representatives in the differ

ent sections of the land, and. so the Levites are the. people who got the message

of God. to the others all over the land. and had. a very special place in connection

with the worship of God, but they were scattered. and that which was a curse

originally is thus literally fulfilled upon Simeon and. upon Levi but in the case

of Levi it is changed. into a blessing instead, of being a curse. Well, now after

going through the tribes in order like that, the order of birth, after Simeon. and.

Levi they come to 3udah, and when they come to Judah here the statements given

about Jud.ah here certainly refer to two things. They refer to David., the son

of Judah, who becomes a great king, and. that, of course, does not come until

long after this time, but it is. here definitely predicted.; and then, of course,

the propheôy of Judah also, the prophecy of. David, naturally includes the prophecy

of David's greater son, and. so it is purely a Messianic prophecy, a Messianic

prophecy which includes David and the promise is to David. as David's greater son.

The scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet,

until He to whom it belongs shall come, and. unto Him shall the gathering of the

people be, until Christ Himself should. come.. The scepter came to Judah when

David. took it and the control, the leadership belonged in the House of avid
" es

. from it
uutil the One came who truly possess the leadership and/wholV shall never depart,

and. so hero is a wonderful prediction of Judáh and then he departs from the normal
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order and Zebulun who you would think would. be placed much later in the list

is placed right next -out of his normal .order, and. some think nthat that is clone

because of the fact that Christ, though born the tribe of Judah and of the

tribe of Judah, ws brought up in the land. of Zebultin. Now that may be rather

of a jump. I don't think we should be dogmatic abäut it but it is interesting

to note that they go through in normal order except. for this one who is out of

order in this way. At any rate we have here this definite predictions about

Simeon, which we know how it was fulfilled, the definite predictions as to Levi,

the definite predictions about Judah. I one time was Assistant Professor of Old

Testament and the Professor of Old. Testament had a man writing a thesis for him

on the study of Genesis 49 and. it happened that the Professor was out of town

for a week and so the wtudent came to me and asked 1f 1 would look it over and.

see if I could make any suggestions so it would be ready when the Professor-re

turned to town. In other words, to satisfy the professor

T 53

get a general idea of it and hep on minor points it is all right that you should

do, but I was interested±o.-see the direction in which the professor had led.

him in his interpretation of this chapter and. the method which he had used. for

it. He went through these predictions, one after another, and. he took the predic
to show

tions and he tried/that you couldn't find anything in history with most of them
that

that showed how it has actually been fulfilled, and.! the people who think they are

still future have disagreements as to what these predictions about the different

tribes mean; just how they are to be fulfilled. we can't be sure, and therefore

his conclusion was that prophecy, after all, is not a literal matter but a matter

of presentation of great Spiritual truths and the purpose of the chapter simply

is to show that God's blessing is to be upon the Church and that there is nothing

.c.tftcelly literal which we are to seek for in the interpretation o± the chapter.

Now, of course, that is a method which is found. in certain circles of inter'.pretktg
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prophecy,, which tries to reduce practically all prophecy simply to a general matter

of saying, God. is a great God and. gives great blessings and. there are many enemies

but God will deliver His Church from them and. you can express the meaning of all

prophecy in about six sentences that way, and. it does away in most cases with
literal

any specific/meaning of prophecy. I think that is an utterly wrong approach

toward interpretation of prophecy. If you are going to use that with prophecy

you ouftht to use it with theology, too, as the modernists do, and. if you are

going to use it with theolo ..i with prophecy, or with doctrine, you might as

well give up th Bible and get your ideas themselves from observation and then

do as so many, many preachers do, iloók for a text upon which you can hang the

idea you have in mind. I remember some years ago--maybe I have mentioned it

to you--going to a,great church where a great Christian preacher was preaching,

a man who was a real gospel man but one who, at least in that instance, instead

of studying the Word. and saying, "What .does the Word. teach? Let's get my ideas

from the Word and then go out and. present them, ' went to the Word. saying, "Here's

something I want to get across. Where can I find a text to hang it on?" And so

he gave a sermon on the power of saying "No" and. it was a wonderful sermon and

it really, really after hearing that sermon you would feel that it is mighty im

portant when temptations come to you, if there is any difficulty or anything that

would lead you astray, that it is very important for you, instead of going after

it toistay on what you think is right and. saying, °}Jo, 1 will not follow it."

I thought the sermon was very good. but would have been much better if he had

said, "I am going to give you a sermon on the power of saying "No" and left the

Bible out of it. It was a good. ethical sermon. I think if Posd.ick had. preached

the sermon it would have been very helpful to his congregation, as I am sure
was a

many of his sermons on. good. ethical sermons have been, but this/sermon by a man

who was a true believer in the gospel and. ordinarily preached. the gospel, and.

even so I don't think there was anything wrong with the sermon, I think it was

a good. sermon, but I think that actually the sermon would do more harm than good
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because o the fact that he tied. it up with a text that had. no connection with it

and that is doing despite to the Word of Gad. Here is the text which he used. on

it. It is in Judges 4, and. in Judges Lfwe read about-Sieera fled. when Deborah

and Barak defeated his forces and. his army was annihilated and. he fled. and. he

fled. down to the. valley there and he came to the house of Jael, the wife of Heber

and he came in. there and she was afraid of. him and so she pretended. whatever he

wanted and he said to her, 'Stand in the door of the tent, (verse 20 tells us,

of -chapter )"and it shall be that when. any man. doth come and. enquire of thee and.
I can still hear his wonderful voice yelling that out, "Thou shalt say

say, Is there any man here?ithôu.shalt say, and then he gives this won- no.

derful sermon on the power of saying "No.". Well, the text is certainly a wicked
vengeance

man fleeing from the righteous/of Gad.'s people telling a woman to tell a lie in

order to protect: him:- from his just deserts, and. to take a verse like that and.
hang a.

upon those words, UThou shalt say unto him, to/beautiful exhortation to the

power to say "No.rU -. The sermon was good, it would do good., but that sermon

tied to this text would. create in people's minds the inevitable impression if

they read. the context at all that the Bible is just a .,collection of words which

you can take.a few words out of anywhere and. hang an idea upon them without any

relation to context, and to my mind the spreading of faith in. God's Word, that

it isnit what we think that matters but what does God say is far more important

than any ethical exhortation we may give, no matter how strongly we may give it,

or even, I ,must say, the presentation of some. great doctrinal-matter that is

clearly taught in the Word. of God.. If you present a doctrine that isas clearly

taught in the Word of God, use for you stating point a text that teaches that

doctrine. Don't take a text that teaches. some other doctrine or that has no con

nection with that doctrine and then hang that doctrine on to it. You are &estroy

ing people's faith in the Word, and I think the same thing. plies to prophecy.

To take prophecies and to insist that the literal terms dont.t matter, that it is
great

t/ Spiritual truths that you could. know just :as well if you didn't have any

of these prophecies is anethod according to which these prophecies might just
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as well not be in the Bible at all. It is doing despite to the Word of God.

There is much in the prophecies that we do not understand just as there is

much in the doctrines that we do not fully understand. The Bible is an infinite

book and. it contains a great deal that we do not have the full facts or material

to understand entirely. It contains many teachings that -will be tremendously

helpful in one period, or another of the earth's history and when you get to

that particular situation and you read. that Scripture in the light of the situa

tion you just see how it fits and applies to the situation and. God gives you

direction and. leading and understanding from that passage which perhaps is hard.
not

for you to understand when you are/in a situation somewhat comparable to it.

is all of it valuable. It is all valuable for. all Christians but sections

of it are more helpful at one time than at another-time, but everybit of it

has a meaning and whatever meaning we can get we should. stand. on and. when we

can't understand what the particular meaning of a thing is we should. say, "Well,

here is a thing that I dnlytsea1.thtfár into. I do not see further down into

it. Perhaps I will later. Perhaps with further study of it. Perhaps it will

be particularly helpful in some situation which I ay. come to later in life

or which the Church may come into in some other generation, but it has a truth

there, it has a meaning or it wouldn't be in the Bible. It 'isn't




just aprësenta

tion of great Spiritual truths that you can alrer get from somewhere else and.

dont need that-,portion. Every portion of the Scripture is there for a real

purpose and. has a definite meaning andin connection with this chapter here'I

personally am quite convinced that this chapter, 149 here, is dealing mostly

with the history of the tribe in Palestine. My own impression is that while

there may be sometUiin in the chapter that deal with events today, while there

may be some things in the chapter that deal with events that are still future,

it is my personal belief that very little of chapter of the chapter falls into

vi.c.b. categories as that. It is my personal opinion that Jacob here is telling

his sox what Is going t0 be the future of the tribes during the period. between
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the conquest of Palestine and the exile, that is, that most of it falls into that

period., and when you get into the books of Kings and. Samuel and. Chronicles, and.

Judges, most of what you have there deals with the kingdom as a whole, or it

deals particularly with Godts relationship with the kings and. with the kingdom

and doesn't, give .s a great deal. of specific history of the tribes in their

particular local situation, though there- must have been a great deal of that

that occurred. There must have been all sorts of events there in which God. was

active and which were important in the history of the nation, 'which God. did not

include in the history that is gi n here, and it is my personal opinion that

if we had. lived, had been present there, during those years, those generations

when the tribes were there in Palestine it would have been easy for us at point

after noint to say. "Just look how literally this narticular nred.iction about

Reuben or about Gad. or Naphtali or sher or some one of these is fulfilled. Just

see how exactly we see here the fulfillment of that which was given." I think it

had a great value for the people in that day, to see these situations and say,

"look here, what God. prdicted to ur father Jacob we see now has come to pass.

Should we not then trust this God who could predict the future in this way.

Should we not study His Word. then to gain other truth from it that is vital for

us. Should we not know that what the prophets today are telling us as they.

speak in the Word. of God is just as certain to be fulfilled as we see these things

that are fulfilled around. us whichare predicted by the Lord tb rough Jacob in

those times long ago. I think it had a great value and a great purpose for the

people during that period, and while there are parts of it which are speciilly

interesting and especially valuable to us today, it is my opinion the main. purpose in

"stf..the chapter was for that period and that it had a very ieal purpose during

those centuries, and personally I think that just as much as when Jeremiah said,

"the king Jehoiakim is going to be case out with the burial of an ass," and when

we read. that, Jeremiah said. that and. Jeremiah predicts during the

reign of .Tehoialclm and during, the reign of his brother &5ktah
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later and after the death of Zedekiah, some time after that, the Book of Jeremiah

is completed and as a whole is distributed., and: in that book, to think that

'Jeremiah would have included in that book rbhk prediction that Jehoiim

would not be buried but would be cast outside the wall with the burial of an.

ass when it wasn't true and. he recaive&ab --beautifa]. state burial and. was
absolutely

buried in the. tombs o. the kings is/unthinkable.. We are nowhere told. that

anything badhappened 'ä'the death of Jehoiakim. We are just not told. We

are simply told he died. That,is all we are told.. We are not told. the details

of it, but we do have-Jeremithi'.s prediction four years before.. and. then we have

many other predictions made a few years later. a5ói1tZed.ekiah, contained in the

Book of Jeremiah, and either Jeremiah was a false prophet, and notonly a

false prophet but a pretty stupid man. to include in his book definite predic

tions which everybody knew hadn1t come t pass, either that is true, or else

those specific predictions about Jehoikim were fulfilled, and. if we have in.

that and. other cases specific predictions made and. we can be sure they were

fulfilled even though the Bible doesn't tell us the details.of this fulfillment,

I think that certainly we are justified in taking the same attitude toward. these

various statements about the different tribes. They are given in poetic lan
from it

guage. Doubtless you couldn1t reconstruct the, full situation in advance/but

I feel that is the place you would. see, there is Agher, there in Iaphtali,

there in Gad, there in Reuben, and. the different tribes just

exactly what our father Jacob said would. come to pass. What a wonderful book

this Bible is! And what a wonderful God who made these predictions and. had.

them come to pass in that way. But certainly the great purpose of prediction

is not tbsatisfy curiosity and to, enable us to know just what is going to happen
as the things happen

in different events, but a great purpose of it is to enable us/to see added proof

that God. Is indeed the God of the 'universe, and. that. God. has spoken in the past

and. that we should. take heed. to. the words which God speaks now and which

find anywhere in. His' Word '
, . . '' ....

'
.-
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Now, let's go on to E. D was Jacob; E would be Joseph, and. then we

want a general outline of the material aspects of his life. Joseph was a

boy in Palestine and. the life as he moved up and. down that hill country was

substantially the same as that of his father and of his grandfather, Isaac,

and. then we all know how he was taken by his brothers and. sold as a slave

and he is carried down into Egypt and. then there in Egypt you have him in

Potipher's house as a slave, Potipher had. purchaae,him, and. then Potipher

put him into the position of master over his house, téWard. of the house,

and. when Potipher is given a false idea of Joseph he casts him into prison

and. then Pharaoh takes him out of prison and exalts him to be the ruler of

Egypt. That, of course, gives us a general outline of the material aspects

of his life, a life with many changes in it, a life with all sorts of unusual

circumstances in it. It must have seemed. like a change as he looked

back on it and thought of it. It very likely seemed like a dream. It is s

different from anything in Egypt. When he was in prison, how

strange it would seem to think that once he had. been a ruler at Potipher's

house, but -it is interesting from the viewpoint of the material aspects of it,

it is interesting that it brings us in contact with these various types of
-his

situation. Doubtless in/youth he had. heard from his father stories about
he had. undoubtedly learned that way about

Mesopotani,T.H'-the system of' land. tenure there and then when the

time came to put this into effect in Egypt he did so.

T 54

for a slave to be put in a position like this. Well, in our Etian records

we have evidence that it was customary in the homes of the great nobles to do

that very thing, to take a slave who seemed bright and intelligent and reliable
leader and

and make him/overseer over the rest. This was an actual position; head over
-

the house was a regular position in the homes of the Egyptian nobles. We have

evidence of that in their tombs and pictures of their lives and their dealings
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with their people, and so we know that that is quite in line with the general

Egyptian background of them, and. then there are many details of his life in

Et which are very different from the general situation in Palestine. Natural

ly there would be in the life of a settled community of the type of Egypt and. a

community which depended. on the river rather than on rainfall and. àiaômmu.nity

that has such great material prosperity, far beyond anything that Palestine ever

had. had, and. so there, it is interesting to note many little details of the back

ground. and the source, as if some of them such comparatively small things as

the fact that the men in the prison, when they had. a dream, they were tremendously

interested, wondering what the dreams meant. Well, you might say you find that

often in any land, people wondering what dreams mean. That is true, but it is

interesting that in Egypt you do have many records of instances where people had.

dreams and wondered what they meant. It was quite d .common attitude in Egypt.,

Now in many other lands the attitude is to laught at it. It sounds silly, to

draw something from your dreams, but in Et they rather expected. a dream to

have a meaning, and so we find that the chief of the bakers and. the chief of the

butlers were troubled. about their dreams and. they wonder what they mean and

doubtless the Egyptian, like all other people, had. all sorts of dreams that came

to them on account of what they had eaten the night before, or they hadn't had.

enough exercise, or something. But in this particular case we know the lord had

given them a dream, for the purpose, in order to give an opportunity. to set Joseph

apart by enabling him to give the correct statement as to would happen in the future t o

these two men. Now, as when the Pharaoh made Joseph head over the nation, we might

say, "That's very strange. The Egyptians hated foreigners so. How very strange

that they would take one and make him head. over the whole nation, who was a foreign

er like this." Well, it so happens this was not the only time this was done.

We have some records of other haraohs who did. the very same thing, who took a

foreigner whom they thought they could trust and who, of course, being a foreigner,

was dependent on them. He couldn't in Egypt against them, if
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he should want to do so, and s -'ther'e-various-instances where a foreiaer has

thus been the Prime Minister of Erpt, in fact:that position.of Prime

Minister is one- which you -find.qüite commonly in-Egypt with the as we

generally èallit, but it"is more' at tó bèin. later periods after this,

which would. per1as be rather natural. Now, in Erpt there is a story, the

story o± the two brothers which is quite-an- interesting story and. you will

find in many books the statement that the. Egyptian.-story of the .two brothers

is the 'origin of the Biblical story of Joseph, and. Potipher' wife, and. in books

on rchaeOlor, mauy, boo,.ks.:on arciaeolor orbooks. on the relation, of the Bible

to archaeolor, they will 'give you the first. third- or half. of the story quoted.

and. translated, and then as you -.-read 'that quotation from this story you see how

very- similar to the;'1story of.Joseph and. Potipherts wife, and they say, "There's

.where'the story'ofJosephcomes'.from,-there is the origin o it, "-and of course

you-we' the implication of .-that,. that thatnever happened.. It is just an Egyptian

story- which some. 'Hebrew got ahold-of:an&h -made up the story of Joseph out of it.

Well, I think- it would 'be much-'.orelpful ifthey wouldttthe story as a. whole

instead of just: the: first part of it. You'd. get 'a truer idea of the story.

Sometimes-I have-read the story-,-to- .,the-class. The- Egyptian, flavoring is interest

ing ven in translation, but. I dont have a.copy, of it here this morning. I will

just give you--a-brief-summary, of it... In, the. story, there are two brothers an,

theme.,two brothers .livedinBt and .one.of them had a wife, there, and. the

younger brother works for the older-, brother, and. the two of them go out and. they

work in the. field and. .the older brother tells the, younger brother what to do and.

the. youzierbrother does it and the cattle talk to the younger brother and. they

.tell him where the best pasture land. is end he can understand the' cattle so

he is able to.do:many thingsforthern, and he is very strong. Retakes great

gloads.ofain and carris,.them on..his shoulder. He.isoi' wonderful service

to hisold.erbrother, .and. then th story tells-how one,day they are out in the

field and. they need. some. moregrain and, or there is something they need that is
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in the house and the older brother says to the younger brother, "GO back to the

house and get me this and bring it up, SO he goes to the house, and. when he

gets there, the story tells how he finds his brotherts wife there in the house

and. she sees him, and says to him, USayV she says, "you are very beautiful,"

and she says, "don't rush right out to the field," she says, Ucome here and lie

with me and. I will do all sorts of things for you. I'll make you pretty clothes

to wear and everything if you will just do this," and he turns to her and. he be

comes as angry as a leopard
'

and. he says, "Why, you are like a

mother t0 me and your husband is like a father to me, and 'should we do this

wicked thing?" and. he gives her quite a sound rebuke, and then he gets the thing

and. he goes' out, and. then she feels so disgusted about it that she takes and. she

tears her clothes, and she takes and she dirties up her face, and then she lies

there weeping and. the older brother comes home and he comes to the house and the

lamps aren't lit and the dishes aren't washed and everything is confusion and he

comes in and he wonders what is the matter and he finds his wife there tweeping,

and she has made herself sick, and. he sees her there put her in

this situation, and. he says, "That is the and. she says, younger

brother came in from the field and he saw me here and. he wanted to lie with me,'!

and she says, "I told. him that it was awful to think of such a thing-wasn't I

like a mother to him and. you like a father," and. she says, "He struck me and

she showed. the blow on. her face where she had. hit herself, and she said, "He

tore my garments butl fought against him, and so he went off," and so the older

brother becomes angry as the leopard. and. he immediately goes and he

takes his sword and. he stands behind the door and he is going to kill the younger

brother as soon as he comes in and then the, younger brother comes in and. the cat

tle are ahead and he is leading the cattle and when the cattle get inside ahead

of him they-see the brother standing behind the door so the cattle speak to the

younger brother and. they say, "Watch out. Don1t come in here. Your brother is

beh the door with a cWr& and. he is going to kill you, and. so he sees through
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the crack between the door there, he sees his brother's leg as he stands there

and he turns around and he runs and the brother runs after him, and the story

usually stops there;. I mean the.quotation stops there. Then they ssyz 'hat

an exact similarity to the story of Joseph and Potpher's wife. How clear it

is that this is the orign of the Biblical story." Now I think it is too bad

that they dont tell the rest of the story because the rest of the story is so

different ingèneral tone from this. There are-some strange, grotesque things

in the story thus far but not one fiftieth as much as from this point on. The

brother flees and the older brother comes up behind him and. he is catching up
the

with him and so the:.-younger brother cries out to/ocb to protect him and imme

diately a great river springs up between. them and there was this great river,

and it is full of crocodiles, and so the older brother can't possibly swim

across the river to get to the younger brother because of all the crocodiles

in it, so he stays there until morning, and In the morning he makes out a

way to get across and his younger brother has fled further and finally, eventually,

the younger brother is killed and. his heart is buried. and a tree grows up from
and strange

it and somebody eats the fruit of the tree and. all sorts of grotesque/things

happen and it finally ends up in the palace of the pharaoh with somebody eat

ing some of. the fruit, and as you read the rest of the story it seems like such

a sharp, sudden change from this first part, which is after all 1n. general a.

natural, human story similar to the events which have happened. in every country

all over the world. at many times but with a few elements of the unusual and the

grotesque in it, and then you get all this tremendous amount of the grotesque

added to it afterwards. It is. a story which is found. in Egypt from a period.

quite a little after the time of Joseph. It is a folk story which was told.

among the people of Egypt. Now to think that out of this folk story in Egypt

there, some Israelite coming in contact with that story, seeing the situation

between the younger brother and the wife of the older brother, should. take that
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idea and.. then ..should- make., the-stor of Joseph in Egypt out of it, and thus you
to

get the story of Joseph, andjiist take that out of the whole story, is--we won't

say. impossible., but:.i should. say that- i'seis rich more likely to think that

what.actualiyappened.:is.that.:Josépb'waskhere.inEgypt, as the Bible te&ls us,

and had. exactly the experience that the Bible describes, and then that when

Joseph-became prime minister of-Egypt, naturally people were interested in all

the .detai].sthey.could. get about.-his history and the cômmentatorswou.ld tell

about the little events that occurred during his life and. the stories of events

in his life would be spread. by word. of mouth through E-gypt, and. then, aster this

great prime minister ofEpt had died., .and Chad largely".been forgotten, easily

enough, because the. Ryksos -were driven out án&: there was oble , but

even without.that, great xnen like that, are forgotten in all lands, in a period

o± time, and etstories. about them) often; linge± on, arid. this'-story, being

spread about through Erpt, coul, easily 'becom&z. the center of A -folk story

into which these grotesque elames,wouldbeadded and. Accretion given as it

passed from mouth to mouth and eventuaLly when all connection with Joseph was

forgotten you, would. have,.this..folk.story circulated whichhà its start in this

historical event. Jiow, it is _altogether. possible, of course, that the story

of the two brothers had absolutely no connection with Joephát all, but if it

does it seems tàme-that this,.Is a,h,ore natural reasonable explanation

o 1' it, that it, is a folk story built,.-.a'ponan..actuaifat, than that this gro-

tesque folk story gives the source.,fxornwhich..this story of.Joseph is build,

for the story of Joseph is su, ter]diffeent type: of story than. most

of that story, even in this first section, with these elementsof. cattle talking

to the younger brother. TheBible.hae,.the.supernatural'init.God speaks to

people . God. perfoims great things, but the supernatural, is always very economical

ly presented in the Bible. It has a definiteurpose. It..isco.nnected..with definite

events in the plan of God.. The,Bib].e.is not a story like

we find men who can talk to animals regularly, and all that sort of fantastic
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thing that ueasily gets into folk stories. You have only. two places in the

Bible at all where animals speak, and. in one of those it is very definitely

stated. that God opens dumb animalts mouth, and in the other case, of course,

we know that Satan spoke through the serpent. The Bible is not that sort of

a book. The Bible is a natural, safe history of events 1hat actually happene,

including the occasional, wonderful, supernatural interventiom of God. in human

life, very different from this folk story in Egypt. And so tteis simply told.

as a fact in many books-here is the origin of the story of Joseph, this story

in Egypt. To my mind it is much more reasonable to sai, "Here is the probable

explanation of the origin of this particular folk story in Eypt.

Now I just referred. to the Bksos a minute ago. We have already notice

that, the Hyksosreiied. in Et during the period between the middle kingdom

and the new kingdom, .thát the Hyksos conquered. Eqypt on account of their new

weapon of war, their secret weapon which gave them a tremendous advantage over

the people. that they fought against, their use of horse, and with that the
the

small group of Hcsos was able to. cauq.uer /.. far greater number of Egyptians.

Then,, as time went on and the Egyptians also got possession of horses and.

learned how to use them, the time came when they were able to drive the Hyksós

out of the land, but they differ from the people of most other lands in that

they did, not put up monuments to celebrate the fact that they were driven out.

They preferred to forget the fact they had, ever been there. They were so
in

ashamed of having ever been under foreign domination. And. so/Egypt we do

not have monuments to the expulsion of the Hyksos though we have a few places

in which the pharaoh boas of the fine things *ich he had done in reestablish

ing order after the .ISjttàs had been driven out, but the actual expulsion

is not referred to in the great monuments, though in'someo±' the tombs we have

the nobles telling us the great events of-their lives and describing how, they

took. a valiant part in-some of the battles driving the Hyksos out of the land.,

and so the-facts about the Hylcsos have come to light little by little as these
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details, have been gathered .andbile I would.nt say we could be absolutely

certain that it was the Hyksos kings that were in Et. when Joseph came in,

.it seems very likely that it was... The Ryksos kings called themselves pharaohs,

took over the Erptiaxtcustoms, pretended t0 be the great leaders of Egypt, but

actually they were, of course, foreigners and they had. little foreign groups

supporting them, in those leading positions, and. that, of course, would make

it still more natural that Praoh would be happy to have Joseph and. other

Asiatios as the leaders ofhis kingdom and it would also explain why he caused.

the Israelites to go intç the land. Of Coshen rather than to mix with the Etians,

for he said every shepherd. is an ábaiination.
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Asia, and. then naturally later on when the Byksos were driven out, this

great body of Israelites who had been the pests when the Rykeos came were now

looked, upon as a potential menace to the kingdom and. the new king "who knew not

Joseph", probably because he was a native Egyptian king and. unrelated to the

previous Hyksos kings who had so favored. Joseph, he would. look with suspicion

upon the Hebrew people and desire to put them into a situation where they could

not be a menace to this land. Now Professor Peake of the University of-Liver

pool, who was fôiiabout a month professor at Oxford. before his death, in his

hook, EGYPT AND THE OID TESTAMENT, went through the old Testament and. tried

at every possible point to make out there was a mistake in the Bible, and he is

particularly good. at doing this in connection with Assyria because he is an

Egyptologist and doesn't know so much about Assyria, so when he deals with

Assyria and. its relation to Egypt he waxes dogmatic and strong in pointing out
utterly

how these statements are simply/wrong in theBible, but when he comes to Egypt

he knows Egyptology excellently, be is very well versed in the material and.

always puts the "if", "and" and dbuts" in every time he. claims that there

is some sort of a mistake in the Biblical account, and. he will say, for instance,
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in this story of Joseph, "Oh, it is easy to show how much of the background.

fits with Egypt. It is easy to show, for instance, that the house of,

the position of head. over the house -was one which was actually found. in the
- went

homes of the great nobles. It is easy to show that when. Joseph/to Pharaoh

before going he immediately said. he shaved, and that that was the custom in

Egypt, before going before Pharaoh, he would shave and. bathe and. do as Joseph

did., on aving the prison, even though Pharaoh' was in haste to get him, he had.

to do this first, and -th&'ring that Pharaoh gave him and the special things

were just what a pharaoh would give to one that he delighted, to honor. He goes

on and spends abaut ;page: noticing all these different things in background

which just fit and he says, "Oh, it is easy to show all this from that, and

this from that," and then he ends up, "but the fact we notice at the end is

that after all there is nothing to prove it was in the Hyksos time. It might.

have been-in some other period, and. after all, it' may have just been made up

on Palestine. It might never have been-in Egypt. And so he takes this very

hostile attitude towardthe Scripture, but it is interesting to note the ad.

missions that are made by'a man like that, and. he makes many admissions of the

possibility of the events, and, however, we do find. a few places where he raises

very serious difficulties. One of these I have mentioned to you before in con

nection with the earlier period of the history about the where he in

sisted. that-there were no camels in Egypt till the later Persian empire and

therefore that the Scriptural statement about Abraham having camels in Egypt

simply show it was written by someone who did,ntt know much-about Egypt, and. of

course that was a perfectly true statement. when he wrote that in 1928, because

science had. not yet ea'ight up with the Bible in that regard. An Encyclopedia

Brlttanica, 1930 edition, says that camels were never in Egypt x'til the later

Persian period, 1-i.O0 B. C. but we notice that we have proof now that camels were

In gypt at this time even though we didn1t know it before and the Bible-is

accurate on that point. Now there are a number of points like that, onwhich
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Peeke makes statements that represent the, knowledge that was available to him,

the knowledge of Egyptology at this time. He would say, "Such a thing is un

known in Egypt, in the Bible suggested; therefore, the Bible is wrong."axid. in

some of these cases we have since found the Bible was right. There are a few

in which we do not yet have the evidence, and that is particularly true in con

nection with this time of Joseph. One thing that Peake makes a great deal of

is the names of the people that Joseph was connected with in Egypt, the name

that was given to Joseph and the name of his wife and of the priest whose

daughter she was. He says these are types of names which are very common in

Et seeral centuries later but which were unknown. at this period, and

therefore that shows that the story is not genuine. Well, of course, the

difficulty is that from this particular period we don't have much information.

If it is the Hyksos peridd. we have very little in the way of monuments from

it. We don't know what the type of names was hi general, except the names of

the two pharaohs, and therefore it is pretty hard to be sure that these types

of names were in use there. He makes a great deal of his argument but I

think it is really a very strong argument. It is an argument from and

a place where we don't have much evidence, and I feel sure that we will get evi

dence to show that such names were used at that early period. He makes much of

.the fact that Pharaoh married Joseph to the daughter of the priest of the sun

god. , and he says the later pharaohs, when they tell about the Eyksós

they say that they were men who ruled. in ignorance of Ba, the sun god. Well,

now, he says if the Biksos were opposed to the sun god, why on earth óiil. a

Hyksos king marry his favorite, Joseph, to a daughter of the piest of the sun

god. Well, after he says all that it sounds like a pretty sound argument, but

then he goes on to make another admission, "Oh, of course it is true that several

of the names of the Hykeos kings which they took as kings of Egypt include the

t.eme of the sun god as one of their own, -pharaoh tb whom the sun god. has given,"
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or something like that, but then after all they were just aping old Egyptian

custom on that so it doesntt prove anything, but it seems to me the confession

which he makes there destroys the whole force of that argument. The fact that

the later pharaohs said that these kings, the Hyksos kings ruled in ignorance

of Ba doesn't mean that the Hyksos kings didn't try to conciliate the followers

of Ba when they were there, and might very well have taken the high priest

as the high priest of Ba there and to have married his daughter, the daughter

of one of the great old Egyptian families from before the time when the Eyksos

came to his favorite, in order to take this young upstart who came from Asia

and married him into one of the old Egyptian families, and at the same time to

show a measure of favor to the old. Egyptian family and thus win its loyalties

to the new king instead, of having him conspire against him. It is just the

sort of thing you 'd expect him to do and. so we have much of historical background.

in the time of Joseph, much knowledge that fits in to the account as contained in

the Bible even though Peake tries to push it aside with a wave of the hand..

There's a little bit more that we ought perhaps to look ateleven o'clock, and.

then there are some difficulties he points out but I don't feel that they are

verY strong difficulties.

T 5 : second. part

at the timeçof Joseph in Egypt there are only two or three more points

that we ought briefly to mention. One is we find that in the story of Joseph

the famine was bad in the land of Palestine and they sent people down into

Egypt to get supplies, and. that is just what we would eect. Et would be

far less apt to have famine than Palestine. Egypt was the land. with the Nile

river bringing a constant supply of water and. constant provision of fertilization

for the land and so famine in Egypt would be very unusual. It would. be more or

less common, every now and then in Palestine, and. they might naturally go down
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one
to Ept to get supplies. However, some/would. say, the story of Joseph doesn't

merely say they went from Palestine to Egypt for supplies but it says there were

seven years of famine in Egypt. Isntt that rather strange? That you would have

a terrific famine like that in Egypt. Well it is strange. It's uirnsual, but

it not unique. We have an inscription which was fótmd. far south in Egypt

which was published and. copied. as early as 1891, and inecription in hieroglyphic

characters which tells about a famine there and. describes a terrific famine which

he says lasted for seven years. Now of course immediately it was suggested. this

was a reference to the famine in the Bible but this is dated. about 2800 B. 0.

and. consequently this is not the famine under Joseph. It does show, however,

that there was occasionally such an event inEgypt. It is not something which

is absolutely unique and. without parallel in that land. Then we have an inscrip-.

tion at the time of in which a man named. tells how he made provision

there for a famine and he saved up material so that when the famine came he was

able to care for the people of the city. This sound.sas if he did for his city

what Joseph did for Egypt. This is dathd about 1500 B. 0. ora little before.

It is getting nearer Joseph's time. It is hardly, however, the famine to which

Joseph relates. Yet there is nothing in this account to suggest that it is

quite as bad a famine as that in Joseph's time, and. in addition, coming after

Joseph's time, after the terrific famine which they had undergone, it would.

be rather natural that they would watch out for the possibility of. future

famines and. they would. ine provision for them. Mr. Shed.d.? (Student) He

merely said that he àOected. corn and. was watchful in time of sowing and. when

a famine arose lasting many years be distributed corn to the city each year of

famine. Ordinarily one would think of a famine as something that would not

be apt to come in as prosperous a land as Egypt. They would never expect it,

but after having the terrific famine under Joseph it would. be rather natural

that for a short time afterwards, for perhaps a couple of centuries afterward,

people would be more saving and. would be preparing so that if a famine did. come
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they were ready, and. in this case there was a famine of considerable ext'ent for

which this man was ready, so it is again not a proof of the story of the Bible

and. what Joseph did. but an illustration of a similar, somewhat similar thing

which happened somewhat later there in. this .twn of El " I remember crossing

the ocean in 1912,1 believe it was, and we crossed.the ocean and. half the people

on the boat used to walk the, boat at night,.- night after night with their life

preservers on all ready to be protected in case they should be plunged into the

icy water. The reason for that was because three days before the Titanic hail

sunk and thousands of people on board had, been frowned,. and. the result was all

these people were terrified that their boat would sink and they were in readiness

for it, when actually our boat- went several miles uth of its usual course to

avoid icebergs. I' went to bed and. slept soundly each night because I felt the

time to be nervous was just before a great disaster, not just after one, because

after one you could be sure that not only would. thepeople be extra careful but

the ship men were extra careful, and they sailed. south of the iceberg area and.

every precaution was taken. But you will find. that special attention taken in.

order to keep from a repetition of it. So it seems to me that this is not a

fifth of the story of Joseph but it is just what we might expect would. happen

after the time of Joseph. If this came from just before the time 0±' Joseph,
to have a

then it would seem rather strange that-Pharaoh would have. had/warning of the

dream to do the same thing again. Mr.---? (Student) The first one, the one

which is over a thousand years before the time 0±' Joseph. He says that for

seven years thaiNi1e does not overflow. (Student) Well, you see the Nile
the

comes from/far south o± central Africa. It flows thousands of miles an,

there is very little -ratn èerin-Erpt, but in that region in Africa the

rainfall would vary to some extent. Usually, in. the equatorial regions there,

there would. be a great deal of rain, but there might be a period. of a year or

a ew years in which . the rains would so decrease that the Nile would not over

flow its bank and. fertilize the country round. about, so that that would. be . an .. /
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unusual event, but certainly not an impossible one. In other words, that wou&

be a normal cause of a famine in the land. Of course, there might be famines

from a plague of insects that wokild destroy the crops, or some like that.

Now, in connection, then, with Joseph in Egypt, it seems very likely, that it was

during. th& time o' 'the Hyksos that he was there. It fits: about the general

period of theHyksos. The Bible doen't give -the-'d& e Usher'sdetes are

5ri)&'in thernarins and not part of the text. Th Bible does not tell you

when It happened but as we fit it in with general events, it comes at approximate

ly the time of the Brksos. It i veryrobably that that is just when it was,

and if that is when it was it is very natural that we do t have any inscription

or monument put up to Iiirate this man -Joseph that we'-have discovered in: Egypt.

Now, of course, there might have been one put up and we just not have discovered

it yet, or it might have been destroy&in some way1. That is no proof that there

was nótc great ruler like Joseph in Egypt, but weknow that the Egyptians destroyed

most of the places left b the Wk'soá, thost of their monuments tried to forget the

fact that they had been there', and so it is very natural that the precise details

of this d.ireátionofErpt under the Hyksosshouldhave disappeared; even though

stories of the èentsthen could very easily have beenpassed Qfl among the people

and become folk storfes, as I believe in the case of the story of the -two- brothers.

-

Scholars of the critical scho6l- regard. this ad -the original of the story in Genesis.

While they recognize that it is a. theme which is not confined, to Egyptians and

Hebrews, the fact that the theme of the-Biblical story is iaid in Egypt leads them

to think it extrEmely possible that there is a connection between the two. Con-.

servativescholars,oàthe.other hand, hold that in allro litythere was more

than one such scandal in:-Egypt.- and account for the likeness by thesimilarity

present itself in such cases, holding that the Egyptian-.tale

has no bearing an the credibility of-that. in Ept, which is all right as far as
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it goes, but Brtb±i,hen he wrote this, hadn't herd my lecture and so hadn't

heard the explanation that I gave in the last hour and which I personally feel

is extremely reasonable in the whole situation, that there is a connection be

tween the two:aaithe liberals say, but the connection is that the incident in

the life of Joseph was caused this story to get started, and that that led. to

the story that got all these mythological accretions to it and developed into

the folk story that was brought out among the people there. Now, we notice

that we don't know the date of Joseph, but we think that it was in the lykes

period. That is a very reasonable time to think that it was. In the time of

Joseph there is mention of horses and. horsemen, and later on in. Exodus, much

mention of it. In the time of Abraham we have no mention of horses in Et,

and. this fits with it being either in the time of the Hyksos or afterward,

and. then when we have the king of the oppression who knew not Joseph, you

might have a king who knew not Joseph. right in the seine dynasty. Suôh things

happen. I was amazed a few -years ago when I was up in the mountains just after

I graduated from college with a group of young college fellows and we got to

talking and it happened that I: had. just taken an M. A. in American history so

I had read quite a bit of American history. of recent years before that, and.

talking with these fellows I happened to. refer to E. H. Harriman who was president

o± the Union Pacific Railroad and of -about a .dozen other railroads and. two or three

steamship lines and who had. such tremendous power in the. United States that car

toons used to show a meeting of the Board of Directors of one of our great rail

roads, and then the cartoon would show ten people sitting around the table and.

every one of them would have B. H. Harrimants face on them, and President The8dore

Roosevelt jnce called him an undesirable citizen and refused to receive him at the

White House because of the great power which he had... He was one of the most power

ful men in American history. His son, Averill Harriman, has been rather prominent

in. diplomatic circles recently but nothing like the prominence that his father

but here it was only about ten or fifteen years after the death of this man
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and. these fellows, college men, men of intelligence, had never even heard. the

pan's name, and. when a man can have such tremendous power, one of the five or

six most powerful men that over lived. in the United. States, and. within ten or

fifteen years most people don't even know his name or anything about him, you

can easily see how, a king could. arise who knew not Joseph, a man who was not

interested in the events o± his predecessor or who even disliked the people

of the predecessor. We have it in Roman catholic history; we've noticed. it

in church history, when in the time of the later counter-reformation one of

the popes, as soon as he became pope, had. the nephews of his predecessor executed,

men on whom the previous pope had. lavished all sorts of honors andealth. Such

things occur, but it is not necessary to suppose such a thing occurred. here. The

most likely explanation is simply that the pharaoh of Joseph's time was indeed.

one of the Hyksos kings.

Now, one other matter we should mention here agätñ very briefly. We have

mentioned it before in the discussion of Jacob in Mesopotamia was the change

in the system of land ownership inEypt, and Peajce mentions that in his book

end brushes it aside He says, It is true that in Eptian

inscriptions before the time of the Hyksos we find the statement that the land.

was owned. by individuals, and we find, definite evidence of that. Now it is

true that in the time after the Hyksos we find. evidence that Pharaoh owned. all
it

the land. and distributed and distributed/among the nobles and. collected. a fifth

of the produce as rent for it. That is true' be says, and. he says, 'sit was very

ingenious of the Hebrew writer to attribute this to the cleverness of Joseph in

buying up the land. for Pharaoh, but," he says, 'actually, of course, it had

nothing to do with the change. The reason for the change is perfectly obvious.

When the Etians drove the Iyksos out of Ept, naturally, all land. titles

had. been lost because the Eyksos had held everything, and. so naturally everything

fell into the hands of Pharaóh, and. he distributed them as he wanted to.

Well that is-,-when a great scholar and a man with the name of Peake says a thing
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like that, why naturally it was so, why you are tempted to say, "Well, that is the

explanation." It reminds me,, however, of what. Robert Dick Wilson used. to tell of

the years when..he studied the higher criticism .In Germany, and. In those years they

weren1t.quite.sosure of.it,as.they .have been in more recent years, and. he men

tionedhowinthos.e days en the professors would. come to a point on which there

was grave doubt, they..wou].d. say, "Why, undoubtedly, this is the case. Undoubtedly

it must have been this way," and. when they would come to a conservative theory

which thor had no evidence to answer, they would just say, "Why, thatts impossible.

It couldn't possibly be that way," and. just uch dogmatic statements as that

often carried.more weight than the piling up of a great deal of real evidence.

Now, in this case, he occasionally resorts to that method, and. I think when a

man uses strong, donatIc language about anything it is a good. thing to ask'just

what isyour evidence? Let'.s examine the facts and see what they are." Now

he says, "It, is. perfectly obvious that this would have taken place." Well, is

it perfectly obvious? When the Egyptians drove the Hyksos out of the land the

desire of the-Egyptians was to reestablish things as they had been before. Now,

if it was a century or a century and a half that the Hyksos had been there, they

might have forgotten how things were done before. They certainly did. Certainly

in any such case many things are taken over from the conquerors after they are

driven out withhut people realizing that they are taken over from them, but for

their simply having driven the H.yksos out, to say, "Now we don't know whom the

land belongs to so Pharaoh will keep it all," is cetain.ly not natural. The peo

ple who had. stood with Pharaoh in driving out the Hyksos would certainly have

certainly have risen up in wrath against that, and they certainly would have said.,

"No, we want our private property. We want something as reward for what we have

done. We want definite land." I don't think Pharaoh could have succeeded in

N putting across a scheme like that simply on the ground that he was the leader

the forces that had driven out the rksos who had-taken everything away.

Here was this system which had been established for many years in the land. People
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would have been accustomed to it, and. Pharaoh could very easily slide into the

position which the Hyksos pharaohs had. had. But thPharaoh simply said, "Well,

now, we don't know who the land. belongs to so Ill take it," it is conceivable

some pharaohs would have thought of that scheme and tried. to put it across, but

very few rulers are quite able to carry that sort of thing through. If.Peake

could give us one or two instances of countries which have been conquered by

an invader and when the invader was driven out the land was all simply held. by

the new ruler of the country instead of being distributed among the people again

on some system of private property ownership, he would, i.ithis was introduced.

in that connection he would. have some evidence but I don't know of any such in

stances, and so when he says it is perfectly obvious, he is simply talking without

evidence at all. He should say, ' have evidence of such events occurring elsewhere

and therefore that may be the explanation ," but as far as I know he has no such

evidence, so I think we must be careful that in our pantàtian of the background.

of the Scripture we do not say things are perfectly obvious, for which we have no

evidence. I dont think we advance the cause of the Scripture in that way. i

think that we should give our evidence and. be careful of our statements, bt.twhen

we look at what somebody else has done, don't be surprised if he doesn't follow tha t

plan, and. if he is someone who is tacking the Scripture, the more positive he is

about his statements the more reason there is to check up on them and. make mighty

sure that his statements are correct. Mr.---? (Student) Well, now 1 think perhaps

that will, do for the background. of the general outline of the mateial aspects of

the life of Joseph. Suppose we go on now to No. 2, the Spiritual history of Joseph,

and I will not in this course take much time on this. We can draw many very valuable

Spiritual lessons from Joseph's life, but most of them are regularly drawn in Sunday

School classes and. those which are not.you can easily draw from your own study of

these stories. It is very important, it is very worth doing, but there is no

special need. of our taking time in class here to go into it at much length. We

will take it and try to confine ourselves to those matters which maybe less clear
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" or on which there maybe questions.

Certainly there is no doubt that Joseph is the most perfect character presented.

in the Old. Testament. There is no record. of anything in connection with him which

we feel much reason to criticize. The only thing that one might criticize, perhaps,

is his attitude as a child than he would dream that all his brothers and his parents

" would bow down to him and. serve him and. some think that that shows a rather conceit

ed attitude on the part of the young.man. Well, with the ads of favoritism his

father showed for him it wouldn't be at all strange if he set into something of such

an attitude but it certainly, if he ever had such an attitude, itdidn't show itself

in his treatment of his brothers when they came down to. Egypt. He dealt with them

very wisely, there. He didn't reveal himself to them until he had tested them to.

see whether their attitude, had changed.. He was careful- in order not to do what would

b d.angerous for Egypt and dangerous for his family and. for himself, and at the

same time he was filled with love for them and forgiveness and with desire to breach

the gap once he was sure that it could be safely bridged, and so he gave them these

various tests just to see what their attitude would be when the other brother was

taken, the other favorite son of his father, when Benjamin w as held, was going to

he held. What would they do? Would they take an attitude, somewhat as they had
-

taken in his case or would they show a change of mind, and. he felt It safe to reveal

himself to them after he had given them this reasonable test. Now Joseph is one-

- -- of the greatest instances of trust in God we can find. anywhere. Even in the terrific

miseries that he came-intothrough no fault of his own he trusted God. and. did not

complain, and felt thatGod had. a purpose in it and. God, would work- good. out of it.

If one is truly the Lord.ts, things may go utterly different from that which we ex
- - - -

- it simply means that
-

pect or plan, and.- the idea of prayer or faith that/we can command. God to do what we

want Him to is an utterly false idea of faith, but the idea of faith that God knows
and - - - - -

what is best/He-wants us to work as His instruments to secure what is best and if

-
things come utterly different from what we ha, expected. and. planned., nevertheless

we can be sure that God's hand. is in it and trust Him fully, is the attitude of
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true faith, and that is the attitude which Joseph showed. at point after point

in his experience. Yes?. (Student) It was. part of God's revelation to show

us that His goodness is not, a result -of works órighteousness that we have done

but of His own.iÔiCe, and. of his own sovereign will. On the basis of the good

ness-of the two men Joseph was certainly afar finer character than.Judah,. but

God chose Jud.&i by His sovereign will to be the one through whom Messiah would

come. Yes? (Student) a very good answer.

David was certainly the man after God's own heart end certainly God made great

promises to David and God. carried out the promises. That is entirely true,

but t wasn't a matter of goodness of David; it was a matter that David was

the one,- that G.had cho nan&.then tbatDavid shoved a repentant, heart, an

attitude of Aesire.toserve God, butcertainlywben it comes.to goodness, the

real, downright, wholesome goodness, the evidence we have would make Joseph a

F far finer,character than David, a far. more wholesome. character, and a far less

selfish character, but God, chose David as theone. who would be the king d

the one through whom thework would come. David, of course, was not a reprobate,

he was one who tiirnedbac1. to the Lord when he sinned, he repented with his whole

heart; he was amen after God's own heart, but wasn't for works of righteousness

David did that God. blessed him. God.selected David for His purpose and. then David

did. hnw a rrcrner attitude. though he turned from it many times in the course of

his existence. Yes, Mr.---? (Student) the, Scripture in such a way that

the common gives either interpretation, and you should decide for yourself




F which of the interpretations you think is the true one before you read it. If

we had. nothing given except that first part of the story of Joseph we would indeed.

be at a loss to know which way to interpret.. Was this a conceited young boy whose

father nut him ahead of all the rest and. who therefore took it for granted that

he. was better than all of them and would probably rule over all of them and. was

so sure of it that he proceeded to have dreams which showed the attitude which

was in his mind, or was he a very fine young man with a splendid attitude who
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was not injured b' the fact that his father had mode such aøM of him, ut

to whom God gave dreams, as He djdin Erpt later on in his life, and God revealed

certain things in his dreams and then Joseph to'd the dreams that the Lord had

revealed to him and !-is father when he heard the dream wondered about it, that is,

on the first interpretation you say, the father said, "Are your mother od. I and

your brothers go.n to bow down to you? What kind of a conceited idea are you

netting?" On the other he said, "M, what a

T 57

You have to reach your conclusion on it through what you learn of Joseph's character

from the rest of the Scripture, and I think what we find of the way he took it when

he was sent down to Ept can justify him taking the " Yes? (Student)

No. Jacob is merely asking a question. He is not giving a dogmatic

Jacob says, when he sees the dream, he says, "Will thy mother and. I and thy brothers

bow down before thee?" Well, the grain was the son of the moon. You would think

the moon would stand. for the mother, wouldn't you? Well, what do most children

do when their mother is dead and. there in another wife living with the father?

Dontt they usually cal]. her "Mother"? Under the situation when Leah was the wife

of Jacob, the one who was buried with him in Rebron, wouldn't all the children

refer to her as "Mother" and. wu].t he use it? He would. certainly have the posi

tion of mother and the authority of mother so that I think that we could take it

perfectly as referring to Leah, and. yet we have no evidence that Leah was living,

we have no evidence that she would bow down, and. I think that it is a warning to

us against feeling that every element in a parallel or a picture must have a

full meaning. God didn't say, "Tour father and your mother will bowl- down to you.

God gave him a dream and in the dream b. paw thbee]3! bodies- bowing down t0 him.

as.o' Weed: from it that this means that your father and. your mother and your

brothers will bow down. Well, if the Lord. doesn't say that is what it means,
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maybe it meant that the leaders of Egypt were going to bow down to him. The other

leaders of Ept and the lesser of Egypt. We are not told., but Jacob inter
be

preted. it that way and. I think right, that the family was going to/put in a posi

tion where Joseph would have a great position of supremacy, and they did.. The

brothers bowed. to him and. had. no idea who he was, but certainly Joseph never put

himself in a place later on where his father would. bow humbly before him. Some

men would. have done that sort of thing, bit Joseph would. never do such a thins.

$0 it was not an instance of our being given exact full details but it is an

instance of a revelation in advance of the fact that this one is to have a remarkable

position n which people whom you would not ordinarily expect to bow to him will

bow to him. Well. I think perhaps we will run on from Joseph-we could spend a

long time studying this, as I say, with great profit, but it is one of the more

obvious sections of the Scripture. one of the most-oh, one other thing I think

I should stop just for a second on. Some people will say, "Joseph was a type of

Christ in that he married a Gentile wife." Well, personally, I think that is

rather absurd. I think that it is intresting that we find many striving parallels

between the life of Joseph and. the life of Christ. I think that is very interesting.

I think that--but I am very skeptical as to how msh right we would. have to predict

anything about the life of Christ because of events that occurred in the life of

Joseph. We have-in the tabernacle we have types given us which God. gave in ad

vance in order to represent teat truths and. great matters, and thus we have types

given and we have allegories. We have stories in the Old Testament taken as illus

trations, as when Paul said. that Hager corresponds to Mt. Sinai which genders to

bondage as $aral corresponds to Jermsai.em, the heavenly Jerusalem. It was taking

and Old Testament story stimpiy as an illustration, but the idea that the Old.

Testament stories are given us to teach no things about Christ because of superfi

cial or accidental similarities, I think can get us into a rather unwholesome

f interpreting Scripture. I do not think that it is a dangerous enough

method that anybody should go forth and. feel that it tjlie duty to become an
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opponent of that sort of thing and. to fight those who do it. I think that most

of those who use this sort of method. are glorfying the rd. and trying to advance

His cause and. I think it is very wrong to think that you have a great duty in life

to tear into and. expose that sort of thing, but I do think that it is the sort of

thing for us to avoid. I think it 15 a dangerous method of interpretation. I

think that we should recognize there are bypee and symbol. in the sñpture given

for that purpose but when there is no statement tm something is a type or a symbol,

when Pharaoh the wicked king, the heathen king, told Joseph to marry the daughter

of the priest of the worship of the sun, to say that that is a figure of Christ

marrying a Gentile bride, that is going a little far, I think. Tee? (student)
written.

Why Genesis was/ Yes. A very good question. The Book of Genesis was written in

order to show us the beginning of the important things with which we have to deal
more particularly

in the world.. It shows how the world came into being,/how sin came into the world

and. how God. made His first promise of redemption, and. then, of course, it shows

us the preparation for the coming of Christ to the setting aside this family

and dealing with them, and then it gives us illustrations of God's dea1i with

individuals, from wIish we can learn lessons as to how He may deal with us in a

lesser way, illustrations of right and. wrong in these people's lives. I think all

of it 1. valuable as illustrations of that type and I think we can take stories

from it to bring out definite truths, but to say that Joseph's marrying the daughter

of the priest of Ba illustrates that Christ would have a Gentile bride is rather

extreme. Yes? (Student) Joseph was an obedient servant of Pharaoh and. he did

what Pharaoh ordered. him to do, and there is no statement in scripture as to

whether he brought her to the knowledge of the true God or not. I think most

likely he did. (student) That's right, and maybe if Joseph had. done the same

thing his descendants would. have been like the descendants of Jnd.ah. instead

of becoming the secondary group that hraim and Man.asseh became-people of

tower and strength, but not the great center through which the knowledge went

down. Maybe Joseph, wonderful man that he was, was so busy with handling the

country that the bringing UP of the children was largely in the hands of his wife,
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who, even though she may have triad to bring them up as Joseph wanted her to,

didn't have the background. or the training for it. I think that Abraham's

course was very wise and I think that any man today who marries a woman who is

not a true Christian is doing very wickedly and ry wrongly, but in that early
in

time and. under the circumstances/which Joseph was placed., to say that it was a

blot oil his character that he carried out Pharaoh's command I think would. be

highly questionable-to say that it might have been a very fine thing if he had

said. 51o. I bet your permission to send and. get me a wife from Palestinemight

have been a good thing. I think that it would. have very difficult under the cir

sumstans"a. I think that we cannot draw lessons for us from everything these

men did. but I don't think it is a blot on Joseph at all. Kr.-? (Itudent)

About all we know about them is that they were a group which is not àne race.

The included. people of various races. It was probably a small group, probably

gathered. together in Asia through some men who were very excellent in handling

horses and. perhaps somewhat on the outlaw type of men in Asia, a group that

gradually gathered. together and gathered. considerable strength and. then others

came together with then and. we note from the names of the flyksos kings and. ands-

the few names that we have of the Hyksos-that included. some who were ernites,

some who were Thirrians, some of different races. Ther was quite a mixture among

them. They are not a race but a group which gathered. together, probably a small

group but which gained a great amount of power and. proceeded. to conquer quite

a section along and then to conquer the whole of ypt and. to hold. quite a bit

of Asia aL part of the empire. (Student) The Israelites were , and. Pharaoh

is dealing with the Israelites and suggesting to them that instad. of showing them

the special honor which you might expect of having them live at his court, that

it would be better for them to give them a very splendid section of Egypt which

would. be away from the court, and to have them make visits to the court but not

be r1t there all the time because the Egyptians hi a hatred for shepherd.* and
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the Israelites would find it easier to get along with the Egyptians if they weren't

rubbing too closely with them all the time. (Student) The general attitude cor

responds with the Asiatics. That was all. The Egyptians had. more--they were more

raising crops and. that sort of thing, while in the more pastoral area they would

be-of course, shepherds here doesn't mean just people who keep sheep. It means

herdsmen, sheep and cattle. Mr.---? (Student) I wouldn't say it would prove

that but it would look in that direction. Yes. It would fit in with the idea

that they were Eftsos kings, although it is not impossible that a..native Egyptian

king having this favoritism to Joseph who did. so much for him and in whom he had

so much confidence, might do things for Joseph that would be displeasing to others

of is own people. Such things happen. In any an empire we find-well, take

queen Mary, Queen of Scots--she was doing so much for that Italian secretary of

hers and she would. probably have done for his family if they had come over then,

and of course that was one of the things that roused the people against her, and.

we find, right today when President Truman takes one of his old. cronies and puts

him in a position that people don't think he is fitted for, we have considerable

opposition roused by it. (Student) I think the attitude was mainly a matter of

their being foreigners, rather than their being--this entered into it. They

may have considered people of that type as rather inferior, while in the area

from which the Israelites came they wouldn't be considered inferior. They

. Yes? (Student) water sheep were drinking from

or not, but I know I hate to myself. I find it extremely disagreeable, but I

wouldn't be surprised at all. I remember one time in Colorado I spent four

hours in trying to find, some decent water that wasn't all fowled. up by sheep

and finally I ran on to a man on horseback and I said to him, how miserable

this water was that the sheep had fowled. up and. how I'd. like to find, some decent

water and. he said., *the horses don't like it either,5 so maybe the cattle don't.

I don't know. I traced the stream for a mile and. a half up the side of a kill

till I got op to the place where it came right out of the ground and I thought
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I would. drink there and the sheep had. been right up to within half an inch of it.

(Student) In our own country, in the iest, in the early days, there were wars be

tween cattle men and. sheep men, btttej fights, but there is alot of background. here

we don't have to go into detail on and. it is the sort of thing the Egyptian kings

didn't put up on their monuments and. explain about so we don't know yet about that.

Well, letts go on to our next Roman numeral. I think thks was III wasn't it? And.

so the next one is I!.

No. IT is deliverance from Egypt. We have a gap between Genesis and Exodus.

We have a period there in which the history is not told. no dthat. i5 qD,ttb in line

kitEptian history. In !gypt we have these big gape between the high points LnLwbish

we know comparatively little. The deliverance from Egypt. Perhpas we might call

A the background. of delierance and. speak a little bit of the general situation as

it has come down to us from archaeological discovery. Exodus begins with a king

who knew not Joseph and most likely this p0iht. - to the fast that the tsos

had. been driven out in the meantime, perhaps some time before, perhaps fairly

recently before. exodus begins with a people who were oppressing the Israelites

and the cruelty of !pt is depicted on the monuments at point after point. We

have already mentiond that in previous connections. The Israelites, we are told,

built storehouses for Pharaoh and we find in the 18th and. 19th dynasties great

building operations carried on,*rehouses, temples, palaces, all sorts of buildings

built and a great deal of-so mush was done they would have to have great numbers

of people at it and. it fits right in with the general situation of the 18th and

19th dynasties. Now, at Pithom-we find, I believe, in Exodus 1 that they built

store cities for Pharaoh At Pithom and aaises. Well, now there was a group of

E'ptian kings sailed Rameses, and Ramases I reigned. only a brief time so this
more likely

would. seem/to be at least in the time of Rameses II, which wasn't very long after

Ramesea I. It is in chapter 1, verse 11. "They built for Pharaoh treasure cities,

Pithom and Raamsea." (Student) Well, that looks to i as if it was 19th

dynasty, when Rameses was king. I don't think it is conclusive proof besse
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the name of the city might have been changed later. We might say that stuyvesant

was the governor of low York. Actually, he was the governor of New Amsterdam,

but the name was changed and yet we today should refer to it by the name by which

we know it now. o this city of Raamses could have been a city built before. We

have from the time of Raamsea U a on the building of the city of aamses.

a city which is on the border of Asia " a city which gets supplies
praises the king for his great

and everything ready for raising an attack against Asia, which / exploits

in building this city of Raainses.
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$ that this fits in with the idea that it might have been 19th dynasty even

though a great many Bible scholars are quite convinced it must have been a sen.

tury earlier--18th dynasty. We don't know which. We dontt know when the Exodus

was,but the general background of the new kingdom is certainly the time, and. whether

it was 18th or 19th we have no eonlusic-e proof as yet. Now the general history

of the 18th and. 19th dynasties I have already giien you. 15 mentioned

Tothnes, ..4khnaton, Tutankhamen, Rameses I, Remesesll and. Merneptah. I don't

think we will go into the 20th dynasty right here. I have it in my notes here

but I think we will leave it and mention it later, the 20th dynasty. Perhps

one more thing, then, in connection with the background here, the matter of the

story which we have in chapter 5 about the building of bricks without straw, to

make the bricks without straw. Now you are all familiar with that story, surely,

what was the reason wh7 Pharaoh didn't give straw? Was it because he thought

they could make better bricks without straw. Was it because he was rining short

of straw? Was it because he preferred, he thought they would be better bricks

if they didn't have straw? What was the purpose? Mr.-, what do you think?

(Student) No, they didn't fire bricks usually. Perhaps the lowest level, not

mush above that. They baked. so well in the sun they didn't do that. Mr.-?

(Student) Well, then why would Pharaoh not give them straw? (Student) Well,
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that certainly seems to be the impression of the story here, that the reason Pharaoh

didn't give them straw was beciee he wanted, to make it harder for them, isn't it?

Yes, Mr.--? (Student) Could. make more without straw. (Student) But it would be

easier to make more. Yes. AM so then we find over in verse 18 we find, that

Pharaoh said, "Go, therefore, thou and work for there shall be no straw given you,

yet shall ye deliver the tale ( old. English for the complete n'mber) of bricks.

Well, now, what does that verse mean? Doesn't that verse-yes--doesn't that verse

say, "Despite the feat you haven't any straw, you have got to deliver just as many

bricks as before"? Well now, if it was easier to make them without straw so that

they could make more, that verse wouldn't hardly fit with that hypotheses, would it?

I think that verse looks against that suggestion. Mr. $hadd? (Student) Wall, now,

it says--it just says, ",therefore,and, work for there shall no straw be given you,

yet ye shall deliver the tale of bricks." Re doesn't say, "Yet you have to get the

straw yourselves." Earlier, we find, them going and. getting straw. Here we

have it told. whether they did. or not. Mr.-? (Student) Yes. That would. seem,

perhaps, to be a second. stage-of it. You have the first stage where he is giving

them straw, and then you find, in verse 7 he says. "You shall no more give the people

straw to make bricks. Let them go and gather straw for themselves, and the number

of bricks they make before you shall lay upon them. You shall not diminish anything

thereof: for they are idle." T!erefore they cried, saying, "Let us go arid sacrifice

to our God." And then the taskmaster said, "Thus says Pharaoh, 'I will not give

you straw. Go get straw where you can find it; yet not ought or your work shall

be diminished.'" So the people were scattered abroad gathering stubble instead

of straw and the, in verse 16, the people complain. There is no straw given.thy

servants and they say to us, 1Make brisket. Behold your servants are beaten but

the fault is in your own people." And. he sayd., "You are idle. You are idle. Go

therefore now, and work, for no straw shall be given you." low it is possible
third.

tl~6~+. the /stage they still had. to go getting straw for öhemselves. That Is

possible. On the otherhand., it doesn't say so, and so whether the third. st*
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was continuing to get straw for themselves or whether the third stage was they

had to make bricks without any straw, at any rate Pharaoh's purpose seems to have

been to make it hard for them, because they were complaining and wanting it easier

and they wanted to go off and. sacrifice to God. in the wilderness. He said, "It

is because you are idle and discontented. I'm not going to make your work easier.

I'm going to make it harder. Therefore, first he says, 'No straw given you; go

getur own stray.' Now, in the last, he just says, 'No strar given you, yet

deliver the tale of bricks.' Dr. , in one of his books

told of having visited a place which was thought to be this Pithom and. he thought

that he saw a place where you could see the brIde down at the bottom, that they

were made with well-chopped straw and. he could see the marks, the long pieces of

straw in it. Then up in the middle layers he said. you could see that stubble

had been used and you could see the marks of the stubble in the clay and it was

almost as if it had been engraved with engravers tools. And then he said., the

top bricks, he said, were not as good bricks and. had no straw in them at all.

That he describes as having seen that. I have not found any other acsoi in which

anyone else speaks of having seen that same thing. The original statement about

it was made by an English traveler in his book on Egypt

after the war, by which he means the war of 1880, and. in that book-he says that

he goes to the excavation where Navjle, the Swiss archaeologist was excavating

the city and. he says that was quite sure it was Pithom and he says that

he was much impressed to notice that in the city of Pithom that :,--semi of the

bricks were made without straw and he says that, especially in the corners of the

building, and. he sayø., 'I do not rememer to have seen bricks like that anywhere

else in Egypt and Navile thought well enough of St.VIZ!t statement that in the

second edition of his own book on the excavation he quoted it in a footnote.

Miss--, you had a question? (Student) Oh, which name? Navile. Yes, Navile,

the Prench-Swiss archaeologist who excavated a town he thought was Pithom. (Student)

Kyle? Kyle. That was the Kyle who was president of Xflia Theological Seminary

in St. Louis, which later was combined with Pittsburgh Seminary of the United.
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Presbyterian church and besa Pittsburgh-Xenia Seminary in Pittsburgh. Carlisle

makes this particular statement but I haven't seen it from anybody else, and. Pet.

in his book is not familiar with the statements of Carlisle, but he is familiar

with Navile's book and. with the quotation from Stewart in the footnote of lavile's

book and. Peake says that the statement impresses him as most fantastic. !ow anybody

who is familiar with Hptian customs could make such a statement he couldn't under

stand because he said that while the statement Peake matte was that while straw had

been used. in the making of bricks in !'pt and elsewhere both in ancient and modern

times, yet he says in Zn-pt itsse is somewhat rarer. He says as a matter of

fast the must go here so well that it d.oesg need. straw to bank it. It doesn't
any Peet's

need/ banking. That is c statement and. so 'eet says, "Anyway-," he says,

"taking straw away from t.èiwould.n't make the work any harder. It would make i

easier.' He agrees with Mr. Dickerson. He says it would. make it easier, because
mud

he says that actually he says the Nile! óoera perfectly and. if you clicint t have to

put straw j it it would be that much easier, to make the brick. So, he says, as

a piece of local color he says this is an utter failure, in theBible, to make out

that Pharaoh made it harder than it was by taking straw away from them. Re said.

"That would. just make it easier." So that is the statement Peake matte. Now

there are some who try to answer statement by saying, "Well, Peek is

certainly talking very dogmatically without evidence when he says this because

we do find straw used abundantly in !pt. There are many places where we

have evidence of the straw in the books and. it was very frequently used.." But

that doesn't get at the basic problem here. If he thought that he was making

it harder for them to make bricks, to not have the straw, here so weflthat

you dont need. it to bind it together, how would. it make it any harder 7

And, so we live to reject the suggestion that Mr. Dickerson has made and maybe we

could consider one that Mr. Christopherson has matte, and. he suggested that perhaps

there was a chemical reaction there and that suggestion was made by Dr. Atchison,

Charles G. Atchison. I dont know whether he was a doctor or not; Mr., at least,

Charles G. Atchison about 1904 and. Atchison was a man whose name should. be familiar
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to a student of history of science but I am afraid, many scientists today have never

heard. of him but he is one of the greatest scientists in American history. He is

the man who invented. carborundum. He was the first man that produced. graphite

artificially.' & was the fn&er of. of chemistry, and his founding of

of chemistry came from this very matter of the bricks and the strew,

because Atchison, having made the graphite artifidal],y the first time, desired

to have strong clay vessels, pots to hold. the material in his basement and he

looked around and. found. that a].]. the best vessels of this type in America were

made of slay imported from Germany and. when he examined the German clay to see

what was different in the chemistry of it from .Amefi.an slay he found that it

was exactly the same in its chemical constituenty, and therefore be couldn't

see why the German clay should be better, but it was better, and. you could make
mush

much better vessels out of it and. it was/easier to make and. so Atehison tried. to

compare the two slays and. he same to the conclusion that there was a difference

between them which was produced by some other element being in them, and. he tried.

many different elements and finally found a gallotanni. acid. and then,

remembering this story in the Bible he took rye straw, and. he said. he had. never

been satisfied with the ordinary interpretation, that the straw was used for

binding and. he didn't see how the stubble would bind, them together and. they

used. stubble, and. so he took rye straw and. simply put it into water and made an

extract of it and he mixed that with clay and got as good. results as he had. got

with the giflotannt acid, and. consequently he called. his new product, 'ptianized.

clay, after this account here in the sripture. Now Erptianized slay did, not

prove to be a great commercial success. They found other means of doing the

same thing, but the principle which Atchison discovered. in this E"ptianised.

clay, he went on to use later in further study and it was taken over Irom him

by the General Electric aompany and. used by them to give us the electric lights

w-ish we have. We will say a word about that next time.
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We were looking at the end. of the hour at the experience of the Israelites in

Egypt when Pharaoh tried, to punish them for their effort to leave the country

for a time by saying that they were lazy and must work harder, and therefore they

would not be given any straw, and when they were given no straw they went through

all the land of Zypt hunting for stubble and then they complained and. he said

they must make just as many bricks as before and would not be given any straw

at all. Now some have interpreted, this as meaning that in the end they had. to

make them with no straw whatever; others interpret it as meaning they had to go

and. look for their own straw, but that which is mentioned in the second stage

of it is stubble, which many feel would hardly act as a binding material, that

little stubble, bits of stubble they could pick up. Bow could that bind the

bricks together? And anyway. if it was a matter of binding the bricks toether

you might have good bricks and you might have bad bricks, but the lack of straw,

he doesn't think would make it any harder to make bricks, and so it was

discovery that the presence of the extract of straw in the clay would make the dif-

ference in the slay being easy to manipulate and eay to work, or hard to work. It
own

was-that tiscovery which he made which was so helpful to him in his/s.ientifis

inventions and which also seemed to him and. has seemed to others to be the true

explanation of the matter of Pharaoh making their task more difficult by not giving

them any straw, that the straw was not a binding material but produced a change in

the size of the particles. Atchison discovered that that was what it did--it made

the particles smaller, made them so small that they floated easily on the water.

and he called these very small particles-he called itth!]3s.wlgde; later on the

term cc was substituted by others and is today used, but the term that
d.e flocculate

Atchison used., of course, was 4e4 and then he tried to use the same process

that he had used with the clay, he tried to use with graphite, and. thus he made ,
he took the graphite and he mixed it with gallotannis acid or with straw in oil ,
s.M thus made the graphite soluble in oil, and. thus he made a specially fine
lubricant which he called Oildag, d,ag standing for deflacsitlated.
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Atchison graphite, and then be tried to do the same thing in water and he made

that which he sailed aquadag, because it would dissolve in water, and oildag

and aqns&ag are today very commonly used in many industrial uses and I believe

also in connection with automobiles. I read an article about the life of Atchison

by one of the, by the Vise President of the Atchison Industries Company in a chemical
appeared

magazineibtsh/about five years ago and in this article the writer told of a very

interesting thing that happened a few years after Atehison had. invented aqnadag.

He said that at that time all the electric lights were made of carbon, carbon

filaments, and the carbon wore out rather quickly and also was jt" expensive.

There was. quite a wastage of current in, proportion to the amount of light, and

at the General Electric laboratories they decided to try to use tungsten films

filaments, and. in order to do this they had, to take the tungsten metal and try

to make very thin filaments out of it and. so they annealed. the tungsten, beating

the rod.. of tungsten to make it smaller and smaller, to make a fairly small wire,

but that wasn't small enou'h for the purpose. They wanted. to make it a very thin

wire so they tried to run it through a dye, through a diamond dye. There was a

very small bole through this dye and. they would. pull this wi re through, thus

making the wire thinner and spreading it out more, in order to get Tungsten filaments

that would be small enough to use for electric light purposes, and. the trouble was

that the wire would break a great deal of the timv-either the wire would break

or the diamonds would wear out. The diamonds wore out very quickly, and so it

was not very practical, and they were trying to work out a way in which they could

make electric lights with tungsten filaments, and. then one of the engineers at the

General Electric plant, who is now one of the leaders in that branch of the General

Electric Company, heard of the letter $1 the Vise President of Atchison's industry

about what happened. He was visiting his father in Now York and his father took

him to a meeting of the chemical society in New York and. there at the meeting

Kr. Atshèson described his discovery in relation to aquad.ag and. told, as this

engineer describes it-At.hison told about the bricks and. the straw in Erpt and
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his discovery of deflocculated Atchison graphite and the various uses it had, and

the General Electric man said. that U soon as he finished the lecture he rushed

up to see Kr. .Ltcbhson and asked him if he could see some of this unusually fine

lubricant and he got a hold of a little of it from him and. took it with him up

to cheneetady and they found. that it solved. the problem of making tungsten filaments,

that it was the lubricant that made it possible to run it through the diamond dyes

and. to make the filament and consequently they were able to make electric lights

with tungsten filaments, and. I believe all electric lights used today, except

perhaps for very specialized purposes, that all electric lights anywhere in the

world now use tungsten filaments at a tremendous increase in efficiency of light

and saving of cost and this worked out into this then, the result of Atchison s

knowledge of the bricks and the straw in ancient !'pt, and so what ?eake presented.

as a case where the Scripture was very clearly the imagination of somebody and.

didn't fit with Egyptian circumstances, really seems to have worked out very well,

to have been helpful in American science and. actually to have made the work more

difficult by taking the straw away from them, just as the account said. Now I have

given the details on this with a good. bit of the direct quotations in the article

in this book MODERN SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN FAITH, in which I have a chapter on archaeolo-gy

that gives the greater part of the relation of archaeology and the Bible that we

deal with in this particular course, and. I won't go further into this particular

matter t length because further detail you can easily get from that if you desire.

Now we have been discussing then the background of the deliverance and. we didn't

go any further now into the history of the Egyptian kings. I have given you the

spots of the kings of this period.. I didn't mention the th dynasty now.

It i. really past out present period., but dust where the Exodus comes in this

period is something that cannot be said. There are-evidences pointing in various

directions. There is not sufficient information to be certain, and therefore I

think it extremely unwise to try to be d.oiatic on the matter. I think we can

say that whatever the Scripture say. about it is true. There is no arshatogisal

evidence which has been discovered to prove any scriptural statement about the
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exodus to be impossible or contrary to the actual evidence that we have found.,

but as to just where it fits into the archaeological material, just what part

of what dynasty was the time of the exodus, there are various considerations

pro and con about different suggested dates and. since the pharaoh jsn1t named.

in the Bible we can't be sure exactly witch one it was at present. I don't want

to go into this problem at length right here because we cannot deal with the problem

of the exodus without dealing with the problem of the conquest. Naturally, if we

knew when the exodus was we would know when the conquest of Palestine was, and if

we knew when the conquest was we would know approximately when the exodus was, and.

both of them are in this same position at present, that we do not-we know within

a couple of centuries, of course-but we don't know exactly when either one of

them took place and. there are a number of people who have a very definite idea on

it and twist all the evidence they can get a hold of to try to force it in with their

particular idea of an exact date. Well, either one of these suggested dates may

prove to be right but I think it best that we do not be dogmatic on that at present.

Now, B is the course of the oppression, and. we will not linger more than a couple

of minutes over this but just mention that the oppression in Zpt lasted over a

period of a good many years, at least forty, because Moses was forty years old when

he led. the people out of Ept, or when he began to lead them, to work with them

i order to deliver them from !pt, and. the oppression was already on the way

when Moses was so although Pharaoh made the attempt to kill all the Israelite

boys, it is quite clear that he did not succeed., that there were many of them who

grew to manhood during that period and it is also clear that the oppression lasted

for a long time. The oppression was very severe and. very disagreeable but in spite

of it the people grew in number. It did not wipe them out or reduce them to weaknees.

Perhaps in this fifth chapter it reaches sort of a climax in Pharaoh's taking the

straw away from them to make their lot as difficult as possible.

Now let's go on to C, Moses. Moses is the great figure, of course, of the

last four books of the Pentateuch and one of the greatest figures of the Bible.
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We find the story of his birth told in the second. chapter of Exodus and his name

is, Pharaoh's daughter calls his name Moses and she says, "because I drew him out

of the water." It is another of the various cases which we find in the Scripture

in which a person is given a name and the name is connected with a statement of

something revelant to him and. yet the name does not mean what the statement of

the cause of the name says. That is to say, it as if you wanted to say,

"I will call this-here is a certain reason, therefore I take this reason and

make a word, of it and make a name." It seems to be rather that one takes a

known name and then one uses that name because there is some reason whh that

name seems appropriate, either in the meaning of the name or in the sound of the

word of the name. That is, there is often a pronoun word in the selection of

the name. The name seems generally to have been selected from a store of usable

rather than that they were invented for the purpose. Now in this particu

lar case, the name Moses is a good Egyptian name. We have Frptians named. Moses

and we have many Zrptians who have a nmme of which Moses is the last part of

the name. We have the king Rameses which many archaeologists today pronounce

Ramoses. It is exactly the same as, the last part, as the name Moses. Then

we have . Of course, our English word Moses, the ending es

is a Greek ending. The Hebrew is simply " " and in the !ptian kings

it is the same way. The end. is just " and the Greek ending.

Moses means, "given birth". The sun god has given birth, has brought forth a

child, "Ramosest'
- - has brought forth a child, moses'. There are these

common names in Egypt, and the princess gave the boy a name which was a name which

you strike every now and then in Egypt but the name was quite appropriate because

it was similar to the Hebrew word which *eu].d describe the contact which she had,

had, with him. It may be the mother of the boy who suggests, who was brought to

be his nurae't who suggested to Pharaoh's daughter that this name would be a
Egyptian

good name for him, a common/name, a good name to give the boy, and Ltswould tie

up with the Hebrew word which described the way in which she had come in contact

with the boy. Now, this boy was brought up then in the land ox Erpt and we are
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not told anything about. his education, in Exodus, but over in Acts 7:)-22,

Stephen tells us that Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians,

which, to a Bible believer is sufficient evidence that Moses w thBi'ttgh1y

trained, claiming to be a member of the royal family, trained, for a high posi

tion in Erpt, trained in the knowledge of the Egyptians in how to do things.

and so this man who was raised up to be the leader of theErptianu was not a

man without education.
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of little education and no training, but that is extremely rare, and the people

who have founded movements and established great organizations in the history of

the church, the great majority of them have been men who have been thoroughly

trained and prepared for the work wiic3i they have done, and. the Methodist chwgh

is known for the fact that a great number of its workers have been men who think

they were called to the work with comparatively little training, but the men who

founded. Methodism, the Nealeys, the organizers of it, the planners of it, the

directors and leaders in it, were men with the highest training available in Eng

land at the time. The very name Methodist was given to these men at Oxford Univer-

sity where thc'se men were recognized for their careful, hard., methodical study and

over against the many students who took things rather easy and were

very light in their attitude toward the training they were getting. These men

were methodical in their study, methodical in their devotions, methodical in their

service to the Lord and, the other students in derision called them "Methodists"

and the word came to be applied to the organization for Christian work which the

Wesley's founded which later developed into the denomination. Moses, here, then-

God, in His providence, brought it about that he should be traned and fitted for

his worE There is, I think, an interesting parallel between Moses and. Wesley

that both of them were thoroughly trained and prepared and then when they had

plenty of training they went out and. used their training and tried to do a great
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work for God and. failed, and. then each of them had to unite with the great tree

which he had received, something which he learned. in, under very humble circum

stances or in humble connections. Somebody has said. that Moses took forty years

to learn to be somebody and forty years to learn to be nobody, in the wilderness.

Well, that is only a half truth, and yet there is a very real truth in it, that

the one whom God. is going to use mist be one who is well trained and qualified

but one who realizes his own limitations, who realizes that apart from God. he

can accomplish nothing. Well, Moses, then, was thoroughly trained. and we have

anticipated a bit his attempted individual deliverance of the people. He was

brought up in Pharaoh's household but feeling himself to be one of the Israelites

he looked at his brethren bearing their burdens and he wanted to help them and.

when he saw an !ptian smiting a Hebrew he looked this way and. that and didn't

see anybody interfering so he slew the ptian and then the next day he saw two

Hebrews fighting together and he stepped up to them and. he was going to solve

it. Here was this man connected. with the royal family who was protecting the

Hebrews and now he was going to have them take a right attitude towards one another

and. tell them what they should do and. how they should do it, but they refused to

accept him as a deliverer and they said, "Who made you a prince and a judge over

us? Do you intend to kill me as you killed the Egyptian?" And. then Moses realized

that be might be able to do what he wanted in relation to common people fairly

securely but he was at to come into collision with the royal authority t this

thing went out that he was using his authority this way and. interfering and. even

taking human life and *hen Pharaoh heard of it and sought to punish Moses and

Moses fled. and. went to the land. of Mid.ian, and so we have here the Hebrews refusing

to accept the deliverance and it is a thing you will find. As you go out and try

to help people, very often they won't want your help and. you need. God's instruction

and God's leadership, not only to tell you what to do to help people but to tell

. how to et the people to accept the help they need. Now if you are going to

just wash your hands of them because they don't just immediately welcome you with

open arms and thank you for what you are trying to do for them, you'd better not
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have much anticipation of doing mush in Christian work, because as a matter of

fact the persons who have been most used. of the Lord have very frequently had. to

make their way for a long time without very such recognition from those whom they

were trying to help. but they were there to srve the Lord., not to serve the peo

ple, except as they served. the Lord by serving the people. I am very mush interest

ed. in what I heard Mr. Leland Wang say the first time I heard him speak. He was

speaking one night at Dr. Laird's church and he told about the number of times

in his early ministry when he, in his early ministry, had bemome discouraged and

disheartened and he wnted. to quit his ministry but he said. he had. taken over the

ministry as a servant of the lord and. he said there was nobody he could resign to

except the Lord because it was the lord who put him into it and so he said he

couldn't resign. He was doing it for the Lord. and. not for the people. I was

very much impressed. with the way that he expressed. that and I think that Moses

at this particular point didn't, wasntt working for the Lord,. He was working for

the people, trying to help them, and. he found it pretty discouraging work, and he

quit and left. You have to know you are working for the Lord so definitely that

no matter what attitude people take you are going to keep right on,making sure,

however, that you are doing it the way the Lord wants you to. Well, now Moses

fled. into Midian and. Moses had forty years there in Mid.ian and the statement that

he had to learn to be nothing in forty years as he had. learned to be something

in forty years is only a half truth because it is true that in his attitude he

had. learned. to be something in the wrong way in the first forty years. Re had

learned, to feel himself superior to others, to think of himself as one connected

with the royal family who could. simply go out and tell people what to do and they

would. have to do it and that was wrong and he had to get over it, and. he had. to

get that experience of forty years of humility and isolation in the desert which

brought him down to the point where he really was skeptical of his ability to ac

complish ai'thing, where he developed. a great humility, where he could say in all

truthfulness that he was the meekest of all living men in his and it is the
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attitude which.s characteristic of him. He became meek and. humble as one needs

this attitude of learning to be nothing if one is to be successful in the lord's

service. If one can be satisfied. with knowing that he really is nothing, no

matter what people say about him, it saves him an awful lot of worry, because
absolutely useless

as long as you think that-if you put Moses up here and somebody who is / down

here, as long as you think you are a very great man and belong up here, why if

somebody puts you down here, you feel pretty terrible, and if somebody puts you

up here you feel pretty elated and. you are so much concerned between the people

who put you down here and. the people who put you up here that it detracts from
your

your effectiveness and/attention you can give to your work, but once you realise

you are really down here and that you are nothing except as God. uses you, then

you don't care what people think because you know whatever value they give you

is more than you really deserve. It is only the grace of God that makes you

anything and so Moses had to learn this lesson but it was a lesson of attitude.

As far as training and. ability is concerned it i. not true that the first forty

years were learning to be something and. the last forty years learning to be nothing.

From that viewpoint, the whole eighty years was learning to be something, because

God was training Moses during the entire eighty years for the work which e wanted

him to do. If the first forty years Moses was learning the wisdom of the Egyptians,

the principles of leadership and. the understanding of writing, of literature, all

sorts of very vital matters which he learned from the Egyptians, but a large part

of the important work which Moses did; in fact, of the years of service which

Moses put in actually j the great work which he accomplished for the Lord., mine

thentha of them, I believe-at least a very large proportion of them, wer spent.

not in Egypt but in the wilderness, and Moses didn't go out into the wilderness

as a city dweller who knew how to turn on the electric lights and ring for the

elevator but didn't have much idea how to get along out on the " H.

went out there as a man who had lived there for forty years, as man who knew a

great deal about how to get on in the wilderness, where would be the decefl places
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to camp, what would be the decent way to set U the camp, where you would look

ordinarily for water, what you might expect there; there were a great many

things about the wilderness that Moses learned during this forty years that were

tremendously useful in his leadership of the people. God had. given him few ex

tremely different and diverse types of training and both of them were vita], and

essential in the work that Moses had. to do for God thereafter, so in his attitude

he learned to be something wrongly and had. to correct it in the latter forty years,

but in his actual :training he was all the time securing training that was worth

something in the Lord's service. Now we could. easily think how Moses must have

felt when he first got out there. At the end of the forty years there we know

he had given up all thought of accomplishing anything for the Lord. He had set
there in the back of the desert the rest of

tied. down into being satisfied simply to live/his life and God had to take him

by the scuff of the neck and bring him out and. force him into the work that God

wanted him to do and. God doesn't ordinarily do that. Ordinarily if you are not

ready to look for the Job God wants you to have, ordinarily you are not worth

enough to His Kingdom that He is going to go and take you like He did Moses.

It is comparatively seldom that He does that, but in places of key men, absolute

ly necessary men, He does do that, as He did in the case of Moses, but I don't think

Moses got to that attitude of mind. immediately when he went out to the desert. He

fled, from !pt but possibly he thought, "Oh, ought to be helping my people.

Probably his very feeling of the wrong in gifl* the tak that he had started.

was one of the things that was possibly stifling and. forcing back in his mind.,

and. that had. put him in the position where at the end of the time he S"t didn't

want to have anything to do with it, and he said to the lord, "Send. thou when

you, will send, only let me stay here. It is probably ne or the things that

contributed to letting him get that way, was his forcing down the impulse within

him, his first few years there, to step out and to serve the Lord and to try

to do something when he couldntt see how to do it. Under those circumstances

he knew that he couldn't accomplish anything to go back to !Q'pt. He figured

that be would. be killed. immediately; there was nothing that he could. accomplish,
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and. here he was out in the desert there confined in this humble life away from

Egypt and how he must have felt. What a waste. All these years of training

and. preparation and now he can't do anything with it, and yet all the time he

was being prepared and fftted. for one of the greatest works that any man ever

did. It isn't where you are or what degree you have that counts in the lord's

service, but it 15 what are you doing with the talents and. abilities that the

Lord. has given you? It doesn't do you any good to sit back and look at some

one else and. say, 'If I had his ability, think what I could accomplish. some

people have far more ability than others have, but the thing that is most needed

is a thing that, unfortunately, is very rare. Most 01 us are thinking, 'Now, if

I get this degree, I am ready to do that kind of work. If I get this recogni

tion, I am ready to do that. If I go through this particular thing, people will

recommend me to this particular kind. of work, and actually the thing that counts
so much

is not/the degree that you have as the use you make of the opportunities for

training, and. if a person will think of his own needs and what he ought to have

and what he can do to remedy it, there i no limit to what can be accomplished

by any one of us in life, no matter where we are. I feel that probably every-

well, perhaps we shouldn't say every, we'll say at least ninety-five per cent

of the students in any school, including this one, could get twice as much value

out of their work if instead of their objective being simply to get a good. mark

in the course or to get a degree, it was to fit themselves for the Lord's service

effectively. I mean, not that you fit yourself by getting a degree but that you

fit yourself by what you are doing today. What do you need today? What way is

there in which you can. improve yourself? Not, this other fellow has ability that

I dont t have, but what can I do to develop that particular ability? Not--I'm

pretty good. in this line and the other fellow isn't very good there, so I don't

need to worry about this. I may be pretty good in comparison to him but am I

much good. in comparison to the needs of the work? You may be two steps ahead

of him, but you need. to go ahead more steps, if you. are going to have something
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that is worth while. Now, personally. I have always opposed as far as possible

students taking on full time pastorates in Seminary because I have felt that it

isn't enough to take the work and get it in your mind. and. then, like a sponge.

and then put it on exam papers. The most important thing isn't memorizing a

few things. It is thinking them through,meditating on them, making them a part

of yourself, seeing their relevance to your life and. to your work, and as you

think through these various pnrsa in relation to one another and in relation

to your 'ife1e plans, and. study through the problems that are raised. in connec

tion with them, then there is no limit to the value which you can get from your

Seminary training. A person with a quick mind can absorb a great deal of the

material, long enough to write it on an exam paper pretty well, and forget about
has

it, end it is mighty hard. for someone else to check on, whether he/really thought

it through and gotten much good out of it or not, and. as a matter of fact I am

not sure that ther is so much value in someone else checking on it, because

after all, one trouble with our whole American educational system is that we

have these temporary,immediate motives beforèus so much that when those

temporary, immediate motives
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the bulk of people simply stop and. don't go any further, and. the average minister

thinks, "What shall I give for my sermon Sunday morning.? What shall I give

Sunday evening? What shall I give in the prayer meeting talk Wednesday? Now,

that's finished, read the newspaper or let's go out in the garden," instead,

of thinking that he is still in training just as much as when he was in seminary

and the important thing isn't what you aregoing to give in your sermon this week

but what are you doing t0 improve yourself so that all your sermons five years

from now will be many times better than your sermons now, and you will be far

more effective. Moses, out in the wilderness there, was forced under the pres

sure of the circumstances to take ahold. of the situation and. to learn how to
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handle it decently, and we noticed thnt when Moses went out there he was a man

of initiative and. eer' and interest in trying to do something worth while,

even though he was out there in the desert where there seemed to be no future

for him, when he came to the land of Midian and. came to this well, he saw these

women who were trying to water their father's flock and having difficulty be

cause the shepherds would drive them away and. water their own sheep, and. Moses

was stirred with the injustice of the thing and he stepped up, and fortunately

he didn1t kill the shepherd as he had. killed the Egyptian and short another

feud, but he drove the Egyptians away and. made it possible for them to have

their fair turn at the use of the water and this of course, introduced, him

to the priest of Midian in a favorable way and so he called him to his home

d Moses stayed there and he gave Moses Zipporah, his daughter, in marriage,

and so Moses stayed there and then forty years go by, and then we have the

call of Moses in chapter 3, and here we have that experience which God gives

to a few key men at vital, crucial points in the progress of His Ltniom, but

which Re does not ordinarily give, because God expects most men, particularly

in these days when we have His Word, to take the Word and study it and see

what the need is and what there is that you can do to fulfill the need, and

it is only in particular key instances that He grabs a man by the scuff of the

neck as He did Moses and puts him into the place of necessity. Mr. Casner--?

(Student) Oh, you mean you want further information about Jethro? I do not

see that in the particular context here we are given anything more about him,

just called the priest of Midian, which would evidently mean not of any broad

Midian, but a priest in the land of Midian, and. later on, of course, we have

Jethro coming to the people of Israel and being received by them in a way

that suggests that he was considered pretty much as one with them, and so at

that time they certainly considered him as a true believer and it would certainly

as if, from that, you could say that at this time also he was a true believer

in God.. I think that that is something of itferea* but think a justifiable
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inference. Of course you know the critical, view, which is that these MidiarLitee

here believed in a queer sort of a desert god. they called who would just

go on a tear through the wilderness, a great volcanic god, and Moses got his god.

from him and that is the way the whole worship of Jehovah, from worship of him,

but it does seem likely that he was a worshiper of the same God. whom Moses served.

Even though we don't believe that Moses got from him, we believe that he

believed in God before he went there. Mr.-? (Student) Well, I don't know

how old he was. He had grown daughters, and. he was in the desert all right and

shiek is the Arabic word, for chieftan and. he probably had. some followers, so it

is not as bad. as it sounds, hut--yes? (Student) Too. I

think that the Lord is interested in forcing us into a situation where we are

ready to utilize every potentiality we can find to serving Him but as to whether

we serve in this particular type of work or that particular type of work, or this

particular place or that particular place, there are particular instances where

it is very vital that a certain man be in this places but in most inst.nces a

man who is truly consecrated to the Lord can do a wonderful work in any one of

fifty places, and I think the Lord. is more interested in developing us into a

con' servant of His than He is in fitting us into the one particular niche.

That is, in general, and. I am speaking that more from observation. The Bible
of

gives us, of course, mostly-the individuaf whom it tells us a great deal are

mostly key individuals who were vital for a particular forward step in

the great work of the Lord. Of course, we recognize the Lord's providence is

in everything and if we are truly anxious to serve the Lord and do our best to

serve Him we can be sure that in the end we will be able to look back on it and

see that every step was for the best, in accordance with His purposes. We can

definitely do that, but the sort of a call that God. gave Moses, where Moses.

absolutely didn't want to do this and God just forced him into it by a divine

supernatural intervention, is something which is rare in our day. Now, we don't

have Scripture saying that everyone can expect any such call. There is nothing
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of that kind. in it. There isn1t any statement, it is true, they cant expect it

but when you don't find it either way you have to gain something from your observa

tion on that.

Nov this call that God gave to Moses here, the lord spent a lot of time ar-

guing with Moses and. Moses was worth arguing with. Most of us aren't, and we need.

not expect the lard to take that much time " I don't think that lie

does it ordinarily. I talked with-a few years ago I knew of a man and a woman

who went as missionaries to a section which had. a rather bad climate, and. they

had--I knew of a second. couple that went to that area, and then the second couple,

the woman had. trouble with her health in that area and they came back, and left

the work, and then the first couple came back on fuugh and I talked to the wife

in the first couple and. referred to the second. couple, and she said, "Oh, she taid.,

they didn't have a call to that particular country. That's the trouble. They

went there without having been called to that particular country. If they had

been called there they would. have gotten along all right." I had the idea that

before people went to that particular country in which it was so difficult for

white people to survive, they ought to try to have certain tests made to see whether

their health condition would. fit in with that particular place, rather than spend.

a few thousand. dollars going and. than find. they weren't fitted. for it and. come

back, but she said, "No", she said, "the thing is, if they really have a call

for that they will be all right and if they haven't they shouldn't go." Well,

that was her attitude, and I was interested, in the fact that she, herself the

next time she went after a few years there found that her health failed. and she

came back and her husband was exceptionally well trained. for the work ba that

particular place and. anxious to continue there but he had to give it up altogether

to stay in this country because her haith absolutely shattered under the strain

of a place to which she was not at all physically fitted. Now, I do not think

that in our day God. ordinarily leads a certain person to say, "This is the place."

You hear a missionary speak about a certain place lTh.t* is the place I should
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serve. If you are going to decide on that sort of a basis, you should. be sure

you hear people from every place before you make your decision and then you should

be mighty sure that you don't make it where the best speaker speaks, because that

is not a fair method of making a decision, certainly, but I think that in our day

that sort of a call is very unusual. The lord, has given us His Word and. He has

given us a world that needs the gospel and. He wants us to see where we can serve

Him and how we can serve Him most effectively. I heard someone say of business

that if, that any)ody who will do every day the things he knows he ought to do

and. do it oust a little bit better than1 was doing, by doing the things he knows

perfectly well he ought to do but isn't doing, he will soon be head and shoulders

above everybody around him, and I think the same thing is certainly true in

Christian work, and many a person wishing the Lord. would reach and. pick him up

and lead him out into some great thing, when just be taking ahold of the situations

end opportunities they have they they would very soon get into some great

thing for the lord.. Now, in this case, Moses has shut up the call within him, the

feeling of the need to serve his people and. to serve the lord; he's settled down

into a satisfied, life there, living off there quietly in the desert taking care of

the sheep and the Lord. reaches out and takes him by the scuff of the neck, and He

does it by first appealing to his curiosity. He gives him a wonderful thing to see,

that Moses can't understand. The angel of the Lord. appears to him in a flame of

fire out-.of the midst of a bush. Moses sees the bush burnigg with fire but the bush

isn't consumed, and. he says. going to turn aside and. see what on earth is hap

pening here, and. God. called. to him out of the midst of the bush and. said., "Moses,Xosea,"

and he said., "Here am I." I don't think we can expect thatGod is going to call to

us in a means like this but I do think that it is altogether right for us to see the

means which God used to take a reluctant man to turn him around until he would be.

come a servant of the Lord, and. perhaps we can learn something from it that will be

helpful to us in arguing with people. God. didn't simply meet Moses and say, "What

is the matter with you? You wicked man, you've turned your back on the Lord's ser

vice; you are way out here away from the people of God.. You ought to be back here

doing something. He did. come pretty near to talking that way in the end of the
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conversation, but in the beginning of the conversation He gave Moses something to

intc.reat him. He roused his curiosity. He roused his interest. He put him in

a position where Moses, of his own volition, stepped out in that direction where

he would be ready for witnessing, and. certainly the an who uses sound common

sense salesmanship principles in reaching people and. getting their interest and at

tention will succeed far better 1n. any type of Christian work that the one who

comes into a he-n collision with everyone that he tries to reach for the Lord.,

and certainly that is what the lord even did here.,-attracted Moses' curiosity,

attracted. his interest, and. then He said, "Do not come here. Put off your shoes

from your feet for the place whereon you are standing is holy ground," and so

he impressed on Moses the importance of the situation. He gave Moses an idea

with whom He had to deal here, that he was in this situation face to face with

the Lord and Moses was now ready to hear the message, and then the Lord told him

that he was going to bring the people out of Egypt and. to give them blessings, and

before He told Moses the part he was to have in the work, He told, him of the great

work that was going to be done and He impresses him with it and Moses doubtless

was thinking, "My, isn't that wonderful and. won't that be grand. for the Lord. to

go in there to Egypt and bless the people and bring them out, and then He ended

up, "Come. flow, for I will send thee to Pharaoh," and the part that shocked Moses

was at the end of the first part of the Message, and Moses said, "Who am I that

I should go to Pharaoh? I douldn't do this thing. It is just impossible. Just

forget it. Get somebody else because I couldn't possibly do it." Dr. Douglas

Johnson, who is the General Secretary of the British Inter-Varsity was telling

about the work that he did. in introducing it to many different British schools

of all classes and types and. I was greatly Inter'ated in his account of how just

one or two individuals in a school, those people would become Interested, and.

some times it would take a long time before anything was developed but in case

after case really vital York for the Lord was built up with one or two people

and sometimes they seemingly very ineffective people, sometimes seemingly people
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who you would think would never accomplish anything for the Lord, but he saw that

these people who did something for the Lord. took his statement, "It all depends

on and realized that meek and worthless and. futile as they might seem, yet

they were the only parent means there of doing something for the lord in that

godless place and. then, though, is the second part of the sentence that made it

worthwhile, It all depends on me and. I depend. on God." And. here is Moses. He

sayst "It depends on me. What can I do? Who am I, that I should go to Pharaoh

and. bring the children of Israel out?" and. the lord said, "Certainly I shall be

with you," and so Moses, it would. depend on, but Mosesu1d depend on God. and God

can use the poorest servant if he is really surrendered to the Lord."

62

fully consecrated to the Lord, and so here Moses began raising all kinds of ques

tions and Moses asked--first he said, "Who am I? What could. I do?" And the lord

said, "I will be with you. and. here is a sign, here is a token to you. When you

have brought forth the people out of Krpt you shall serve God. on this mountain."

What kind of a sign was that to Moses? How would that encourage him to go down

there? That was the sort of sign that would be useful later. It wasn't much help

right now, it just put the idea in his head. Now you see; here's a prediction.

When it is fulfilled you can be encouraged.. You will come out with the people

and. you will serve God. right here where you are now. Right here you will be.1e

to say, "This is the place the lord called me and. here He has brought me out here

with these people," but then Moses said, 'Ill come to the people and say, 'the

God of your fathers,' and. they'll say, 'What's His and what shall I say

to them?" And God said to Moses, and He said, "Thus shalt thou

say to the children of Israel, has sent me, and I heard a wonderful ser

mon at a T. M. C. A. conference in , California, when I was in college by

a pastor of a great Congregational church in Ber.ey in which he told how this

really means, "I will be what I will be," nd it shows the constant change-there

is nothing fixed. or static in the Christian religion, everything is moving and.

changing and consequently you don't need to stand. by old forms and traditions but
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go forward and. ventuously into the future. " . Well, now

the English translation makes it a present and the nebrew is an imperfect,

but I don't think that the imperfect has to denote a change here. It can certain

ly denote a continuance, and. it is not a static continuance, it is an active con

tinuance. The name of God. be, possibly the correct pronunciation may be "

as the critics tend to pronounce it; we don't know what the pronunciation is, but-

what the true pronunciation is, because we do not have the vowels preserved, but

that seems quite a reasonableguess as to what it might be, and I was interested.

in Prof. Montgomery who died last month, of the University of Pennsylvania, in

hearing him give a theory as to the meaning of this divine name of the Lord,

the one who causes things to happen. " you knows to mean to become or

to happen, and., of course, that is the one that is often thought to be the correct

original form. The name of God. is in the , the one who causes things to happen.

In other mords, He is the great God in back of all the great events of the universe.

Well, now in this case he is the self-existent One, he is the one who is

accomplish-ingthings , the One who is bringing to pass His purposes, and so He says to him,

!Just shalt thou say to the children of Israel, 'I AM hath sent met" and. we find

that over in the New Testament Jesus Christ said to the people, "Before Abraham

&* I AL" and. they immediately took up stones to stone Him, because they recog

nized that Jesa was theta equating Himself with the One Who revealed Himself to

Moses and was claiming to be the great God of the universe, and then God said to

Moses' You shall say that the God of your fathers, the God. of Abraham, the God

of Isaac, Jehovah, the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac,

and the God of Jacob hath sent me to.y6.' He names them, the fathers, to show

the continuity, in despair in Egypt but the God Who brought them

down there is going to bring them back, the God ho was with their fathers in Canaan

is going to bring them back to Him, the God. Who called Abraham out of Ur of the

Chaldees is going to come to them and is going to bring them out into a land flow

ing wtti milk and. honey, and so He gives Moses this muunamt and this promise of em

powering but after Moses' previous failure he is now pretty much afraid to go and
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so he starts in making more and more excuses and. how ready we are. We fail once

and then we won't step any more in that tirection. We say. 'Let someone else

do it. I Just don't have that knack. I'm just not good for this," and. the ques

tion is not "Do you have the knack?" The question is, "Can God give you the ability

to do the thing that needs to be done?" and He can if you put yourself in His hands

and then do your best to train yourself along the line that is needed.

T 62 (second part)

the call of Moses, which begins in chapter 3. At the time when God.

called Moses to the work which Moses had. previously tried to take up in his own

strength and. made an utter failure. Now Moses was ready. The time was come. He

was to be a great key figure in God's Kingdom and God was calling him for the

specific work, but we find that now that Moses is ready and. prepared he is now

not anxious to do it. Previously when he wasn't ready he was anxious to do it.

Now that he is prepared he is not anxious to do it. I think that corresponds to

something in the experience of many of us. With no training and no. special apti

tude for a work, ow many or urn are ready to jump into it and think that we can

do it better than the veterans who have been working in it for years and who know

more about it than we could learn without taking many years of learning, but we
convinced,

are just ready to jump in and feel/that we could do it far better than they can.

However, the same people who take this attitude of feeling they can do anything

when they are not evprepared for it at all, after they have had. some preparation

and they are fifty times better equipped to do it than they were before, they begin

to realize what it calls for, what is needed, for it, how many different things it

requires to do it perfectly that they don't have, and. then they go back and. you

have two problems in any kind of work. One is to keep the people that don't

know anything about it from jumping in and wrecking everything with their hasty,

tilconeidered. measures, and the other is to persuade the people who have the train

ing to do it fairly decently to go ahead and. do the thing they are capable of doing.

that they are trained to do* You have those two problems, and of course the dif

ficulty is that in speaking to people, if you give a message adapted for one of
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these two groups, the other one takes it as an excuse for them and goes further in

the direction in which they are going. The person who is not ready needs to be

t old. to prepare and get ready. The person who is fairly well ready needs to be

told. to get busy and. use what he's got. You'll find. so many people that don't

want to go to school; they went to get right into their work-after all, why is

the training needed.? And. many of them jump into the work and do good work for

a little white and then soon just peter out and fizzle out and. accomplish little
finally

with their life. An occasional one makes up the lack, while the ones who can/be
and. study

persuaded to get busy/and prepare themselves,whCn they have enough preparation

to do the work as wall as most are doing it, or better than most, are t to

feel their inadequacy so much that they want to go on and on and. on, learning more

and. more and more instead, of getting busy and using the thing they've got. It is

one of the weaknesses of human nature. And here we find Moses holding back, and.

declining, and Cod gives him one argument after another. God in His great mercy

doesn't turn Moses over to do what he wants and give him leanness of soul with it,

as happens to so many. He insists ahd Re keeps after him because here is a key

point in God's work which God. is determined to carry through. God, of course,

could carry through all His work. He could. make it all automatic. Re could press
whole

a button and make the/world. Christian. He could. do it that way if Re chose but

that is not the way He chooses, and. the way He has chosen to do it, the work suf

fers tremendously through the weakness and. inefficienq and. unwillingness of mafr

kind, end yet if it as left to us it would. just go all to pieces and. God would

not do that. At key points He intervenes with power, as He did. with Moses

here and Re picked. Moses up and. against his will Re made him become a great key

worker in God's Kingdom. And. so God. has spoken to Moses and. Moses has declined

on one argument after another and God has insisted and God. has told. him what He

is going to do. Re is going to free the people from Egypt and enable Moses to

lead them out against Pharaoh's will, and then in the beginning of verse 4, Moses

says, "Jut they won't listen to me. They won't hearken to my ice. They'll say,
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'I' Lord. hasn't appeared to you., In order to do this great work I have to have

some credentials. How could. I do it? I have no credentials. Nobody will recog

nize me." Well, the lord, says, "I'll give you some credentials," and the first

credential that He gave Moses is the power to perform a striking act, the power

to do something that will make the people see that here is one who has apower

beyond any power that they have, will make them see that surely this power has

proved that God, is behind this man, and so Re says to Moses, "lihat's in your hand.?"

and Moses says, " a rod", and he cast it on the ground, and he cast it on the ground

and it became a serpent and Moses fled from before it. lie fled. from his own rod..

when 'Tis rod became alive and a serpent, and then the lord, said to him, "Put forth

thy hand and take it by the tail," and he put forth his hand. and he canght it in

the way that God showed him to do and immediately it became a rod in his hand. I

think it is very interesting the way, the way verse 5 connects with verse 11. The

lord, said, "Put forth thy hand. and take it by the tail, and he put for th his hand.

and caught it and it became a rod in his hand., that they may believe that the lard

God. of their fathers, the God. of Abraham and the God. or Isaac and the God, of Jacob

hath appeared unto thee. Now that doesn't, as we read. it in English, make good.

sense, does it? He put forth his hand. and caught it and it became a rod in his

hand. that they may believe that the Lord. hath appeared unto thee. It just doesn't

make sense as it stands, and 80 it is another of those many cases where we have to

interpret the scene from the words that are here and understand. The lord says,

"Pat forth tby hand. and take it by the tai1,and Moses does what He says and the

Lord continues speaking, "that they may believe that the lord has appeared unto thee."

If you interpret it that way, that the lord. was going right on and talking and in

between it tells you what Moses has done, it makes good. sense. It is just another

instance of the fact that the Bible is not simply a combination of sounds out of

which we can pick any few words and-here's something that makes perfect sense and

is the Word. of God. to us. It is not that at all. The Bible is a Book of Ideas.

It is not the ideas that are inspired, it is the Words that are inspired., but by
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that we mean that the Words are adapted. to convey the ideas, but it takes interpreta

tion and. study to learn what the ideas are which are conveyed 1V the words and. we

do not always get it at the first glance. In fact, often a brief summary glance

ma y give you the wrong idea altogether of what it means and in this case simply

to examine tt closely and see what actually happened makes it perfectly clear. It

is just at first sight that it isn't clear. AM then the lord gave him another

sign. He put his hand. In his bosom end when he took it out it was leprous, and he

put it in again and he took it out and it was like the other, and. the Lord said.,

"Now why should you worry? He said, "If they don't listen to the one sign they will

believe the other sign, and. If they wont listen to these two signs I am going to

give you a third sign, so now surely you have sufficient evidence. They will ac

cept you as the lord's representative." So Moses thinks of another, and. when

you are deciding what b do it is mighty gèóditoithink of all the excuses you can

think of. It is a lot better to think of them In'Mvance than to wish you had

thought of them later on, but when God is definitely speaking to you and. showing
you

you what He wants/to do, you should. know that He has an answer for your diffi

culty and. for your problem, and. you should trust Him, and. if you are absolutely

sure it is God who is speaking, then of course you an know that God will give you

the answer later on, but if you are making a plan dealing with earthly people or
all

earthly situations, you to think of/ the difficulties and all the excusew

and. all the problems you can ahead of time and get an answer to them as far as

possible, rather than to wait until you get into the middle of a situation. )(r.-T

(Student)

T 63

1Vy, no, I would say this, that God. gave him these signs to convince the people

and. doubtless he could use them on those times when they would. serve the purpose

required. Undoubtedly God. enabled him to use them whenever the people needed this

particular sign. As to whether Moses could. have used them, M another tia when
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they were not needed for that purpose, on that we have no evidence. That is a

theoretic question which the Scripture doesn't answer one way or another. Now

my guess would be that he could not, that God. enabled him to do it at such times

as it was needful. I wouldn't think this was saying that Nod was saying to Moses,

"I am giving you supernatural power. You can turn a rod into a serpent. You

can make your hand leprous and make it weel at will." I don't think He is saying

that, but this is a matter of interpretation. If you differ from me, that is your

purpose. but my interpretation of this is that God. said. to Moses, "Do these things

here. Now see what I have enabled you to do. I will give you similar power a

such times as it is needed for the work for which I have sent you.' That's my
that

interpretation of it. Now/is purely interpretation. It is not so stated in the

Word. If someone wants to build an argument that Goo- gave Moses a supernatural

power which he could use at any time he wanted to, well we'd have to investigate

that and see wheth'r there is evidence for it, but my expectation would be that

the evidence would be insufficient to prove that, but certainly this doesn't mean

that these things happened just at one time. It does mean that at the time when

Moses spoke to the people and they wouldn't listen to him because they he thought

he wasn1t God's representative, at both times God. enabled him towork these miracles

because-the purpose of them Is given, 'that they may believe the lord. God. of their

fathers hath appeared. unto thee.' Now, of course, if Moses went before them and.

he said, 'God has appeared. to me and as proof of it I threw down my rod. and it be

came a serpent and. I put my hand. in my bosom and it became leprous, and God did

all that and thus He proved to me that he was speaking to me, there are aomv people
for

who would say, "Veil, If God did that/you, then we know you are God's representative,'

but most people would say, "let's see you do it now," and. I think they ought to say

it. If he gave that kind of a sign, he should be akked to do it now. Well, now,

Moses now has another objection.

Moses says, but God," he says, "I can't speak. 11m no speaker." I was

talking to a man out in the Grand. Ca'on who is a naturalist there and. every day
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he'd. have to speak to the people, telling them the story of the canyon and shoving

how all the evolutionary history of the earth is demonstrated. in this great canyon

in front of them, and. giving them little tit-bits about the natural history of the

canyon. He was a very interesting speaker and. a very excellent speaker, and he

would speak once or twice a day for half an hour to an hour in front of a different

audience every day, and it is quite strenuous work and. of course he varied his mes

sage a good bit, and. *hen I was talking to him and. he said. to me, he said, "These

other men here who are busy for the Government fixing up trails or supervising

traffic or giving information or general seeing that law and. orderliness are ob

served," he said, "bey are always saying to me, 'Oh, you don't have anything to do.

All you have to do is get up and. talk. You have nothing at all to do. Your life

is easy.'" He said,, "I get so tired. of them sometimes I think if one of them would

just take it over for a day and give me a little bit of a rest it would. do me so

much good and I'd. be so much better the next day, but," he said, "tbey say, 0h,

you just have an easy life. You just get up and. talk, but," he says, "once in

a while I am laid up so I just cantt do it and then I ask one of them, 'Will you

speak for me?' and. they say, 'Oh. I can't speak. I can1t talk.! dont have the

gift of speaking,'" and it just struck me that people that do not speak have no

realization of what it takes out of one. There are people who can getup and talk

all day and it takes nothing out of them but as a rule I don't think it does any

thing for any one else, either, but to speak effectively requires a concentration

of all your being upon the job you are doing and. I think in most cases it takes

a tremendous lot out of the person who is doing it, but those who do not do it

have no realization that it takes anything from one, on the one hand, and. on the

other hand. the attitude of Moses, "Oh, I'm just not a speaker, that's all there is

to it. But actually, speaking, of cours is something which some have a greater

ability than others have for it, but everyone can triple or quadruple their effec.i-

by proper training and. proper effort. And so Moses here is simply giving
tiveness

the answer which so many a person gives. You ask somebody in your church. You
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say, NI wish you would get up and give your testimony. I wish you would. come with

me to this meeting and. say a few "Oh,! can't speak". Most of them will

just simply refuse absolutely to speak, but if you keep after them and you urge

them and. finally you cajole them into doing it and. they come and. do it once or twice

and find. it isn't so bad., then after that they'll want to take the whole time. Peo

ple get bored to death listening to them because they can't speak ddisently and they

won't take the time to learn to try. They've gotten over their first fright. Now

they feel that they can do it all right. So I got think Moses got over his first

fright, because God stooped to his weakness hare and. provided. him a spokesman, but

in later times the evidence seems to be that Moses spoke right out himself and. didn't

wait very often for Aaron to come and be his spokesman, but in this particular situa

tion now it is an objection which is raised and. the Lord's first answer to it is,

'You learn how to do it.' Moses says, N] can't speak. 11m slow of speech and. have

a a tongue." Well, the lord says, "Who made man's mouth?' He says. 'Haven't I

made the mouth?" he says. "If I ask you to speak then can't I give you the power

to speak? Can!t I teach you how to speak? You go and train and. learn and do what

I want you to. "Now, therefore, go. and I will be with th mouth and teach thee

what thou shalt say," and Moses says, "Oh, Lord, send by the hand. of him whom thou

wilt send.." In other words, "You send anybody you want to, but just don't bother

with me. I just won't go." And now after all these objections have been given

and God has answered every one! them, the Lord is angry. And the anger of the

Lord is kindled against Moses--and praise God. that His anger was kindled against

Moses. I think most of no would simply have said., "Oh, well, if that is the way

you feel, go ahead., I'll get somebody else,' or "We'll let this job , We've

got plenty of other things to do. Why worry about this, if you feel that wayl"

That's what most of us would say. Most of us do say it repeatedly in our lives,

but God, having a key situation here and. a key man for it, didn't take that atti

tude. Re kept on, and that is what we should do when we have a key situation,

even if people don't want to do what we know they ought to do, and if they won't
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give us the help and cooperation they should, we shouldntt simply fold. our hands

and close up our mouth and. turn away and say, NAil right, you go your own way."

We should say, we are not serving them or trying to please them, we are serving

the lord and trying to please Kim and. if He wants the work done ths we should.

go ahead and. get the help we need. even if people give all kinds of silly objections

to it and even if we see if their sinful heart is opposed. to doing that which they

ought to do. So the Lord, instead of sullenly turning away as I fear most of us

would do or angrily making an outburst against him which would. make him angry and.

close the door on further cooperation, when His anger was kindled. He did. something

practical. He said., "Isnt Aaron the Levite your brother? I know that he can speak

well and he is coming to meet you and you speak to him and tell him what to say a

I will be with your mouth and with his mouth, and. Vu cut the work in half. You

have the leading position. You have the responsibility. You have the leadership

and the wisdom to use, but you have an instrument to halp you do this thing you

don't think you can do yourself. Aaron can come and be your spokesman , and he is

your own brother and you have confidence in him and. know he is a good speaker' so

this thing is completely answered. And. right here, perhaps, God. didn't give this

answer first, God gave this at the end, and that's often a very good thing to do

with people. If you know somebody has a strong objection and. if you know you have

the perfect answer to your objection, it is often a very good thing to present things

in such a way that they will bring up the objection and. let them present it in the

strongest possible way, let everything be based. upon this, and then you give your

answer. If you give the answer right away, then they'll immediately " won

that's answered, here is another argument and. here's another, but if you can bring

into the position of real importance the thing that you know you have the answer to,

then there is actually no way in which they can decently decline to go ahead. and do

the thing they should., and so God. Moses in the position where Mosest final

objection had. been answered in an absolutely conclusive way and Moses went and re

turned to Jethro, his father-inlaw and said., "Let me gsketurn to my brothers
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in Egypt, and see if they are alivej' and Jethro said. to Moses "Go in peace", and so

now he starts out, and the lord. has given Moses this definite: message. "Go and re

turn, for ].1 the men are dead. which sought thy life? And. so Moses takes his wife

and his eons. Do you think Moses was just married that day? I was reading one
few

commentary on this, the/verses after this where it spoke of how Moses was getting

married without having been circtuncized., so the lord made trouble for him, but it

seem s to me that that commentator was taking, as so many commentators do, a verse

at a time and not looking at the situation at all, because here he takes his wife
at

and his ene. Now, of course, maybe he had. quadruplet., or/'ask twins, and they were

all just one, but even then I don't think he was just getting married.. The lord.-

then he took his wife and his sons and pnt them on an ass, and he returned to the

land. of !'pt. And here is another instance where we see that the chronology of

the Scripture doesn't usually go right straight forward to say all, of one thing

and all of another and all together. He returns to Egypt, and then the next we

know e find, him on the way to Egypt, which, of course, is evidence that he returned.

to Egypt is a general statement of what he did, and then Re goes ahead. and tells

details on the way. He returned. to the land. of Egypt and he took the rod. of God.

in his hand.. That of sourse is before he ret'uned, he took it with him as he

returned, and the lord. told. him what to do and what to say to Pharaoh, and the lord.

said, "You show all your wonders to Pharaoh, bat I will harden his heart that he

shall not let the people go." He said, "Don1t you be worried if when you show

these things to Pharaoh, Pharaoh turns you down, becanse," he says, "that is part

the plan. You are not to go down to Egypt and say, "Pharaoh, let the people

go," and Pharaoh says, "All right, go ahead." That is not the plan. God. is going

to bring the people out of Egypt with a stretched. out arm and they can't do this

if Pharaoh just lets them go, so He says, 'I will harden his heart that he shall

not let the people go," and so *hen,he gives him the message that e shall let

them go and aetv'e Rim and if Pharaoh refuses, I will slay thy son, even thy first

born. Did you have a question, Mr.--? (Student) Well, it is in the
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It is in Asia, not so awfully far from Aqrica. It's near the wilderness country

there, some comparatively small distance to the east of Egypt. And so he starts

bank towards Egypt, and then we have a very interesting incidint, verse 244-28i one

q-those precious little bits of primitive tradition, that record for us early

material that niiht otherwise have been lost, and that has been incorporated by

the redactor into the story without their altogether realizing its sign.ificance

and consequently it preserves for us something of an understanding of the situa

tion in those times, such as the compiler of the narrative didntt realize at all.

We find, here that it came to pass by the way in the inn, that God had met him and

sought to kill him. Now why is this? Here is God., the God. who is mentioned so

repeatedly in the Bible' and we get the impression elsewhere in the Bible that He

is a great, powerful creator of the universe, but here we find that He isn't that

at all. Re is a deity of this local region who goes on a tear, evidently, and.

kills anyone who gets in his way, because here, it came to pass by the way in the

inn that God met him and sought to kill him, and so Moses runs into this situation

and. from it we learn something of what sort of a God. was actually, in the

beginning, and so Moses took this primitive diety and transformed him into an

exalted being that could form a foundation for the lofty religion that was found.

in the Old. Testament, and of course no such passages were by the redactors

and. not included in the compilation but here is one that got into it and. it just

gives us an idea as to what they really thought of before the Hebrew prophets

with teiv.:ar!e1odB Spiritual creativeness developed the idea of one God. who con

trolled. the universe and. who had. high ethical ideals. We find of course no ethical

ideals in this narrative here at all. He just meets a man on the way and tries to

kill him and. then Zipporah, his wife, takes a sharp stone and. cuts off the foreskin

of their son and. casts it at his feet and. says, "Surely a bloody husband. art thou

to me," so she-here is her husband. and is about to kill him and. she has to
to save her husband's life

do something/and so she makes a sacrifice of the first thing she can lay her hands

on and.when sees the sacrifice he is appeased, so we read in verse 26 , so

he let him go
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much light on the origin of " or the origin of the idea of the early

teaching about " " which before the idea was changed and transmuted. and

developed by those prophetic writiers who invented a god. who would be creator of

all the universe and who would have high ethical principles instead. of just trying
to kill anybody he met by the way. Yea? (Student)

You know, I suppose everybody here is familiar with th. fact

that in the Bible we have the word Elot, which simply means God, and then we

have the word which means , that is, it is in the plural; 07

Lord, literally, but it is used. in the plural, as is used in the plural,

but used. for the one great God, and we simply translate it The Lord. Then, the

name of God used. most commonly--those are both titles,and that is a very deceptive

thing about our English version, that it uses God in such a way that most people

think of Gø& as a name when it is a title, and it uses The lord in a way that

makes most people think it is a title when it is really the name. The name is

those four letters, and when the Jews came to those four

letters in their reading they did. not pronounce the sacred name of God. lest they

should take the name ujon unclean lips. They did. not pronounce the sacred name of

God. but they simply said. The lord, or they said , and usually when they would

come to that they would say, The Lord, and in our authorized version when it

they put lord in capitals. When it is the real word , they put it in small

letters, capital L and small letters, in our English version, unless it says

The lord , and if it is that way, the Jews didnt say The Lord Lord.,

they would say God, the Lord. God, and in that case our English version has GOD

in capitals, so whenever in the .Anth*ized Version you see either GOD or LORD

in capitals you know that that means the name of God which is not pronounced

by the Hebrews at all. The Septuagint, when it quotes these verses, uses

, uses the Greek word, which means The Lord, if it is translating this

word. , and so the New Testament simply quotes it the way the

Jews pronounced it there. The Revised Version translates it as Jehovah. whish
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is taking the consonant and the vowels of Adoni and. putting it

together, a very queer combination, taking the vowels of one word, and the consonants

of another and some have said., "We don't know how was pronounced;

all we know is that it wasn't pronounced. Jehovah, and yet, after all, what's the dif

ference? Jehovah is a combination of sounds representing this specifically and

indicating a name. We don't know how they pronounced it. If we did, we

pronounce it the way the ancient Hebrews did. Our mouthó aren't formed the way

theirs were. We couldn't possibly pronounce it exactly like they pronounced it.

In fact, it is very difficult to pronounce the words from any other language

exactly as the people of that language would pronounce them. And. so if you use

Jehovah and indicate this, you know what you are indicating, it is a name for God,

It's purely a representation of it. It is not the real name, but it represents it

and you know what it is, so I think there is much to be said. for using Jehovah.

However, it is customary to call it Lord, this way and as long as you can see the

version and. see it capped you know where you are.

Now the reason I mention this is because Mr. St. Clair asked if it was á4.oni, and

of course we do call this Ad.oni and yet this is what Ad.oni really means, so it is

hard to determine which it really means . That's why I

It is the " Now the critics call it " " which may

by the way it was pronounced. There is probably better evidence that it was pro

nounced that way than any other way. About twenty years ago they all decided

it had1t been " It was and. for a period of about seven or eight

years most every book would. call It and. then they decided wasn't

right and they went back to , which was used, before, and. so that is the

way the critics refer to it and that may be the way it was pronounced. There is

good reason to think it was. At the same time the word is used by the critics

so much with all these associations of thinking of it as an early primitive deity

or a thunder god. of Mt. Sinai and all that sort of thing that to me the word

suggests all that and I hate to use it, while Jehovah doesn't suggest any such
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thing. Now I use the word. aivised]y here because I was present-

ing th id .f the origin of which the highr attics would. hold

Here is this book by Iddis, THE DOCUMENTS 01 ?BZ Volume I, the oldest

book of Hebrew history, in which he takes the J and. I documents and separates then

from the P documents, and puts them to run right along smoothly here, and. here we

have this in the J documents and, here is a. footnote. Here we have one of the oldest

paragraphs in the hexateuch-Tawe tries to kill Moses. The reason for this does

not lie in the fact that Moses had. neglected. to circumcise his son. Circumcision

had. not even been mentioned. hitherto. Is that true-it has not even been mentioned.

hitherto? (Student) Not in the J document, that's right. Not even mentioned.

hitherto. He doesn't say the J document, but of course that is what he means. It

has been in the P document. because we know if it is dealing with ceremony it must

belong to the P document and therefore it couldn't be part of the J, so now you

have found that it has never been mentioned before, In the I document, but he says,

"Circumcision has not even been mentioned. hitherto. Much less had. the law of cir

cumcision been imposed',--The explanation seems to be that the Tahwe of the early

Hebrews devours like the element of fire, not for moral reasons but by necessity

of nature." Now think what that means. The Yalive of the early Hebrews devours

like the element of fire not for more]. reasons but by necessity of nature. Now

to say that in simply language you would say that he just goes on a tear and.

kills anybody that gets in his way. He is appeased by the blood. of circumcision,

and. Zipporch calls Moses a bridegroom of blood; that is, a husband whosljfóahe

has ved. by sacrificing the blood. of her son. Thus, circumcision is regarded

here as an offering of blood. for the propitiation of Tahwe. Now that is an inter

pretation which Addis gives in his book here on. the documents of the Hexateuch, of it,

but I imagine there may be some of you who do not like this particular interprete

tion and if you dont there are two things you can do. One is, you can put it up

on a shelf saying, "I don't know what the passage means. I am quite sure it doesn't

mean that. I don't know what it means. I'm going to keep watching for light to
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explain what the passage means." Now that is a possible thing to do, but you shouldn't

just leave it on the shelf indefinitely. You should keep watching for it and trying

to find an explanation, and. don't keep too many passages on the shelf, but it 15

far better to do that than to jump to some interpretation and say, 'This must be

what it means. I am going to grab this and. stand ofl that and interpret other

things 07 it. But now we want to know, what does it mean? If it doesn't mean

that. It came to pass by the way in the inn that Yahwe met him and sought to kill

him. Now the word Yahwe, of course, is the critics representation of this

If you say Jehovah met him, you have the way the Revised Version has, the important
being, this

thing is that we realize it is the name of God which is usa her., that this/god-

call him Jehovah or Yahwe, that this god met him by the way and met him in the inn

and sought to kill him. Well, what kind of a god is that? What does it mean, he

seeks to kill him? Well, of course, in the most obvious sense of it it does sound.

like the one who ust kills anybody in his way but I think we certainly are justified

in saying that when it says he sought to kill him, it means that the lord. cised.

something to happen which was clear to Moses and to Zipporah that it was a threat

to Moses' life and. it came from God.. Now was that some 'unusual, miraculous inter

ventiont Js it some illness that came to Moses suddenly, which seemed to be the

end. of Moses? Exactly what form it took we dontt know, but I don't think we have

any difficulty in rehing the conclusion that tIia first verse must be interpreted

in that way, that the Lord. cansed. something to happen which was immediately and.

correctly interpreted by Moses and Zipporah as an indication that Moses' life was
the idea of

in serious danger. Well, if we take that then, as verse 24, we get away then from /

the thunder god. going on a tear and. killing everybody in the way. We have a great

marvelous good god of the universe who, for a great purpose of His own, caisea Moses

and. Zipporah to feel that Mosest life is in tremendous danger at the hand. of the lord

and. naturally you would. say right away, 'If that is the case, there must be a reason."

Well, maybe Moses' life is simply over. Moses had. lived. long enough. Everyone must

go tLfb? Moses to go. The difficulty with that is, God has given
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Moses a work to do. God has told. Moses specifically this work is ahead, this work

is for him to do. Therefore, we know that God. is not simply taking his life because

he now has ended his days. It is not Satan here who is causing trouble because the
definitely

Scripture/tells us the Lord sought to kill, him. It is God's divine act for God's

purpose. Well now there is no explanation given to us as to why it happened., but

we find two things. W. find, that Zipporah seems to know why it happened. because

immediately she did. something. Well, that doesn't say she knew why it happened., but

she knew this. She either knew wbI it happened. or she knew what the remedy was.

If you see a person who has just bcen eating some stuff and you, and, the person

gets all white and. upset and. you decide they have food poisoning, you may immediate

ly take soapy water and make them swallow it as quick as you can. You do that be

cause you know that is the remedy for it. You. cause them to get rid of the stuff

that they have taken into their system before it poisons them. You know the remedy

by the signs, but you are pretty apt to know the cause of it, that the cause of it

is they have taken something in that needs to be put out. Now in this case, Zipporah

knew what would cure this, because she immediately proceeded to do something, and, it

is a pretty good indication that Zipporah also knew why it had. come. She knew what

was wrong; she knew what to do to cure it. And. furthermore, we find in verse 26v

:so

He let him go." God brought an end to this which appeared to mean that Moseel

ife was in danger of immediate extinction. God. brought an end to it as soon as

Zipporah did this, and so either, as the critics say, this appeased God and satis

fied. Kim, or else this fulfilled the thing that God wanted., and so we have there

the definite evidence, I think, that the reason for Moses' life being in danger is

connected. with circumcision and that the circumcising of the child. was *a thing that

was desired and. brought an end to it. Yes? (Student) It was something right on

the spot, undoubtedly, but might it not be a sickness, mi$it it not be a terrific

seizure or something that 7 Such things happen very rapidly. (Student)

Of aurse that is a reasonable statement, that the woman never and the

woman immediately performs that which is needed. and she casts it at her husband's
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feet and says, "Surely a bloody husband. art thou to me," and so God lets him go and

now the difficulty is over, perhaps the next minute, perhaps an hour later, but when

it is over, then the says, "A bloody husband. thou art," becise of circumcision. She

repeats it, what she has said. right at the moment's time. She is repeatedly blaming

Moses for the situation. Well now I looked-yea, Mr.-? (Student) I doubt it.

I think if you will leave out the first phrase, the last one I think is undoubtedly

correct. She objects to the circumcision. Else wh3 did. she say it? I think very

evidently she objects to the circumcision. She didn't want it. She said, "No, we'll

wait until the child. Is grown up and he can decide for himself. We're not going to

do this now " And Moses gave in to her and they didn't do it, and nov:the lord.

seeks to kill him, and Zipporah is in the situation-she's got to choose. Is she

is going to keep Moses and. keep her previous ideas, or is she going to give in to

what Moses has been saying all along but not insisting on and is she going to give

in, and immediately she doesn't wait for Moses to do it now,

that it is, the Jewish interpretation says that circumcision must be performed by

man. Now this says that she took a sharp stone and cut off the foreskin of her

son. Now that couldn't do because that was against the law of circumcision. It

is done by a man, ?erefore, the Jewish interpretation says, when it says that

she did it it means that she had. Moses do it.

T 65




you do it. I give up my objection," but I don't think that was necessary.

I don1t think that there was question here of observiiu an exact, precise law there.

She knows what the situation is. She is going to lose Moses because of her in

sistence upon her own ideas on this thing-or is she going to give in? And she

takes the foreskin and. she does this thing immediately, but she is not very happy

about it. She says, "You are a bloody husband and we have to perform this bloody

4te. We have to go into this gospel of the shambles in ozr tâikeep you albve,"

she says. She says, "All right, we'll do it, rather do that than lose you." Tee?
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Well, the lord. is dealing here with Moses. Zipporah is involved, but she is not
attitude

the primary individual. It doesn't say the lord was pleased. with Zipporah1but

it does say that the thing that the Lord. was displeased with was now removed. The

child has been circumsized. (Student) Yes. Well, we have these facts, and. we

want to try to construct an interpretation out of it that will give us the sati

factory interpretation. I think we agree that the critical interpretation is

not satisfactory, but here it is not the question of what is satisfactory. I

don't think we can question this, that the reason he sought to kill him was con

nected With the circumcI,n and that Zipporah knew what was needed. and. thai *hen

Zipporah ttrcumcized. the child., then the lord removed this imminent danger of the

moment. That much is certain, but the fact that Zipporah circumcised the child.

put an end to this present difficulty which Moses was in, and also I think we can

go, taking not the first part but the second part of what Mr.-- said., I think we

can definitely say, not that Zipporah was a godless woman,--I don't think we can

say that at all, but I think we can say that Zipporah didn't approved of having the

child circumcised.. She said., "This is a bloody rite. I don't like it, and. especial

ly on a poor little child, like this," and. she objected to it and she refused to do

it and. now Moses is in a situation, and Zipporah removed the thing that had. been

hazarding the success of Moies1 work and. even threatening Moses' life by herself

plunging into the situation and. cutting off the foreskin of her son, but when she

does it, she gives in but not with very good. grace. She throws it at Moses' feet

and says, "You're a bloody husband.." Yes? Thatts Aavon. That's right. He's

brought along with Moses for awhile and. now it goes back t0 Aaron. The thing would

be that you could go along with Moses for awhile, then you could. turn to Aaron, and
thing

you could come back to Moses, or you can go along with Moses right up to al/and

then you can go back and. tell how Aaron starts. I could say that I started to

drive to California and. you could describe all the events on the course of n trip

until you got to Denver and. then when you describe my leaving Denver to go further

west, you could say, "Now, about the time that I left the east a cousin of mine

started in to come by horseback from Los Angeles, to come eastward., and he was
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hoping he would meet me somewhere on the way. Now that day after I left Denver.

the two of us met on the road." He could do it that way, or he could say that I

as I left-descrIbè.x leaving Philadelphia. then you could say that on the same

day that I left for the west this cousin started from los Angeles and he went as
Then you could say,

far as San Berd.Ino that day./"Now the next day I reached Pittsburgh, sand tell about

me in Pittsburgh and then go back and tell about him in in and.

some of those places and then go back and describe me going through Ohio. Either

of the two ways. You couldn't go strictly chronologically or you would have to tell

what .1 did at ten in the morning and what h. did at 10:30 and what I did at eleven

and what he did. at 11:30 but you could take a day with him and a day with me and

a day with him and. a day with me or you could take me right straight through and. '

then go back and take him. Now, of course, as it stands here you've carried Moses

right up to the end of his trip. He's on the way approaching the end, and then you

take Aaron and you go back to where Aaron started and have him come out to meet hem.

Now, of course, Gd.dis simply says that the B story has Aaron in it and. Aaron isn't

mentioned in the S story--or in the B. story. In fact he takes the name of Aaron out
that

of the B story, but he cómbiaU / up with the section before it. Mr. Sit? (Student)

It would seem so. These are our first references to Aaron. He says in verse 1,

"Is not Aaron the levite th) brother? I know that he can spak well." And. then

over here he mentions that the Lord. said. to Aaron, "Go into the wilderness to meet

Moses," but we are not told anything about Aaron before this time. Of course, we
saved

know this. When Moses was tthrou* the bu1riehae all the other Hebrew children

were not killed. If all the Hebrew children at that time were killed except Moses

and that kept w1 the next four years, when Moses got to Egypt there *ould have been

nobody under fôt4yyears of age, so very evidently the plan didntt work out to kill

all of them, but he killed a good. many of them. (Student) Oh, verse 27, yes.

The mount of God seems to refer t0 the whole mountain'rea in Sinai. (Student)

Probably five or six days, and Moses, of course, would go more slowly, with his

wife and family. He may have been gone about the same length of time. (Student)
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I don't know as we have anything. Later on it comes to be used. a good bit of the

area at Sinai where God. appears to the people,. but, of course, that usage couldn't

go back to this time. Just what it would mean to Aaron then is hard to say. It's

even possible that using it to M'on here it might be a term for some mountain just

outside of Egypt. It might not be that same area, which is called, later mount of God..

We don't know. That's another thought, but our present thought, and. I'd. like to

deal with it, is this matter of what does this story mean about Moses and Zipporah?

Does it mean that-is it a queer sort of tribal deity that just kills people in.

the way or is thre a great teaching for it? Is there something that is part of

the great plan of God. Now I picked up one commentary last night which made this

statement; it said, "Moses had. been married without being circuincized.." Now, that

was wrong, It said.. According to the Jewish law a man. should be cirewncized be-

fore he was married. Now, here Zipporah knows that is what is wrong and. therefore

she circumcizes his son and that appeases the deity. Now that doesn't seem very

reasonable. If the objection was in regard. to Moses it would have to be he that

was circumcized., surely, but if the thought is that, the objection is that Zipporah

had. declined. to let Moses carry out what he wanted to do and circumcize the child,

if Moses had said., 'We want to circumcize this child," and, Zipporah said, "No, I

don't like that. I don't approve of it. I don't want it,' and. so Zlpporáh re

fused to circumcise the child, and Moses gave in to his wife on this point and the

child was not circumcised, and. they lived in the wilderness and everything went

along happily, but then the time came when God called Moses to do a great work

for Him and s called him to Egypt to do this great work and. It was vita], that

the one who was called. to perform the great work of God should. be one who was

carrying out God's commands fully in his life and in his family, and consequently

if Moses was going to be God's great leader to carry out His work, than the coRmand.
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of circumcision as applied, to his child. must be performed. and so here as they are

on the way to do the great work for which God. had, called. him, God intervenes in a

way to make Zipporah feel that Moses' life is in serious danger and she immediately

knows the reason why. The reason is because Moses has given in to her on this mat

ter and. has allowed. the child to remain uncircumcised., and. therefore Zipporah imme-

diately, seeing the thing and she must aecide between hanging on to her previous

idea against circumzing the child. and doing the thing that Moses wanted and.

keeping Mejos inètead of losing him, she immediately circumcises the child and.

He lets him go. The thing is done. Mr.-? (student) She cut off the boy's

foreskin and. just threw it at Moses' feet, so she did. it all very rapidly. She was

trying to save Moses' life. (Student) to be the case, unless one of two things

were true, unless as Addle suggests, she knew that this deity could. be appeased.

by blood and. this was the quickest way to get blood., or unless it was a matter

that they had. discussed. before. It had. been a bone of contention between them.

She knew that Moses against his better judgment had. given in to her on the matter

and. she realized immediately that Moses was doing a very dangerous thing in under

taking to carry on the Lord's work without fulfilling the Lord's commands, and it

either Addle is right and. she just does the quick thing to appease the god., or

they had discussed it before sufficiently that she was fully informed of the situa

tion but she simply held back from it and. wouldn't do it, and. now she did it, and.

God. would. not use Moses to the utmost until his commands had. bean fulfilled. Well,

now I think we maybe will have to wait until eleven. I see there are several of

you who have further questions and discussions. We'd. better wait until eleven.

P 65 second part

Exodus 18, we read. that as the Israelites were going through the wilderness

some time after they had. left Egypt, when Jethro, the priest of Midian, Moses' father-in-law,
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heard. of all that God had. done for Moses and. for Israel, His people, and. that the

Lord had brought Israel out of !'pt, then Jethro, Moses' father-in--law, took

Zipporah, Moses' wife, after he had. sent her back, and. her two sons, of which

the name of the one was Gershom; for he said, "I have been an alien in a strange

land," and. the name of the other was Ejiezer; for the God. of father, said. he,

was mine help, and delivered me from the sword. of Pharaoh. And Jethro, Moses father

in law, came with his sons and. his wife unto Moses into the wilderness, where he

encamped at the mount of God.. Now, this says that Jethro came and brought with him

Zipporah and. Moses' sons after Moses had sent them back, and. it mentions the two

sons, Gershom and. Zliezer. Which was the older of these two sons, Gershom or

!Uezer? Mr.-? (Student) Is the oldest always mentioned, first? Mr. Camburn

is right, that there is a certain presumption, that since Gershom is mentioned first,

he may be the oldest, but there is actually no proof of it. It might be the other

way around. There is no proof. But there is a suggestion that maybe he is the

oldest. Now let us assume, then, that Gerahom is the oldest one, How many years

older was Gershom than Eliezer, Mr. Oldham? (Student) Yes. They may have been

twins for all we know, for we do not know whether they were twins or whether Gerahom

was twenty years older than Eliezer or whether he was one year older. We don't

know anything about them. We just dou1t know, but we have the proof here that there

were two sons, and these two sons and. Zipporah had. been sent back by Moses. Now,

when had. Moses set them back? We don't know anything about it. Therefore--the

lord has not told. us whether Moses sent them back immed.latøl:y after the circumcision,

or whether it was later on in Ept when things began to get rather hot and he thought

it was better for them to get out of the country as things developed, or when it was.

W do not know. There are many conjectures, since this is the first mention afterwards
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of them. There is no mention in between and refers here to-his having sent them
had

back, that after the time when1porah/saved Moses' life, in this connection,

as we saw before, they immediately had. sent her and the children ack, but that

is only a conjecture. It is probably a very reasonable conjecture, but cezta.th].y

not at all sure that it was right. Now in the pazsae we've been looking at, be
there in the inn

fore they went back, we find. th&t/theLoH met him and sought to kill him , and. un

less we take the critical idea that this means that God, was just a

T 66

we must say that is the great God of love and goodness who there for a special pur

pose puts Moses in a situation where it appears that his death is imminent* Mr.

Eoogstrate (Student) What does it say about it? (Student) Well, thats different.

I do not think we can properly interpret this, "ought to kill his" in the context.

If you take, of course, the critical view, yes. This wild deity there that kills

anybody that gets in his way would. have killed Moses, too, if Zipporah hadnt thought

of a way to appease, but if you take God as the great Rod of the universe who has

called Moses and told him that he must go to Et and promised to do great works for

him, then it becomes very evident that His seeking to kill him means that he put him

in a situation where it was apparent to Zipporah and Moses that something must be

done or he will be killed.. Of course, that doesn't mean God intended ever to kill

him. Everything that happens is part of God's will, part of God's plan. Mr. Wolfe?

(Student) In the case of Isaac if the animal hadn't happened to get caught in the

thicket, why poor Isaac would have been killed., but God knew, of mrae, before He

bol4 Lbraibma to go there that he would provide the animal. There is a close similarity

between them. So I see no way to escape from the conclusion that if Moses is going
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to fulfill God's work for which God has called him it is necessary that Moses ful

fill God's commands, and. not even his love to his wife must be sufficient to allow

him to step aside from carrying out the commands that God has given and from showing

in his life that righteousness which God, desires by bestowing upon his child the

sign of the covenant. Moses could be a true child of God. without having done this.

Moses could be a true child of God without having done this, he could be truly

saved, but if he is going to be a real leader in God's Kingdom, if he is going to

accomplish God's work, God wants him to carry out the commands which have been

given to Abraham, that not only shall he himself receive the seal of the imputation

of righteousness to him by faith but he shall also give it to is infant as a sign

0f his belief in God's promise that he shows His mrcy unto thousands of generations

of those that love him. And so here Moses evidently had given in to Zipporah's urging

and had. allowed her to bring up the children in accordance with her idea, but if

Moses is going to be a real lader for God he must carry out God's commands and

he must circumcise the child as God has commanded. I do not see any other possible
incident

interpretation of this/here unless you take the critics interpretation. Now, if

there is no- further question on this-Mr. Caaner7 I don't quite . (Student)

We are not told absolutely definitely but we are not told he didn't take a second
one who could be

wife and there is no reason why she could not be/ spoken of that way, as an Ethiopian.

We, of course, are again in a case where our information 1* not altogether full but

I don't see any reason why we have to assume anything else. Mr. Cater? (Student)

Other women? What do you mean, other women? (Student) Wzy, certainly, yes.

(Student) Well, that's not told. us here. All that is told is that the circumcision

had to be performed in order that Moses would be in a relationship to God in which

he could properly carry out the lord's will. It is not stated. that Moses then sent

Zipporah away. There are many who think that after this experience in which Moses1

ininstry was hazarded by the attitude which Zipporah took in this case, and the fact

that even after she gave in she did it so reluctantly and so sullenly and said the

statement that showed that she was giving in, she'd rather have Moses and in
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on this thing than lose Moses and stand by her belief on this matter, but she didn't

like to do it. There are mai who think that afterwards Moses sent her away, but

there is no proof of it. It is ent1re].y possible that she went on to Egypt with him

and. that in Egypt he decided to send her back. That is possible--I think less like

ly, but possible, but if the vita], thing here was that Moses sent her away, we would

have been told about it and we are not told. about it, so that is not the vita], thing.

The vita], thing is the circumcision. Mr. Sit? (Student) About the deliverance of

the Israelites. That is referring to Moses' deliverance when Pharaoh sought to kill

him after he killed the Egyptian, before he went into Midian. Re delivered me from

the sword. of Pharaoh. That refers to-(student) We don't know. I don't see that it

matters. The important thing is that she was resisting on this matter of circumci

sion and until she gave in Moses couldn't be fully used of God.. In fact, he mast

be thrown on the scrap he if the victory wasntt won on this point. Now, as to

whether the fact was that one child had. already been circumcised and she had. said.,

"Well, you can have your way with one child but I am going to have mine with the

other," and. now she had to give in on the other child., or whether she circuincized

both at this time, or whether she circumcised one and, that the other would be circum

cised. later, I don't see that the Scripture has to go in to all those little details.

The vita], thing we are told. is that on account of her refusal to carry out the rite

of circumcision upon the child as God. had commanded to Abraham, she was in danger of

losing Moses and she gives in on the matter, and she circumcises the child. and she

throws the foreskin at her husband's feet and. she says, "A bloody husband. art thou,"

but even though she does it unwillingly and with this attitude, nevertheless the

thing has been done and God has acced it an sufficient and then he lets him go.

Now whether there were two children or one child involved in it doesn't affect the

principal. It is just like the question regarding the New Testament where people

try to find an error in the New Testament as to how many times did the cock crow

before, after, before Peter had. denied the Lord. He said, "Before the cock crows,

thou shalt deny me," and in another one, "Before the cock crows twice thou shalt

deny me thrice. Well now, the question is, did the cock crow once, twice or three
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times. One gospel mentions one cock crowing. another mentions two cocks crowing,

and. as a matter of fact if somebody had. been there in Jerusalem with a microphone

he probably would, have found hundreds of cocks crowing all over Jerusalem, and I t

didn't matter whether there was one cock crowing, or two cocks crew or ten cocks

crew. The vital thing is that it isn't an individual cock crowing some time in the

night from some disturbance that is important, what the lord is saying is, "Before

the time in the morning at which the cock crowing occurs, before that time, right

tomorrow morning, the very earliest start of morning, when most people are still

sleeping, before that time Peter
)il

have denied him, and there would be hundreds

of cocks crowing in different parts of Jerusalem and. whether they would happen to

hear one or two or three or, which would penetrate to that distance, it all depended.

how sharp the ears were of the people who were listening, and many people tried to

prove that the Scripture is not verbally inspired bedau.se they find a contradiction

between the gospels as tohow many cocks crew. It is not the important thing how

many cocks crew, it is a general method. of stating an approximate period. in the

morning before which Peter will have done this, and. in this connection the import-

ant thing is, is the matter of circumcision to be carried out as far as the children
on one

are concerned. Now whether it had. been carried out/before and. now is completed., or

whether it had been carried out on one before and now is carried. out on both, whether

It had. been carried. out on bne before and the carrying out of it on one immediately

was a giving in on the principle and. then there would be no difficulty as far as

going f.rther is concerned,, is a thing that the Scripture doesn't bother to go into.

It reminds me of the time I was up in the Canadian rookies and I was traveling some

where with a man I got acquainted with there who was a banker from Minneapolis and.

I happened to meet him in the hotel there one morning and he told me that he was

trying to get them in the hotel up there, in the Canadian rookies, to cash a check

for him and. he was having some difficulty that they didn't think there was any proof

he was a banker and they didntt know how they could trust his check and he wanted

quite a sizable check cashed and they didn't know whether they would. or not. It
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looked as if they wouldn't, and. then I happened to meet him a little later in the

morning and. he says. "My, I feel much better now. The lady agreed to cash n check.H

I said, "Well, you know, I am getting a little short of cash. I've got a notion

to ask her to cash one for me," and. he said, "Well," he said, "if it will do you

any good. you can tell them you know me but I don't think: that would make any dif

ference." Well the check I wanted cashed. was probably about a twentieth the size

of the one he got cashed, but I went down and I saw them and I asked them if they

would cash it and, no, no, they didn't know me. There was no reason for cashing a

check for me, and so on, and. you could. see they were very unwilling to do it, and

then I did. mention, I said., "I know a banker here from Minneapolis," I said, "Mr.

So-and-ac," "Oh," they said, "if he will sigh your check we will cash it," right

like that, so I went to see him and. he was amazed, so he signed the check and. then

he said to me, "Well," he said, "I guess-he went with me, and he said., "Well, I

guess you figured you had. taken a chance on me for this much, one little more

wouldn't matter," and they nod4edi.but they h ignored the principle. Once they

had. ignored the principle, what fell under the principle, it doesn't matter the

precise amount, whether they trusted him for eleven hundred dollars or eleven

hundred and. fifty dollars wouldn't make much difference to them, The principle

was , and I think in the Scripture if we have all the details told in

all these matters we'd have two or three big encyclopedias, but the lord is giving

us the vital principles and often we have to decide what the principles are and.

we have to decide it not only by what are all the facts but what are the facts

streeiöd,what are the facts given? What are the facts the lord, thinks are important

enough to mention? Now the fact that Zipporah was sent away at some time or other,

whether, as seems likely, right at this time, or whether later on, is not particular

ly important, and. it isnt even mentioned here in the story, just incidentally men

tioned when she is brought back that she had. been sent away, but the vital thing

here is that she has given in on this matter of circumcision and there may have

been dozens of episodes that happened. on the way to E'pt but the Holy Spirit this
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on worth putting in the Book for the knowledge of all future ages, and. why did He

think this was important enough to put in for the knowledge of future area unless

it was that He wished people of all ages and. all generations to realize that the

man who is going to be greatly used of the lord, and to enter upon a big work for

the Lord in any way comparable to the work which Moses entered upon should. be one

who carries out all the commands of the lord, and who let his own interpreta

tion or his willingness to please his wife allow him to step aside from the carrying

out of the full commands of God. If that isn't a reason for putting it in, I cant

think of any other possible reason for putting the story in here on the part of the

Holy Spirit. The only other reason I can think of why it should be here would. be

the reason that the critics say, that it just crept in and gives us an idea of what

they really thought about Ywe in these early days. Now, if there is no further

matter on this-yes, Mr.--? (Student) Yes, that's right. The matter of acts and

motives doesn't enter into this particular story. In God's final judgment of us,

He will judge us by our motives, not by our motives, not by our overt acts. It

is the motives that matter in God's final judgment, but in the preparation of a

man to serve the lord to the full it is not enough for him to have right motives in

his heart. He must have the push and energy to carry out those motives, else he

can't expect to be greatly used. of the Lord. That certainly enters in to the man's

life. Who was it I heard telling that a man came to Mr. Springer and--Mr. Springer

of Colorado who was here not so long ago--and this man said, "Mr. Springer." he

said, "I'm a Fundamentalist. If you question it, ask me what I think on some

doctrines. Ask me a few questions." Well, Mr. Springer said, "Nobody has to ask

me questions to find. out whether I am a tundamentalist." That is to say, "It isn't

what creed. you are willing to sign but it is what you proclaim and. what you are

stand-ingfor that determines whether.-,you really believe in the gospel. A man may be a

quiet believer out somewhere in the corner rarely witnessing for Christ and. such a

person may be saved. and may be going to Heaven but a person that you should trust

as a Christian leader isn't one who silently signs some creeds and. then goes off and.
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preaches on the brotherhood of man and ways of bringing universal peace, but he is

a man who believes in this enough to get up and stand. for it and fight for it and.

try to win people, and even if Moses in his heart wanted to carry out the command.

of God.. if he was going to be used of God. as a great leader he must give his

children the sign and sea]. of the covenant which he has himself as showing the

imputation of the righteousness of God to him.

T 67




on the way to Xpt, and why put it in here unless it

has a lesson for us? There may be things in the Scripture that we don't know what

the lesson is, there may be matters that we can't see the practical. importance of,

well, iet4s put them on the shelf and let's keep thinking abOut them and. let us

recognize this, that God putsëverything in the Scripture for a purpose, He means

it convey a lesson, and perhaps we can see the lesson in it, perhaps it has been

of particular importance for people of some other period., some other time, but if

we can see what the lesson should be in a particular thing in the Scripture we

should adopt it and stand. on it, because that is why He puts it in the Scripture.

It is not just to satisfy our curiosity.

Well, now he goes on after this, and. tells about the experiences down there

in and. instead of going through those now, our subject C being Moses here,
and

we'll say a few more words about M555 character,/about life in general.

We note the great steadfastness of Moses before Pharaoh. This man who hesitated

about going into the work, tho was so backward about allowing himself to become a

leader for God., once he went into the work was absolutely steadfast and. solid and.

stood without fear before the greatest monarch in the world at the time. His

leadership of the people--he met with the people with all kinds of difficulties

and troubles and questionings and complainings against him but he showed firmness

and., at the same time, tactfulness. He shows clear thinking, he shows loyalty

to God., he was used of the Lord to lead them as one of the greatest leaders in all
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the history of the world. Now of course that was true of instance after instance.

Then there is the meekness of Moses and. we read. in one place in the Scripture that

Moses was the most meek of all men living and this is just a simple direct statement

as to the character of Moses, the great humility which he had, the humility which

he had learned during this period in the wilderness. A professor in McCormick

Seminary, I believe it was, gave a paper at a meeting of the American Oriental So

ciety in Chicago not so long ago which was written up in Time magazine in which he

said that with a slight change in the Hebrew text you could change the word "meek"

to-1 forget how he translated it--the German " ", one of the ancient ver

sions has it. He was the most--"pestered" Is a way to get the idea of it--he was

the most pestered of all human beings. Now, Moses certainly had his difficulties

and his troubles and. he said. that was what it meant, not he was the most meek. He

was the one who had the most difficulties and. troubles. Well, you have to change

the Hebrew text for it and. it doesn't fit the context which is telling how God.

Intervened to deliver Moses from the attacks of Miriam and of Aaron and the criti

cism of them, but he was not standing up for himself. He would stand up for God,

but ordinarily he did not stand up for himself in these matters, and so I believe
at

that it was pretty well established/that meeting that the new view which Professor

advanced was purely conjecture. Yes, Mr. Sand.erson? (Student) Yes.

Meekness is very difficult t0 measure and I would certainly think to say that he

was an exceedingly meek man would be a very reasonable way to take it. I don't

think it means that you can't measure meekness except as you measure it arainst the

circumstances in which people find. themselves and. It would be very difficult to

make a fair measurement. ?o say that God made such a measurement and came out with

Moses at the top of the list. I think is hardly neoessary. I think what we can say

from it is that Moses was a very extremely meek man, so meek that it is very unlikely

if the lord set aside a few angels to take all the d.ifferdnt people and make all

4efinitei calculations we would find anybody coming anywhere near Moses in the

calculations. (Student) Paul had committed more niu.rders than any other man living.
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It doesn't mean anything of that kind, but it certainly means that he feels himself

to be exceedingly sinful in God's sight. Yes? (Student) Yes, we'll touch on

that under the next heading, the struggle with Pharaoh, but I want to say just a

few more words about Moses here pertaining to his character in general. We have

Moses' great meekness and. yet it was at the point, at the strongest point that he

failed. Strong men are apt to fail at their strongest point, weak men at their

weakest point. The strong man is the man who has, who towers so high above others

and is so outstaing that he, if he fails, is apt to fail at the point where you

would never suspect it, the one that he doesn't think worth watching, the one where

he is absolutely sure of himself, there of all things he doesn't need. to worry,

and that is the point where Satan gets ahold. of urn and where he fails, if he fails,

and Moses made his great failure at this very point, when he equalled himself with

God and said, "Shall we give you water out of the rock?" That was the failure

in his life which God, used. to show that even this perfect man Moses, this outstand

ing man, had. a great weakness and could not be the permanent leader of the people.

He was not the Lord Jesus Christ. He did. his work, his great work, in bringing

them out and. in carrying them through the wilderness--Moses could not be granted

his desire to also lead. them into the promised lath, he could not be granted that
in

desire-_z-to dothat would be to put Moses into a category/which no-mortal man could

belong, one who would be a permanent leader, going on far beyond what any human be

ing could accomplish, and the fact that Moses came to death as all human beings do,

and. his work came to an end is tied up with this one instance in which he showed

the fact that he was still a sinner like other people, in which he failed at his

strongest point. Mr.-? (Student) Well, I think it is Numbers 20, isn't it?

(Student) Yes. I had it down 2-13. The 10th verse is theme, then, in which it

comes out specially. Numbers 20. That is where the Lord. said to Moses, "Take the

rod, gather the assembly together, and speak unto the rock before their eyes and

it shall give forth water' and Moses took the rod, and he gathred. the congregation

before them, and he said, "Hear now, ye rebels; must we fetch you water out of this

tock?" Very unlike Moses' ordinary attitude. He was irritated and he was tired;
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he had just about reached the end of his endurance and. he gave way to his feelings

in a way he ordinarily didn't, and he gave way to them in equating himself this way

with God and instead of representing the majesty of almighty God who was able to

care for his people and who could open up the rock and let the water come out, and

flow freely for them, Moses here put himself in the place of God and acted as a

human being would in place. He says, "Hear now, ye rebels; must we fetch you

water out of the the rock?" and in irritation struck the rock a couple of times and

the water came out and the people ate, but the Lord said, "You have not believed me

to sanctify me in the eyes of the children of Israel; therefore you shall not bring

this congregation into the land which I have given them," and. it was this--not that

if only Moses had. just watched a little more closely and been just a little better

than he was he would have been great leader for another forty years after the

forty in which he did lead the people through the wilderness and the years before

it in Egypt. It was not that, but it was that Moses here showed. that he was a

human being, a fallible human being, that he was not God and could not be the per

manent leader of the people. God punished him for his sin as He punish.. all

for their sins but he certainly gave him a name and a place above almost any character

the whole Bible, or in the whole history of the world. Yes? It just was an

evidence of his irritation and instead, of acting with the majestic movement typical

of the full strength of the almighty God it was giving way to his irritation and

striking vigorously--TMHear, now, you rebels." That was all. (Student). Yes, I

just said so. (Student) False pride? (Student) No, that's the rest of the people.

That's not Moses. We come to the spies later, but this was Moses' sin at his weak

est point, and then there is Moses' intercession, Moses' intercession before God

in Exodus 32, where the lord tested Moses, where the lord, said to Moses, N1




go

ing to wipe this people off from the face of the earth and, I am going to make a

great nation out of you, and Moses said, This people have sinned a great sin;

yet, now, if thou wilt forgive their sin, and, if not, blot me, I pray thee, out

of thy book which thou hast written," and so Moses was the great intercessor before
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God for the people in their sin. Moses was God's instrument in punishing the people.

He upheld the majesty of God, before the people, but he pled with God for the people

and made intercession for them and. now, of course, Moses' death at the end of his

time in the wilderness, as in the case of John Calvin, no one knows where he was

buried. Re was buried and. his body--where it was, no one knows, and of course,

the reason is the same in both cases. Moses was such a great leader, was such a

great Christian that if he had. died. and been buried by the people they would have

put a great monument, they would have had pilgrimages to the place. It would have

been--he was the founder of their national life and they would have been tempted to

worship the memory of Moses instead of worshiping God., and God prevented that by

having him go out and be buried so that no one knew the place where he was buried.

Now Professor of the University of Berlin twenty years ago wrote a book

to prove that what really happened was that the Israelites turned against Moses

and. killed. him and that was the way he really was killed., but that is pure conjec

ture, pure theorizing, absolutely no foundation for it, even though Freud built

another book on book and. went ahead to show the psychological results of

it upon the Hebrew race, but what the Scripture tells us is that God caused. that

Moses should go out and lea* the people and. die apart from them so that no one would.
because

know where he died. and. of course Calvin provided. the same thing for himself I. he

know the leadership he had. all through the Christian world was such that there would

be tremendous danger of people taking a wrong attitude toward his grave after his

death and so he commanded. that only a few friends would bury him quietly in the mid

die of the night and. not let people know where he was buried in order that there

should be no veneration of his tombstone°'the place where he was buried.. Well,

then, we have NOses, then, not entering the promised. land. He is leading the peo

ple toward, it, he is looking toward it but he does not enter it himself. He goes

up to Mount Piagah and the Lord lets him look it all over and. see it there before

him but he does not enter it for over a thousand years, and then we find him in

Matthew l?:3_Lf standing in the promised land and. there he stands, Moses and Elijah,
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with the lord Jesus Christ, Himself.

Well, now D, the struggle with Pharaoh. No. 1, the attitude of the Israelites.

Moses had. come to save the Israelites, and the Israelites are very, very disgusted.
and. their oppression

with their suffering/and they want to be saved., but as soon as it begins to look

as if they are going to be in misery in the course of it and. there is a danger they

won't be saved at all, they decide they'd better stay as they are. They would rather

put up with something they know, with the present oppression than to risk the misery

of getting Pharaoh really disgusted at them and. when anything goes wrong they blame

Moses for it and. then they turn against Moses and. Aaron and their attitude is exactly

the attitude of people everywhere in the world when God sends a great leader to do

a work for them. You have to do your work for God and not for the people. You do

it for the people Tut for the people secondarily and. primarily for God. You try not

to do what will please the people now but what you know will please them in the end.,

and, that is the attitude that has to be taken because human beings are all sinful

and. they don't see very far ahead and they look at the immediate situation, and the

few people to whom God. give a vision of the distance and. to see what is really needed

are very, very few and there are many who think they have that vision and don't have

it at all, and. as for which really have it and which don't have it, you can't de

cide by counting noses among fallible human beings. You have to decide by study

ing God.1a Word and seeing what His truth really is. Someone has well said. that

one with God. is a majority, but God. without anyone is a majority. The majority

of the people is not necessarily right; they are more t to be wrong, than right.

Democracy doesn't mean that you just take a count of noses and. see what people think

now and. that is true. Democracy means that in a world of fallible human beings, you.

don't give any one fallible being the right to dictate to others but you give him

the opportunity to win others to his view and that's very different from saying

that the majority is necessarily right at all.

No. 2, the character of Pharaoh.
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included, all of Egypt and doubtless much of Asia. we don't

know who the Pharaoh was so we be sure how much but most of the pharaohs of

this time include large sections of Asia in their empire. He had. absolute power

over his people. His subordinates treated him as a god and showed an attitude of

worship before him. He was one who was accustomed to think of himself as a god

and after his death was called "that good god" in the Egyptian inscriptions, and

it was considered that he became one of the gods. Even in one of the pyramids

there are pictures which show the pharaoh going up to heaven and eating up the

gods when he gets there and we call it, "The cannibal' inscription, this particular

one. Pharaoh is so much one of the greatest of the gods that he actually can eat

up the other gods. There 1. only one tomb that actually goes this far, but many

of them show the pharaoh going to heaven and being received. among the gods and.

taking his place as one of the foremost of the gods. Now this attitude toward. a

man would naturally give that man an idea that he himself could do whatever he wanted

to do and that everyone should simply accept it, and so we have this man who represents

deification of humanity, who represents the establishment of human power as supreme,

who represents the denial of any superior power. We have the tremendous power and.

authority of Pharaoh and. with this power, this greatest power in the world God has

begun a contest, and it is not merely a matter of bringing the Israelites out of

Egypt. It would be very, very easy for God to bring the Israelites out of Egypt.

All that would be necessary to do would be to put pharaoh in a mellow, genial frame

of mind, to put him in such a frame of mind that he would invite Moses to dinner
Pharaoh would

and. they would sit and chat and/probably drink a good bit of wine and ask Moses about

the country up there and everything and he would get in a friendly attitude toward

Moses, and. then helt say, "What are a couple of a million slaves to met If you

want them, take them," It would have been very, very simple for God. to have

worked on the mind of Pharaoh in such a way as to have Pharaoh sign away the
I tes

IrMl and. turn them over to Moses. That would have been very simple but that is

not God's purpose in this situation. His purpose is not to bring the Israelites
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out of Egrpt. His purpose is to bring the Israelites out of Egypt in such a way

that an impression will be made upon their minds of the fact that God is able to

overcome the greatest human forces that might attempt to hold them against the

will of God., to bring them out in such a way that they will have visible proof

that God's power is supreme, and that there is no earthly power or heavenly

pwer that is worthy to rank on a level with God.. It is to tring the Israelites

out of Erpt in such a way that they will have in it a picture of salvation

from the great Spiritual forces of the universe that would drag them down, a pio

tu.re of what it means to e saved. from sin and death and from the great forces

of wickedness which are greater than any force upon this earth, and for that

reason God did not wish to soften Pharaoh's heart so that Pharaoh would be in a

good. jovial mood and. wnld just say, "1.11 right, take them along." That, of course,

is what Satan did with Roosevelt. He got him over to Yalta and. softened his heart

and. made him feel happy and. made him think, "Well, anything that Stalin wants, if

I just give it to him, then that will put him in a good mood and he will introduce

democracy into Rassia and. the whole world will be one, end so when Stalin said. to

Roosevelt, he said., "I'd like the northern half of Korea," why Roosevelt said.,

Certainly, you can have it," and Stalin said., "I'd like to nave Berlin, all the country

around Berlin, and part of Berlin." Roosevelt said, "Oh, certainly, you can have it,"

and. Roosevelt just turned over everything to him thathe asked for. Roosevelt's heart was

softened, and he gave all those things which he had absolutely no right to give, be

cause he was not, like Pharaoh, an absolute monarch. He had no right to make any

agreement whatever about anything, without getting the United. States Senate to

ratify it. According to the Constitution all things have to be approved by the

United. States Senate, but his heart was softened. to the point whrre he wanted. to

be genial and agreeable and. he simply gave Stalin everything he wanted and the

world. is suffering the results of it and will suffer them for the rest of the

ag e to some extent--to a great extent in the next few years if our lord tarries.

Now., in this case heart might have been softened so that he would let
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the Israelites go without much --but that wasn't God's desire, God. desire was

to harden Pharaoh's heart so that Pharaoh would be stiff and obstinate and would

insist on the attitude which was the true underlying attitude of his heart, in

stead of just being easy-going and. letting him do something that was contrary

to his underlying, definite, real attitude, and so instead of Pharaoh being-

oh, what difference does it make? Go ahead--instead of that being Pharaoh's at

titude, Pharaoh's heart was hardened so that he would refuse to let any subordinate

considerations turn him aside from the underlying, fixed attitude of his heart.

That is, of course, what hardening his heart means. it means making him stubborn1

it means making him set in his ways, it means making him carry out in practice

that which was his real underlying, fundamental attitude. And. so this greatest

power of the day refused to submit to the thing that Moses desired but stood

adamant and. little by little became more adamant, instead of little by little

giving in, in order that it might be made clear to all the world that the great

est force of the world at the time standing determinedly against the counsel and.

desire of God was unable to accomplish his purpose, that God. could force through

that which He desires to do. Mr.---? (Student) There is in Romans 11--no, it is
oh

Romans 9--there is a definite reference to his raising up Plisra in order that he
forth

might show/through him His great works, but in Romans 1 he refers to the people

who have turned away ft-on God, how God gave them tp to believe a lie and to wor

ship all sorts of wickedness and. all that. I don't think that is Pharaoh.

It's not speaking here of Pharaoh's salvation or of Pharaoh's beliefs. It

is speaking of his tenacity in standing by that which is already his definite

character. Pharaoh's refusing to let the lesser considerations lead. him to

do that which is contrary, to his fundamental, underlying purpose. You see,

that is exactly what Roosevelt did., because Roosevelt had declared that the

Russians in their on Finland were carrying on utterly unprovoked aggression,

he had. declared in the Atlantic charter that freedom of religion and freedom

speech and. the other two freedoms must be made universal; he had. taken a
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stand which was contrary to everything that Stalin wanted, and yet he got

in a situation and he got filled up with good liquor and he was feeling in

a jovial mood and here was Stalin who was begin very pleasant and. using

his personality and. Roosevelt thought, "Well, 1,1.1 be friend to him and he

will be friendly to us, and against all the evidence and. against his own previous

statements, his heart was softened. and. he gave in to that which was against the

true attitude that he had. been expressing right along. Well, now Pharaoh could

very easily have done the same thing. Pharaoh could have done that very, very

easily, but it was not God's will that he should. It was God's will that the

tremendous contest should. go through that involved. those ten great plagues, in

order that the Israelites shouldn't say thereafter, "Wasn't it good Pharaoh ha.

pened. to be in light mood. that day and he let us go!" They shouldn't say that;

they should say, "Wasn't it wonderful how against all the resistance which Pharaoh

has put up, God with a stretched out arm brought us forth and. showed. His superiority

to the great power of Pharaoh and. to the great gods of Egypt, and that is what the
used.

hardening of the heart of Pharaoh means. There are three different wort2. / here

in connection with the hardening of Pharaoh's heart. One of them is, "

which meansto make heavy' one is ' " which masnauto make sharp", and one

is " " which means "to make fit" and. you see there is a little difference

of idea in those three, but it means to make him stiff, hard, determineci.(Student)

Well, the word is used. in two ways. In Exodus and 7, before they go down to Zgypt,

God says that Re is going to harden Pharaoh's heart. He tells Moses what is going

to happen. Then when they get into Egypt we have a number of instances, about

twenty times altogether, we have a number of instances in which we are told. that

when it was quite evident that trouble was coming to Egypt on account of the presence

of the Israelites there and. then it says, "Pharaoh hardened his heart and would not

let them go." or Pharaoh's heart was fixed without them and he wouldn't let them go.'

We have the simple statement that Pharaoh hardened his hear t about ten times, and

then things get stiffer and stiffer and the plagues et worse and. worse and get to
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the place where the Egyptians are saying, "Why should the whole laud be wrecked on

account of these people. Let them go and get rid, of them," and. then we read that

God hardened Pharaoh's heart and we have that expression a number of times toward

the end. there, and so Pharaoh faced the situation in which the easy way out of it

was, just let the people go, and. he got off and. he said, "No, I said. I wasn't going

to do it and. I'm not going to do it." Just like what the commentators claim (I don't

know whether it is true or not) but they claim that six months ago, they claim that

four to six mntha ago Secretary of Defense Porreata], said, "I'm getting awfully

tired, ye been working eighteen hours a day here for several years in the Defense

office and I am getting tired out and. I want to resign," and that Truman was rather
were other old cronies he'd prefer there-

tired of having him around-there/and he was just rcady to let him go, and then a

lot of commentators, Walter Winchell. and. others, began to attack him and criticize

him, Forreata]., because he used to be in Wall Street, and call him all kinds of

names and things and. saying that Truman ought to fire him, and Truman got obstinate.

Truman hard.end his heart, and Truman said, "If these folks think they are going

to force me to fire him th'y've got another thought coming," and so, according to

the commentators, Truman wanted to let him go and. Porrestal wanted to go, but Truman

insisted he stay because he would. not give in to the commentators who were trying to

force him to let him go. I think Drew Pearson wrote an article in which he said.

"It isnt right for the President of the United States to let commentators run him,"

in the sense that he will do a thing he doesn't want to do simply because they don't

want him to d it. Well there is--I don'; ko.&w whether all that is true or not, but

it is a good illustration of the hardening of your heart and. making yourself stubborn

and determined that you are going to go on this way and not let someone force you

the other way, and that is what Pharaoh did for quite a while, and then when the pres

sure got so severe that it would :be strange indeed for a man to keep on standing

against it when everything looked as if it would be so much better for Egypt just to

let the people go and Pharaoh would be so much stronger without them than he would

with them, then we read, "The lord hardened his heart," and. the lord strengthened
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that stubbornness of Pharaoh's and he said, N1 don't care i1 the whole country goes

to pieces. I'm not going to let them go," and. he stuck to this until his first

born child was killed, and then he said, 'Get out of this country--the quicker, the

better," and. then even after they'd gone his heart was hardened again and. he changed

his mind and pursued after them, but it i. said about half the time that Pharaoh

harden&d. his heart and about half the time that the Lord. hardened. Pharaoh's heart

and it wasn't a matter of making Pharaoh a wicked man. Pharaoh was already a

wicked man. It wasn't a matter of making Pharaoh a sinner. It was a matter of

making Pharaoh in his actions stand by that which was the true attitude of his

heart, instead of allowing him for lesser considerations to turn against his true

attitude. You might say it was as if Zipporah hardened her heart and said., "I don't

care if Moses dies andI care if his whole work goes to ruin. I'm not going

to give in on it," but she didn't do that. Her heart was not hardened, but it's

not, it doesn't at all mean that God. caused Pharaoh to become a sinner or to be

lost. That has nothing t0 do with God's hardening Pharaoh's heart whatever. It

is " Now we find this term rarely used. of others, but it is used in

this particular connection about twenty times, although there are references here

with the verb used. in ach case and. the forms but I don't think we'll take the time

to quote them all because there is a good deal more we want to get to. Kr.---?

(Student) Yes, a very good question. How much is Satan's agency and how much is

God's definite plan, and they mix in varying proportions. Everything is a part of
There are

God's plan./ dome things that God. definitely wills should be this way; there are

other things that He wills to permit Satan to do. Now, in that connection, with

David, God, permitted Satan to tempt David. In this particular connection, whether

Satan in ioled in it or not we just are not told and. we don't know. I think we

have a few minutes yet. I think that is all we need to say on this hardening of

the heart. It is a test case of stiffening against influence or easy surrender.

Pani refers to it in Romans 9:17.

Now, No. 3. Two was the character of Pharaoh. No. 3 is the plagues
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themselves. Now, what do we read.? That God. wanted the Egyptians to let the Is±aelites

go so He caused that

T 69

We find, nothing of that sort. The plagues of Egypt Egypt

at other times. These things which I mentioned could have taken placQ. He could

very eatly have caused. any one of them to take place. ut that is not the way ordinarily

God works. I think we must insist that God has the power to do anything He wants to

but some people think they are glorifying God. if they make everything He does do just
and. bizarre as possible and. insist always

as queer and strange/and that He doesn't use the means of that which He has created.

I don't think this is honoring to God. but I think that it is confusing to people

and so think a little bit about that. When I express that in a little more abrupt

language people are usually shocked.. We'll think about it a little and we'll dis

cuss it further next time, and under that, we've finished discussing No. 2, the

character of Pharaoh in which we dealt with the meaning of the hardening of Pharaoh's

heart, a phrase which occurs about thirty times. Now we took up at the end of the

hour No. 3, the plagues themselves. We noticed that the plagues are not bizarre

or utterly unnatural. They are not something that is entirely different from the

sort of thing that might naturally be associated with Egypt. Similar, but lesser

plarues occur occasionally in that region. The first nine plagues all correspond

to something that is rather natural in E'pt. There is a statement from Robinson's

HISTORY OF ISRAEL in 1932 in which he says,none of these plagues except the last

contain anything strange or abnormal. All are events which may naturally take

place at the end. of the inundation of the Nile. The stagnant water left as the

river goes down often reddens with and. becomes undrinkable, while

fish which have been caught in the pools will, of course, die as the ground dries.

Frogs naturally find their way from the waters on to dry lands and may easily be so

numerous as to be a nuisance. The pools breed quantities of mosquitoes and these

in turn produce distressing forms of skin disease. Thunderstorms accompanied by

heavy hail are rare in Egypt but they do occur and are naturally alarming- Sand.
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and dust ori which produce deep gloom may well take place to the east of the delta,

while locusts are only too frequent a scourge. In all this there is nothing to awaken

jcred.11ity. The miracle will consist in nothing more than the coincidence of all

these events and. their exceptional severity and. we notice that none of the plagues

are things which are altogether strange or bizarre or unnatural in Ept. There

are five characteristics which the plagues have and. the first three of those are

those characteristics which mark them out as signs or as supernatural interventions

of God.. The first of these is intensification. They are all things which occur in

Egypt but they occurred at this time in greatly intensified form. They occurred.

far more sevrely than was usual or at all frequent. No. 2 is prediction. Very

often most startling and strange things occur and prove absolutely nothing, but

when someone speaks as God's messenger and declares that something will happen and.

then it happens, that is a sign which accredits the message or the messenger. Pre-

diction is a very vital element in most signs and. in this case that is one of the
things

outstanding features of the account. Moses predicted that thewould. come to pass

and then they came to pass. Yes? (Student) Definitions of miracle. It is to be

noticed that the word "miracle" is not a translation of any Hebrew or Greek word.

I shouldn't say it exactly that way. What I mean to say is there is no Hebrew or

Grek word which has as its meaning that which we call a miracle. You fill find.

that the Hebrew word " " is often translated "miracle", but you will find.

that more frequently it is translated 9a sign" and. it is used of-for instance,

if I say, "Here will be the sign that you will know that I'll come to your place

and. speak and. you are to meet me at the station. You've never seen me--here's the

sign. You'll find, that I will, be holding a Bible in my right hand. That is the

sign." That would be the Hebrew word. " " and the Hebrew word. "

is at times translated. "sign", is sometimes translated "miracle". Then there is

the Hebrew word " " which occurs much less frequently and is also translated

in other ways and which doesn't necessarily mean something that is supernatural.

The same is true in the New Testament. The Greek words which are translated "miracle"
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are more frequently translated. either a sign or a wonder or some other word., so that

there is no Hebrew or Greek word. of which we can say, "This word., in the original.

of the Bible, is a word, which denotes a supernatural. act which is performed in order

to give a sign or attestation of a message or a messenger." The idea of a miracle
the Bible. It is not

is an idea which has been attached to the Bible by students of/a word. which represents

any specific Biblical, word. It is an idea which we gather from the study of differ

ent passages but the Bible nowhere says, "This is a miracle, in the sense in which

we use our English. word. because there is no Hebrew word which means only

what we mean by "miracle," aid consequently we have no right to ask what the Biblical

meaning of the miracle is for there is no such word. We ask, "What is the. meaning

of the English word "miracle"? Well, the English word "miracle" means whatever

English people use it to mean but that doesn't prove anything about what God teaches

in the Bible. Consequently, all. interpretations of miracle which consist of saying,

"A miracle must be such-and-such a thing, then when you find in the Bible the word

'miracle' it mast be this thing which I've defined the word 'Miracle' as being," are

purely human guesses. The only way to tell what it is is to see what the Bible

says, and the Bible says he gave the sign. He says, "The man that you see wearing

such-and.-such a kind of a coat will be the one or he sayt, "He gave a sign caused

that the rock should be smitten and the water should flow out." He gave a sign.

He caused. that the first born of every family in Egypt would die. The word "sign"

then may indicate something which is a perfectly natural thing done simply as an

indication of something, or it might indicate something which is a supernatural

event done to give an indication of that which only the supernatural could indicate.

Now we in recent centuries have come to believe in a natural order as a result of

the fact that in scientific study we find-you take two of hydrogen and. one

of oxygen and you put them together and you get water, and it always happens. You

hold something up and you let go and it always drops. We have certain things that

we observe and we say, "These are natural law; this is the natural order, 11 and from
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t'frlat we have made the jump to the idea that there is such a thing as a natural order

and. there is such a thing as that which is beyond the natural order and that there

is a sharp line separating these two and that from that the jump is easily made to

say a miracle mast be something which is outside of this line, which is outside of

the natural order, but the Bible nowhere teaches such a natural order. The Bible

nowhere teaches such a line. The Bible has no word. to indicate something which is

outside of that line which you put around that which you call the natural order.

Here is the law of gravitation. If you take this book and put it here and it is

this far from the ground, it will naturally fall, inevitably, but I can reach out

nor hand. and hold it there and stop it. Do I destroy the law of gravitation?

I do nothing of the kind. I simply exert a personal influence in such a way as to

cause that the law of gravitation does not apply in that situation. Well, if I can

do a thing like that, wh cannot God, the creator of the universe, do exactly the

same ti-ing if He chooses by whatever means He chooses to utilize? Now, somebody

says, If God causes that there shall e something that we can't see, an invisible

thing, invisible to us but just as real as my hand that holds up the Bible that shall

come there and. hold it up and. He uses a natural phenomenon which He causes to do that,"

they say, "That's not a miracle. That prove anything. That's in the natural

order," but they say, "if God will suspend the law of gravitation and. say at this

particular place the law of gravitation is suspended and. so the natural order is

destroyed, that is a miracle," and that proves something about God,. Well, that's

purely human guessing. There is absolutely nothing in the Bible to prove that there

I a any such line of demarkation and that a miracle is that which is that side of it

and that which is not a miracle is that which is this side of it. Now if you say

that God's will is divine you must have something outside the natural order and

above and beyond it imply that t e human being is assuming there is such a natural

order. It implies that the human is capable of knowing what the of

that natural order. It implies that if this thing happens and it seems to be out

side the natural order and we say there it is divine and it proves God .d it and then
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we learn a little more and we find, it is possible inside the natural order, well then

it is not a miracle any more. Once :'ou aLopt an attitude like that then every

miracle of the Bible becomes a matter of guess work because we know enough to

know, assume there is such a line between natural and. supernatural, we don't know

where it is, and therefore all we can say is that these look like miracles to us

today but that for all we know when knowledge goes a little further we'll see how

they could have been done naturally and. therefor wetll see they werentt miracles at

all, and. therefore it makes--I think this idea of a word as something that must be

supernatural to be a miracle reduces you to absolute uncertainty as to whether any

thing at all is a miracel or not, since we don't have enough knowledge to know what

the limits of the natural order are if there are such limits. So to me it seems

far more satisfactory to think that common sense interpretation leads us not to say

that God, in order to prove He is God.,says, "Well, now here, Itm going to give you

absolute perfect, infallible knowledge so that you know all the limits to natural

order and then I am going to show you I can get outside of it, and that proves I

cm God.' Instead of His doing that we will say that God. does somethings which you

can't see how a Iniman being could do, you see how in the natural course of

events this could take place and. therefore it seems to you to be an evidence of some

thin -g that is beyond your experience and beyond your knowledge and. when the lord.

does a certain number of things of that type, accumulated evidence is such as to be

mighty strongly convincing that there is indeed a power transcending human force

at stake. It is just exactly as if I were to hold up the book, and hold up something

here that weighed fifty pounds and I hold up something else that weighs seventyfive

pounds and all you could lift wpuld be something that weighs twenty pounds, you would

say, "Oh, there is proof that I am much stronger than you are. It's proof of that,

definitely." Now there is definite proof that God is far superior in knowledge and.

power to us, but you require proof that God can go outside the natural realm. Well,

man's mind is infallible and he can't prove what the limits of the natural ordre
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if there are such limits. It is absolutely impossible as evidence that there are,

and I do not think the Scripture gives us to understand that there is any such

type of evidence that God has chosen to present, because we don't have the mind, to

appreciate it if there were. Now I think that it is a very common attitude among

Christians that here is the Bible, the more psculier, the more strange, the more

the events you find here, the more definitely it is a supernatural book. It

anything in it sounds natural, that must be wrong, because that is not honoring

God. Let's assume that God does everything . Well, that's not

what you find in the New Testament. Christ could easily have come to this earth

in such a way He'd never been sleepy, He'd never been tired, He'd never been hungry,

but

P 70

He was weak. He had the limitations of a human being and. yet He wrought such works

as no other human being ever has done and in this we see the proof that while He was

a true human being he was far beyond. any human being, be was the transcendent One,

the Son of God. Himself, and so, while there are those who define a miracle as an

act in the external work wrought by the immediate power of God. without any Lntermediate

circumstances means, wrought without means by God.. To my mind it is an utterly un

satisfactory definition because I don't know how any human being can tell whether

God does a thing with means or without means. This we know, that He does something

which we know of no way to do and which it seems to us very unlikely that any per

son we know would be able to do. That we know, but to say that we know that He

does this without means--to me it is just a matter of the way you use words. It's

like the--I don't know whether I over mentioned, in this class the story of the

Arab and. the magician. Do you know whether I did-the box? Well, this story

.ccording to this story an American magician--not a real magician, not a man who

had. supernatural power at all, but a man who was a trickster, a man who would go

on the stage and. do things to make people marvel had a trick whereby he would have
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a magnet, an electro-magnet concealed. under the floor and he would come to America

here and. he would say, "Now I'll show you a wonderful trick. I can make that box

heavy or light," and a person would come up to the platform and they'd pick it up

like nothing, and he's say. "Now I'll make it heavy," and they'd pull and. they

couldn't pull it up," and it was wonderful trick. He could make the box heavy

or light, but when he got over to Arabia and showed it there, people saw it and

they said, "Oh, that's nothing. We know you have some kind of queer, scientific

mechanism that can make a thing heavy or light. That doesn't prove anything. We

are not interested., and. it was a total flop, so he thought of a new way of saying,

and. the next place he went he said, "I will show you that I can make a man, a strong

man weak so he has no power, and he called on the strongest man in the audience to

come up and. this man came with his great big muscle and when he got up there the

magician said, "Now you see that little box there. Lift it. Nothing to it- is there?"

Nothing at all. Tie man could lift it right up. "Now," he said., "I can make you so

weak you can't even lift that little box," and the man said, "I don't believe you can.

Its impossible," and he said, "Now, look. I'll make you so weak you can't even lift

the little box, "and he went on and. said, "Presto", and the man took ahold. and. he
tiny

couldn't even lift that little/box, and. he took hold. and. he jerked, and the magician

was afraid he would break the floor, he put so much terrific strength on it, but he

couldn't lift the box and in absolute himi].iation the man. left the platform, and he

said. the man was just ashamed to look anybody in the face, to think that that magician

could make him so weak. Well, now, therets exactly the same thing done, but the people

in the audience able to tell whether he made the box heavy or whether he made

the man weak. They couldn't tell, and. you say it one way it seems like nothing, to

them. "We know it is easy to have a scientific apparatus to make a box heavy or light.

We don't know how you do it, but we have no doubt you can do it, ""but to make a man

'iea or strong, well, of course, that you couldn't do. impossible." Well, now

it is just that way, it seems to me, with this matter of saying, 'Is this done without

means or with means? Now do you know? We can't see everything and we don't know one-
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thousandth of the law of dimensions, and we don't know any but the smallest part of
tioris

the corsili/ o the world that God has created and therefore to say, "This is a proof

of God.. Is it a supernatural proof, is it done with means?" is a perfectly silly

line of demarkatton to make, because it is one that nobody can. possibly judge, and

to say a miracle is one done without means and that if it 1 done with means it isn1t

a miracle, what right have we to bind God by a rule thatGod gives us no indication

of anywhere in the Scripture? -What we find, in the Scripture is that God has caused

things to happen in such a way that when people saw these definite events occurring

they said, "There is something very extraordinary here. There must be a force, a

knowledge that surpasses our understanding here, because they don't happen this way

in ordinary life, and. especially if a man would come and say, "Here is proof that

God is speaking to me. This thing is going to happen. Now with most things you

can predict that way the chances are one in a thousand that it will happen the way

you said. it. Now of course if I tell you that tomorrow morning the sun is going

to rise, then that proves nothing, because it happens so corn on3$ If I say, "To...

morrow it is going to purr rain here," they'll say there is one chance of four that

I am correct. That doesn't prove very much. If I say, "Tomorrow, we are going to

have a snow storm here," you'll say th're is one chance in fifty, this time of year.

That would prove a good. bit more, but it is a matter of seeing whether the predic

tion made is one which a person naturally couldn't know and. whether the chances of

its happening by accident are quite small, and if that occurs that is a pretty good

proof that there is something supernatural there at work. Now it is very, very

difficult to predict the future. If any of you nave got some money youtd. like to

waste, to throw away, you will find it very, very easy to pick any one of perhaps

fifty different organizations in New York which will be willing for only a couple

of hundred dollars to tell you for the whole of the next year every week what

stocks you ought to buy and what stocks you ought not, and. they will go back over

the last three years and. prove to you that they said, "Buy this stock" two and. a

half years ago and you could have gotten that then for $30.00 and today it is sold

for $60.00 and. you'd be doubling your money, and they will prove to you that they
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said. at such a date, 15.11 General Motors at such a price" and. they will show you

that three weeks later it was down ten points and you would have saved some money

if you had sold at the time they said, and they will give you *onderful examples
but the trouble is they only give you their

of te way they have predicted the way the stock market will got/successful pre

dictions and as you take any one of these systems and pay them the two hundred

dollars and then do everything they tell you the chances are that within six months

you'll lose all the money you've got. You might do it in three if you are unlucky,
money

if they hit it unusually well youmight last nine months. An organization made

an investigation of this a few years ago. They brought the recommendations of some

of these companies over a period of about five years before and they took every or

of these recommendations these companies had made and they figured out if you bought

every time they said. to buy and. sold every time they said. to sell, would you have

made money in the five years and with every single one of them you would have lost

a great deal of money, and then they took way. They took dice, and they said,

"Now, let's say, shall we say buy or sell General Motors? We'll flip the d.ice,if it

oomei this: way we say sell, if it comes this way we say- buy, and. just by pure
if

chance that way they made up a set of recommendations and they found that/ those

recommendations they made by chance that way were followed through a person would

have 1t only half as much money as they would by using any one of the methods that

you could buy for your two hundred dollars from one of these ana]ysts in New York

which studies the market and tells you just what is going to happen. Now I think

that is a very excellent elidence of the fact that :to predict the future correctly

in any sizable number of cases is a very, very difficult thing to do. It is very

rare that a human being has the knowledge sufficient t0 make many predictions of

the future. Most things we simply cant tell, and if somebody comes to me and

says, "Say, you struck it lucky once. see what you'll do the next time,"

and they may strike it lucky twice. They might strike it lucky ten times, but

when you find that Moses ten different times predicted the coming of a plague

and predicted a plague which was similar to plagues they had had before, but far
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more extreme than the ones they usually h. and. he predicted them in a certain order

and they came in the order that he said. they would come in and the one he said would

come now came now and you'll find, a course of his doing that for ten different ones,

one right after the other, you'll have a tremendous mathematical argument for the

fact that there was at least a knowledge of the course of events on the part of Moses

transcending that which an ordinary human being would be expected to have, and so it

is not a miracle prediction in the sense of something wrought by the immediate power

of God because we cannot prove what is the immediate power of God and. what is mediate

powt of Godibut it is something which shows you a knowledge that you wouldn't expect

a human being to have and when Moses says, "God. say&. 'Let the people go' if you

don't let the people go, God. Will send. this plague,' and then the plague takes plAce

and. the Pharaoh comes to Moses and. he says, "This is terrible," he says, "pray God

that He will do away with this plague, and I'll let the people go.' and. Moses preys

and the plague stops, and then Pharaoh's heart is hardened and. he is freed from the

difficulty and. he doesn't bother with it any more just like most people do when in

suffering and sorrow they promise to be a good person ever after if they'll only

get through it and then when the thing passes by they forget all about their promise

and Pharaoh did the same thing exactly. He said, "Now," he said., "I will let you

go,' and Moses said., "If you don't, this thing will happen and this thing will happen,'

you have there what is certainly justified in being called a miracle in what I would

consider a Scriptural sense of the term, that is, an evidence, a sign which points

in the tirection of showing that a knowledge and power transcending that of a human

being , but the making up of a doctrinal definition which says it must

be something outside of a line which enconaaes a natural orbit when that line is

absolutely unknown to us and we haven't even a proof there is such a line, is

not anything, I think, which contributes to the glory of God or to the understanding

of the Bible. Mr.--? (Student) I read. that in manuscript before the book went

to press but that was some years ago and my recollection of it is rather hazy, but

I do not feel that am in position to pass any judgment on the chapter, but I would
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say this, that the idea, if I recall correctly, is the idea that if you make a

prediction and there is one chance in five of the prediction coming true and it

does come true that that is looking pretty far in the direction of a supernatural

agency and if that happens a number of times the chances of it happening are so

very, very slight that it makes it " Now I think that that principle is

supreme. Now how he workd it out in the chapter I dontt recall because it is a

long time since I read that in proof, but I would say this, that the thematica].

argument from the viewpoint of chance of predictions of something coming true is an.

argument which must be used. with great care because I think it is a valid and. true

argument rightly used but one which can be wrongly used. Now whether it was rightly

or wrongly used. in that chapter I don't recall and. I read it rather hastily and

whether it would have changed. since then I don't know, but it certainly is a true

argument rightly used. " Now, here, just to give you a personal example. The

time came some years ago when I didn't know which of two things to do. I felt it
and. I did. a thing which I do not recommend doing.

was very important for future,/ I asked the lord to give me an indication by

chance of it. Well, now that is a thing which I do not think we can expect the

lord to do. I think that ordinarily the Lord expects us to study the Word and

to study the circumstances and find. Ms answer, but I think there may be cases when

the lord stoops to stoops to our weakness and gives us that sort of an indication

and I feel that if you are going to do that sort of a thing you should make your

decision in such a way that you know that it is not pure chance. ow that is

what I did then. For instance, I would say, "If you say, 'low, shall I go to New

York or to Baltimore next Saturday? What is the lord's will on it? And you flip a

coin and you say, "If it comes out heads, it's New York; tails, it's Baltimore."

Well, there's one chance in--fifty-fifty. It's got to go one way or the other. It

is so much just a pure matter of chance that to be sure that the lord chose to guide

you in that way would be making a pretty strong guess, but here's what I did. I

said., "Now here are two coins. Now if these two coins come down heads up then that i take

an indication that I should do this and if these two coins come down any other way
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that doesn't mean anything. You see. There was one chance in four that it would

mean anything aM it came down that w. Then I said., *Now if the nicicle cornea down

with the date up and the dime with the date down, then it means-but if it comes any

other way it doesn't mean anything," and I did that five times in a row and every

time it came the particular way. Well, now I figured that there was one chance in

four of its happening once, one chance in sixteen of its happening twice, one chance

in sixty-four of its happening three times
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